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You

can

fall but you must not lie down.

-Bougie

Don't waste your time

or

MacLean:

time will waste you.

-Muse:

Die Welt

liegt

uns zu

"Not Lie Down

Füssen, denn

"Knights of Cydonia'

wir stehen

drauf.1

-Die Fantastischen Vier:

The world is at

our

feet because

we

stand

on

it.

"MfG

Abstract

Context-aware

computing has been recognised as a powerful solution
to address the requirements of many modern application domains. For
example, in mobile computing, context is used to augment the user's
experience when interacting with a system by adapting responses to their
current situation. In the domain of ubiquitous and pervasive computing,
the role of context is often to compensate for the lack of traditional
interfaces.

delivery

Finally,

to

in web

numerous

engineering, context is used to adapt content
factors. Building on context information, recent

web systems support multi-channel and multi-modal interaction
as

personalisation

user

and internationalisation.

and models have been

proposed

to

well

While several frameworks

gather, represent

very few of these solutions consider the

as

and process context,

management of

context-aware

ciata.

In the

plications

past, database systems have been used

to manage data for ap¬

from various domains. To address

changing requirements,

database systems have

ever

remarkable evolution from

mono¬
undergone a
lithic heavyweight databases to lightweight personal information stores.
Continuing this evolution, it is our approach to extend database systems
with concepts to cope with the challenge of context-aware data man¬
agement. The proposed solution is based on a two-dimensional version
model that allows context-dependent variants to be managed, while, at
the same time, keeping track of the revisional history. Within the scope
of this version model, query processing is realised based on a matching
algorithm that uses the current context state of the system to select the
best version of every object that is accessed during query evaluation.
Our version model has been specified based on the OM object-oriented
data model and has been implemented as part of a database management
system that is based on OM. As an application of this extended data¬

base management system,

a

web content management system has been

designed and implemented.
Management System (XCM)

The intention of this Extensible Content
is to

provide
i

a

powerful implementation

Il

platform for web engineering applications. Most model-driven design
methodologies in this application domain feature some notion of contextdriven adaptation. However, suitable implementation platforms to sup¬
port these methodologies are sparse or tied in with a specific design
method.
To implement web engineering systems, XCM separates the
concepts of content, structure, view and presentation. Metadata about
these concepts is managed within our extended database and therefore
all four aspects of

a

web system

can

be made context-aware.

The EdFest mobile tourist information system

concept for XCM, that is used
this system. EdFest is

as

a

content

serves

as

a

proof-of-

management component

in

provides information about the
Edinburgh Festivals to tourists while they are visiting the city. The sys¬
tem offers multi-channel interaction by supporting standard web channels
as well as a novel paper-based channel. In terms of context information,
EdFest has established new requirements, as not only traditional factors
such as location, device and user context are considered, but also the in¬
teraction context. Due to specific requirements of the interactive paper
delivery channel, not only the content that is delivered to a tourist has
to be adapted but also the interaction process that leads to the content
delivery.
Even though our version model for context-aware data management
has been defined within the framework of the OM data model, the con¬
cepts can be generalised to data that is represented in other models. In
particular this is the case for relational database management systems,
as our version model has its origins in solutions that have been proposed
for temporal and engineering databases that were developed based on
the relational model. Unfortunately, most of today's information is not
managed by database systems but rather stored in plain files and it is
therefore not possible to take advantage of the proposed version model.
Concepts from web content management such as the explicit represen¬
an

application

tation of the internal structure of

a

that

file

or

the

components in different places could be used
tems.

Only

in this

reuse

of different content

improve today's file sys¬
the full potential of context-aware data
to

setting, can
management be finally unleashed in handling everyday information such
as wordprocessing, spreadsheet or presentation documents.

Zusammenfassung
Einbezug von Kontextinformation ist eine anerkannte und mächtige
Lösung für die Anforderungen vieler moderner Anwendungsbereiche. So
wird Kontext beispielsweise in mobilen Applikationen verwendet, um die
Interaktion mit dem Benutzer zu verbessern, indem sich die Anwendung
Kontext wird auch dazu verwendet, um
an dessen Situation anpasst.
in allgegenwärtigen Systemen den Umstand zu kompensieren, dass diese
Der

oft keine traditionelle Benutzerschnittstelle haben.

Entwicklung

von

Webangeboten

ist Kontext

zur

Aber auch in der

Anpassung

an

verschie¬

denste Faktoren essenziell. Neuere

Websysteme nutzen dabei Kontextin¬
formation, um Inhalte über mehrere Ausgabekanäle zu publizieren, sowie
Obwohl
zur Personalisierung und Internationalisierung von Webseiten.
Systeme und Modelle zur Akquisition, Repräsentation und Bearbeitung
von Kontext entwickelt wurden, blieb die Verwaltung kontext-sensitiver
Daten bisher

aussen vor.

Vergangenheit wiederholt dazu ein¬
Um mit
gesetzt, Daten verschiedenster Anwendungen zu verwalten.
den sich ständig verändernden Anforderungen Schritt zu halten, durch¬
lebten Datenbanken die bemerkenswerte Entwicklung von monolithischen
Datenbankservern hin zu flexiblen persönlichen Informationsspeichern.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es daher, diese Entwicklung fortzuführen, in¬
dem Datenbanken mit Konzepten erweitert werden, die die Verwaltung
kontext-sensitiver Information ermöglichen. Die vorgeschlagene Lösung
basiert auf einem zweidimensionalen Versionierungsmodell, das sowohl
die Verwaltung von kontext-abhängigen Varianten wie auch das Verfolgen
der zeitlichen Evolution erlaubt. Die Auswertung von Anfragen erfolgt
dabei durch einen Algorithmus, der anhand des gegenwärtigen Kontexts
die bestmögliche Version jedes Objektes auswählt, auf das im Zuge der
Anfragebearbeitung zugegriffen wird.
Datenbanksysteme

Unser

wurden in der

Versionierungsmodell

orientierten Datenmodells OM

wurde unter der

spezifiziert
m

Verwendung

des

objekt¬

und innerhalb eines darauf

IV

basierenden

Als

Anwendung dieser
erweiterten Datenbank wurde ein Web Content Management System im¬
plementiert. Die Absicht dieses Extended Content Management Sys¬
tem (XCM) ist es, eine mächtige Implementationsplattform für Webap¬
plikationen anzubieten. Die meisten modellbasierten Ansätze zur Ent¬
wicklung solcher Systeme verfügen bereits über Methoden, kontextab¬
hängige Anpassungen auszudrücken. Bisher wurden jedoch noch keine
genügend allgemeinen oder geeigneten Plattformen geschaffen, um diese
Modelle umzusetzen. XCM unterscheidet die vier Grundkonzepte In¬
halt, Struktur, Sicht und Gestaltung. Metadaten zu diesen Konzepten
werden in unserem erweiterten Datenbanksystem verwaltet und es ist
daher möglich, jedes einzelne kont ext sensitiv zu machen.
EdFest, ein mobiles Informationssystem für Touristen verwendet un¬
ser Content Management System als Komponente zur Infor m at ions Ver¬
waltung und dient als Leistungsnachweis von XCM. Die Aufgabe von
EdFest ist es, Touristen, die Edinburgh besuchen, mit Informationen über
die dortigen Festspiele zu versorgen. Das System bietet neben dem ge¬
wöhnlichen, webbasierten Zugang auch papierbasierte Interaktion an. Im
Hinblick auf die berücksichtigte Kontextinformation geht EdFest weiter
als bisherige Systeme, da neben orts-, benutzer- und gerätespezifischen
Faktoren auch der Interaktionskontext einbezogen wird. Als Folge der
speziellen Anforderungen des Zuganges durch interaktives Papier reicht
es nicht aus, nur die Inhalte anzupassen, sondern es ist auch notwendig,
den Prozess zu adaptieren, über den auf Inhalte zugegriffen wird.
Obwohl unser Versionierungsmodell zur Verwaltung von kontext-sensitiven Daten im Rahmen des OM Datenmodells definiert wurde, lässt
es

sich auf Information

tet wird.

da

Datenbanksystems implementiert.

ausweiten, die anhand anderer Modelle verwal¬

Dies trifft insbesondere auf das relationale Datenmodell zu,

Versionierungsmodell seinen Ursprung in temporalen und In¬
genieurdatenbanken hat, die für das relationale Modell entwickelt wur¬
den. Da der Anteil von Daten, die von Datenbanksystemen verwaltet
werden verglichen mit denen, die in Dateien gespeichert sind, ziemlich
bescheiden ist, ist es momentan nicht möglich vom vorgeschlagenen Mo¬
dell zu profitieren. Wir glauben jedoch, dass Content Management Kon¬
zepte, wie die explizite Verwaltung der internen Struktur einer Datei
oder die Wiederverwendung von Inhalten an mehreren Orten eine solide
Basis darstellen, um heutige Dateisysteme zu verbessern. Nur so liesse
sich das volle Potenzial kontext-orientierter Datenverwaltung im Um¬
gang mit alltäglicher Information wie Textverarbeitungs-, Tabellenkalunser

kulations- oder Präsentationsdokumenten verwirklichen.
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1
Introduction

Database systems have

always played an important role in many ap¬
plications across various domains. Originally conceived as a means for
efficient storage of information in classic database applications such as
library catalogues, financial accounting solutions, airline reservation sys¬
tems or product inventories, database systems have evolved continually
over time and have become widespread to a point where they form a part
of nearly every type of application in existence. Nowadays, operating sys¬
tems use them to maintain a directory of installed software and hardware,
network management tools operate on top of a database cataloguing all
users, hosts and the connections between them and computer-aided de¬
sign tools employ database systems to keep track of the course of the
product development process.
However, database systems are to be found not only in specialist ap¬
plications and expert domains. More recently, these technologies have
also

progressed into the realm of consumer software. Multimedia tools
such as image libraries or media players employ database systems to man¬
age the vast amount of digital images, music files or videos. Personal or¬
ganisers such as mail clients, calendar tools and contact managers also use
databases to perform their tasks and to provide the user with advanced
search and notification facilities. In modern web browsers, bookmarks
are stored in lightweight data management systems that allow standard¬
ised querying and easy data exchange. Using techniques from the field
of information retrieval, desktop search engines index documents on a
1

2
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personal computer's hard disk and thus constitute a powerful means to
find files. When helping a driver to reach their destination, navigation
systems as installed in most recent cars draw their knowledge from a
geographical information system, a database system that is tailored and
optimised to answer queries about route planning and features of the
surrounding landscape. Lately, the trend towards omni-present database
systems has even become visible in a manner that spawned discussions
and plans to replace the hierarchical file systems used to manage data on
disk today with file systems based on a database system. Such file sys¬
tems could provide uniform database services to most of the applications
discussed above and would eliminate the need for proprietary solutions.
To address the

changing requirements that have arisen from
their dispersion, database systems have undergone a remarkable evo¬
lution. Very early databases were built on a purely hierarchical data
model and this was sufficient for many systems. When more complex
applications required many-to-many relationships, the tree-based hierar¬
chical model was abandoned and the graph-based network data model
In parallel, data
was introduced with CODASYL [71] as a standard.
structure diagrams—later renamed as Bachman diagrams [9] after their
inventor—were created as a way to graphically describe the data stored
in a database system. Since the network model was designed for sequen¬
tial data storage on magnetic tapes, a major drawback that resulted from
this type of storage was the lack of a general search functionality.
ever

With the advent of disk drives that
dom

access

based

on

to data became

were

free of this

possible bringing

the relational model of data

as

limitation,

ran¬

forward database systems

first formalised

by

Codd

[72].

Initially, the relational model was primarily adopted by the academic
community which preferred its mathematical foundations over the tech¬
nical specifications of commercial database systems based on the network
model. As an approach to providing a "unified view of data", Chen pro¬
posed the Entity-Relationship (E/R) model [64]. Building on the idea
of a graphical notation that describes a software system, E/R diagrams
provided a clear separation of concepts by distinguishing between entities
and relationships. At the time, these characteristics of the E/R model
were major improvements. However, today the abstraction from the un¬
derlying implementation model and providing a conceptual view of data
has also to be recognised as one of the model's major contributions. It is
this property of the model that has propelled a continuing evolution man¬
ifesting itself in extensions to E/R or in other models developed to con¬
ceptualise specialist domains. Apart from performance, the E/R model

3

was

also

one

of the factors that led to the

in commercial database
cess

for

developing

systems

database

as

adoption

of the relational model

it also established

a

well-defined pro¬

applications.

though the relational model has nowadays been widely accepted
as the standard technology to store and manipulate data in database sys¬
tems, it was continually adapted, extended and optimised to suit the need
of new applications. For example, when the requirement of representing
the history of the stored data surfaced, attempts were made to represent
this by simply adding additional attributes to existing relations to cap¬
ture the time when a given tuple is valid. These approaches that merely
used the relational model without altering the model itself, were soon
found to be too simple in nature. Data cubes and three-dimensional re¬
Even

lations

were

among the

new

concepts that

were

introduced to extend the

foundation of the relational model to cope with

temporal data. Other
application domains such as computer-aided design, manufacturing and
software engineering welcomed database systems supporting historic ver¬
sions but also introduced additional demands such

as

the management

of alternative

versions, the definition of configurations and the possibil¬
ity of merging data developed in parallel. To address these demands,
a number of general version models have been proposed and integrated
into database

management systems.

As version models became

more

complex

of the relational model turned out to be

over

time, the concepts

they did not
lend themselves to representing versioned objects. When object-oriented
programming languages became the status quo in application engineer¬
ing, the impedance mismatch between relational databases and objectoriented applications grew into a serious problem and object-oriented
databases emerged also. As these systems provided the concept of an
object, they were able to implement versioning at a natural level. At
the same time, using the same data model in the database and for the
programming language reduced the programming overheads to map data
between the two models. As a reaction to this evolution, some relational
databases were augmented by integrating object concepts into the rela¬
tion model to form what is known as the object-relational model. While
purely object-oriented databases were able to overcome the drawbacks
of the relational model, they often lacked support for database manage¬
ment. For example, few systems implemented a standardised common
query language such as Object Query Language (OQL) that was pro¬
posed by the Object Data Management Group (ODMG) and rather relied
These
on the programming language to retrieve and manipulate data.
a

hindrance

as

4
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limitations and the fact that relational databases also

port for object-orientation, have restricted the
databases and

today they only

provided some sup¬
success of object-oriented

exist in certain niches such

databases used in the automotive

or

aerospace

as

embedded

industry.

Although the spread of database systems has already made these tech¬
nologies an essential part of most of today's systems, their evolution is far
from coming to an end. With the advent of powerful portable personal
devices and global access to data, the whole domain of computer science
launches into a new era which will bring new applications, new challenges
and new demands. We believe that it is essential to continue addressing
these demands by advancing the evolution of database systems one step
ahead. An example of such a new demand that is currently perceived in
most applications domains is the capability of systems to expose contextaware behaviour. Hence, it is necessary to develop core database system
technologies to cope with these requirements. In this thesis, we propose a
version model for object-oriented database systems targeted at contextaware data management. Continuing the evolution of version models, we
have extended existing concepts to address today's requirements. The
resulting model stores context-dependent versions of objects, while at the
same providing more traditional, revisional versioning features that help
to keep track of the evolution of a system. Further, through the use of
a configurable matching algorithm that operates on top of this version
model, our extended database system is able to deal with adaptation
requirements of diverse applications.

1.1

Motivation

To corroborate the demand for context-aware database
amine

a

set of fields within

that there

systems,

we

ex¬

computer science that will provide evidence

applications being built that require such functionality. In
these application domains, at least three major trends, that are already
under way, can be witnessed at the moment. These developments have
not yet been properly addressed in database systems research and will
thus propel the future evolution of these technologies.
The

are

of many modern

globalisation

ment that will have

gies will evolve

in the

a

strong impact

applications

on

one

such

develop¬

how database systems technolo¬

applications provide world-wide
access to their functionality and the data they manage.
Although they
are built as a single application using a single source of information, they
near

future. Global

is

1.1. Motivation

5

to behave

everywhere as the local customs and culture de¬
mand. In its simplest form, globalisation means that such systems need
to be capable of dealing with multiple languages. More complex chal¬
lenges arise from cultural differences such as whether text is read from
left-to-right or from right-to-left, how dates or numbers are formatted
expected

are

and what information is considered offensive

aspect of globalisation is collaboration

region

is most

qualified

is intended for local
tures to manage the

keep

to

use.

provide,

or even

across

edit and

the

forbidden. Another

globe. Clearly,

update

the information that

A modern database system should

same

information

track of its evolution in

a

global

every

spanning multiple

provide

fea¬

nations and to

collaborative environment.

Another important trend that information research must face is per¬
sonalisation. In contrast to globalisation, personalisation demands that

application adapts

an

sonalisation

can

to the needs and desires of

either be effected based

on

an

user

individual

user.

behaviour and

Per¬

history

explicit input by users specifying how the system should be con¬
figured. In the first case, a system can, for instance, adapt the way in
which it interacts with a user, thereby optimising the work processes a
user has to carry out to achieve their task. As an example of the second
or

on

case,

users

would like to be able to control the look and feel of

which parts of the stored data

an

ap¬

to them and how

plication,
presented
in
behaves
of
when
terms
a
application
specific piece of information
is displayed. Whereas, in the case of globalisation, information adapts
to well-specified rules of a whole set of users defined by their common
culture, personalisation leads to adaptivity at a much finer level of gran¬
ularity, as the system alters based on arbitrary preferences of a single
person. A database system, therefore, does not only need to keep track
of the data managed by an individual user, it also needs to record the
configuration and preferences of these users.
are

the

The third
is what
tion

we

development

in

computer science

will call mobilisation
the influences that

throughout

to affect database

systems

this thesis. With mobilisa¬

from the fields of

mobile, pervasive
ubiquitous computing.
essentially advocates a
shift from the traditional style of interacting with applications based on
a personal computer towards applications that are accessible through
small devices or are completely embedded in the environment. Database
systems technologies have already faced similar changes in computing
paradigms when they evolved from mainframe computers to workstations
and later to personal computers. This diversification led to a broaden¬
ing of technologies that manifests itself in the range of database systems
and

we mean

come

Each of these fields

6
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available

today. Corporate applications rely on highly configurable data¬
bases that manage large amounts of information, while consumer systems
employ lightweight storage solutions that are optimised for much smaller
data sets and are easier to administer. It is, therefore, only logical to
assume

of

that database systems will also take part in this latest transition

computing paradigms.

need to address

a

In these novel

whole set

environments, database systems
of additional challenges. While, for example,

interaction with information in traditional

board

input and graphical output
and

screens

Therefore,

keyboards

are

on

systems

screens, in these

very limited in size

or

based

was

new

key¬
applications,
on

not available at all.

the so-called interaction bandwidth is

drastically reduced and
use it as effectively as pos¬

database systems need to

provide support to
sible. Often applications will want to provide more than one interaction
channel or combine arbitrary channels to offer complex interaction facil¬
ities. Especially in mobile scenarios, the physical environment of a user
plays an important role. While personalisation requires adaptation to
a user's preferences, mobilisation demands that an application and the
information it delivers are also tailored to the conditions surrounding
the

user.

As

users

are

not assumed to be in constant interaction with

application as it is part of their entourage, a database system also
needs to be proactive. When a new state in the user's environment is
detected, that leads to the availability of updated or additional infor¬
mation, a proactive database system can notify the user about this new
data without the user having to explicitly query for it. While this can
be seen as extension of trigger mechanisms that are already prevalent in
databases, it is also an example of how the limited bandwidth of such
systems can be successfully used.
an

1.2

Challenges

To obtain

a

of Context-Awareness

comprehensive

in the field of database

list of

systems

requirements that need

to be addressed

to cope with these three

developments,

globalisation, personalisation and mobilisation, we will have a look at
a few existing application domains that have already begun to move in
those directions. While examining those systems, the focus will, however,
always be on investigating the challenges of data storage, management
and delivery that are put forward by those applications.
The
mains

development of globalisation can be best observed in the
of web engineering and web information systems. Starting

do¬
out

1.2.

Challenges

of Context-Awareness

7

platform that would allow scientists to exchange their data and re¬
sults, the World Wide Web evolved into the most important source of
information on the planet. Nowadays, it used by private individuals to
access up-to-date information, to communicate, to do e-commerce or to
publish information about themselves. Corporate companies employ the
as

a

web to present themselves to customers
to-customer

or

also become

a

or

business-to-business trade.

partners and
More

to do business-

the web has

recently,

platform to distribute and execute programs such as office
or e-mail applications on-line. Along with this evolution of the web, the
requirements to web engineering and web information systems have also
changed. While, at first, web systems consisted of a collection of static
web pages that were delivered by the web server to the client, more ad¬
vanced applications demanded the presence of dynamic content and thus
led to the integration of database systems in these applications. Origi¬
nally, these databases served as a source for content, but it did not take
long until they were also employed to store information about the struc¬
ture and presentation of a web site. This development marked the birth
of the first so-called content management systems that would create every

requested

page from the metainformation stored in

a

database system.

These systems also led to the introduction of features

targeted at glob¬
alisation as many of them were capable of handling multi-lingual sites.
However, these features were always addressed at the application level
and thus

never

made it into the

core

of the database system. When web

sites still continued to grow in

complexity and requirements, the need
for CASE tools led to the development of model-driven approaches that
allow a web application to be represented as a conceptual model. These
models then serve as the basis for a generation process that implements
the conceptual specification using off-the-shelf components. Lately, most
of the model-driven approaches have begun to introduce some features
to cope with globalisation such as the possibility to model adaptation
of a web site under special conditions. Again, these features are imple¬
mented within the generation process and are thus not addressed within
the database system. As most of the data and metadata of

a

web site

are

managed by a database system nevertheless, we believe that support for
these globalisation requirements should be implemented at that level.
Not unlike

globalisation,

the

requirements put forward by personal¬

engineering and web
information systems. Portal sites providing personalised access to infor¬
mation while at the same time allowing content to be published by indi¬
viduals, are a good source of such new challenges. As mentioned before,
isation

can

also be witnessed in the fields of web

8
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the

functionality required to perform personalisation is not unlike the
The only difference is the granularity
ones demanded by globalisation.
of adaptation that is now reduced to single individuals instead of cultural
communities. Keeping this observation in mind, it is astounding to note
that the systems that were developed to cope with personalisation differ
greatly from the approaches that address globalisation. While numerous
platforms exist to develop and implement portal sites, their capabilities
are often orthogonal to the ones offered by content management systems
or model-driven approaches, in the sense that neither side provides sup¬
port to cope with the problems addressed by the other side. Once again,
we believe that this perplexing situation exists because the requirements
of personalisation have not been addressed at the proper level. Similar
to content management systems and model-driven approaches, systems
providing personalisation handle adaptation to an individual user within
the application instead of empowering the database system to do so.
Finally,

as

briefly

discussed in the

previous section, the development

of mobilisation is best noted in the fields of

mobile, pervasive and ubiq¬
many applications in these fields

uitous

computing. Unfortunately, not
currently rely on database systems to store, manage and deliver data.
One reason for this is undoubtedly that most systems developed in these
fields have very special hardware requirements that prevent traditional
databases from
are

being

embedded in

a

considered

user's

as

components. As all of these systems

surroundings,

another

reason

for

implementing

proprietary solutions is the lack of support provided by current database
systems to adapt to the context of a user and their environment or to
become

proactive

if

a

certain state is detected.

If database

systems

are

play their important role in most applications, even as
computing paradigms change, it is necessary to provide comprehensive
support for mobile, pervasive and ubiquitous systems. It is our opinion
that adaptation to complex context states as required in these applica¬
tions, is not dissimilar to adaptation to individual users or groups of
similar users. Therefore, it is possible to address all of these challenges
with a single concept at the core of the database systems that will be
to continue to

used in the future.

1.3

Contribution of this Thesis

This thesis examines the field of context-aware

computing from the per¬
spective of database systems by determining the requirements of data

1.3. Contribution of this Thesis

management

as

9

put forward by applications from the domains of per¬

vasive, ubiquitous and mobile computing as well as web engineering. A
first contribution of this thesis is, therefore, a detailed analysis of context-

developed in these domains in recent
years. To the best of our knowledge, relating these requirements to versioning concepts, that have already been developed for existing specialist
databases, represents a novel approach to context-aware data manage¬
ment.
Hence, the documentation of this connection between the two
aware

applications

fields has to be
The

seen as

both

a

in-depth presentation

context-aware data
at the

that have been

contribution and

a

validation of

of the definition of

management stands

our

our

work.

version model for

at the heart of this thesis

and,

time, represents its main contribution. Starting from ex¬
isting solutions, our approach adapts and extends concepts proposed in
same

earlier work to arrive at
rent context-aware

a

version model that meets all demands of

applications

and is flexible

enough

to cope with

cur¬
new

requirements in the future. The formal definition of the version model is
specified as an extension of the OM data model for object-oriented data
management. OM provides

comprehensive graphical notation as well
can be used to specify complex constraints.
a

object algebra that
Whereas the graphical notation is used to compare the structure of versioned objects to the one of traditional OM objects, we rely on algebraic
expressions to specify certain rules and conditions unambiguously. Fi¬
nally, the theoretical definition of our model is validated by a concrete
implementation that takes the form of a database programming library
providing context-aware data management to applications.
as

an

Apart from this database library, the presented version model has
been thoroughly evaluated in two further projects leading to a rich body
of experiences. The first of these projects is an implementation platform
for web engineering applications that heavily uses context-dependent ob¬
ject variants to represent all of its core concepts. Based on this im¬
plementation platform an entire content management system consisting
of a server component and client tools has been implemented. The ar¬
chitecture and functionality of this system is discussed in detail as it
demonstrates the advantages of our approach. A mobile multi-channel
information system for tourists visiting an international arts festival is
the second project in which the version model for context-aware data
management has been applied. In this system, our content management
system has been used

as

the content management component that is

re¬

sponsible for delivering content across different channels to the visitors of
the city. As the entire system has been demonstrated and used for several
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itself, a substantial amount of information about how
the version model performs in practice has been gathered. This compre¬
hensive record of practical evaluation represents the final contribution of

days

at the festival

this thesis.

1.4

Thesis Overview

The remainder of this thesis is structured
devoted to the

as

follows. The next

chapter is
recently brought

application domains that have
forward context-aware applications as well as models, frameworks and in¬
frastructures supporting such applications. Typical sample systems from
the fields of web engineering, ubiquitous, pervasive and mobile comput¬
ing are presented. The analysis of these systems leads to the discussion
of requirements for context-aware data management. The formulation of
the hypothesis of our work that these requirements should be addressed
with a version model within a database system, concludes the chapter. To
motivate our approach of using a version model to manage context-aware
data, the evolution of existing version models is examined in Chapter 3.
However, before discussing concrete systems, we first establish a common
terminology that serves as a basis for presenting these systems.

analysis

of

The

object-oriented version model for context-aware data manage¬
ment is introduced in Chapter 4. This approach is an extension of con¬
cepts originally defined for version management in engineering databa¬
While it retains the notion of a version graph that supports both
ses.
revisional and alternative

generalisation
Version
tions

contribution of

our

model is the

of the way in which individual versions

can

be described.

properties

are

versions,

used in

our

by adapting object graphs

a

system

to build

to the current context at query time.

The model of context used in this work and the
uses

the context information to select the best

further extensions to
To validate

matching algorithm
representation

previously proposed versioning

version model

dynamic configura¬
that

constitute

schemes.

by applying it in a concrete system, we
have chosen the domain of web engineering as the demand for contextawareness and adaptation is well documented in this field. In web engi¬
neering, a number of model-based approaches allows context to be inte¬
grated into the conceptual specification of a web site. There are, how¬
ever, still no general implementation platforms that provide satisfactory
support for deploying such web sites and leverage the full potential of
context-dependent adaptation. In Chapter 5 we propose our own content
our

1.4. Thesis Overview
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management system that has been built using
intended

as

a common

basis for the

our

version model and is

implementation

of model-based ap¬

proaches.
The power of systems built

on

top of the version model for

context-

by examining the integration of
the content management system presented in Chapter 5 within a mobile
tourist information system. In Chapter 6, we discuss how this system
is able to support tourists visiting an international arts festival by pro¬
viding access to information about events and venues while on the move.
All presented information services have been implemented using the tech¬
nologies proposed in this thesis and were also tested in a complete system
that was in use at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 2005.
We conclude this thesis with Chapter 7 where we review the contribu¬
tions made in this work. Additionally, we summarise related work that
is currently ongoing and issues that need to be addressed in the near
aware

data management is demonstrated

future. An outlook
the concepts

on

presented

how this research could be continued argues that
in this thesis could be

tion domains than context-aware data

systems that
our

we

technologies.

believe would

profit

opened

up to other

management. Finally,

from these future

we

applica¬
discuss

developments

of

2
Context-Aware

Computing
In this

chapter, we start by giving a broad overview of context and the
role it has played in various branches of science in the past. Then, shift¬
ing the focus to related research in the field of computer science, we
summarise previous attempts to define and represent context as well as
approaches to achieving context-awareness. Apart from establishing an
understanding of the facets of context that are used in computer sci¬
ence today, the discussion of these works will also serve as a motivation
for our work in the field of context-aware data management. Finally, a
survey of concrete applications provides requirements to context-aware
data management that arise from the

use

of context in these systems.

At the end of the

formulate

our

should be

chapter, we revisit these requirements and
hypothesis how the challenges of context-aware computing

addressed in the field of information systems.

2.1

Forms of Context

Over the past years, context has been
wide range of scientific

disciplines

a

subject intensely

agree that context is

by

a

outside computer science. Researchers

from the fields of humanistic sciences such

philosophy

researched

a

as

concept of
13

linguistics, sociology
utmost

importance

and

in the
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senses
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situations and actions.

constantly capture

a

At any

Computing

given point

in

vast amount of information

from the environment and the individuals
to this sensory

input, the human brain

surrounding us. In addition
continuously draws on stored

information, such as knowledge about past events, individual memories
and a person's social background, to build a situational context. It is
this context that enables and propels the processing and classification
of new information in a subconscious but highly efficient manner. The
power of the human brain lies in its ability to intuitively decide what is
important and what is not or to assign meaning to phrases and events.

linguistics, a typical application of context is its use to determine
the meaning of polysemantic words [293] when reading a text or taking
part in a conversation. For example, according to the lexical database
WordNet [190], developed at Princeton University, the English word row
has at least four significantly different interpretations—three as a noun
and one as verb. Using the word row in an isolated sentence such as "Fred
had a row with a row of rowers. ", can, therefore, lead to considerable
confusion. To understand what is being written or spoken, additional
information contained in preceding or succeeding sentences, the position
of the words within the sentence, or precedent knowledge about Fred
is required. According to scientists working in linguistics, it is exactly
In

this additional information that has to be considered

as

context

and

only through this context is the human brain capable of understanding
language. The information, for instance, that Fred is a lout and has
recently been to the harbour, would suggest that "Fred had a quarrel with
is a plausible interpretation of the above sentence.
a line of oarsmen.
The importance of this notion of context is only amplified by the fact
that most words have multiple meanings which can only be determined
when the word is placed in a sentence. To provide this context, most
modern dictionaries resort to examples that show the application and
the meaning of a given word, rather than trying to explain the word by
substituting it with synonyms.
"

Researches in social sciences observe how humans
and

implicitly change
or environment they are in.
was accepted in sociology long

their behaviour to the situation

adapt
Although the great importance of context
ago, the notion or understanding of context is
the one presented before. While the discipline
the factors that empower the human mind to

ciology endeavours
people interact. In

somewhat different from
of

linguistics focusses on
understand language, so¬

explore the mechanisms that
this setting, context is an unseen
to

are

at work when

force that controls
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are

perceived by

other persons around

For

example,
catastrophic conse¬
joke
quences when told in a more formal environment. The study of context
in social sciences aims at uncovering and understanding these processes
with the promise to devise methods [93] that help to better exploit the
power of context. Eliminating undesired contextual influences may help
in the future to optimise the performance of individuals or the way in
which people collaborate [135]. Also, the design of new products may be
improved to make their handling more intuitive, by taking advantage of
a profound knowledge of context and its impact on the user.
a

our

that is well received among friends

Finally,

scholars of

notion of context

[8].

philosophy

have

can

us.

have

probably

the most theoretical

One aim of the research related to context in

is to describe its very nature in terms of what it

phi¬

In
really
contrast to the other presented disciplines, where context is perceived to
be an influence or force that interacts with real and abstract objects, some
philosophers look at context in isolation. It is their goal to reach a pro¬
found understanding that will allow them to provide a comprehensive def¬
inition of context. However, even philosophy itself is not immune against

losophy

is.

the influences of context and therefore another branch of researches

ex¬

amines how context affects

philosophical reasoning [12, 154, 276]. In the
course of their studies, philosophers have shown that context has an in¬
fluence on the logic of an argument and that certain questions can only
be contemplated legitimately if the context of the question is known and
well-defined. Context in philosophy determines which aspects of a prob¬
lem are taken into consideration and which are left out and therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that context defines a question as much as the
question defines itself.
While it could be very

thoughts,
presented
presented

interesting

it would be of little merit

or

to dwell

more

on

these ideas and

relevance in the scope of the work

here.

Nevertheless, we think the broad perspective on context
here serves as an important background to appreciate related
research in computer science. For the remainder of this thesis, we have,
however, decided to limit the focus to more technical approaches. Con¬
text has been a subject of research in many areas of computer science,
In the
with some of the first efforts dating back to the early 1960s.
field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), for example, the impact of context
on knowledge representation structures [124] and cognitive models [193]
has been examined.
the

uses

Various endeavours to understand and formalise

of context have been

applications

have been

made, and frameworks [27] to support
developed. Another discipline within computer
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science that has

produced a lot of research in the area of context is the
field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCl). The main focus of most of
these works lies in exploiting context to build user interfaces that au¬
tomatically and implicitly adapt to the user's needs, capabilities and
wishes [248, 247]. Multiple efforts have been made to create a shared
understanding of context [274] and a standardised set of context param¬
eters that would facilitate the development and portability of adaptive
interfaces. Although these fields have made numerous and substantial
contributions to the exploration of context, we will limit ourselves to the
uses of context as found in the areas of ubiquitous, pervasive and mobile
computing as well as web engineering, as we believe that these appli¬
cation domains are most relevant to the work presented in this thesis.
In these fields, context has been widely accepted as a driving force for
augmenting the functionality of applications [75].

notably in the field of ubiquitous and pervasive computing,
many models, frameworks and infrastructures for context-awareness have
been developed to help the creation of applications that rely heavily on
context information. Due to the broad variety of existing approaches, we
will give a detailed presentation of some uses of context from the domain
of ubiquitous and pervasive computing in the following section. This will
Most

serve
as

both

as

a source

the basis of

of

our

motivation of the

requirements that need

importance of context and

to be addressed in context-aware

data management. In addition to systems from

ubiquitous and pervasive
computing, we will also survey a number of projects in mobile computing.
Clearly, location information is a very important dimension of context,
when working with a mobile system. However, there are also other, more
subtle forms of context that need to be considered when data is delivered
to such

Finally, we believe it is worthwhile to also examine a
set of important technologies that have been developed in the relatively
young field of web engineering. As a result of today's omnipresence of
the web, the systems that sustain it have to cope with a vast amount of
requirements. Web sites that adapt themselves to the different people,
languages or geographical regions are only the tip of the iceberg of what
context-awareness means in this discipline. Standard technologies that
have emerged from this domain, such as client-server communication pro¬
tocols, or user interfaces built from marked-up documents, are nowadays
also being used to build applications outside the traditional setting of
the Internet. This development adds to the importance of the notion of
context as it is defined by these researchers and makes the discussion of
these approaches indispensable.
a

client.
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and Pervasive

Computing

Within computer
sive
our

science, researchers working in ubiquitous and perva¬
computing study the embedding of computer-based applications into
everyday life. Therefore, a major goal of ubiquitous and pervasive

computing is to take a step beyond the paradigm of personal comput¬
ing by integrating computing tasks and daily objects and artefacts. As
a consequence of this vision of the future, the personal computer, as
known today, would disappear from many households and be replaced
by smaller, invisible computers that seamlessly support our life in the
background. For example, instead of sitting in front of their personal
computer to compose a message to a friend, a user could achieve this
task by writing with a special pen on digitally augmented paper. The pen
would then perform character recognition and transmit the text through
the user's mobile phone to the recipient. In a way, the replacement of
video recorders and DVD

players with so-called media centres that inte¬
grate a part of the multimedia functionality of personal computers, can
be seen a first step in that direction that already has a concrete and
visible impact on our life today. According to experts in this area, this
evolution will continue and will spawn
ware

and software.

In

1991,

Weiser

requirements

new

[289]

to both hard¬

coined to term

computing"

to summarise all research efforts

used almost

interchangeably.

at

"ubiquitous
addressing these

aiming
new requirements, be it through establishing general concepts and foun¬
dations that facilitate the development of applications or through the
implementation of custom systems that lead to proof-of-concepts or new
challenges. The term "pervasive computing" was later created by the
industry to denote a less conceptual and more technological approach to
these issues. However, this distinction has become less pronounced over
the years and today the terms ubiquitous and pervasive computing are
A
are

major

area

of research within

context-aware

porated

sentient

into the user's

interaction which

ing of

or

are

ubiquitous

systems.

and

pervasive computing
As such applications are incor¬

environment, they often require novel forms of

no

longer

based

on

a

traditional interface consist¬

keyboard and a mouse, as these devices are usually not
available to the user. Therefore, these systems can neither be config¬
ured by setting options and preferences nor is it possible to control the
state of the application by giving explicit commands through buttons
To compensate for this lack of information explicitly
or menu items.
provided by the user, many systems found in ubiquitous and pervasive
a

screen,
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The scope of such
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context to influence the behaviour of

applications

is wide

from

Computing

application.
setting user prefer¬
an

ranging,
ences
on
proactive and autonomous system
behaviour through the execution of application functionality, whenever a
certain context state is detected. Commonly accepted as the first of these
context-aware systems in the field of ubiquitous and pervasive computing
is the Active Badge Location System [284] developed in 1992, even though
based

it

was

context information to

not until 1994 that the term "context-aware"

to denote the influence of context

tions.

ubiquitous

and

introduced

a

wide

decade, countless context-aware systems [10]
variety of requirements have been developed.

Location-Aware

The first class of

[243]

pervasive applica¬

Over the last

address

2.2.1

on

was

that

Systems

integrated context-aware behaviour
These systems assumed a
were the so-called "location-aware systems".
notion of context that seems somewhat limited from today's perspective,
as they restricted adaptation to the location of a user only. Users of the
previously mentioned Active Badge Location System wear identification
badges, and sensors distributed throughout the rooms transmit their po¬
sitions within the building to a central server. This context information
is then used by an application supporting the telephone receptionist in
forwarding calls to the phone nearest to the callee's position.
The Chameleon [108] system, a portable hand-held device capable of
acting as both an input controller and output display, takes locationInstead of locating users
awareness into a slightly different direction.
through external sensors, the Chameleon device is itself aware of its
position and orientation in a three-dimensional space. Including the
system's orientation in the context along with its position represents
the integration of a second context dimension that refines and broad¬
ens

by

applications

that

the notion of locational context.

The notion of context

as

defined

Chameleon increases the number of

possibilities in which applica¬
single context dimension, Chameleon

adapt. Instead of one
provides two independent dimensions as well as all their combinations.
Several such applications have been developed, as, for example, "Ac¬
tive Maps and Paper" where the Chameleon device is used as an elec¬
tronic information lens that provides additional information when used
in conjunction with the printed documents. In the map example, weather
information, travel itineraries and geographical points of interest are dis¬
played on the hand-held device, depending on its position over the map
tions

can
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Another

application of the Chameleon system is a
"Computer-Augmented Library" where the unit assists its user in find¬
ing the desired information, based on navigational information that is
emitted by the books and the bookshelves. Additional information such
as

excerpts of

a

book

or

a

table of contents

are

also available

on

the

through headphones connected to the device. Finally, the
bookshelves are equipped with lights that can be used to indicate related
books by highlighting their position on the shelf. A third application,
the "Portable Surrogate Office", that was proposed for the Chameleon
display

or

system,

uses

the device to transport the office space of

location. To root this virtual office in

a

a user

to another

physical environment,

mediator

objects serve as anchors that link into the information available from
the original office. The portable unit detects the presence of these me¬
diator objects based on their location and displays the associated data
automatically. Based on a panoramic image of the office at work, the
Chameleon unit is even capable of acting as a window into this room
from a remote location such as the home of an employee. Again, location
and orientation context information is used to display the correct section
of the image.
A

application of context is exhibited by the LiteMinu¬
LiteMinutes is a roomtes multimedia meeting minutes system [67].
aware application that can be used during a meeting to capture multi¬
media streams of the session and personal notes taken by the partici¬
pants using their portable computers. Parallel to the capturing of this
information, LiteMinutes also records a stream of contextual information
containing the location of users and devices and timing information for
certain events and actions. This contextual information is then used by
the system to generate a web-based record of the meeting that includes
links to the captured multimedia streams and textual notes taken dur¬
ing the meeting. LiteMinutes is implemented based on Nibble [52], a
locator service that uses the wireless network technology IEEE 802.11
to determine the position of WiFi-enabled devices, such as laptops or
more

intricate

PDAs.
Another

special case of location-aware systems is the class of followme applications. The goal of a follow-me application is to use the context
information of a user's location to provide the user with the data and
programs required for work as the user moves through a building. Harter
et al. [133] use sensor tags called Bats to track the position of a person
within a building. This location information is then used to teleport
the personal desktop to another computer when users come away from
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equipped with
a Bat sensor tag approaches a context-aware workstation, their working
environment is brought to that computer using the Virtual Network Com¬
puting (VNC) protocol which enables them to work at another machine
As location is often the only context consid¬
as if it were their own.
ered by follow-me applications, the use of context in these systems has
to be regarded as less elaborate than in some of the other approaches
we presented.
Nevertheless, this class of applications stresses again the
omnipresence and importance of locational information as a dimension
of context that needs to be addressed by every context-aware system.
personal

2.2.2
In

workstation in their office. Whenever

Computing

Communication Tools

meeting, electronic communication limits
of information that can be exchanged between the partici¬

comparison

the amount

pants of

a user

a

to

a

face-to-face

conversation.

of undesired

effects,

This lack of information

such

can

lead to

a

number

misunderstandings or interruptions at an
inopportune moment. To compensate for this insufficiency, a number of
context-aware communication tools have been proposed that endeavour
to replace the missing information with adaptation of the application to
the sensed context. For example in Context-Call [249], users can spec¬
ify on their mobile phones in which context they currently are. Similar
to ringing profiles known from most mobile phone models, the context
The Context-Call application
can be set to general, meeting or sport.
provides information about this context of the callee to the caller using
the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP). The caller can then decide
whether their request is appropriate to the callee's context. Note that,
in the Context-Call system, the application itself is not context-aware
but only raises the awareness of the caller. Proposals to automate the
negotiation of a phone call based on such context information have been
made based on this application. Therefore it is also worthwhile to con¬
sider this form of context in the design of future systems.
Adaptation to the user, location awareness, non-intrusive user in¬
terfaces and minimising interruption have been recognised as require¬
A survey [246] of four experimen¬
ments of "Everywhere Messaging".
tal communication tools—Clues, Active Messenger, Nomadic Radio and
comMotion—has examined their capabilities to address these demands.
As all of the surveyed prototype systems rely on context information to
cater for these requirements, we will give a brief summary of the notion
of context present in each of them. Clues [187] filters incoming messages
as
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prioritises them according

to their

importance. The

motivation be¬

hind the

project is to only forward a message to the user when it is
appropriate for them to receive it. If a user is busy or in a meeting, for
example, only messages of the highest priority are forwarded. As a source
of context information, Clues relies on the user's calendar and e-mail log
to determine in which circumstances the user currently is. Compared to
location-based systems, this notion of context is much broader, as it is
also based on historical information, such as the log of an e-mail exchange
between two people.
The idea of message

prioritisation

is taken

one

step further by Active

Messenger, a project that integrates the Clues engine in a more com¬
prehensive application. Active Messenger provides a component registry
that serves two purposes. First, heterogeneous output channels such as
e-mail inboxes, fax machines, pagers and phones can be described there
and thus made known to the system. Second, the registry also serves
With this information,
as an inventory of workstations used by people.
Active Messenger is able to determine the virtual position of users by
checking on which machine they are currently logged in. This virtual
position then serves as the basis to redirect messages to one of the reg¬
istered output channels according to the priority the message was given
by Clues. As the technical capabilities and possibly the location of the
output channel have an influence on when they are triggered by Active
Messenger, this metadata has to be considered as context information
It therefore presents another previously undiscussed dimension
as well.
that can play an important role.
Nomadic Radio
with its

[239]

is

a

wearable

messaging system that

interacts

through voice input and output and can thus be operated
without using one's hands. It is capable of delivering a variety of in¬
formation to the user such as e-mail, calendar events and alerts, as well
In contrast to a traditional
as voice mails and hourly news broadcasts.
radio set, the intention is not to provide a continuous service. Again, the
goal is to make the system as unobtrusive as possible by using various
user

contextual factors in the

user

environment. As this

system is also based

filtering engine, it has access to the same context
information as described above. However, Nomadic Radio augments this
notion of context by relying on additional dimensions. One factor that
on

the Clues message

can

have

message

been

an
or

impact

on

its decision whether to make

alert is the usage

history

of the device.

A

a

user

user

aware

of

a

that has not

interacting with Nomadic Radio for a longer period of time is as¬
sumed to be concentrating on something else, while a user that has just
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on

the de¬

has reacted in the

past

to the class of messages that Nomadic Radio is about to deliver. If

they

listened to these messages, the system reckons that the information
valuable. If they aborted the playback of the message prematurely,

was

however, it assumes that
nally, Nomadic Radio is

the

by the interruption. Fi¬
also able to analyse the background sounds in
the user's environment. From this information, it infers various situa¬
tions and locations, such as people having conversations, public places in
a city, hallways and offices in a building and the outdoors. Although this
context information is comparable to the phone profiles of Context-Call
presented above, it is vital to note that Nomadic Radio is able to both
acquire this information and adapt to it autonomously.
user was

bothered

Not unlike Nomadic

Radio, comMotion [186] is also a wearable plat¬
form that has been designed to deliver relevant information to users,
based on their context. However, in contrast to Nomadic Radio that is
only able to infer the general situation of a user, comMotion is equipped
with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and can thus determine
the exact position of the user at most times. As we have shown, using lo¬
cation information as a basis for adaptive application behaviour is a very
common form of context-awareness.
However, comMotion extends this
purely location-based notion of context by taking the location history of
a user into consideration.
Thus, not the position itself but also the be¬
havioural pattern of the

user

becomes

a

context dimension to which the

adapt. Based once more on Clues, all this additional context
information is processed to trigger and send context-relevant information
such as reminders, messages and content information to the user at the
right place and the right time.
system

can

Family

Intercom

[197]

has

a

similar

goal

the Context-Call and

as

projects. By taking the current circumstances of the recipient
of an audio connection into consideration, the Family Intercom attempts
to facilitate compliance with social protocols by controlling when it is
comMotion

advisable to

interrupt

a

callee. As forms of context, the system is able to

process the location and activities of

users as

well

as

the ambient sound

levels in both the environment of the initiator and the
call. In contrast to

recipient of the
required to define their

Context-Call, where a user was
own context using a set of predefined profiles, the Family Intercom is able
to capture all required context using sensors. A caller using the Family
Intercom is made aware of the context information regarding the location
and the activity of the callee. As in Context-Call, they can then decide
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interruption of the recipient

an

However, the Family

Intercom is also

capable

is

appropriate

or

not.

of

automatically blocking
as
protocol, for instance if a
recipient is sleeping in their bedroom with the door closed. Finally, the
ambient sounds are used both as a context to adapt the initial volume of
the Family Intercom headset and, through speech recognition, as a basis
for changing the state of the device.
calls that it classifies

The

violations of social

Context/Communication Information Agent (CIA) [144]

the user's current condition in terms of

assesses

comprehensive set of context
factors. These factors include traditional context dimensions, such as
the identity of the user, their location, their activity and the current
time. This information is gathered from environmental sensors and from
software

sensors

more, the

a

that infer information from the user's calendar. Further¬

system also monitors all

user

communication. It records what

writing with an electronic pen, the text messages they receive
and their phone conversations which are converted to text using speech
recognition. The objective of the agent is to use this context information
to proactively fetch relevant information and deliver it to the user at an
opportune moment. For example, while a user is talking on the phone
about the shopping they are going to do later, the system will add a
reminder of the phone call to the shopping list the user has written with
the electronic pen earlier in the day. When the user finally arrives at
the store the updated shopping list will be presented to them automat¬
ically. By integrating written documents and spoken conversation into

they

are

their system, the creators of the

Agent

Context/Communication

Information

have further extended the notion of context and with it also the

requirements
ConChat

to

general

[223],

a

context-aware

systems.

context-aware chat program,

complish two primary goals. First, ConChat,
tools before, attempts to raise the awareness

as

uses

context to

many communication

of its

users

by providing

them with contextual information about their chat partners.
ditional

knowledge

about the current situation of other

been found to lead to
shown to

ac¬

This ad¬

participants has

precise assessment of their context, and
reduce misunderstandings. Second, ConChat actively removes

ambiguities

a

more

from conversations

lead to confusion.

by tagging

In order to do so, ConChat

detect patterns in the text, such
then transformed

using

pose, ConChat relies

These dimensions

certain statements that could

are

on

a
a

as

uses

a

set of rules to

date and currency values that

conversion table.

To

effectively

are

fulfil its pur¬

vast number of different context dimensions.

the user's

location,

the number of other

people

in
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the room, their

identities, the room temperature, light and sound, other
applications running in the room, the user's mood, the user's status, as
well as the activity that is going on in the room. Values for all those
context dimensions can be queried and examined by the person talking
to a user, by means of a special side channel that is designed to em¬
power participants to share contextual information parallel to the main
communication channel. As mentioned before, the main communication
channel is also influenced by the context, as terms that can have differ¬
ent meaning according to a sender's context are disambiguated by the
system by tagging them with the value as it would be in the recipient's
context. Such terms are statements of times, units of measurements such
as length, weight or currency, date formats and special words that are
known to have context-dependent meaning.
The broad set of context dimensions used by ConChat concludes our
presentation of context-aware communication systems. Of course, the
list of systems discussed here is far from exhaustive and countless other

systems have been proposed, implemented and surveyed

[245]

in this

domain.

However, in terms of the context information that they use,
these systems are comparable to the ones described here. Since collecting
challenging and extraordinary forms and uses of context is the primary
goal of this chapter, we believe that little is lost by not discussing further
approaches in detail and moving on to another class of applications.

2.2.3

Intelligent

In contrast to the

Environments

applications described so far where the focus was on
capturing the context of a single user, intelligent environments take a
more comprehensive view of our surroundings, as they consider spaces
where groups of people interact with a ubiquitous or pervasive system.
While early approaches such as the Intelligent Room [73] were intended
to enhance the work experience of employees in an office environment,
the focus of research shifted over time towards the private life of people
at home. According to researchers working in this field, this change of
direction was motivated by the fact that humans spend most of their life
at home and hence this area should be favoured particularly and profit
substantially from these technological advances.
According to its creators, KidsRoom [32] is believed to be the "first
multi-person, fully automated, interactive, narrative environment". The
intelligent environment consists of a single room that is furnished as
Inside the room, children can follow a story
a children's playground.
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which is told

using a series of output channels such as speakers, lights
and projections that are all controlled by KidsRoom. During the nar¬
rative, the children can interact with the story. To do so, the room is
equipped with a system of cameras and sensors that are able to track
objects and persons, detect their movement, and recognise the actions
of the children currently in the room. An important and novel aspect of
this intelligent environment is its use of a narrative to provide a room for
manoeuvre which defines the possible interactions at a given moment.
Hence, in addition to the sensed context factors, the current position
within the story line is also a dimension that is exploited by the system.
Maybe one of the most interesting contributions of KidsRoom in terms
of context-awareness is its ability to not only sense context, but to proactively control it by triggering sounds, images and lighting moods using
the featured output channels.
A

maybe more serious application of intelligent environments is pur¬
sued by numerous approaches such as Classroom 2000 [3, 1], Smart Class¬
room [257] and eClass [36], that propose to use ubiquitous and pervasive
computing in an educational setting. The issues addressed in such intelli¬
gent learning environments are manifold, raging from capturing lectures
for later access and review to providing a basis for tele-education. The
learning experience is captured using a number of sensors that are in¬
stalled in the environment. For example, cameras and microphones are
used to record the image and speech of the teacher and the audience.
Additionally, whiteboards present in the classroom feature a tracking
system that locates the position of the

pen

on

the board and transforms

images of what is being written. Finally, slide presentations are
recorded using special software sensors installed on the teacher's laptop.
In Classroom 2000 and eClass, context is predominantly used to facilitate
the automated postproduction of the captured material into a presenta¬
it into

tion that is then accessible to students who have either not attended

wish to review the

or

successfully process the recorded
data, the system needs to know what happened in the environment at
any point in time. Similar to the narrative in KidsRoom, this context
course

again.

To

data also includes information about the current state of the lecture and
information about the activities of the

people attending it. Based on this
contextual knowledge, the system can then decide, for instance, whether
to integrate the captured video of the teacher, the one of the audience,
an image of the writings on the whiteboard or a Screenshot of the slide
show in the final video stream. Although the intention behind the Smart
Classroom is slightly different, it uses a very similar notion of context to
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Classroom
Therefore

delivered to the remote stu¬

dents at any point in time. To make this decision, Smart Classroom relies
on four contextual situations that are inferred from an array of sensors.
In contrast to other

systems that deal with

relatively low
level, these four states are a rather advanced form of context, as they
represent complex information such as whether the teacher is writing
on the whiteboard, presenting a model, or interacting with physical and
context at

a

virtual students.
The Ambient Wood
ment that is

[286]

is another

example

of

intelligent environ¬
learning experience. The
show difficulties relating
an

help children with their
system addresses the problem that pupils often
physical experiences gained on a field trip to the more formal scientific
knowledge of the classroom. This gap is bridged by the system by logging
all events during the children's visit to the mixed reality space environ¬
ment. This space is a piece of woodland that has been augmented with
hidden sensors, position beacons and speakers. The children explore this
ambient wood equipped with a portable device that can be used to dis¬
play information about objects in the environment as well as to take light
and moisture measurements. Additionally, the pupils can also influence
the virtual conditions of their environment using tangible objects that
represent the introduction of a new species or a change in the climate.
Every interaction with the environment causes a number of events to be
sent to all components involved. When captured, these events can later
be used to generate a journal that allows the students to relive their
field trip in the classroom, which reduces the divide between experience
and knowledge. Beside the location information that is used to trigger
actions in the environment and the display of information, the Ambient
Wood system also processes other contextual input. For instance the
objects that are used to change the environment are equipped with Ra¬
dio Frequency Identifier (RFID) tags that allow their detection if placed
sufficiently close to an RFID antenna. This context is then used to adapt

designed

to

the content of the information that is delivered to the hand-held devices
carried

by

the children.

Context-aware homes

[188]

environments that has been

of the

are

the most ambitious form of
far.

the

intelligent
capabilities

proposed
Surpassing
homes aspire
context-aware
approaches presented so far,
so

to pro¬

vide support for every aspect of human life at home. At least two factors
are

mainly responsible

for the fact that the task of

designing

a

home
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vastly more complex than building
children's playground. First, according to
is

truly intelligent

context-aware classroom

or

literature, people's behaviour is of a far more unstructured nature when
they are at home as compared to them working at the office or in a
classroom. Second, it is more challenging to determine the user context,
due to the absence of a framework that limits the number of possible
situations, such as the progression of a lecture or a predefined narrative.
Nevertheless, many prototypes that address these requirements have been
proposed over the last years. The most important and comprehensive ap¬
proaches include systems such as the Neural Network House [194], the
Aware Home
Most of these

future.

[160],

the Gator Tech Smart House

intelligent

a

and eHome

[162].

vision of the home of the

by the researchers who have
created these context-aware homes include facilitating in-house commu¬
nication, optimisation of power and resource consumption, adaptation
of the living space to its occupants and, last but not least, security, in¬
cluding burglar alarms, fire detection, or other emergencies. All of these
features use context information that is captured from sensors installed
throughout the house. The Gator Tech Smart House, for example, relies
on an especially impressive number of context sources.
Special sensors
monitor the operation of appliances such as cookers, toasters or washing
machines, or observe the use of everyday objects such as the mailbox,
toilets

These

environments share

[137]

or

common

showers.

goals

envisioned

Photometer and thermostats record environmental

conditions and leak detectors

measure

if

a

room

is flooded

by

a

mal¬

functioning toilet, washing machine or dishwasher. Finally, a number of
technologies have been installed that assess and measure the biometrics
of the inhabitants such as their weight or temperature. Clearly, the use of
as many context dimensions as demonstrated by this example produces
an interesting requirement in terms of scalability. A system which relies
on many contextual factors cannot design an action for every possible
combination of context values

exponentially. Hence,
is the most

A

a

the number of such combinations grows
system has to be capable of deciding which action

appropriate, based

special

case

as

on

the current context.

of context-aware homes

are

intelligent

environments

that commit themselves to

supporting the medical care of their inhab¬
itants. In the case of the Aging in Place [196] project and the House
of Matilda [136], the goal is to design a living space that provides the
support that is required in order to spare elderly people from having to
move to a specialised institution and giving them the chance to spend

their life in

a

familiar environment.

Through

constant surveillance of its
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inhabitants, the context-aware home tries to detect possible health prob¬
lems and, in the case of a suspicious finding, suggests preventive help or
calls an emergency hotline. Another approach is taken by the interdisci¬
plinary project Houseja [147]. Based on the observation that people do
not like to be patronised by an intelligent environment, House_n does not
automatically execute the actions it believes to be appropriate. Rather,
it merely suggests to the inhabitants what they should be doing, by using
non-intrusive user interfaces such as small lights that are embedded in
the frames of the windows and
should be

opened

or

closed.

can

be used to indicate that

This

proposal
complete control

has

a

few

a

window

advantages

com¬

over the user. As the user is
pared to systems that take
in control, they do not get frustrated with the decisions of the intelligent
environment, which, in turn, leads to a higher acceptance of the system.
Further, users have to perform the changes themselves which means that
they have to be active and move around. Finally, the system can be seen
as teaching its inhabitants how they should act in certain situations. The
researchers who designed House_n believe that the last two factors are
beneficial to the physical and mental health of the persons residing in
such a context-aware home. While these intelligent environments rely on

much the

homes,

same

contextual information

there is another

these systems. While

we

challenge

as

the conventional context-aware

associated with the

have stated that

an

intelligent

use

of context in

environment

can¬

not be

programmed to respond to every combination of sensed context, it
is required to react in a well-defined and deterministic way in all possible
situations, especially if lives are at stake.

2.2.4

Models, Frameworks and Infrastructures

just presented have led to the development of frame¬
works that provides support for requirements that are common to a num¬
ber of context-aware applications. While the exact set of capabilities of
a given context infrastructure is highly dependent on its initial purpose,

Many

the

of the systems

functionality

offered

by

most of these frameworks includes models

acquiring context, facili¬
ties to manage and process context and techniques to adapt applications
to context. A vast variety of context models has been proposed [272],
originating from very different backgrounds. An approach that is very
frequently used are simple (key, value) models, but other models based
on mark-up languages, graphical notations, object-orientation, logic and
ontologies have also been developed. Technologies to acquire context can
to

represent context, abstractions from

sensors
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be classified into at least three different
is to

one

access

advanced
common

the

approach

directly
represented by

sensors

is

categories [63]. The

most

simple

and extract context values. A

more

middleware solutions that

interface to several types of context-aware

provide a
applications. Finally,

gather context and redistribute the context information
over the network, with the advantage of allowing applications and con¬
text infrastructure to be loosely coupled. Usually, in a context-aware sys¬
tem, multiple processes are involved in the generation and consumption
context

servers

of context information.
architectures based

To manage and coordinate these components,

widgets, networked services and the blackboard
model have been designed [295]. Widgets abstract from the sensor im¬
plementation and encapsulate context information using a well-defined
public interface. In contrast to this tightly coupled approach, networked
services represent a more flexible and robust architecture by providing a
set of standardised services and protocols in the style of today's Internet.
on

The blackboard architecture puts the focus

on

the context information

which is shared and

managed through the metaphor of a blackboard
where processes can publish information and subscribe to updates. To
become context-aware, applications need to adapt to the current state of
context, which is normally done in one of two ways [140]. A context in¬
frastructure can trigger certain functions of an application when certain
predefined events occur, or the application itself may branch to the de¬
sired functionality by analysing the context information through a series
of conditional statements. These common factors—context modelling,
gathering, management and adaptation—that we have introduced just
now, will serve as the basis for the following discussion of some of the
most well-known context infrastructures.

For the purpose of the work

presented in this thesis we will, however, place special emphasis on the
adaptation capabilities of these frameworks, as we believe that this aspect
is most related to context-aware data

management.

A first framework that allowed

oped
uses

by

for the ParcTab
direct

[244],

sensor access

evaluation of

systems should

simple

to

a

context-triggered actions was devel¬
wireless, palm-sized computer. The system

acquire

context information and processes it

conditional rules that

react when

a

specify

certain context state is detected.

simple approach and its entanglement with
itself, the framework has not been applied in
its

the basic components that it

generalised
support

and

are

still the

context-aware

how context-aware

was

Due to

the ParcTab architecture
other

projects. However,

built from have since been refined and

building
applications.

blocks of

numerous

platforms

that
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[237, 90]

constitutes

a

very

Computing

copious infrastruc¬

gather and manage context information. It introduces a lay¬
ered approach that is built around the notion of context widgets that
These widgets re¬
were inspired by graphical user interface widgets.
side on a layer above the physical sensors and hide complexity by pro¬
viding an abstraction of the context information designed to meet the
expectations of a context-aware application. Thus, the same context
widgets can be used by many applications as they are reusable build¬
ing blocks. Examples of predefined widgets include IdentityPresence
and NamePresence that determine which users are interacting with an
application, Activity to sense what they are doing or PhoneUse and
MachineUse that indicate which devices people are using. Apart from
predefined widgets, it is also possible to implement custom context wid¬
gets, which can later be integrated as widget libraries into the Context
Toolkit. The architecture of the Context Toolkit is object-oriented, con¬
sisting of the various widgets, context servers capable of aggregating over
multiple widgets, and interpreters which transform context information
to an appropriate granularity. A communication infrastructure that is
built into all of the components of the architecture through a common
superclass BaseObject allows information represented using the Exten¬
sible Mark-up Language (XML) to be exchanged using several meth¬
ods such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP), the Common Object Request Broker Archi¬
ture to

tecture

(CORBA)

and Remote Method Invocation

While the Context Toolkit proposes

gets that

an

(RMI).

infrastructure based

on

wid¬

tightly coupled with the context-aware application, ap¬
proaches based on a loosely coupled service architecture have also been
proposed. For example the MUSE [51] project introduces the concept
of a fusion service that gathers and derives context information from
sensors. The specification of a fusion service is effected using a Bayesian
are

network that describes the derivation of context information. Due to this

representation, information theoretic algorithms
the

reliability

of such fusion

sensors

in terms of

metric that has been defined for this purpose. In

can

be used to compute

quality-of-information
general, the loosely cou¬

a

pled nature of an architecture based on networked services has several
advantages [145]. On the one hand, a context-aware application is not
dependent on specific hardware and software such as operating systems
On the other hand, maintenance, evolution
or programming languages.
and sharing of services is favoured by the clear separation between a con¬
text provider and a context consumer. With the Internet as a role model,
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platform

service-oriented architectures

advocating
based

formats and services. Fundamental

on

a

set of standardised

building

protocols,
Automatic

blocks

including
Path Creation (APC) to infer context information along a chain of ser¬
vices, or a discovery service detecting devices and people in proximity
have already been identified. Apart from these advantages, loosely cou¬
pled approaches are, however, less suited to deal with the adaptation
aspect of context-aware systems. As communication between the appli¬
cation and the infrastructure is limited to
most of the

processing needed to adapt
by the application. A possible solution

request and response messages,
to

a

context state will be done

to address this issue would be

to extend this communication model to allow context information to be

proactively pushed to a registered application
detected by the infrastructure.
A

GAIA

radically

different

[230, 222]

approach

is the

context infrastructure.

when certain events

underlying

are

foundation of the

GAIA is built

the

metaphor
of a distributed meta-operating system that extends the operating sys¬
tem of a device with components that support context-aware processing.
These components include an execution environment for applications,
an I/O subsystem, the context file system, communication primitives,
error detection and handling mechanisms,
as well as resource alloca¬
tion. Throughout the entire infrastructure, GAIA uses a unique context
model that is based on first-order logic representing context values as
Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) predicates. A context management compo¬
nent manipulates these predicates and can be accessed through queries,
subscription or direct context serialisation. Context-sensitive application
behaviour is effected by triggering rules which define the relationship be¬
tween certain context states and methods representing the application
functionality. Conflicts that arise when several rules are applicable are
resolved by previously assigned values that govern the priority of a rule.
This adaptation functionality is implemented by an event manager com¬
ponent that keeps track of context providers, context synthesisers and
context consumers. The event manager also serves as a look-up service
for context providers and maintains a history of context values. Finally,
the context file system provides context-aware access to data. It is im¬
plemented as a virtual directory hierarchy that uses path components to
represent context types and values. To access data in a given context,
the application only needs to extend the path to the file with the appro¬
priate context information and the file system deals with the retrieval of
the corresponding data.
on
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proposes
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Computing

pervasive computing applications
architecture that addresses all

layered

architecture.
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The framework

distinguishes

seven

layers—context gathering, context reception, context management, con¬
text querying, context-driven adaption, and application support. Those
reside between the physical sensors and the context-aware application.
The context gathering layer is in charge of the acquisition of sensed data
from physical and logical sensors. It also contains various components
which initially process context, such as aggregators and interpreters. The
interface between context gathering and context management is imple¬
mented by the context reception layer that translates heterogeneous con¬
text information into a uniform representation, as expected by the con¬
When different sensors deliver contradictory
text management layer.
values for the same context, this layer also deals with conflict resolu¬
tions. Further, it maintains histories of previously sensed values. The
context information supplied by the context reception layer is saved in a
persistent store which resides within the context management layer. The
data in this store is represented according to a uniform representation
that adheres to

a

context model based

also forms the basis of the query

layer

on

fact types. This context model

which offers

cations to retrieve context information.

an

The query

interface for

layer supports

appli¬
three

different types of

queries. Simple fact queries can be used to retrieve
the context value represented by the corresponding fact type. Situation
queries combine fact queries with contextual situations that have been

previously specified as a logical expression. Finally, event queries rep¬
resent an asynchronous notification mechanism, and are triggered when
The situation specifications as well as
a certain context state occurs.
preferences and triggers are managed in a repository on the adaptation
layer which is also responsible for the evaluation of these preferences and
triggers as well as for the generation of the appropriate notifications. In
providing resources for query and notification mechanisms, the adapta¬
tion layer supports the implementation of the two adaptation models,
branching and triggering, offered by the infrastructure. Finally, the top¬
most layer consists of a programming toolkit designed to facilitate the
development of context-aware applications that interface with the con¬
text framework. Apart from utilities and support tools, this application
layer supplies classes to access the lower layers of the framework as well
as implementations of branching and triggering adaptation strategies.
An infrastructure for

intelligent spaces
dependent agents supported by a context

based

on

broker is

the concept of in¬

represented by

the
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Context Broker Architecture

The central component

(CoBrA) [62, 63].

of the

architecture, the context broker, is responsible for context gather¬
ing, storing and inference, as well as privacy management. Each of these
tasks is performed by a dedicated module within the context broker. The
context acquisition module provides a library of procedures that abstract
from the physical and logical sensors, and offers a common interface.
Derived context values are generated by a reactive inference engine that
reasons

over

module. A

stored context and is located within the context inference

persistent

context store is

provided

for the other module

knowledge

ered

acquisition module. Although many infrastructures
deal with security and privacy aspects of context informa¬

by

promise
tion,

base that manages the context information

by
gath¬

the context

the context
to

most of them do not offer concrete solutions.

features

In

contrast, CoBrA

privacy management module that manages permissions and
determines whether a given agent has sufficient rights to access a context
value. Agents such as context-aware applications, devices, services and
a

web services
on

use

the context broker to get context information.

the delivered context

values,

the context broker architecture
process which is left

entirely

the agents

adapt

their behaviour.

support for the

provides
requesting agent.
no

Based

Thus,
adaptation

to the

An

entirely different approach to building context-aware applications
is taken by the Smart-Its Platform [258]. Services for this platform are
implemented using the high-level Smart-Its Context Language (SICL)
that describes the application. The SICL program is parsed by a pre¬
compiler that translates it into the implementation language of the ex¬
ecution platform. The generated code can then be compiled and linked
with the standard compiler of this platform. Usually, a SICL program
has four main blocks to specify sensor access, context recognition, adap¬
tive behaviour and basic behaviour, respectively. Within the Smart-Its
platform, context is represented as tuples with an arbitrary number of
values. These context tuples are generated by the sensors and later pro¬
cessed during context recognition, using tuple transformation rules, to
create new tuples. Finally, adaptation is specified in terms of rules that
link the occurrence of a specific context tuple to the triggering of a func¬
As tuple transformation and
tion defined within the SICL program.
adaptation rules can be specified in a reasonably natural way, this de¬
sign not only supports the separation of application and adaptation logic
but it also leads to readable programs. Beside this mechanism for spec¬

ifying and implementing context-aware services, the Smart-Its platform
also provides support for inter-object communication.
Context-aware
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applications profit from this communication infrastructure in two ways.
First, the collection of all context tuples stored within the different de¬
vices forms a tuple space used as a distributed information repository to
share data, resources and context. Second, the communication services
offered by the platform are also context-aware. Thus, a program running
on a device does not have to handle the discovery of other devices, topol¬
ogy construction, establishing connection and data transfer as all of this
functionality is already provided by the infrastructure.

Co-operating Real-time Sentient Objects: Architecture and Ex¬
perimental Evaluation (CORTEX) [109, 30] project is based on the sen¬
tient object model. A sentient object is an encapsulated entity as known
from object-oriented systems. However, its interface is not a collection of
arbitrary methods but is instead defined as a set of sensors for input and
actuators for output. Sensors providing data for a sentient object call
The

the part of its interface that represents its

ing this information,

actuators

are

activated

part of the sentient object interface.

ject that performs the processing
sensory

over

several

The inner life of

is made up from three

and translates the values to the

object. Representing

future systems

as

static

input

process¬

using the output channel

capture component deals with gathering of

forms context fusion

tient

input channel. After

sources

a

sentient ob¬

components. A

context

to eliminate

values, per¬
uncertainty

higher context level used in the sen¬
knowledge about actions and possible

contextual information is the task of the context hier¬

archy component. Finally, an inference engine performs context reason¬
ing over Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules and triggers context-aware
behaviour based on these rules. Due to its general notion of context
providers and consumers, a sentient object does not necessarily need to
be connected to

sensors

chain of sentient
allows

complex

The

and actuators but

objects.

can

instead also be

This feature of the sentient

object

a

link in

a

framework

contextual processes to be defined.

using a service middleware infrastructure based on
distributed context aggregation is taken by Construct [271]. The creators
of this middleware approach have identified four challenges—flexibility,
maintainability, scalability and inter-operability—that they attempt to
address with their infrastructure. Context in Construct is represented
by sets of context entities that each represent context values. The ex¬
ecution environment used together with the middleware, the so-called
range, is a platform that bundles together a set of basic components for
A range comprises a context server that is
context-aware computing.
capable of managing context entities and provides interfaces to exchange

approach

of
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this data with other ranges,

as

well

For the latter purpose, the context

as

with context-aware

applications.

query interface that

provides
capable
acyclic graph of context entities
constructing a
to derive the information desired by the application. These graphs or
context configurations are computed by an automatic path creation al¬
gorithm that uses a matching strategy to compare the required attributes
specified in the application as (name, value) tuples to the attributes of
context entities. The algorithm works recursively starting with the target
entity and then selecting possible source entities according to its input
requirements. During the matching process, the algorithm needs to han¬
dle situations where there is no match, a partial match, an over match
At first, the algorithm looks for context
or, ideally, an exact match.
entities that match exactly. When no such entity is found, it considers
partially matching entities, i.e. entities that specify a subset of the re¬
quired (name, value) tuples. Should this also fail to yield a result, the
algorithm resorts to entities that are over matching as they specify a
superset of the requested attributes. Apart from the context server, a
range also includes components designed to deal with the registration of
services, mobility of users and the maintenance of the application system.
Although the Construct infrastructure provides an elaborate mechanism
that can query and derive context information, it does, however, not
provide any support to applications for context adaptation.
is also

2.3

of

Mobile

Portable devices

server

a

directed

Computing

capable of performing simple computing tasks such as
managing contacts and appointments have been around for quite some
While these devices have been small enough to merit the
time now.
attribute "mobile", there has always been a trade-off in terms of their
processing power. Laptops, Tablet PCs and subnotebooks, on the con¬
trary, have put the emphasis on offering the processing power that is
required to run complex applications and, in doing so, have traded it
for mobility. It is only recently that devices have emerged capable of
reconciling the conflict of processing power versus portability that exists
between these two families of systems. On the one hand, devices such
as mobile phones, media phones, digital music players or PDAs are out¬
fitted with faster processors and larger amounts of memory. Portable
computers, on the other hand, are subjected to a continuous process of
miniaturisation that yields ever smaller and lighter devices. It is this
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hardware evolution that gave rise to the field of mobile
researches the

challenges that
application objects themselves,

of

arise when
move

a

computing which
of an application, or

user

around in space.

Clearly, the domain of mobile computing is closely
ubiquitous and pervasive computing and thus it is

clear

separation between the

systems that

plines

as

two

areas.

cannot be attributed

some

of these

approaches

later have been found to have
purpose of this

a

There

entirely

to

are
a

related to the field
difficult to draw

many

single

one

have started out in

beneficial influence

on

technologies

a

and

of these disci¬

one

domain and

the other. For the

apply the following distinction
between the two fields as a criteria to classify an approach as belonging
to ubiquitous and pervasive or to mobile computing. As mentioned be¬
fore, the ultimate goal of ubiquitous and pervasive computing is to make
the personal computer as we know it today disappear by embedding its
functionality into everyday objects. As a consequence, ubiquitous and
pervasive computing often also includes the development and use of non¬
standard devices and appliances. In contrast to that, research in the
field of mobile computing does not make the assumption that computing
devices will eventually no longer be recognisable as such. Developing
special client hardware is therefore not considered to be a part of the
mission of this field and many mobile computing applications are thus
implemented using standard off-the-shelf hardware.
As

an

thesis,

implication

we

will therefore

of the connection between the two

disciplines,

the

forms of context used in mobile

computing are similar to the ones found
in ubiquitous and pervasive computing. A major difference is that while
in ubiquitous and pervasive computing context is often used as an ad¬
ditional input channel to compensate for the lack of a traditional user
interface, in mobile computing there is no such requirement. As user
interaction based on keyboard input and display output is generally pos¬
sible in mobile applications, context tends to be applied to the delivery
of information rather than the adaptation of application behaviour. A
mobile application needs to be able to supply a user with the appropri¬
ate information at the right place and time and in the correct format.
Hence, context-aware data delivery assumes that context provides infor¬
mation that allows the fundamental questions who, what, when, where
and how? to be answered, and thus enables the system to act accord¬
As context-aware data

major aspect of context-aware
data management, the forms of context defined by applications in the do¬
main of mobile computing are particularly relevant to the work presented

ingly.

in this thesis.

delivery

is

a
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Location-Aware Information Access

A classic mobile

application is the provision of location-aware access to
information by overlaying the physical world with a virtual world that
contains the electronic data. Usually, context information can be equated
with location information in such applications. Such a use of spatial
This
context can be found in the Virtual Information Towers [181].
system augments the real world by providing information and support to
users, based on their position in space. Mobile devices that are carried
by the users are activated when a virtual information tower becomes
visible, i.e. when the user is in its vicinity. As soon as the device is active,
the virtual information tower can be used as a traditional help point in
the real world. Virtual information towers

are

based

on

Nexus

[143],

an

augmented world infrastructure. Nexus represents regions of the physical
world using a spatial model. This representation is then used as the
basis to augment the real world with digital artefacts, such as virtual
information towers.

Another

use

of location-aware information

access

is to

support Social

The idea behind social

navigation is that people can
leave clues in the forms of Post-it notes, graffiti or posters, that can later
be used by other persons.
The fact that content is created by other
system users and is not preauthored by a domain expert is the essential
distinguishing feature of these systems. E-Graffiti [46, 47] is such an
application that is capable of associating electronic notes with specific

Navigation [290].

locations. Users carry with them a PDA that allows them to enter private
or public notes. As context that is automatically bound to the note, the
client device detects the user's
is determined
access

a

user's

and their location. User location

the wireless network infrastructure.

is nearest to the client device in terms

By analysing which
of signal strength, it

building a user is located. Additional context, such
activity, is not captured explicitly but is reflected implicitly

compute

can
as

point

by

identity

at which

in the content of the notes associated with

find themselves at the

a

position. Other

users

that

spatial position later are assumed to be in
the same contextual situation and carrying out a similar activity, such
as studying in a library or eating at a restaurant. Therefore, when other
users later retrieve the previously entered notes, based on their physical
location, the content accessible to them is expected to match their current
same

task and interests.
GeoNotes

[96, 218]

builds

system and refines them

on

the concepts introduced in the E-Graffiti

in several ways. To realise the full

potential

of
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tent

user-to-user information

navigation by exploiting

GeoNotes proposes the

use

extension to the

as an

notes based

on

user

of

m ass-annotât ions

capability

locations.

Computing

to

of E-Graffiti

dissemination,
augment existing con¬
to publish and deliver

The system offers two distinct modes of

accessing the information created by its users, in addition to locationbased retrieval. First, notes and comments can be retrieved based on
their content,

as

is done in classic information retrieval. If

a user

chooses

to do so,

they will have access to the matching notes and comments
augmented with the context information associated with their capture.
Second, GeoNotes also supports the so-called socially-based access to in¬
formation. This access method is based on matching the user's current
social context, as captured by the dimensions discussed before, to the
contexts of the stored notes and comments. This matching is achieved
through techniques borrowed from collaborative filtering systems and
based on the sharing of context information among the users. To provide
this functionality, GeoNotes gathers a number of additional contextual
values that are stored together with the notes, in addition to the user
identity of authors or commentators, as well as their physical location.
For example, when a note or a comment on a note is created, it also
stores a timestamp that gives an indication of when this activity took
place. Further, not only the writing of a note but also its reading de¬
fines the context of this
a

Whenever

note, the system records their identity and the

form of

a

process

as

nally,
or

piece of information.

timestamp. This information
an

indication of the

GeoNotes also

comments

as

provides

favourites.

the

also added to the context of the

dimensions, GeoNotes
gathered using wireless

of

option for

Whenever

a

original

user

a

note

users

user

or

filtering

annotation.

Fi¬

to mark certain notes

does so, their

content.

reads

current time in the

then be used in the

can

popularity

a

Apart

identity

from these

is

new

context

also manages location context information

that is

network

positioning. Thus the system suf¬
fers from the same limitations in terms of granularity as E-Graffiti. To
provide finer location resolution, a user can, however, select a predefined
place label when entering a note which is then associated with it.

2.3.2

Electronic Guides

A great number of mobile systems have been
electronic

developed in the area of
enhancing the environment

guide applications, with the goal of
of a user with digital information. Systems that take tourists on a tour of
the visited city or guide them through an exhibition have been developed,
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systems that just assist pedestrians with finding their

as

way in

city. A very early example of such a mobile hand¬
held context-aware tour guide is CyberGuide [2]. The system runs on
standard PDAs and PCs featuring pen-based input, such as Tablet PCs,
and uses a combination of two systems to determine its position. If it
is used indoor, positions are computed based on infrared beacons that
When
are mounted in the environment and emit their own position.
used outdoors, CyberGuide uses a GPS signal to establish its position
whenever there are no buildings that block the reception of the signal.
Position information is, however, only one form of context that is applied
an

unknown part of

a

to deliver information about attractions

nearby or to make suggestions
where to go next.
Apart from location, CyberGuide also detects its
orientation, keeps a history of previously visited attractions, knows the
time of day and which events are currently available. The system is built
from four main components that take this context into consideration

interacting with the user. A map component is responsible for
visualising the current position of the tourist and assisting them with
getting their bearings. Context-aware information delivery is the task
of the content component that displays previously authored data about
sights and events to the user. To find their way from one place to another,
CyberGuide provides a navigation component to its users that plots a
path from the current position to the target position and then guides the
tourist accordingly. Finally, to exchange information between tourists,
when

the

guide system

aware

in the

sense

features

a

communication

that it knows which other

CyberGuide, the
ject (C-MAP) [273] is targeted at
In contrast to

presents
user

component that is
users are

nearby

context-

and on-line.

Context-aware Mobile Assistant Pro¬
visitors of art exhibitions.

As this

rather controlled

a

is not

environment, establishing the position of a
challenging as in a city. C-MAP uses an existing locator

as

system, namely the Active Badge Location system. User interaction
this system is based
be

a

on an

animated life-like character that is

virtual assistant to the visitors and its main task is to

mendations

C-MAP

on

what to

distinguishes

temporal

and

where to go, based on the current context.
between the physical context of the environment

spatial

traditional hardware

by monitoring
teraction,

an

designed to
give recom¬

see or

and the mental context of the
from

in

user.

The

physical

context is

context information that is

sensors.

composed
gathered using

The mental context of visitors is sensed

their interaction with the mobile assistant. From this in¬

interest vector that

constructed and later used

by

the

captures the preferences of the

system's

user

recommender component.

is
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As part of the ACTS OnTheMove

project, another example of a sys¬
tem designed to support tourists during city visits has been developed.
Unlike other electronic guide systems, City Guide [175] does not display
information that has been previously stored on the client device, but
dynamically downloads the required content over a WaveLAN or Global

System for Mobile Communication (GSM) connection. Both network
technologies also provide the location data that makes up the spatial
context information used by City Guide. Location is the only context
information that is supported by the system and it is applied to provide
location-dependent services, such as triggering the download and display
of a map and highlighting the current position of the tourist. The user
may then interact with the map through scrolling, browsing and zoom¬
ing. All of these operations may trigger the download of another part of
the displayed map or of a map with higher resolution. Interaction with
City Guide is through voice commands that are processed using speech
recognition and the system responds using text-to-speech technologies.
As

a

part of the Hyper-Interaction within Physical Space

(HIPS) [26]

project, the Hippie [210] exhibition guide was developed as a showcase
application of a system for nomadic information access. In contrast
to purely mobile systems, nomadic systems combine mobile client and
stationary devices often called kiosks. The purpose of Hippie was to
demonstrate aspects of adaptation to the Context of Use (CoU) which
was

defined to be the parameters of the

ographical position

of the

characteristics and
the

user

as

user

as

their social partners,

the domain

model,

where the

tasks,

the space model

model. As with any other data-driven system, the domain

model represents the information concepts that

plication.

the ge¬

To capture this broad notion of context,

preferences.
system defines three models,

and the

well

physical environment,

The space model

application

provides

will be used.

are

relevant to the ap¬

information about the environment

Depending on
floor in a building

the

application,

it

or the streets in a
might represent the rooms on a
city. Finally, the user model is used to define all aspects of a user, such
as their knowledge, interest, movement and preferences. Based on these
models, Hippie provides the user with location-dependent information
based on their position. The system is also capable of generating multi¬
modal presentations that adapt according to the type and capabilities of
the device. Finally, the content of the presentation is adapted to user
interest and knowledge. Apart from location-aware information delivery,
Hippie also supports context-aware annotations, explanation in terms of
a glossary and communication between nearby users.
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[66, 65]
city of

Lancaster and

guide, this time supporting visi¬
capable of creating personalised tours

The notion of context used in the GUIDE system dis¬

context.

between

tinguishes

is another tourist

personal

and environmental context.

context includes among other

visitor's

tion and

of attractions that

already

preferences,

well

as

things the
as a history

The

personal

interests, their loca¬

they

have

visited. The environmental context captures dimensions such

the time of

as

opening hours of attractions. Context is again used
to adapt the presentation of information. However, in contrast to other
systems, GUIDE moves a step ahead by allowing dimensions such as age,
education and background to play a role in the adaptation process just
as much as the nationality of users and the record of information that
has already been displayed to them. Finally, by triggering the display
of dynamic information, such as unforeseen changes in opening hours,

day

or

GUIDE also supports context-driven

proactive behaviour.

Helping pedestrians to navigate in an unknown part of a city by gen¬
erating route descriptions is the ambition of the REAL [17] system. As
this navigation system was not designed for a specific group of users,
such as tourists, it also considers the type of user that it is advising.
Depending on whether the user is a businessman in a hurry to get to
the station or someone taking a stroll through a park, the system will
plot different routes. REAL also adapts the presentation of these routes,
based on contextual factors, such as the actual travelling speed of the
user, their familiarity with the environment and the time pressure in the
current situation.

that

they

As mobile devices

offer in terms of

supports another

display

and

are

often limited in the

computing capabilities, the system

set of context dimensions that describe the device it¬

self. These factors include information such
and colour

resources

as

the

screen

size, resolution

stationary devices. Adap¬
tation to this device resource context is achieved by supporting three
different kinds of computing processes. Resource adapted processes have
been optimised for a given device and are thus exploiting its capabilities
optimally. Resource adaptive processes and resource adapting processes
both feature adaptation strategies that allow them to adapt dynamically.
While a resource adaptive process always uses the same strategy, a re¬
To select the best
source adapting process features multiple strategies.
adaptation strategy, resource adapting processes use the device resource
context which includes a history of performance statistics.

capabilities

of both mobile and

One of the few tourist

laborating during

guide systems

their visit to

an

that supports

unknown

city

is the

multiple users col¬
George Square [37]
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sights

to visit

the

an

presentation of the map to the current activity
example, the map representation might be changed

to include

symbols for cafés and restaurants at lunch time rather than
those denoting bars and discos. Further, it offers functionality to cater
for communication between tourists and for bringing the group together
if people become separated from their colleagues during the visit. Apart
from assisting tourists with these and other tasks that are important
during travel, George Square also takes the previsit and the post visit
phase into consideration where some of the context information, such as
location, has to be simulated as the tourist is not physically present at
the visited destination. The project uses a pair of Tablet PCs with a
comparatively large screen, rather than more portable devices, in order
to support collaboration. As a consequence of using a pair of devices,
George Square can employ the context data and history of both users to
control recommendations and system adaptation and thus enhances the
group awareness of tourists travelling together.
A central part of most electronic

guide systems is the map component
that serves a number of purposes depending on the system's functional¬
ity. In cartography, adaptive concepts [224, 225] for Mobile Cartography
have been developed. Through a classification of user tasks into locator,
proximity, navigation and events tasks, this research examines which
context dimensions are important to mobile cartography systems and
what forms of adaptation could be supported. Location, time, weather,
medium of transport, as well as the user's profile, interest, knowledge
and skill level have been identified as having an impact on how maps
should be presented. Beside the physical and user context, there are a
number of technological context elements such as network quality or de¬
vice characteristics that describe what resources are currently available
to the cartography system. The forms of adaptation that are suggested
include changing the information content itself, encoding information
using special data formats, adjusting to resources using techniques such
as compression to reduce bandwidth use, rendering information accord¬
ing to device characteristics, and adapting to the users and their tasks.
The visualisation of digital maps can be adapted in various ways. Simple
techniques involve the highlighting of important locations or rotating the
map to align with the user's point of view. Distorting maps or enlarging
certain areas to guide the user's attention to the desired region are other
more advanced examples of adaptation.
Finally, maps can be rendered
progressively to control the level of detail that is presented.
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Mobile Fieldwork

Many ecological sciences such as geography, geology and biology, as well
as disciplines such as archaeology, require researchers to do fieldwork
in the outdoor environment.

sists of

A lot of the work done in the field

con¬

collecting data and relating the findings gained from previous
expeditions. The goal of the Mobile Computing in a Fieldwork Envi¬
ronment (MCFE) project is to provide tools that assist scientists with
these tasks, using mobile computing technologies. During the course of
the project, a series of context-aware tools for hand-held computers have
been developed for archaeology [235], animal behaviour studies [215] and
animal identification [216]. The experiences gained from having real fieldworkers using the device in their studies have influenced the development
of the FieldNote [236] system, a general purpose tool for mobile fieldwork
that can be customised for several domains. The central functionality of
the system is the capture of textual and graphical notes using the hand¬
held device. By gathering information from the sensors installed on the
device, the note is annotated with various context information such as
location, attitude, time, temperature, humidity or wind speed, as well as
logical context information that is authored explicitly by the user. Ab¬
straction from sensors is achieved by modelling context in a hierarchy
that extends from abstract context classes to concrete implementations.
Later, the context values associated with a note are used to trigger the
display of information that matches the current context best. A similar,
yet more sophisticated use of context, is the retrieval of notes describing
situations that have happened in the fieldworker's environment to pre¬
dict situations that will happen in the future. For example, the system
is able to identify an animal based on a measurement of a footprint or
of its markings by comparing these values to context information stored
in a history. Apart from producing a tool that has proven to be of great
use to the intended users, the development of the FieldNote system has
also yielded interesting insights about the nature of context itself. One
such realisation is the fact that it is not always clear which information
is application data and which is context, as for example temperature
measurements. Two design choices in the development of FieldNote are
a direct consequence of this peculiar nature of context.
First, context
values are modelled as attributes of the application objects themselves
rather than being represented as an individual entity in the system. Sec¬
ond, the system does not distinguish between application attributes and
context attributes but treats all data in the same way. Thus, information
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application data un¬
der different circumstances. Another finding is that to query effectively
for information based on context, it is important that, not only the query,
but also the stored context information can be represented in the form
of conditional expressions using Boolean operators. Finally, the genesis
of FieldNote has led its developers to conclude that the richness of the
functionality that can be provided by a system is directly related to the
one

situation

can

be

increase of available content information.

Instead of scientists

conducting studies outdoors, field technicians op¬
erating inside a building are the target user group of the NETMAN [174]
wearable computer system. NETMAN specifically supports computer
technicians in charge of maintaining company-wide networks.
Special
attention is given to the collaboration between the mobile field techni¬
cians who repair or replace defective hardware components and station¬
ary

expert technicians that work

at the workstation in their office.

To

this

end, the wearable computer is equipped with a camera, headphones
and a microphone, as well as a sensor array that detects the technician's
location and the identity of objects nearby. The camera allows the expert
technicians to see what the field technician sees, while the headphones
and the microphone allows the two of them to have real-time conversa¬
tions. Finally, a shared notebook application is used by the technicians
to document their work and by the expert to make information avail¬
able to their fellow workers. Similarly to the FieldNote system, while
en route, the wearable notebook automatically displays a list with note¬
book entries that have been recorded
the technician.

near

or

at the

present location of

An

interesting form of context exhibited by the NETMAN wearable computer is its ability to share the current situation of a
field technician with the stationary expert. This exchange of contextual
information is not limited to images captured by the camera but also
extends to the sharing of the entire graphical user interface as seen by
the fieldworker. Even though NETMAN does not use this information
to adapt its behaviour, it is still an important factor in enhancing the
collaboration through mutual awareness of the coworkers.

2.3.4

Models, Frameworks and Infrastructures

ubiquitous and pervasive computing, a number of projects
in mobile computing are targeted at providing comprehensive support
for the kinds of mobile applications discussed in the previous sections
in terms of system infrastructures and application frameworks.
Most

Similarly

to
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of these

approaches gather, manage and provide context information to
mobile applications. However, due to the importance of mobility, there
are two notable differences to the approaches found in ubiquitous and
pervasive computing. First, location information is considered to be far
more important than any other context dimension, which often leads to
it being treated in a special way. Second, resource limitations of many
mobile and portable devices lead to a number of requirements that are
not present in most ubiquitous and pervasive systems.
Mobile

in

dynamic execution environ¬
ment where services can appear, move around or disappear at any point
in time. Providing information about the location of objects to mobile
applications is therefore an important task of a supporting infrastructure.
The Active Map Service (AMS) [243] uses the notion of located-objects to
publish such location information for objects located in a certain region.
Located-objects are virtual descriptions of anything that has an associ¬
ated physical location. Examples of located-objects are persons, printers
and workstations as well as location-dependent services. To organise the
located-objects, AMS uses an active map that represents the position of
an object as the containment of a located-object in a hierarchy of loca¬
tions. The hierarchy of locations is used to model the concept of location
at various levels of detail, such as rooms, buildings, streets, districts or
cities. A mobile application can subscribe to a located-object and is then
notified whenever a new position of the physical counterpart is published
to AMS. Notification protocols using unicast and multicast have been
implemented to support the delivery of updated location information to
applications usually

run

a

very

both individual devices and groups of clients.
The Predator Location Service
a

similar

goal

as

AMS. Based

that allows mobile
ages
a

a

global

objects

manages

a

objects

a

The location service

that

logical

tree structure for each of these
can use

project that aims at
also provides a platform

are

man¬

also

organised using
however, Preda¬
physical location and

In contrast to AMS

between the notion of

tage that applications

it

to be addressed.

domain of mobile

distinguishes

is another

CORBA,

on

hierarchical location structure.

tor

[287]

and

concepts. This has the advan¬

high-level

view

on

location rather than

being burdened with the exact position of a service. Both the query¬
ing and registering of location-based services is done with hierarchical
path expressions that are evaluated by recursively mapping them to the
tree-based location model.
In the scope of the AROUND

GUIDE

project,

an

project and the previously discussed

architectural framework based

on

Location-Based
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Services

(LSB) [152]

bile tourist

was

support applications such

property that its

geographical

an

ordinary

as mo¬

Internet

usage is defined

As location-based services

area.

Computing

by

are

a

ser¬

scope

designed

extension of the traditional Internet

environment, they represent a
scalable and flexible concept. The framework imposes a location do¬

as an

very

a

to

A location-based service is

guides.

vice with the additional
in terms of

developed
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main model that controls where
to other

proach

approaches

uses a

be in many

a

certain service is accessible. In contrast

that model locations

lattice to cater for the

places

at the

same

hierarchically as a tree, this ap¬
possibility that virtual locations may

time. The location domain model is

man¬

aged by an LBS server that also controls the registration information of
currently active location-based services. The position information sensed
by a device is translated using a simple mapping function to a location
context of the domain model.
cover

the services

required by

been

This location context is then used to dis¬

application. As soon as a service has
it provides is downloaded to the mobile

the

discovered, the information
device and displayed to the user.

Context-dependent information acquisition and delivery for mobile
applications is the focus of the Stick-e framework [38, 40, 213, 39]. It uses
a mark-up language to represent Stick-e notes containing both content
and context. Several of these notes
document which

encapsulates

can

then be combined into

the context-aware data of

The model of context used in Stick-e
Further

distinguishes the
it allows triggers

an

a

Stick-e

application.

dimensions of

location,

time and

based

so-called critical and computer states which represent

to be

defined,
on
physical
and logical event conditions. Through the use of custom mark-up tags,
the model can be extended to suit any purpose required by an application.
An example of such an extension is the context dimension capturing
the presence of imaginary companions, such as historians or architects,
that was introduced in a context-aware guide system to express user
preferences about the displayed information and to control its depth.
Whenever a certain context state is reached, a matching algorithm is
triggered that selects the Stick-e note to be displayed to the user. As
the philosophy of the Stick-e framework is to give as much control as
possible to the user in order not to disturb them, the matching algorithm
is capable of processing so-called pretended values, i.e. simulated context
values that are not actually sensed, and are introduced to help filtering
the retrieved data. These properties made the Stick-e framework a good
foundation for the MCFE project where it is used in several applications
including the previously described FieldNote system.

adjacency.
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experiences gained from the FieldNote system and other appli¬
in the domain of mobile fieldwork led to the development of the

Information

was

Service

used in these

(CIS) [214, 216].

projects

to

While the Stick-e frame¬

capture and retrieve data

context-

dependently, the Context Information Service is in charge of gathering,
modelling and providing the contextual data that is used by the system
to trigger Stick-e documents. Not unlike other infrastructures discussed
before, CIS offers support for context sensing, adaptation and augmen¬
tation as well as contextual resource discovery. Context is represented
using an object-oriented model that stores context information as special
properties of application objects and thus provides support for extensi¬
bility and reusability. Multiple context-aware applications can connect in
parallel to the Context Information Service to gain shared access to con¬
text information. Certain functionality, such as support for application
semantics and adaptation, is not offered by the CIS itself. Since the CIS
architecture was designed as a layered structure, other requirements can
be addressed by building additional layers on top of CIS. This flexible ar¬
chitecture was chosen to address the need to develop a service which can
scale over time when demands change. Finally, most parts of the CIS are
platform independent and thus cater for the tremendous heterogeneity
in execution platforms that is one of the hallmarks of mobile computing.
An extension and refinement of the Stick-e document framework is

proposed by the Context Document Framework (Condor) [126]. As with
the Stick-e framework, Condor is an application framework for mobilitybased applications that focusses on the context-aware capturing and de¬
livery of information. In Condor, the Stick-e note document is replaced
by the notion of a context document that also integrates application
data and context information into one concept. However, in addition to
a Stick-e document that could only contain context information to con¬
trol in which situation it will be triggered by the framework, a context
document
stored

as

can

post

also contain so-called post context information.
context

are

sent back to the

user

along

Values

with the actual

application data. On the mobile device, these values are integrated into
the description of the user's contextual situation. In other words, when
a context document is triggered, it can influence, change and extend the
user's context, leading to different application behaviour or further trig¬
gering of documents. Context information is published and shared using
the same central repository that also stores the context documents of an
application. As Condor handles and represents context information and
application data uniformly using context documents, an application that
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document to the central

repository.
A different

approach to supporting mobile computing is taken by the
Cooltown [53, 161] project, as it is based on extended web technolo¬
gies. Like other infrastructures presented here, the goal of Cooltown is
to provide location-specific services and information in the places that
people visit. To achieve this objective, the concept of a web presence
for people, places and things is introduced to bridge the gap between
the physical and virtual worlds. Technically, web presences are realised
in many different ways, depending on whether the object is a person,
In the case of things, Cooltown uses an embedded
a place or a thing.
web server that is capable of delivering information about each object.
People are given a web presence through an ordinary home page that is
hosted

on

a

traditional web

server.

Beside information about the

owner

of the home page, their web presence also enables communication among

people based on WebLink that redirects conversations to the appro¬
priate locations of the participants. Similarly to people, places also have
a home page that provides information about the place.
Additionally,
however, a PlaceManager manages a collection of web presences that are
present at that place and includes links to these objects on the home
In this way, a PlaceManager captures information
page of the place.
about the physical and contextual organisation of a place and makes
it accessible to mobile clients. The dominant form of context used by
the Cooltown infrastructure is location information that is emitted by
two

beacons distributed in the environment.

In contrast to other

where beacons send out information about their
in Cooltown send out
presence of the

support

object

a

position,

Universal Resource Locator

(URL)

systems

the beacons
to the web

that is associated with the beacon. Client devices

two modes of

sensing location information. In the direct sensing
client connects to the web presence pointed to by the URL and

mode, a
displays the available information. To cater for context-awareness, an in¬
direct sensing mode is also available that resolves the URL in two steps.
First the client connects to the URL obtained from the beacon but it

does not download the information to
server

display. Rather,

it

queries the web

for another URL that is better suited to the current context of the

URL, it connects again, downloads
and displays the information from the location-dependent service.

user

and the device. With this second

Providing a solution to the problems of mobile devices such as limited
computing power and restricted memory is the central objective of the
Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware

(SOCAM) [123].

The fact
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that many

portable clients are not capable of performing high-level con¬
text processing is addressed by a two-layered approach that separates the
context model into a domain-specific low-level part and general high-level
part that represents global concepts. The context model of SOCAM uses
an ontology to define a vocabulary based on Subject-Predicate-Object tu¬
ples that represent context information. To relieve mobile devices from
complex computing tasks, the middleware takes on the functions that
require more processing power such as the acquisition, discovery, inter¬
pretation and access of various kinds of context information. Another
advantage of the middleware approach is that, as a common component,
it can also provide support for interoperability between different contextaware applications. All this functionality is implemented by a number of
service components that are part of the middleware. Context provider
services abstract from the source of context information, such as sensors,
user profiles or explicit input whereas the context interpreter service is
responsible for translating the low-level information gathered and deliv¬
ered by the portable devices to match the ontology describing the global
context concepts. The discovery of context providers and thus of con¬
text information is realised by the service location service that manages
the locations of these services. All context information processed and
managed by SOCAM is stored by the context database service together
with rules expressed in first-order logic that describe context inference
and adaptive application behaviour. Context-aware applications are also
represented as services in the middleware. Such a context-aware mobile
service can either query context providers or obtain context informa¬
tion by registering for it at a provider. When the context state in the
repository changes, the stored adaptation rules are evaluated and the
corresponding actions are triggered in the registered application services.

SOCAM, the Context-Awareness Sub-Structure (CASS) [100] is
an example of an approach that provides support for context-aware ap¬
plications on hand-held and other small mobile computers, by shifting
Like

memory and processor intensive tasks to

a

server-based middleware. Its

objective is to separate context-based inference and behaviour from
the actual application code. Again, by using a high-level abstraction of
context data that is shared throughout the middleware, the different
components can interoperate and relieve limited devices of performing
complex tasks. These components include a database that stores all con¬
text information gathered by the sensor listener components. An inter¬
main

preter component translates

expected by

context information into the

the context-aware

applications

that

use

representation

the context retriever
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context information.

An

engine to apply rules stored in a knowledge
base to the context database, thereby inferring new context information.
Rules describing context-aware application behaviour are also stored in
the knowledge base and are evaluated to activate context-dependent be¬
haviour in the client applications.
engine

uses

a

rule

goal as SOCAM and CASS—coping with the technical lim¬
itations of portable devices, unreliable network connections and the char¬
acteristics of mobile users themselves—is also pursued by the Hydrogen
The

same

Context Framework

[142].

In contrast to SOCAM and CASS that address

these issues

by means of a middleware, Hydrogen proposes an applica¬
tion programming framework combined with a layered architecture that
offers some basic components for context-aware computing. Support for
a wide range of mobile clients and applications with a variety of require¬
ments is provided through the framework's extensible nature. Context
information, for example, is represented using a simple class hierarchy
rooted at class ContextObject that contains all functionality required
to exchange context information among components by serialising it to
and deserialising it from XML. While this predefined notion of context
may suffice for many applications, it can easily be extended by special¬
ising any class that represents context information in Hydrogen. The
layered architecture is another key factor in permitting extensibility. An
adaptor layer is responsible for context gathering whereas a management
layer contains a context server that can either be queried for context
information or publish this data to subscribed clients automatically. Fi¬
nally, the context-aware applications themselves reside on the application
layer. Again, this simple three-layered architecture is intended and de¬
signed for standard applications but can easily be upgraded should more
complex requirements arise.
The context framework

presented in [173] has been developed specifi¬
cally for the Symbian platform an operating system found in many mobile
and media phones. To manage, process and deliver context information,
the framework uses a blackboard-based approach that allows all com¬
ponents to publish and retrieve context through a shared information
pool that is controlled by a context manager. Other components such
as the resource server, the context recognition service or context-aware
applications themselves all gain access to context information via the
blackboard. For example, the context recognition service uses Bayesian
reasoning to transform low-level context information found on the black¬
board into high-level context values that are then published by placing
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them back

the blackboard.

on

In order to establish

a

common

under¬

standing of the meaning of the context information on the blackboard, a
vocabulary defined by an ontology has been agreed upon that represents
context by means of a type, a value, a confidence indication, a source
and a timestamp. This vocabulary is known to all components of the
framework allowing them to share context information and to intemp¬
A number of context information sources have been
erate seamlessly.
integrated into the framework, either as part of the client device or as
standalone sources. Sensors for time, sound, acceleration, light, temper¬
ature, humidity and touch have been realised as well as monitors for the
state of the mobile device and its connectivity to the Internet or other
networks. Further, user preferences, their social networks and the tasks
at hand are also considered as context and managed by the framework.
The context-aware applications that are then implemented for the Symbian platform can rely on an Application Programming Interface (API)
that allows context to be added to and retrieved from the framework.

As with most other

infrastructures, two modes to obtain context infor¬
mation are supported. Applications can either retrieve context using a
synchronous request and response protocol or by subscribing for notifi¬
cation whenever a certain context state changes.

Web

2.4

Over the last

Engineering
decade,

able evolution.

purely

based

the World Wide Web

In the

early 1990s,

[29]

that

were

interconnected

were

intended to

provide

using hyperlinks.
a

undergone

the web started out

static documents distributed

on

has

over

a

as

a

remark¬

a

platform

number of

servers

These so-called

medium for information

hypertexts
exchange to a very

small group of scientists and researchers. In the years since, the web
has rapidly grown into a resource that is used by millions of people on a

daily

basis for

vast

variety of

original purpose
dynamic applications

serves

but

its

a

as a

motives. Of course, the web of

virtually

such

unlimited

electronic

source

of

today still
information,

business, communication,
entertainment, education or advertising, have long since become driv¬
ing forces behind its evolution. Recently, other developments have been
witnessed that will shape the character of the web in future years. On
the one hand, the initiative to transform the web into a platform that
is capable of sustaining complex applications that will gradually replace
the programs installed locally on a user's machine, is beginning to yield
as
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web-based office
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the Zoho Of¬

Google Docs & Spreadsheets. On the other hand, due to the
collection of widely accepted standards that have emerged, web-based
technologies are nowadays used for various purposes that are no longer
directly associated with the web. For instance, the presentation and in¬
teraction capabilities of the Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) have
made it a frequent choice as a technology to implement graphical user
interfaces for arbitrary applications. Originally intended to advance the
separation of content, structure, and presentation on the web, XML has
already gone on to have a major impact on information systems and pro¬
gramming languages in general. Finally, another interesting example of
a non-standard application of web technologies is their recent use as a
basis for information dissemination in ubiquitous, pervasive and mobile
fice Suite

or

systems.
The

ever

increasing number of

ways in which the web is

reflected in the systems that have been

early days,

when both the

is also

to address these

new

community and
the software used to access the web were still very homogeneous, adap¬
tation of the hypertext structure based on user preferences and profiles
was the only form of context-awareness that was taken into considera¬
tion. While at first this customisation was performed off-line using static
context information, very soon a second generation of approaches was
capable of adapting the hypertext dynamically based on profiling data
requirements.

In the

developed

used,

user

collected from the user's interaction with the system. As the behaviour
and choices of the

user

it has become known

as

stand at the root of this form of

personalisation

with the advent of electronic

and

gained further
portal sites. When

the Inter¬

globe, its users started to become more
and more
It became
terms of language and culture.
necessary to support another facet of adaptation, commonly called internationalisation, to cater for web sites that are accessible to people from
different countries. While providing content in different translations to
match the language spoken in the target country is a primary require¬
net

began

spread around
heterogeneous in

commerce

and

adaptation,
importance

to

ment of international web

the

sites, other

addressed. Cultural influences such

more

subtle issues have also to be

the

reading order, currency, mea¬
surement units, customs or local legislation, also affect how information
is delivered. Advances in hardware have produced small and portable
devices that are capable of accessing web sites while the user is on the
This aspect of adaptation, mobilisation, is connected to a num¬
move.
ber of additional

as

requirements that had

to be taken into account in the
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and

engineering solutions. Analogous to
that became diverse with the global expansion of

implementation

of web

the

user

the

Internet, client devices and software

one

communities

another in terms of

content formats.

processing

grew to be very different from

display sizes and supported
device-specific adaptation require¬

power,

Apart from these
ments, user mobility has introduced similar needs to those discussed in
the domain of mobile computing. It was only at this relatively late point
in time that the term "context-awareness" itself actually emerged in the
domain of web engineering to denote adaptivity.
As

will

in the discussion of

example approaches, many sys¬
tems developed in this research field were developed to provide one spe¬
cific from of adaptation. The considerable knowledge of building flexible
and adaptive web systems that has been gathered over the last decade
has only recently been consolidated and become general enough to pro¬
vide support for all discussed forms of adaptation. As a result of the
almost interdisciplinary nature of the field of web engineering, the sys¬
tems that have been developed in parallel to the technological and social
advancement of the web come from a vast variety of backgrounds. While
electrical engineers have had an influence on the web by designing its
network protocols, content publishing experts, hypertext and hyperme¬
dia specialists have given the web its shape by defining how information
is accessed and how it is interconnected. Finally, researches from the do¬
mains of software engineering and information systems have worked on
providing infrastructures to support web sites and web applications. It is
therefore not surprising that the proposed solutions also differ substan¬
tially in the kinds of approaches taken that range from methodologies
and conceptual models to frameworks and infrastructures. As every ap¬
proach distinguishes itself by the set of supported adaptation functional¬
ity and features, Kappel et al. [155] have developed a classification model
that facilitates the analysis and comparison of such systems. On the re¬
quirements side, their approach differentiates three dimensions—levels,
aspects and phases—that allow the systematic survey of web modelling
methodologies. The levels dimension defines which parts of a web sys¬
tem can be customised in terms of content, hypertext and presentation.
Whether an approach is capable of adapting structure or behaviour is
expressed with the dimension of aspects. Finally, the third dimension
focusses on the development phases of a web application and is divided
into analysis, design and implementation. Another criterion to distin¬
guish the different approaches is whether their customisation process
handles context and adaptation statically or dynamically. Determining
we

see
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context and

adaptation dynamically at run-time is assumed to lead to
systems with a higher degree of customisability, as compared to systems
that use a predefined static approach. Finally, the set of supported con¬
text dimensions is also taken into account in the comparison of different
approaches. Here, the dimensions of user, device, network, location, as
well as temporal context are considered to be the most discriminating.

2.4.1
An

Modelling Hypertext

and

Hypermedia Systems

early form of representing the same content in different forms de¬
pending on a very simple notion of context found in the Hypertext De¬
sign Model (RDM) [117]. HDM can be considered either as a modelling
device or as an implementation device, by serving as a basis for de¬
sign tools that support application development. The main focus of the
model is authoring-in-the-large, i.e. providing support to define the ap¬
plication's concepts and the navigation structure of a complex system
without engaging in implementation issues. The information content of
an application's concepts is modelled as entities that are each defined by
an entity type. While the terminology and basic notion of entities have
been adopted from the E/R model, the concept itself has been extended,
as entities in HDM are not flat units but can have a complex inner struc¬
ture. This structure is composed from components that are organised in
a tree. The actual content of each component is represented by a set of
units that provide variants of the same information in terms of formats,
styles, languages etc. Which content variants exist at the component
level is controlled by a set of supported perspectives for the correspond¬
ing entity. These perspectives both indicate which variants are available
to the system and determine what content data needs to be provided by
the developers of the application. To support navigation, HDM offers
three different categories of links. Perspective links connect units to the
corresponding component and thus govern the switching from one content
representation to the next. Navigation within the component tree of an
entity is implemented by structural links that allow a user to move from
parent to child component and vice versa as well as among the siblings
of a common parent. Finally, links realise navigation between different
entities as required by the semantics of the application. When linking
from one entity or component to another, it is not straightforward which
content representation of the target object is presented to the user, as
several representations might exist. To address this situation, all links
that are defined in this manner are regarded as being abstract and need
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to be transformed into concrete links when

run-time. The

the system to
is

concept of

they

are

actually

traversed at

perspective has been introduced into
resolve settings where the choice of an appropriate target
a

default

ambiguous.
As

HDM, the Object-Oriented Hypermedia
Design Method (OOHDM) [251, 250] introduces special purpose mod¬
elling primitives for the design of the navigation and the interface of a
hypermedia application. Further, while the nature of the concepts used
a

further

development

in HDM have been based

of

coming from the domain of informa¬
tion systems, OOHDM uses an object-oriented approach that is inspired
by models traditionally known from object-oriented software engineer¬
ing. Based on these two advances, OOHDM gives more structure to
the design process of hypermedia systems which it divides into the four
phases conceptual modelling, navigation design, abstract interface def¬
inition and implementation. Three out of those are supported with a
on

ideas

dedicated

modelling language comprising concepts to specify all aspects
of the hypertext. As in HDM, the conceptual model specifies the ap¬
plication domain, its concepts and the relationships between them using
object-oriented modelling primitives from the Object Modelling Tech¬
nique (OMT) [233] extended with domain-specific notions such as at¬
tribute perspectives or subsystems. As in HDM, perspectives capture
content that has multiple representation variants. In OOHDM, however,
these perspectives can be specified at the level of attributes, which leads
to a finer modelling granularity than in HDM where perspectives are
specified for entire entities. These class and instance schémas can be
represented graphically using a notation close to the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) [234]. In contrast to HDM where navigation was di¬
rectly specified based on the entities defined in the conceptual model,
OOHDM provides a dedicated navigation model that uses the technique
of a view derived from the conceptual model similar to that of relational
databases. The navigation model is composed from two submodels, the
navigation class schema and the navigation context schema. In the class
schema, application concepts are represented as nodes that will be acces¬
sible to the user of the hypermedia system. Further, links between nodes
and access structures such as indices and guided tours are defined in this
schema. The context schema structures the navigation space using the
concept of navigational contexts, collections of nodes, links and other
forms of context that share the

tionally
context

same

extensionally specifies
classes, subclasses of the
or

properties. While

which

a

context inten¬

objects belong together, special
classes defined in the navigation class
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context.

Finally,

the abstract interface model defines which concepts will appear and how

they

represented

to the

We

refrain, however,

from

discussing
this third model in more detail as it neither offers further insight into
the forms of adaptation supported in OOHDM nor is it required to un¬
derstand them. Through the separation of the design process into four
independent models, OOHDM supports predefined, static customisation
as both different navigation views, and different user interfaces can be
specified for one application. Based on context information about users,
such as their identity, browsing history and preferences, OOHDM also
offers dynamic customisation [231] that is effected at run-time. By intro¬
ducing additional parameters into the definition of links and navigation
nodes, link and content personalisation is achieved. Structure customisa¬
tion is realised by augmenting the user objects with methods that return
the modules a user has selected to be included on the web page. Finally,
it is also possible to customise navigational contexts by extending the
context definition with a field indicating which users can access objects
are

user.

in that context.

Adaptation based on a user model that stores context information
about the people interacting with the hypermedia system has become
the basis for a whole family of so-called adaptive hypermedia systems.
The characteristics of such systems have been specified and formalised
by Brusilovsky [41] who gives the following definition.
"By adaptive hypermedia systems we mean all hypertext
and hypermedia systems which reflect some features of the
user in the user model and apply this model to adapt various
visible aspects of the system to the user.
"

Brusilovsky partitions the set of possible adaptation methods into tech¬
niques for adaptive presentation and for adaptive navigation. Adaptive
presentation allows information about a certain topic to be presented in
different ways using techniques such as conditional content or content
variants. Annotating, disabling, hiding or sorting links are examples of
adaptive navigation designed to guide users to content that they will find
interesting or to prevent them from accessing undesired information.
A number of hypertext systems [34, 42, 170, 191] have been devel¬
oped that satisfy Brusilovsky's definition of adaptive hypermedia. While
the exact set of supported adaptation methods and techniques varies
from one approach to another, many of these systems are more or less
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equivalent

when considered at the

conceptual rather than at the imple¬
mentation level. An important factor, however, which distinguishes these
systems is how they represent user context. Since the goal of this the¬
sis is not the modelling and management of context, we have decided
to discuss an adaptive hypermedia system that leaves the definition of
the user model to the application designer. Applications developed with
the Adaptive Hypermedia Architecture (AHA!) [78, 80] are defined us¬
ing a domain, adaptation and user model. The domain model captures
the concepts that are important to the application and the relationships
between them. Concepts are defined in terms of a name and a set of at¬
tributes that can be of type Boolean, numeric or string. The adaptation
model governs the manipulation of the user models in terms of require¬
ments and

a

set of

generate rules that

requirements control under which
whereas the rules

model,

specify

are

defined for each concept. The

circumstances AHA! modifies the

what modifications

are

performed.

user

For

each concept defined in the domain

model, the user model stores the ac¬
tual values of the attributes for the corresponding user. Apart from that
data, the user model can also contain personal information about the
As previously mentioned, AHA! does
user or their navigation history.
not assume that certain attributes of concepts exist, however practice
has shown that attributes that capture whether

concept

or

has visited it before

are

a user

is interested in

a

applications. On
Extensible Hypertext

to most

common

the

implementation level, concepts are defined as
Mark-up Language (XHTML) pages or fragments. When such a page is
requested, the AHA! adaptation engine is capable of performing adapta¬
tions of both categories defined by Brusilovsky. Adaptive presentation
is performed by parsing the requested pages and scanning for tags rep¬
resenting conditional inclusion of concepts. If such a tag is found, the
adaptation rules of the concept it references are evaluated and the corre¬
sponding fragment is included. Link hiding and annotation are the tech¬
niques that AHA! offers for adaptive navigation. Again, the requested
page is parsed by the adaption engine and link anchor tags that are de¬
fined to be conditional
link is

desirable,

visited

are
or

rendered in colours that indicate whether

a

neutral.

A first effort to consolidate the various

approaches to adaptive hy¬
proposed by the Adaptive Hypermedia Ap¬

permedia systems has been
plication Model (AHAM) [79]
systems.

AHAM is based

previously
cations.

defined for

The Dexter

on

in the form of

Dexter

[132],

a

a

reference model for such
reference model that

was

traditional, i.e. non-adaptive, hypermedia appli¬
model partitions the architecture of a hypermedia
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system into three layers. The within-component layer contains the

raw

data

constituting the information content of an application and is highly
implementation specific. On top of this layer resides the storage layer
which models the structure of the application in terms of components
that represent the nodes of the hypertext and the links between them.
Finally, the top-most layer is the run-time layer which is in charge of
rendering the hypertext and interacting with the user. Based on the
requirements for adaptive hypermedia formulated by Brusilovsky and
the experiences gained from the development of AHA! and similar sys¬
tems, AHAM augments the Dexter storage layer by introducing a user
and teaching model. The original functionality of the storage layer is re¬
placed by the domain model that uses concepts and concept relationships
instead of components to represent the structure of the application do¬
main. The user model persistently stores all information about users and
their interaction with the hypermedia system. This knowledge is then
used by the pedagogical rules contained in the teaching model to perform
adaptation. As proposed by Brusilovsky, AHAM supports adaptive pre¬
sentation and adaptive navigation, which are, however, called content
adaptation and link adaptation, respectively.
Another

approach that formalises hypermedia design is UML-based
Web Engineering (UWE) [15, 139, 171]. All previously proposed mod¬
els, such as HDM, OOHDM and AHAM have relied on proprietary ex¬
tensions to conceptual models originating from the fields of information
systems or object-oriented software design. In contrast to these custom
approaches, UWE is entirely compliant with UML, as it is defined as a
UML profile, i.e. all its modelling primitives are specified as extensions
of classes defined by the UML metamodel. The concepts and models
provided by UWE are directly based on concepts and models introduced
in OOHDM. It is therefore not at all surprising that UWE structures
the design process of a hypermedia application along the same models
as OOHDM. First, a conceptual model representing the content of a web
application is defined in terms of a UML diagram consisting of instances
of class ^conceptual class> which is itself
Class.

As in

models,
and acts

the

OOHDM,
navigation

the

a

subclass of the UML class

navigation model

composed from two sub¬
navigation structure model,
The nodes of the navigation

space model and the

conceptual model.
space model are expressed using instances of ^navigational class> and the
links between them are modelled using directed associations. The nav¬
igation structure model provides the same access structure concepts as
OOHDM in its context schema, namely indices, menus, guided tours and
as a

view

on

the

is
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navigational contexts which are also realised as UML stereotypes. Fi¬
nally, the presentation model defines several primitives that can be used
to coarsely specify the static layout of the user interface. At the cen¬
tre of these

primitives is the ^presentational class> which is used both
to incorporate the nodes of the navigation model in the presentation
and to provide a common ancestor for the hierarchy of user interface
classes such

as

texts, images, buttons

or

forms.

The

dynamic aspects

of the interface of the

hypermedia application are defined in terms of
UML state charts. Adaptation in UWE is based on the Munich Refer¬
ence Model [172] for adaptive hypermedia applications. The architecture
and concepts of this reference model are based entirely on the previously
discussed Dexter and AHAM reference models. However, while Dexter
has been described using the Z notation, a specification language that
features no graphical representation, and AHAM has so far only been
defined informally, the Munich Reference Model, being written in UML,
offers both a graphical representation and a formal specification using
the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [285]. The model uses the same
layering as Dexter—within-component, storage, and run-time layer—and
partitions the storage layer in the same way as AHAM into a domain,
user and adaptation model. In contrast to the existing models, the Mu¬
nich Reference Model distinguishes three forms of rule-based adaptation,
instead of two. To match the three layers of the UWE methodology,
these forms of adaptation are adaptive content, adaptive links and adap¬
tive presentation. A shortcoming of this rule-based approach is that the
rules exist outside the model and thus have no graphical representation.
A possible solution to this problem has been proposed through the use of
aspect-oriented modelling techniques [16]. As adaptation logic is orthog¬
onal to the basic application logic, the cross-cutting nature of aspects
provides a possible solution for separating the two. By introducing the
concept of aspects, the UWE metamodel has been extended

adaptive navigation capabilities such as adaptive
link annotation and adaptive link generation.

2.4.2
In web

Designing

and

Managing

link

to

support

hiding, adaptive

Web Sites

engineering, the degree to which adaptive behaviour is possible is
directly linked to how well the content, structure and presentation of the
web site have been separated. While the separation of these aspects is the
foundation of the design methodologies presented so far, it alone does not
provide support for managing adaptive web sites. In order to implement
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the run-time environment needs to be able to

rely on metadata about content, structure and presentation, as a basis
for adaptation operations. The use of such metadata to optimise and cus¬
tomise web sites has been explored by a number of different approaches.
One of the first web site management systems that featured
machine-readable

specification

The content of

Strudel web site is stored

a

of web sites is Strudel
as

a

formal

[101, 102, 103].

semi-structured data in

the format of the

Object Exchange Model (OEM) [212]. Mediators are
used to translate arbitrary data sources, such as XML documents or re¬
lational databases, into the OEM format. Based on this content, the
structure of a web site is specified in Strudel using the declarative query
language StruQL that transforms the data graph into a site graph. Fi¬
nally, presentation is effected by applying HTML or XML templates that
render a browsable web site by inlining nodes from the site graph into
the template. The metadata constituted by the StruQL specification has
proven to be beneficial both as basis for verifying the integrity of a web
site as well as in adapting it to different output channels. Nowadays, the
StruQL and Strudel's template language have been superseded by their
XML-based successors, XQuery and XML Stylesheet Language Transfor¬
mations

that have been defined based

(XSLT) [68],

Therefore,
dation for

on

the

same

concepts.

the

technologies developed for Strudel still represent the foun¬
most existing platforms that implement and manage adaptive

web sites.
While most of the

design methods presented so far start with mod¬
elling and representing the content of a web site, the audience-driven
Web Site Design Method (WSDM) [83] introduces an additional step at
the beginning of the design process. In WSDM the development of a
web site starts with the definition of
the purpose,
mission

subject

statement,

different kinds of

Together,

mission statement that declares

and target audience of the web site. Based

on

the

audience classification is defined that identifies the

an

users

of each audience class

a

of the web site. The

are

specified

properties and requirements

in the audience class characterisation.

audience classification and audience class characterisation

con¬

modelling, the first step of the design process. Audi¬
ence modelling is followed by conceptual design, which is composed from
object modelling and navigational design. The intention behind these
two subprocesses is equivalent to the purpose of conceptual and navi¬
gational models, as known from other approaches. In WSDM, however,
stitute the audience

both models build

adapt

on

the audience classes defined in the first step to

the web site for different kinds of

users.

For each audience

class,
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defined, based on perspective variants
modelled as
of the basic entity types. The navigation model
is enriched with custom navigation tracks that provide different access
structures over the content, taking the specific requirements of certain
user groups into consideration.
Finally, the implementation design de¬
fines the presentation of the web site in terms of the look and feel. At a
later stage in the project, WSDM was extended with support for adaptive
behaviour [50], based on adaptation rules that are executed at run-time.
These adaptation rules are specified using the proprietary Adaptation
Specification Language (ASL) that is based on a formal specification of
the navigational model.
The rules follow the Condition-Action (CA)
paradigm. Whenever a certain state is reached the corresponding action
is executed. Using these rules, it is possible to influence the structure
of the web sites by adding or deleting nodes and links, moving nodes
closer or farther away from the root, as well as clustering related nodes
into groups that are accessed through a newly created node. While these
forms of adaptation are mainly based on context information such as the
audience class to which a user belongs or the history of their interaction
with the system, another extension of WSDM focusses on designing lo¬
a

view

on

the

object
subtypes

calised web sites

[82]

model is

that consider the location from which

the site. In order to allow such sites to be

elling step

has been extended with models

specified, the audience mod¬
that specify and characterise

the localities in which the web site will be accessible.
can

a user accesses

These localities

then be used in the consecutive models to label parts that

ticular to

are

par¬

Although localised features can be specified
quite easily at the conceptual level, things become complicated as the
development process moves to the implementation design step. From the
point of view of data modelling, the different localities have to be mapped
onto a standard database schema. De Troyer and Casteleyn propose sev¬
eral approaches for achieving this mapping. For example, they discuss
labelling the columns or tables of a relational database with the name
of the corresponding locality. While such an approach might be suffi¬
cient if very few localities need to be supported, it scales poorly in the
case of several potentially overlapping localities, and becomes infeasible
if additional dimensions other than language are required.
a

specific

location.

In contrast to the

design methodologies presented so far, that have
focussed on the modelling of the audience, content, structure and presen¬
tation of a web site, Context-Aw are Web Information Systems [31] take a
more process-oriented approach and emphasise the interaction between
the information system and its users. A web site is specified in terms
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directed

represented as a story space,
graph with scenes as nodes that

which is
are

sitions

can

a

path through

the story space, called

a

formally
by

connected

transitions. A user's interaction with the web information

represented by

Computing

system is

story. Scene

tran¬

be annotated with pre and post conditions that control how

navigate through the story space. Each scene in the story space
defined by an identifier, a Media Object [241] constituting the content,

users can

is

presentation metadata and properties that describe for which

context the

designed. A media object is a high-level concept that ab¬
stracts from the underlying database and is similar to an updatable view,
but is capable of adapting itself to a fixed set of context dimensions which
are given as query parameters. Similar to Strudel, web sites are defined
using a definition language. Whereas StruQL is based on the transfor¬
mation of object graphs, the theoretical background of SiteLang [275]
All metadata expressed in SiteLang is stored in a
are story algebras.
special web site database that serves as the basis for dynamic web site
generation. One advantage of storing web site metadata in a database
is the possibility of easily adapting web sites at run-time, by parametris¬
ing the queries to the database with context information. Adaptation is
formally specified using Kleene Algebra with Tests (KAT) [242] over the
scene

has been

formal

representation of the story
preferences is formulated as a

space.

user

set of conditional

then used to
The most

modify

the story space

Context information such

equations that

as
are

accordingly.

comprehensive approach to model-based web site specifica¬
tion and generation is the Web Modelling Language (WebML) [54, 55, 33,
56]. The original motivation behind WebML was to provide a solution
for the generation of data-intensive web sites such as on-line stores or
knowledge bases. However, with the continuous evolution of the web and
ever new requirements, WebML has become an all-purpose modelling
language. In contrast to many other model-based solutions, WebML also
offers a variety of industrial strength tools, such as editors, to define web
sites graphically, and an implementation platform that can execute the
generated specification [288]. Similar to most of the previously presented
methodologies, WebML also divides the design process of a web site into
three steps. In the beginning, a data model is specified that defines the
entity and relationship types describing the content of the web site. The
data model is expressed using well-known E/R diagrams. The next phase
of the design process engages in the definition of the structure of the web
sites and results in the specification of a hypertext model. The hypertext
model uses a proprietary notation to express the overall organisation of
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the web site in terms of site
the basic

are

of functions.

dex,

building

views,

Index,

areas

blocks of any WebML web site

Content units such

Hierarchical

pages, page

Scroller and

as

and units.

fulfilling

Data, Multi-Data, Index,

a

Units

variety

Multi-Choice In¬

Entry units represent the data concepts

specified in the data model at the hypertext level. Support for modifying
and updating the underlying data is provided by operational units that
model the creation, modification or deletion of data entities and the re¬
lationships between them. The hypertext structure is specified by either
placing these units inside pages directly or grouping them in page areas
and placing those on pages. Pages belonging to one user interface or de¬
vice output channel are grouped together in a site view. The possibility
of defining multiple site views for the same application caters for the fact
that the hypertext may need to be restructured according to the capa¬
bilities of the devices from which it is accessed. Finally, units and pages
can be interconnected with links which build the basis for navigation but
also serve other purposes. WebML classifies links along two axes. First,
depending on whether or not a link transmits parameters from the source
to the target unit, it is termed to be either contextual or non-contextual.
Second, the mode in which a link is traversed is also a distinguishing
feature. Normally, a link is navigated interactively when a user clicks
on the corresponding anchor. Alternatively, a link may also be traversed
automatically without user interaction, based on heuristic rules. Finally,
transport links are exclusively used to pass parameters between units or
pages and are thus not represented with visible anchors. The last step
of the development process is the presentation design. WebML does not
define a conceptual presentation model, but rather relies on standard
tools and technologies.

Recently,

WebML has been extended with

tive and context-aware sites to be modelled

primitives that allow adap¬

[57, 61].

To manage context

information, the data model is extended with a context model that is
specific to the application. To gather context information, two addi¬
tional units, Get URL Parameter and Get Data, have been introduced. The
first unit retrieves context information sent to the server by the client
device, encoded in the URL. The second unit extracts context informa¬
tion, according to the context model, from the database on the server.
Each page that is considered to be context-dependent is associated in
the model with a context cloud that contains the adaptation operation
chains. These operation chains can be built from the standard WebML
operation units as well as from units that have been introduced to model
conditional or switch statements in the specification of workflows. When
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corresponding operation chain is
executed and the content of the page adapted accordingly. However, in
order to adapt the content itself, the context-dependent entities in the
data model have to be associated with entities representing the relevant
context dimensions.
Depending on the complexity of the application,
this can lead to a very cumbersome data model that is no longer true to
the orthogonal notion of context. Apart from such content adaptation,
The
it is also possible to adapt the navigation and the presentation.
newly introduced Change Site View unit can be used to forward a client
from one site view to another, whereas the Change Style unit adapts the
a

context-aware page is

requested,

the

web site in terms of colours and font

properties. Other extensions to
WebML include support for client-side adaptation [58] and reactive web
applications [99, 59]. The former approach controls the user's naviga¬
tion through the web site by interfacing with an adaptive hypermedia

engine based

on

UML state

Behaviour Model

diagrams.

(ECA) paradigm.

timed finite state automata to
the web site. When

on

specify scripts

a

ated event
such

as

occurs.

profiling

within the

specified

2.4.3

WebML

a

WBM

operation chain
Based

uses

the Web

on

this

which infers

a

are

WBM

script reaches

ECA

user's interest

high-

the notion of

accepting state,
corresponding actions in

executed

graphical

uses

a

that track the users' navi¬

the condition it represents is fulfilled and the
form of

approach

in combination with WebML to form

(WBM)

level Event-Condition-Action

gation

The latter

or

as

an

soon

as

the associ¬

paradigm, applications
updating specific values

model, as well as adapting to this information can be
implemented automatically, based on an intuitive model.

user

and

Building

the Semantic Web

machine-processable meaning is the goal of
the Semantic Web initiative. To this end, a number of technologies that
allow the semantics of documents to be captured have been developed.
Based on the notion of (subject, predicate, object) triples, the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [18] allows concepts to be annotated with
other information. The RDF Schema (RDFS) [35] language provides the
possibility to specify which RDF annotations are possible or required
for a given resource. Finally, based on RDF and RDFS, the Web On¬
tology Language (OWL) [217] allows complex ontologies including their
formal semantics to be expressed and exchanged over the web.
On-

Augmenting

toWebber

the web with

[150]

semantic web

is

a

model-driven web site management tool that

technologies

to

uses

integrate information from heterogeneous
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data sources, such

UML

HTML. The

design methodology
proposed by
development process into five
steps. The specification of a web site begins with a requirement anal¬
ysis that forms the basis for the domain ontology design. The content,
navigation and presentation of the site are then specified in the site view
design step. In the personalisation design step, adaptation for the con¬
tent collection, navigation and presentation style is defined. Finally, the
last step, maintenance design, captures the future of the web site in terms
of anticipated changes or updates. Apart from the first step, each step
is supported by one or more graphical models that are all defined by
ontological metamodels. Personalisation is based on a user model that
as

RDF,

or

OntoWebber structures the

describes

a user

in terms of their

capacities,

interests and

requests. The

capacity of a user captures contextual information such as the user's age,
preferred browser, client device or connection speed. The user interest al¬
lows special versions of the content, navigation and presentation models
to be defined at design time that have been adapted to the user's re¬
quirements. The request property defines triggers that are fired as soon
as certain conditions are fulfilled and that update the site dynamically
by model rewriting.
The Hera

methodology [280, 146, 279] is a model-driven approach
that integrates concepts from adaptive hypermedia systems with seman¬
tic web technologies. In the same way as OntoWebber, it relies on both
RDF and RDFS for data integration as well as for defining the concep¬
tual models that guide the design process of semantic web information
systems. As with most of the approaches presented so far, Hera also
offers three models—the conceptual model, the application model and
the presentation model—that govern the process of designing and de¬
ploying a web site. Further, the notion that a model from the current
design step overlays or extends the model from the previous step is re¬
tained. The basis of a web information system is the conceptual model
that defines the concepts, their attributes and the relationships in be¬
tween them that are required by the application. At the same time, the
conceptual model describes the heterogeneous data source by providing
a uniform semantic view expressed in RDFS. The available basic data
types are defined by a media model that offers text, image, audio and
video formats. The content of a media item is referenced by a media
URL that is

and slice

common

to all media

types. Based

on

the concepts of slices

relationships, the application model residing on the layer above
the conceptual model, defines both a view on the data schema as well
as the structure and navigation of the site.
Hence, a slice relationship
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or

a nav¬

The final step of the

design process
presentation
Using a hierarchy
of nested regions representing rectangular areas on the client device, the
spatial layout of the slices in the application model can be specified. To
arrange two regions in relation to each other, the presentational model
offers a series of spatial relationships that capture where a region will be
displayed. Faithful to its background of adaptive hypermedia systems,
the specification of adaptation has always been an integral part of the
Hera methodology [13, 113]. Hera distinguishes between static designtime adaptation, called adaptability, and dynamic run-time adaptation,
called adaptivity. The design artefacts of all three models used in the de¬
velopment process can be adapted by annotating them with appearance
conditions. Depending on whether the condition specifies an adaptabil¬
ity or adaptivity rule, they are evaluated during the generation step or
at run-time. If a condition evaluates to true, the corresponding artefact
will be presented to the user, otherwise it is omitted. Thus, alternatives
can be specified using a set of mutually exclusive appearance conditions.
in Hera is the definition of the

model.

Similar to the

designed with
to configure a
tor

approach taken by WebML, web sites that have been
Hera are implemented by using the conceptual models
run-time environment.

(HPG) [114, 112]

is

an

example

XSLT to combine the data stored

The Hera Presentation Genera¬
of such

a

platform

that

uses

the

RDF with the models

represented
in RDFS, and to generate an adapted presentation according to user
preferences, as well as device capabilities. The presentation compiled
by the Hera presentation generator is rendered as a set of static docu¬
ments that contain the mark-up and the content for one particular class
of clients. Hence, with this approach, it is only possible to implement
appearance conditions that express design-time adaptability. To realise
adaptivity, the conditions that specify dynamic behaviour are mapped to
the previously discussed AHA! engine that evaluates these rules continu¬
ously at run-time and adapts the web site accordingly. More recently, an
alternative implementation platform for Hera has been proposed, based
on AMACONT [107, 106, 104]. Using a layered component-based XML
document format

[105],

at different levels of

as

reusable elements of

a

web site

can

be defined

granularity. The document components that encap¬
sulate adaptive content, navigation and presentation are then composed
through aggregation and interlinkage into adaptive web applications. The
proposed document format has three abstraction levels—media compo¬
nents, content unit components and document components—mirroring
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the iterative

development process of most web
layer represent the raw data such

sites. Media

in the first

as

components

text, structured text,

images, audio or video. Each media component is annotated with de¬
scriptors capturing technical properties and content management infor¬
In the second layer, content unit components aggregate the
mation.
media components from the layer below into semantically meaningful
groupings. Within these collections, the spatial layout of the member
components can be specified, using a set of properties that are inde¬
pendent of the client. Finally, in the top layer, document components
define the structure of the web site in terms of hierarchical composition.
A document component

rectly

or

be

composed

can

either contain content unit components di¬

from other document components.

Similar to

the content unit components, the

layout of the subcomponents can be
expressed through the use of client-independent layout managers. The
navigation structure in terms of hyperlinks is expressed orthogonally to
the hierarchical component structure discussed so far. Using uni- and
bi-directional typed links, components from all three layers can be con¬
nected. Adaptation is realised by allowing components of all granulari¬
ties to have variants. A variant of a component specifies an arbitrarily
complex selection condition as part of the metadata in its header. The
decision as to whether a component is presented to the user is made by
the XSLT stylesheet that generates the presentation according to the
current context. AMACONT's publishing process is based on a pipeline
that iteratively applies transformations to a set of input documents to
obtain the fully rendered output documents. Through the caching of
partial results, intermediate steps can be reused multiple times, leading
to improved performance.

2.4.4
While

Models, Frameworks and Infrastructures

design methodologies, such as WebML or Hera,
feature an implementation platform that allows context-aware web sites
to be realised and generated from the models, several attempts have
been made to build universal platforms addressing these requirements.
An early approach to delivering content according to the device context
of the client is known as distilling or transcoding [110, 111, 263]. In
most transcoding set-ups, a client connects to the content server through
a

some

proxy

model-driven

server.

When

tracts information

a

request passes the proxy server, the

describing

the

the used software and hardware

server

ex¬

capabilities of the client in terms of
platform from the request header. The
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the content delivered

Common forms of

by the
adaptation

include

splitting of large documents into smaller fragments as well as
changing the format, colour depth or size of an image. Usually, these
transformations are effected on-line and thus result in reduced perfor¬
Several solutions to this problem have been proposed, among
mance.
them the caching of results of the distillation process and the precomputation of content variants. While Singh et al. [262] advocate the former,
the approach presented by Mohan et al. [192] is an example of the latter.
Their system uses a so-called InfoPyramid that defines which variants
of content objects exist and organises them along multiple dimensions,
such as resolution or modality. As the content variants defined by the
InfoPyramid are precomputed, the performance penalty of transcoding
them in response to a client request is eliminated. However, the system
now needs to select the variant that best matches the capabilities of the
client device.

To do so, Mohan et al. propose

a

customiser that

uses

a

algorithm to deliver the optimal content variant, ac¬
cording to a predefined content value that captures the perceived value
of the transcoded variant relative to the original. Since the customiser
processes one content object at a time, the system may perform poorly
when multiple objects on a web page are dependent on each other.
resource

allocation

A

major shortcoming of automatic approaches such as distilling and
transcoding is their tendency to yield unsatisfactory results in some
As a response to this limitation, solutions have been proposed
cases.
that allow content variants to be authored manually and then delivered
context-dependently. An example of such a solution is the web authoring
language Intensional HTML (IHTML) [283]. Based on version control
mechanisms, IHTML supports web pages that have different variants
and adapts them to a user-defined context. The concepts proposed by
IHTML were later generalised to form the basis for the definition of Mul¬
tidimensional XML (MXML) [268] which in turn provided the founda¬
tion for Multidimensional Semistructured Data

semistructured data that is often modelled

(MSSD) [267].

Similar to

using the Object Exchange
Model (OEM), MSSD is represented in terms of a graph model that
extends OEM with multidimensional nodes and context edges. In the
resulting Multidimensional Object Exchange Model (MOEM), multidi¬
mensional nodes capture entities that have multiple variants, by grouping
the nodes representing the facets. These variants are connected to the
multidimensional node using context edges. In contrast to the conven¬
tional edges used in OEM, the label of a context edge specifies in which
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context the variant it

MOEM

graph

points

to is

be reduced to

appropriate. Using these specifiers,

corresponding

OEM

graph

in

a

given
context.
on
graph representation, a
Query
Language (MQL) [269] has been defined that allows the specification of
context conditions. Thus, it can be used to formulate queries that process
can

Based

data

across

A
data

a

this

a

Multidimensional

different contexts.

general

and extensible architecture that supports context-aware

proposed by De Virgilio and Torlone [84]. Their approach
is based on profiles and configurations. Context is represented as a col¬
lection of profiles that each specify one aspect of the context, such as the
user or the device. Each profile contains a set of dimensions that capture
access

is

certain characteristics and

Profiles

are

associated with attribute context values.

wide

expressed according to the General Profile Model (GPM) [85]
provides a graphical notation and is general enough to capture a
variety of formats currently in use, to transmit context informa¬

tion

as

that

such

are

well

profiles

as

to transform from

format to another

describe the context in which

to the web information

should be

one

generated.

a

system, configurations
A

configuration

[86].

While

request has been issued
express how the response

has three parts that match the

architecture of web information systems in terms of content, structure
and

by

a

presentation. The

content

part of the configuration is represented

query formulated in relational

algebra.

part is expressed using WebML

The definition of the struc¬

to define the

hypertext. Finally,
the presentation part is specified using the notion of a logical stylesheet
which unifies languages such as Cascading Stylesheets (CSS). Configu¬
rations are stored in a repository on the server side and matched to the
profiles submitted by the client as part of its request. The matching is
done based on adaptation rules consisting of a parametrised profile, a
condition and a parametrised configuration [87]. The profile allows pa¬
rameters, instead of values, to be used that are then assigned the values
specified in the client profile. The condition constrains the values that
are valid for the rule to be applied by formulating a logical expression
over the parameters.
Finally, the configuration includes the parameter
values that adapt content delivery. During the matching process, the
client profile is compared to the adaptation rules. If the client profile
matches the parametrised profile of the rule, and the specified values
fulfil the condition, the parametrised configuration is instantiated and
applied.
ture

While GPM
Kaltz and

provides support to express context in multiple ways,
Ziegler [153] propose a context model for web engineering that
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to
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provide

a

unified view of context.

the context parameters
a

required by
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on

an
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analysis

current context-aware web

of

systems,

context space has been defined. This context space consists of the

user

and role

factors, the processes and tasks, the locations, the time factors,
the device factors, the available information items as well as the available
services. The context defined by the model is then used to adapt contextsensitive resources, such as the navigation, content and services of a web
application. The resulting context system delivers adapted resources as a
response to a request, specifying the current context state as parameters.
This communication paradigm facilitates the integration of the context
system into web applications as an independent model. Due to this
orthogonality, the application developer can freely decide which parts of
the web site will exhibit context-aware behaviour. While this approach
is self-contained in the

that

are

sense

that it defines all dimensions of context

considered to be relevant for web

the limitation that

a

engineering,

it suffers from

fixed notion of context cannot be influenced

by

the

web

application. Therefore, the model is ill-equipped to cope with future
developments that might require the introduction of additional context
dimensions.

2.5

Analysis

In this

chapter,

agement, based

we

and

Hypothesis

have motivated the need for context-aware data

on a

survey of

systems developed

in the domains of

ubiq¬
engineering. In

uitous, pervasive and mobile computing as well as web
each of these domains, both applications offering context-aware
as

well

as

have been
istics and

man¬

services

frameworks and models

providing support for such systems
examined. In the survey of applications, a number of character¬
requirements of context-aware computing have been revealed.

One such characteristic is the fact that the

use

of context and therefore

the definition of what information is considered to be context

both

application at hand. This situation gives rise to
the requirement that a platform supporting context-aware applications
needs to be both general and configurable. Further, context information
can be represented based on a variety of models and at different levels of
granularity, which is a additional characteristic that has been observed in
our survey. The challenge that is coupled to this property is the ability
of a context-aware platform to cope with different models of context. Fi¬
nally, the scope of the impact of context on the behaviour of a system is

highly specific

to the

are
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important property of context-aware computing. Whereas some
systems exploit context in a reactive manner to improve their responses
to user requests, other systems implement proactive behaviour, based on
an

contextual

triggers.

All of these

requirements have been addressed either partially or
comprehensively by numerous context models, frameworks and infras¬
Most of these approaches have also been presented in the
tructures.
of

survey of context-aware

computing. Many systems react to
the discussed challenges by providing support for gathering, augmenting,
processing and representing context as well as modifying application be¬
haviour based on context. In general, the focus of these approaches lies in
providing services that have been adapted or triggered based on context.
With few exceptions, these solutions do not address the requirement of
course

our

adapting the content itself
selecting which information

but rather limit their context-awareness to
is

displayed

in

a

certain situation. Some sys¬

tems that do address this

requirement have been included in the discus¬
sion of mobile computing frameworks and, in particular, in the domain of
web engineering. However, from the point of view of data management,
it has to be emphasised that none of these solutions build on established
concepts of information systems but rather maintain
document files.
Files

usually

This

as

use

fine

by capturing

of these systems

grained concepts

ficult to represent based

capable

of

offering

system, such
mechanism
It is the
aware

suffers from

represent information at

structure of content

the

approach

as

or

as

it

part of

a

very

a

number of

coarse

implicitly.
a

disadvantages.

level and shroud the

This limitation

model-based

precludes
development process,

and the
on

relationships between them are very
files. Furthermore, a collection of files is

the benefits connected with

efficient storage, formal query

consistency

hypothesis

content stored in

a

not

database management

languages,

access

control

maintenance.

of this work that the

requirements of

data management should be addressed based

on

context-

concepts that

have proven themselves in the domain of information systems. As
sequence, database

dif¬

systems have

to be

a con¬

empowered to evaluate queries, de¬
pending on the current context state. In this thesis, we present a solution
that addresses this requirement on two different levels. First of all, we
believe that a version model should be used to manage context-dependent
variants of application data within a database system. Then, we propose
a matching algorithm that is used to evaluate context-dependent queries
over the version model. Many existing version models have been designed
to support revisional versions to keep track of system evolution. In our
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model,

ants, that

are

we

have therefore decided to

integrate

Computing

context-aware vari¬

intended to enhance the run-time behaviour of

system, with revisions
After

2. Context-Aware

a

database

to assist the

development process at design-time.
existing version models and systems in the

giving an overview over
following chapter, we present the version model for
management that we have developed, in Chapter 4.

context-aware data

3
Version Models
and

Systems

One of the contributions of this thesis is

relating the requirements of
context-aware data management to the challenges that have been ad¬
dressed in the past by temporal and engineering database systems as
well as software configuration tools. Therefore, this chapter concentrates
on the achievements contributed by the research in these domains. Ver¬
sion models have been used in the field of information

systems time and

challenges raised by applications in various domains.
Whereas very early approaches were simple in nature, later version mod¬
els have grown in complexity. Over time, version models have become
as heterogeneous as the issues that they addressed.
Consequently there
have been a number of efforts to unify versioning terminology and to
develop generic models that can be customised to different needs.
again

to meet the

Due to the vast number of models that have been

past,
and

our

proposed

survey will not be exhaustive but rather focus

well-known

Providing the basis for positioning our
work in the area of versioning systems by showing how it has evolved
from the generalisation of these existing systems is one of the goals of
the discussion of existing systems that follows. At the same time, it also
introduces the technical background required for the presentation of the
version model for context-aware data management in the next chapter.
significant

contributions.

on

in the
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Finally,

and

constitute

taken in

maybe

most

our

a

Systems

existing version models also
validation of the approach that we have

importantly,

motivation and

a

3. Version Models and

these

work.

However, before launching into past models, we introduce the termi¬
nology that we use throughout this thesis to discuss existing work and to
introduce our own version model. The rationale behind this terminology
is not to define

yet another unified

all

imaginable approaches.
confusion by defining what

3.1

Concepts

and

set of terms that

Rather it is
certain

an

attempt

expressions

attempts

to avoid

mean

to

to

cover

widespread

us.

Terminology

At the heart of any version model is the fact that concepts can have a
number of states associated with them in one sense or another. In the
scope of this

thesis, we
point out

will call these elements versioned

using the term
intend to limit ourselves to referring to a concept within an inheritance
hierarchy with both fields and methods, as known from object-oriented
systems. Rather, we use the term in a broader sense to mean any item
that can have versions. Hence, examples of versioned objects that can
be found at any level of granularity include simple files, individual tu¬
ples of a relation, attributes of a class in an object-oriented program or
entire objects in an object-oriented database system. While versioning
individual attributes or tuples provides very fine-grained control, working
with whole objects places the versioning at the level that is semantically
meaningful to the application. Finally, approaches that version entire
important

files

to

that when

objects. It is
"object", we do not

coarse-grained, as the internal structure of these files is not
taken into account by default. Depending on the application, however,
all of these granularity levels have shown their merits in the past.
A versioned object, perceived at a conceptual level, consists of a num¬
ber of versions that exist at the implementation level. Each version is a
possible representation of the versioned object and corresponds directly
to one of its states. Depending on the semantics of the version model, an
object state can have a number of interpretations which will be discussed
later. Another important feature that distinguishes a version model is
its organisation of versions which governs how all versions of a versioned
object are managed by the versioning system. Some systems simply rep¬
resent a versioned object by using a set of unrelated version items. When
versions are organised like this, the semantics of an individual version can
are

very
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descriptors that have been assigned to it. Other
systems use directed acyclic graphs to encode the relationships between
versions. This type of graph constitutes an appropriate concept to or¬
ganise the genealogy of a version as it makes access to predecessor and
successor versions straightforward.

only

be derived from

Depending

on

the

organisation of

versions used

given versionare represented

by

a

ing system, the storage strategy determines how versions
at the lowest level of the implementation. Again, a number of strate¬
gies have been developed, all with different motivations and goals. The
straightforward approach of simply storing all materialisations of a versioned object separately was among the first strategies to be proposed.
To optimise space requirements, other strategies have been proposed that
only store the difference between versions. These so-called delta-based
approaches come in several variations offering a number of optimisations
regarding which version can be accessed in constant time. Depending on
the requirements of an application, differences can be stored based on
either the initial or the current version. While delta-based approaches
perform well when data changes little between versions, their applicabil¬
ity is limited if differences between versions are substantial or if versions
exist in parallel, rather than in a predecessor-successor relationship. To
store differences between versions, two major approaches have been pro¬
posed. State-based deltas compare the final state of two versions and
store the difference, while operation-based approaches capture the edit¬
ing process and express the delta with a set of change operations.

Orthogonal

to the

operations it offers

storage strategy of

version

version

can

can

have

only

version model is the set

to control the evolution of versions.

restrict the evolution of
a

a

only

a

versioned

object

one

and the

one successor

be invoked

to

once on an

existing

Some models

axis. In such

operation

of

a

scheme,

to create

a new

version. Other models do

impose such restrictions allowing versions to have as many successors
as required by the application. Systems that support this behaviour are
often said to support a branch operation as the versions do not evolve
not

linearly

but

along

that have existed

diverse branches.

To combine two

or

more

versions

along different branches, some version models offer
a merge operation that,
depending on its implementation, unites the
versions into one. In such systems, it is possible for a version to have
more than one predecessor. While merging is an operation found in many
versioning systems, the delete operation is only offered by models that
address very special application needs. Supporting the removal of an
individual version from within a genealogy of versions raises a number of
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ensuring the consistency

of the system.

Using

these

elementary operations

as

a

several version mod¬

basis,

els have defined interaction models that facilitate

system. Models supporting

automatic

working with such a
versioning, for example, are com¬

pletely transparent to the client. A user of a system of this kind does
not need to specify which operations should be executed at what time.
They can simply work on a versioned object and the system decides
for them when a new version or branch should be created. Obviously,
automatic interaction is not applicable in all versioning systems. For in¬
stance, if a version model supports multiple clients working concurrently,
conflicts can arise that might require undoing a client's changes. There¬
fore, semi-automatic approaches have been developed that work mostly
automatically but delegate control to the client when conflicts occur.
The best-known semi-automatic approach is the library model which de¬
rives its name from the manner in which a library lends books to its
clients. Following this analogy, the library model provides two high-level
operations—check-out and check-in—that are constructed from the basic
operations described above. When

a

need to check it out. In

object, they

client wants to work

on a

versioned

models, the check-out opera¬
objects, preventing other clients from working

tion will lock the versioned

some

object at the same time. A system to which this restriction does
not apply will simply create a branch of the current version of the object.
After a client has finished modifying the object, they use the check-in
operation to save their changes. If the object was previously locked, a
new version is created reflecting the changes and the lock is removed.
Otherwise, the branched version of the client might need to be merged
with other versions to form a new version that reflects the changes of
all users. Since the library model is semi-automatic, a system that sup¬
ports this mode of interaction will prompt the user to manually resolve
any conflict that arises during the check-in operation. Finally, there are
applications that have requirements surpassing the capabilities of semi¬
automatic models. For such applications, there are versioning systems
on

the

that offer
els

can

a

user-defined

The type of

example,

dimension which

expressed

are

which

application by specifying policies
version has priority in case of a conflict.
an

references supported by

that allow references to
be

customisable interaction model. These mod¬

be tailored to the needs of

that express, for

possible

or

can

be used to

specific

said to support

a

version model

classify

versions within

are

another

such systems.

Models

a

versioned

specific references. Specific

object

to

references
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required when there is a dependency constraint between a versioned
object and a certain version of another object that would be violated
if another version of the referenced object was to be used. In contrast
to specific references, a generic reference expresses a reference to the
versioned object itself without requiring the actual version to be specified.
Therefore generic references have to be dereferenced at a later time to
denote an actual representation of the object. This kind of reference is
used predominantly in cases where multiple versions are believed to be
equivalent and where a metric is available to resolve the latest or most
appropriate materialisation. Generic and specific references are concepts
that can coexist alongside each other, and, therefore, any combination of
the two can be found in existing version models.
are

To summarise the concepts introduced

example
depicted

of two versioned
as

rectangles,

objects.

The

far, Figure
versioned objects

corner.

Inside these versioned

of versions that represents them is shown
a

set is identified

by

a

as a

o\ and 02

an
are

corresponding
objects, the set

set of circles. Each version

label vo, v\ etc.

fiers themselves do not bear any semantic
evolved.

3.1 shows

with dashed lines labelled with the

identifier in the upper left

within

so

Note that these identi¬

meaning

as

to how the

object

simplify matters, we have chosen to organise the versions
of both objects in a graph. Although other possibilities are imaginable,
the graph representation lends itself very well to graphical representa¬
tion and is therefore used in this figure. The version organisation of an
object captures the relationships between individual versions. For ex¬
ample, since vq is the source of the version graph of object o\, it is the
initial version of this object. Version vq is then followed by two suc¬
cessors v\ and V'iFinally, version V2 is the predecessor of versions ^3
and V4. References between objects o\ and 02 are shown as horizontal
The upper arrow pointing
arrows pointing from one object to another.
from version vo inside object o\ to the rectangle representing 02 denotes a
generic reference as it does not end at a specific version inside object 02.
This reference expresses that version vq of object o\ has no constraints
as to which version of 02 it actually gets when the reference is traversed.
When vo evolved into V2 this situation has obviously changed. Version V2
now uses a specific reference to point to version v\ of object 02 directly.
By using a specific reference, version V2 of object o\ expects to deal with
exactly version v\ of object 02, as no other representation of 02 would
satisfy its assumptions about the referenced object.
To

Building

on

these basic concepts, many

fined mechanisms to build

a

versioning systems have de¬

concrete materialisation from

a

network of
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O2

Figure

versioned

3.1: Two versioned

objects

given specification as input, a so-called con¬
figuration determines the appropriate version to represent each of the
objects involved. While some systems employ specific references to ex¬
press which versions of the objects take part in a configuration, other
models use a configuration algorithm that generates configuration from
This algorithm is, of course, highly dependent on
a set of constraints.
both the version organisation and the types of references supported by

objects. Taking

the version model

as

a

these characteristics form the basis of

computation.

However, another aspect that has great influence on this algorithm is the
use of the version model within an application. Since different use cases
require different semantics, the algorithm is also specific to an applica¬
tion. Hence, a configuration algorithm can be seen as an intermediary
between a given version model and a certain application system that
cannot be specified entirely by either component.
To

guide

the construction of

cepts have been introduced in

configurations,
existing version

several additional
models.

con¬

Depending

on

the

organisation of versions, situations can arise where the choice of an
appropriate version to represent a versioned object is ambiguous. For
example, if a version model allows multiple versions to coexist in paral¬
lel, the selection of the appropriate version is not always straightforward.
To cater for this case, the notion of

by

some

one

models.

can

versions. The

be further

derivation to be

main

The main derivation is

version that should be selected in

coexisting
tion

a

a

a

of

way of

distinguishing the
ambiguity among a set of

systems that offer the notion of

partitioned
static

case

derivation has been defined

into those

property of

a

a

main deriva¬

systems that expect the main

collection of versions and those
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that allow it to be

assigned dynamically

to

cept of the main derivation is the notion of
to the main derivation that resolves

a

version. Similar to the

active version. In contrast

an

ambiguity

among

parallel versions,

the active version determines which version is selected if
versions has evolved

serially.

be the last version in
that support other

the

sequence of

scenarios, such

a

collection of

systems define the active version

Most

versions, but there

as

are

to

also models

user-defined active versions.

organisations that allow objects

In version

only,

a

con¬

to evolve in

the concepts of main derivation and active version

one

dimension

are

essentially

the other is

meaningful anyway. However in
version models that allow objects to evolve along multiple dimensions, the
combination of these two concepts is a powerful instrument to eliminate
uncertainty. Assume, for example, that a configuration algorithm needs
to resolve the generic reference from object o\ to object 02, as presented
in Figure 3.1. Without any additional constraints, the algorithm would
same

as

only

one

or

be unable to select

a

could be

candidate.

a

introducing
sequence vo
O'i-

last

possible
a

version to

represent 02,

This

main derivation and

—>

v\

—>

^3 has been

active

designated

define the set of active versions of 02

any version vo,... ,v%

only be resolved by
version. Suppose that the

ambiguity

an

Suppose further, that the active
in a series of sequential versions.

as

can

as

the main derivation of

always chosen to be the
In our example, this policy would
to be {^2,^3}- Combining the two

version is

configuration algorithm could select the active version of the
main derivation, which leads to a single well-defined version of the object
that is pointed to with a generic reference. Based on this procedure,
version ^3 would be selected in our sample situation to represent object 02
after the generic reference from o\ to 02 was resolved by the configuration
algorithm.
concepts,

At the

a

implementation level, several technologies have been proposed
Some versioning systems
to support the generation of configurations.
have introduced the notion of a configurator that constructs a configura¬
tion for a network of versioned objects by evaluating a collection of con¬
figuration rules against the version sets of each versioned object involved
in the configuration.
Most configurators distinguish between built-in
rules that are hard-wired into a versioning system and user-defined rules
that allow customisation of the configuration process. Rules are often
specified as predicates that express which versions should be chosen to
represent objects. Other approaches use the concept of a declarative
query that expresses the constraints required by the application. In this
case, the versioned objects managed by a version model are perceived to
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database that forms the basis for query evaluation. One

vantage of declarative approaches

over

other solutions

clearly

Systems

major ad¬
is the fact

that the internal

representation of objects and versions does not need
to be known to the user who specifies the query. The same problem of
decoupling the details of the version models from the specification of con¬

figuration is
to configure

also addressed in systems that build
a

feature terms

3.2

network of
are

used to

Based

on
objects.
guide configuration

the
of

logical unification
theory of feature logic,
object networks.
on

Existing Systems

Having described the various concepts of version models at a very general
level, we will now examine a number of actual approaches that have been
proposed. While it has been the aim of this section so far to present those
concepts as independently as possible of existing systems, some aspects
are determined by how things are actually represented and implemented.
Another matter of major impact on a version model, that has been ne¬
glected so far, is the actual application domain for which it has been
developed. By focusing on a specific application domain, it is possible to
introduce a terminology that is much more descriptive as it draws from
the purpose of the versioning system. In the past, version models have
been used to address the challenges of managing temporal data [229, 149]
and product data [156], as well as for software configuration systems [74]
and hypertext versioning [292]. With the advent of object-oriented pro¬
gramming languages and databases, versioning was also introduced in
these object systems [220]. The desire to track the evolution of the con¬
tent provided through the web and to make the distributed authoring of
such content possible, versioning techniques have also been developed for
hypertext documents. Over the years, each of these application domains
has led to countless approaches that address the particular requirements
of each field.

3.2.1

Temporal

versioning techniques are temporal data¬
bases that deal with different flavours of time-dependent data. Several
approaches that address the problem of managing temporal data from
very different angles have been proposed over the years. These solutions
include conceptual models, data models, algebras, storage models, and

Among

the first

Databases

applications

of
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languages. In the following we present the most influential ap¬
proaches from each of these fields and discuss a few interesting features
query

of these solutions. In the past,
for

a

number of taxonomies and classifications

data management have been

temporal

proposed.

These

previous sur¬
veys have established useful criteria to examine systems capable of man¬
aging temporal data. As we will refer to some of these characteristics, it
is necessary to introduce the

Such

criterion

a

ones

that

are

most relevant.

is, for example, the distinction whether

tuple versioning

attribute

a

given
time-

to

represent
versioning
extended
with addi¬
a
dependent
tuple is
tional information that captures the temporal aspects of the tuple. In the

system

uses

or

data. In the former case,

whole

latter case, every attribute is extended with this information. In the rela¬
tional model, tuple versioning can be realised without violating the first
normal
on

form,

whereas

approaches using

systems that support relations

Snodgrass

and Ahn

attribute

versioning often rely

in non-first normal form

[265] distinguish

[148, 240].

three different types of time infor¬

mation that

can

temporal data. First, transaction
time, sometimes also called registration or physical time, captures when
a certain value was stored in the database. Valid or logical time is used
to express when a value existed in the real world. Finally, user-defined
time

all aspects of time that do not fall into

covers

notions of time.

be used to characterise

Based

one

of the two other

these kinds of time

information, Snodgrass
and Ahn defined four different types of database. Static or snapshot da¬
tabases are conventional databases that do not manage temporal data
of any sort. Databases capable of keeping track of transaction time and
supporting the AS-OF operation are termed static roll-back databases.
In contrast to static roll-back databases, relations in historical databases
evolve along the valid time axis and these databases therefore support
the when operation. Finally, temporal databases combine transaction
and valid time and hence also support queries including both temporal
operations.
on

Another characteristic of

temporal systems is given by Gadia [115]
who classifies temporal data models into homogeneous and heterogeneous
models. According to Gadia's definition, a data model is homogeneous
if the temporal domain does not vary from one attribute of a tuple to
another. The time spans characterising attributes of different tuples are,
however, not restricted by the homogeneity of a data model. Clearly,
all models that use tuple versioning to capture time-related information
are homogeneous by design and it is therefore only interesting to con¬
sider this property in approaches where attribute versioning is employed.
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Gadia also introduced the notion of horizontal and vertical anomalies to

quantify

how the storage of

data model.

If

a

versioned data item is affected

by a given
model, a ver¬

anomaly is present in a data
sioned data item is split across tuples in different relations. The reason
for such a horizontal anomaly could be the fact that the data model uses
tuple versioning and different attributes of the data item have different
valid times. A vertical anomaly can be observed when a data item is
spread over several tuples in the same relation. This condition arises if
a given data model is unable to store more than one period of validity
in a single tuple. It should be noted that both horizontal and vertical
anomalies do not imply inconsistent data but rather provide a measure
for the complexity of the representation of a data item in a given data
a

horizontal

model.

Conceptual models to represent temporal data were among the earli¬
est approaches proposed for temporal databases. For example, Bubenko
[43, 44] proposed a conceptual framework based on the relational model
to incorporate time-related aspects into the development process of an
information system. As Bubenko's approach uses an extra field in each
tuple to capture temporal information, it has to be classified as an ap¬
proach based on tuple versioning. The main focus of the proposed model
is on versioning associations between entities rather than on versioning
concept classes or entity sets. The model also forestalls the distinction of
time into transaction and valid time by introducing the notion of intrinsic
and extrinsic time. To express temporal aspects of data, the conceptual
model integrates time as a first-order concept by providing a dedicated
In contrast to Bubenko, the conceptual model proposed
time model.
by Klopprogge [166] is based on the E/R model. This Temporal EntityRelationship Model (TERM) uses the notion of histories that are built
from (time, value) tuples to represent time. Similar to Bubenko's ap¬
proach, TERM recognises two notions of time by distinguishing between
internal and external histories. These histories
the concepts of the

E/R

model such

as

are

then used to augment

entities, relationships,

existence

constraints, data identification and data manipulation. As TERM recog¬
nises the fact that the modelling of time can be application-specific, it
offers

a

language

to define time and

history structures, rather than pre¬
more recent approach is the Bitemporal

defining a fixed time model. A
Conceptual Data Model (BCDM) [149] that supports transaction and
valid time. BCDM assumes tuple-versioning and timestamps each tuple
with

a

set of

(transaction time,

corresponding tuple

existed.

valid

Special

time) pairs

that capture when the

until changed

and

NOW

values
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express that

a

is current

tuple

on

the transaction and valid time

To represent BCDM within the relational

respectively.
proaches have

been

proposed.

Either relations

are

model,

axis,

two ap¬

extended with four

additional columns that store the start and end times of both transaction
and valid time

or

non-first normal form relations

the sets of
poses
a

incorporated

and

while

into the

clause.

SQL3

used to represent

conceptual model also pro¬
extension of SQL that introduces
As SQL/Temporal, TSQL2 has been

timestamp pairs directly.
the query language TSQL2, an

validtime

are

The

standard.

Whereas

conceptual models address the challenges of temporal data
management from the point of view of modelling time-dependent infor¬
mation, data model approaches focus on the representation of such data.
The Historical Database (HDB) [70] is based on Intensional Logic (ILS)
and uses tuple versioning to capture temporal aspects of data. The ap¬
proach introduces the notion of completed relations that correspond to
The set
a snapshot of a historical database at a given point in time.
of snapshots that together represent the entire lifespan of the historical
database is called
contain the

same

a

cube.

To

number of

ensure

tuples,

a

that all relations within

completed

a

cube

relation also contains

entries for

tuples that have existed in the past or will exist in the future.
Whether a tuple actually exists at a given point in time is indicated
using a special exists? attribute. As the model uses tuple versioning,
it is homogeneous in the sense given above. While it has no horizon¬
tal anomaly, the vertical anomaly is substantial due to the fact that all
tuples that ever existed are stored in each completed relation. A simi¬
lar solution is the Temporally Oriented Data Model (TODM) [7] that is
also based on tuple versioning. TODM introduces the notion of timerelated attributes to describe attributes that contain values with

some

temporal semantics. A specialisation of time-related attributes
are timestamp attributes that store a datum indicating when the tuple
was recorded.
Therefore, timestamp attributes correspond to transac¬
tion or physical time, whereas time-related attributes in general cover
all types of time. A tuple containing a timestamp attribute is called a
temporally anchored tuple and the concept of a cube is defined in TODM
as a set of such temporally anchored tuples of a specific data type. Thus
form of

a

cube represents

a

three-dimensional relation.

In contrast to the historical database and the

temporally oriented
data model, the Temporal Data Model (TDM) [256] is independent of
any specific storage model such as the relational model. Therefore, the
data model itself could be implemented on systems that use either tuple
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temporal data of an object, TDM
uses the notion of a time sequence consisting of a collection of tempo¬
ral data values that are represented by (surrogate, time, value) triples.
The surrogate field denotes the object to which this value belongs, the
time field records the temporal dimension of the value and the value
field contains the actual data. Because a time sequence only contains
temporal values of one object, the surrogate field of all temporal val¬
ues is the same and a time sequence can therefore be represented by
(surrogate, (time, value)*}. The time sequences of a class of objects are
grouped together by the concept of time sequence collections, i.e. sets
of time sequences. Over these time sequence collections, TDM defines a
number of temporal operators such as a selection, aggregation, accumu¬
lation, restriction and composition.
or

attribute

3. Version Models and

versioning.

To represent

homogeneity, the Homogeneous Re¬
lational Data Model [115] for temporal databases is a representative of
the data models that use attribute versioning to record temporal data.
Each attribute of a tuple can have multiple values for different periods
of validity which are expressed as [begin, end] intervals. However, due to
the criterion of homogeneity, all time periods of the attributes of a tuple
must cover the same timespan. The concept of a snapshot is introduced
to convert a temporal relation to a normal, non-temporal relation. Based
on snapshots, the condition for weak equality between temporal relations
is defined. Two temporal relations are weakly equal if their snapshots
are identical in every instant in the interval [0,
now}. The Temporal
Relational Model (TRM) [198] is another approach that extends the re¬
lational model to represent temporal data. In contrast to the homoge¬
neous relational model for temporal databases, it uses tuple rather than
attribute versioning based on timestamps and time intervals. A time
interval [Ts,Te] is built from two timestamps, one denoting the start
and one the end time. TRM distinguishes between two types of timevarying attributes. Synchronous attributes are two or more time-varying
attributes that are associated with the same time intervals, i.e. the values
of synchronous attributes always change at the same time. Asynchronous
attributes are attributes that are independent of other time-varying at¬
tributes, as their values change at different points in time.
Designed

to

satisfy

the notion of

Different from data models that address the

challenges of temporal
representation, temporal alge¬

databases from the
bras concentrate

though

perspective of data
on the definition of operations

the focus of

unavoidable to also

over

such data.

Al¬

temporal algebra clearly lies on its operators, it is
make some assumptions about the underlying data

a
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model in order to define these operators.

For

example,

an

algebra

and

temporal tuple relational calculus have been defined
viously discussed homogeneous relational data model

based

time values and histories. The model is also based

attribute version¬

a

on

the pre¬

temporal da¬
tabases. In Clifford and Tansel [69] each author presents his approach
to specifying a temporal algebra based on attribute versioning. In his
algebra, Clifford distinguished between constant, time-varying and tem¬
poral attributes. Whereas constant attributes are not affected by time,
time-varying attributes are. Temporal attributes are used to store the
time values that describe the time-varying attributes. The algebra de¬
fines two new operations, the time slice operation (r) and the when
operation (Q). To select tuples according to temporal attributes, the
time slice operation is used and the when operation returns a set of
time intervals that satisfy a given condition. Finally, the existing oper¬
ations of the relational algebra, projection (it), selection (a) and
join (n), are redefined to produce results annotated with temporal at¬
tributes. Tansel's temporal algebra differentiates between atomic, triplet
and set-triplet values. Whereas atomic values are normal non-temporal
values, (begin, end, value) triplets and sets of such triplets capture valid
ing and

on

for

heterogeneous, as there is nothing to ensure
that all attributes of a tuple cover the same timespan. In contrast to
Clifford's algebra, Tansel's approach leaves most of the standard op¬
erations,

can

therefore be

PROJECTION

(it),

PRODUCT

of the relational model intact.

(x),

UNION

(U)

and

MINUS

(-),

the

selection (<t) operation is
Only
adapted to handle the new temporal attribute types. Additionally, the
algebra introduces a set of new operations to transform temporal rela¬
tions to standard relations and vice versa. These non-temporal relations
can then be manipulated with the existing operations. For example, the
pack and unpack operations convert to and from set values. Triplets
are decomposed into three separate attributes using the t-dec operation
and constructed from such attributes by the t-form operation. The
slice operation restricts the time of an attribute according to the time
of another attribute. Finally, all time information can be discarded from
triplets by applying the drop-time operation to a temporal relation.

In contrast to Clifford and Tansel's

Temporal Rela¬
tional Algebra (TRA) [183] assumes a data model that uses tuple version¬
ing with two additional attributes Sfrom and Sto that denote the point of
validity. As a time model, the algebra introduces two system relations
Calendar and Hours that contain all time points within the timespan
referenced by the temporal data that is stored in the system. Similar to
approaches,

the
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approach, TRA also introduces a number of new operations that
aim at transforming temporal relations into relations that can be pro¬
cessed using traditional operators. The extend operation, for instance,
joins a temporal relation with the Calendar relation that contains an
individual tuple for each time point in the time model. Based on the
extend operation, the unfold operation is defined which returns the
same results but removes the Sfrom and Sto columns by projection. Ap¬
plying the fold operator to a previously unfolded relation reconstructs
the original relation and restores the Sfrom and Sto columns. While these
operations allow relations to be handled by standard operators, it has
to be noted that intermediate relations can dramatically increase in size.
Nevertheless, it is exactly this complete representation based on a tu¬
ple for each time point that enables the temporal relation algebra to
handle queries with negation, a feature that is absent from most other
approaches.
Tansel's

Below the data

logical

model lies the

physical

model that

organises
the temporal data in terms of storage and access
example
of such a storage model for the relational data model has been proposed
or

structures. An

acknowledge that both logical and physi¬
cal time are relevant to temporal applications. They argue, however, that
on the implementation level only physical time needs to be supported.
In their view, logical time can be expressed by taking physical time as
The proposed storage model employs a single relation that
a reference.
only contains current tuples that are timestamped transparently to the
The history of each tuple is then chained to the current tuple in
user.
reverse time order. To improve performance, the storage model provides
indexes for both current and history tuples, as well as the possibility to
use deltas to manage the storage consumption of history chains. As with
most of the approaches presented so far, this storage model also assumes
that a temporal database is append-only, i.e. data once entered can never
be deleted entirely. However, Lum et al. also recognise the need for cor¬
by

Lum et al.

[184].

rective database

and thus

The authors

operations that

are

not recorded in terms of

timestamps

support for such administrative interventions.

provide
Further,
model
also
of
with
future
is
time
proposed storage
capable
dealing
through an additional history chain for each tuple that contains the future
versions of the data. Finally, schema evolution is supported by keeping
the

versions of the

system metadata. In Dadam

authors present
made.

an

analytical

et al.

[77],

survey that motivates

some

some

of the

same

of the choices

They compare different version strategies and different units
versioning. In terms of strategies, storing complete versions, as well

of
as
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the

use
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of deltas in combination with forward and backward

versioning,
analysed.
granularity
versioning, the
authors examine versions at the physical level and the logical level, i.e. in
terms of memory pages and tuples, respectively. The result reported by
Dadam et al. is that the best choice to provide time versions in a rela¬
As for units

have been

tional database system is to

levels of

or

versioning at the
timestamps, which corresponds to the solution

level of

use

incremental backward

tuples based on
presented in Lum et al. [184]. The
an analysis of possible applications

by Dadam et al. closes with
versioning mechanisms within a

survey

of

database management system and reaches the conclusion that time
sions

can

be used for concurrency control but

implementation

are

ver¬

not suitable for the

of recovery.

Similar to the work of Dadam et

al.,

Ahn

[5]

compares five different

organise tuple versions in a two-level storage partitioned
into primary and secondary storage. As in the previous storage model,
primary storage is used to manage current data whereas secondary stor¬
age contains the data history. The first storage structure discussed by
Ahn is reverse chaining, which is also used by Lum et al. to manage
history lists. Accession lists, the second structure that is presented, in¬
troduce an indirection between the primary and secondary storage in the
form of a list containing pointers to previous versions of the tuple that is
referenced from the current tuple. Hence, an accession list functions as
an index over the history of a tuple. The strategy on which the clustering
storage structure is built, is to group all versions of a single tuple into
the minimum number of pages. To control the space consumed by tuple
histories, the stacked version structure has been defined. Each tuple is
assigned a stack of a fixed size that contains the history tuples. To ensure
that the stack does not exceed the allocated space, old tuples are deleted
structures to

from the bottom of the stack whenever the memory limit is reached.

Finally, the cellular chaining structure combines the concept of reverse
chaining with stacked versions, as it collects several history tuples into a
cell of

a reverse

chain. Based

these storage structures, Ahn and Snod-

indexing techniques for temporal data. Two types
of indexes over key attributes, i.e. primary indexes, are distinguished,
namely partitioned and non-partitioned indexes. Whereas a partitioned
index separates current entries from the collection of history entries, a
non-partitioned index organises all entries in the same data structure.
According to Ahn and Snodgrass, the design of secondary indexes that
provide access to tuples through non-key attributes depends on the type
of database such as snapshot, roll-back, historical and temporal database,
grass

[6]

introduce

on
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database does

temporal data, traditional index data structures can be used
in this case. However, for roll-back and historical databases, the entries
of the index have to be augmented with begin and end fields to capture
transaction and valid time, respectively. As temporal databases support
both transaction and valid time, index entries have to include four fields
to represent the intervals that correspond to each notion of time.
not manage

An

important component of every storage model are index structures
that provide direct pointers to frequently used data and thus reduce
the number of required access operations. As discussed above, indexes

temporal databases have to provide data
search attributes, as both non-temporal and
in

attributes may be involved in

a

access

based

on

several types of

multiple
temporal

query. Multi-Dimensional File Partition¬

ing (MDFP) [232]

is such

approach that allows data to be indexed by
MDFP organises data access into a threeone ore more search criteria.
level hierarchy. At the top-level, partitioning points are kept in fast stor¬
age such as the main memory. Partitioning points divide the data space
into cells that are managed as a directory with an entry for each cell.
Each cell points to one or more data pages that contain the tuples of the
corresponding cell. Another temporal data access structure is the Time
Index [95] which assumes a data model based on tuple versioning and is
limited to append-only databases. Similar to multi-dimensional file par¬
titioning, the time index also uses time points represented as [start, end]
intervals to partition the data space. Based on these indexing points, the
time index builds

a

ations.

the time index is not

an

B+ tree to reduce the number of data

Although
algebraic operations,

access

oper¬

to the evaluation of

applicable
improve the performance
of the when operation, temporal aggregations functions, as well as the
temporal variants of the selection and join operation.
all

it has been shown to

temporal databases, a number of temporal query languages
have been proposed. Several of these query languages have been defined,
based on one of the data models or algebras presented above. For exam¬
ple, Temporally Oriented SQL (TOSQL) [7] is an extension of the Struc¬
tured Query Language (SQL) specified within the scope of the temporally
oriented data model. TOSQL extends SQL with a number of keywords,
To query

such
ral

as

AT, during, while, before,

queries. The

same

approach

variants of the order

introduces

moving

window,

AS-OF, to enable tempo¬

is taken

relational model that is also defined

temporal

after or

by

by TSQL [198] for the temporal
as a superset of SQL. Apart from
and GROUP by operations, TSQL

time-slice

and

when

operations,

as

well
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a

series of

comparators for time intervals.

clause is used to define
start and end

time interval of

points. The actual

then be evaluated
tions

a

a

The

fixed

start and end

moving window

length

but with variable

point of the interval will

the query processor according to additional condi¬
in the query. To evaluate queries over a subinterval of the

specified

by

time interval covered

temporal relation, the time-slice operation
is applied to construct an intermediary relation by extracting the tuples
contained in the given subinterval. Finally, the when clause allows a
temporal condition to be specified for the query by using the interval
operators such
ted

a

before, after,

as

Rather than

by

extending

an

existing

Language (LEGOh 2.0) [151]

LEGOL is based
Each relation is

on

overlap or during.

query

language,

defines its

the relational model and

augmented

own

the

Legally-Orien¬

concepts and syntax.

assumes

tuple versioning.

with two additional attributes that store the

start and the end

the end value

or

timestamp of the validity period of a tuple. Either
both values may be null to indicate temporal data that

non-temporal data, respectively. The attributes of a tuple
that contain values expressing the temporal aspect of the data cannot
be manipulated explicitly, as they are managed by the system. Rather,
they are accessed implicitly, using one of the temporal operations of
LEGOL such as the temporal join. As LEGOL, the Temporal Query Lan¬
guage (TQuel) [264] was also developed for the relational model, based
on tuple versioning. However, instead of creating a whole new language,
the syntax of TQuel is defined based on the Quel [138] query language. In
addition to the concepts of Quel, TQuel introduces a when and a valid
clause and is therefore a superset of Quel. TQuel can evaluate queries
over two different kinds of temporal relations, event relations and interval
is current

or

relations.

While event relations have

an

extra start column to

capture

time-related

information, interval relations have both a start and an end
column. Apart from the when and valid clauses, TQuel also defines a
series of temporal operators that can be used in conjunction with the two
clauses to form temporal predicates. TQuel was implemented within the
Ingres database management system for which the Quel query language
was originally defined.

3.2.2
The

Engineering

Databases

application domains of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Com¬
puter-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) strive to provide software tools that
support the engineering of new products and the management of product
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lifecycles. Engineering databases have been developed to store and pro¬
cess the product data that is generated by these applications during
the development and maintenance of products. Engineering applications
have two major requirements that need to be addressed by any compo¬
nent intended to manage product data. First, design objects can be very
complex, as they are often hierarchically composed from several smaller
objects. A data management system has, therefore, to provide concepts
to define and manipulate such complex objects in terms of data structure
and concurrency control. The second requirement—versioning of com¬
plex objects—stems from the fact that design tasks are iterative processes
where products are refined by trial-and-error or by experimenting with
alternative versions.

The notion of revisional

complex objects, and
multiple variants of the

versions,

to

support the

refinement of

the concept of alternative

to cater for

same

design object,

versions,

have also to be

built into the data management system.
Whereas

database

of

handling transaction time
could be used to manage the revisional aspect of versioning in an engi¬
neering application, the challenge of managing variants has never been
addressed by such systems. As discussed above, some temporal databa¬
ses are capable of handling several kinds of time once, leading to multi¬
dimensional systems. Since the challenge of managing revisions and vari¬
ants in parallel gives rise to a two-dimensional version model, it could
be assumed that a multi-dimensional temporal database could support
such a model. However, in contrast to the dimensions of time supported
by temporal systems, the dimension of object variance is non-linear and
has no order. Another substantial difference between temporal databa¬
ses and engineering databases arises from the requirement of versioning
complex objects. In temporal databases, only simple objects such as
individual tuples have been versioned by augmenting them with time in¬
formation. As a user of an engineering applications works with complex
objects that represent high-level concepts of the developed product, it
should be possible to control how the parts of such objects are versioned
and how changes are propagated within the component hierarchy.
a

temporal

capable

extending relational database systems with sup¬
port for engineering applications was done by Haskin and Lorie [134].
Two new concepts, long fields and complex objects, were introduced into
the System R database management system developed by IBM. Long
Early

fields

can

work towards

be used to store and retrieve unstructured

coded information of

long

fields with

an

arbitrary length.

extended

cursor

or

so-called

non-

Data is written to and read from

concept that allows iteration

over

a
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representing the data of such a field. As the approach is based
on the relational model, complex objects are defined to manage several
tuples as one molecular object. Such an object consists of one root tuple
and a set of component tuples that are linked together using values of the
stream

COMP_OF
were

column type. This type is

defined in

identifier

System

new

column types that

ref

type

complex objects. The
uniquely identify a complex object,

are

used to model references between

complex objects supports ref¬
erences between two component tuples of the same molecular object, as
well as references from a component tuple of one object to the root tuple
of another. Concurrent access to complex objects is based on the check¬
out/check-in model that creates a local writeable version of the object in
the user's workspace and synchronises it later with the database. Alter¬
native versions are used to manage the working copies of different users,
and revisions keep track of engineering changes over time.
complex objects.

The

of three

R to represent and manage

column type is used to

whereas values of the

one

proposed

model of

The data model of the Version Server

[159, 157] distinguishes

between

presentation objects and structural objects. Presentation objects are the
complex design objects that are visible to the user of the engineering ap¬
plication, whereas structural objects are used to organise design objects
in the

organise files.
The version server defines three possible types of relationship between de¬
sign objects, namely version histories, configurations and equivalences.
Revisional version histories keep track of the evolution of a design object
and are captured by the is-A-descendant-OF and IS-A-ANCESTOR-OF
relationships. A special kind of structural object, the structural version
object, is used to group together a collection of version instances. The two
configuration relationships is-A-COMPONENT-OF and IS-COMPOSED-OF
record how a complex object is built from smaller, but potentially also
complex, components. Alternative versions or variants are expressed by
the IS-EQUIVALENT-TO equivalence relationship. As with the approach
proposed by Haskin and Lorie, the version server also uses the workspace
same

way

as

directories

are

used in file systems to

model with check-out and check-in

erations,
control

group

operations. In addition to these op¬
check-out and check-in operations are also available to

change propagation and prevent version proliferation. In Katz
and Lehman [158], a possible implementation for the storage of such a
system is presented, based on the relational model. The storage model
manages revisions and alternatives by partitioning them into a current
file and a history file. An additional history index is then used to relate
the records in the history file to records in the current file. Operations
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provided to create revisions or alternatives and to control their evolu¬
tion. For example, a freeze operation can be used on a version to indicate
that it can no longer be changed. If a change is required, either a new
are

revision has to be created

or

the version has to be thawed to make it

modifiable

again. Versions are transferred between the current and the
history file using the archive and restore operations. Finally, the forget
operation permanently removes a version from the storage.
In Klahold et al.

general model for version
management that introduces a layered approach to building an engineer¬
ing database. The model consists of a four level stack. At the bottom,
the version storage level manages all versions of an object independently,
i.e. without assuming any semantic relationships between them. This
layer provides basic operations to create, manipulate and delete object
versions. On

[165],

the authors present

a

top of the storage level lies the version

organise the versions of a design object.
Time relations and the development history of an object are represented
as a directed acyclic graph, whereas partitions are used to group to¬
gether objects with the same properties, such as their state, within a
development process. The next level, the version environment, provides
the concepts of views, constraints and complex operations. Views are
uses

graphs

and

structures level that

partitions

used to form virtual
group of

users.

operations

nally,

as

a

to

objects according

Multi-level transactions

are

requirements of

a user

used to represent

or

complex

sequence of

constraints

can

be

simple operations or subtransactions. Fi¬
defined to control the integrity and evolution of

versions and version structures.

introduced

to the

Klahold et al.

The group oriented transaction model

[164]

possible approach to using version
environments to tailor a version system to the requirements of an appli¬
cation domain. It provides the notion of long transactions through the
check-out/check-in model with locking. A two-layered transaction model
consisting of group and user transactions is assumed. Group transactions
transfer objects from a public database into a group database from where
the objects are transferred to the personal workspace by user transac¬
tions. Hence, user transactions are subtransactions of group transactions.
The transaction model manages versions in a directed acyclic graph that
captures both revisions and variants. Alternative versions are simply rep¬
resented

as

of version

by

versions with

graphs,

controls whether
While the

version

approaches

a

a common

the concept of
a new

is

a

To control the evolution

derivation lock has been defined that

can

discussed

and storage models to manage

ancestor.

be derived from

an

one.

focussing on data
engineering data, Batory and Kim [14]
so

far have been

existing
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introduce

conceptual model to represent such data. Their approach
is based on four modelling concepts, molecular objects, version gener¬
alisation, instantiation and parametrised versions. As the model does
not provide the notion of revisional or temporal versions, all versions
Molecular objects separate an object into its
are purely alternatives.
interface and its implementation. In their terminology, the interface is
represented by an object type and the implementation by a number of
object versions. Both the interface as well as the implementation level
are modelled separately and are then integrated through molecular ag¬
gregation and correspondence. While molecular aggregation treats a set
of heterogeneous entities as one single high-level entity, correspondence
captures the identity of differently represented concepts across the two
levels. The modelling concept of version generalisation is used to express
the relationship between an object type and object versions, i.e. it cap¬
tures which implementation alternatives have been defined for a given
interface. Although all attributes defined by the type are inherited by its
versions, a type may restrict a version from overriding an attribute by
declaring it non-modifiable. To actually use an object type or an object
version in product design, the corresponding elements are copied. In the
terminology of Batory and Kim this process of copying objects into a
product design is referred to as instantiation. If an object type is instan¬
tiated and no implementation is specified, only the interface is copied.
In this case, the last modelling concept, parametrised versions, comes
into effect. Whenever an object type is instantiated, the unspecified im¬
plementation creates a "socket" that needs to be parametrised with an
instance of a version which is called a "plug". Based on parametrised
versions, a product can be designed to incorporate certain components
without the need to specify which variant of the implementation will
effectively be used.
a

Similar to the

approaches already presented, the Distributed Version
Storage Server (DVSS) [94] also organises an object as a set of versions
in an acyclic directed graph.
As new concept, however, DVSS intro¬
duces the notion of a principal version path that defines the main suc¬
The distributed version
cessor of an object that has multiple variants.
storage

server

also

uses

the

check-out/check-in

teraction between the database

work of this

server

and its clients. Within the frame¬

operations—refinement, derivation
and consolidation—that can be applied to versions. Revisional versions
are created through the refinement operations, whereas alternative ver¬
sions can be defined using the derivation operation. In contrast to the
model,

DVSS offers three

model to control the in¬
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refinement and derivation

ing databases,

operations that

systems that
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are

present in

consolidation

Systems

most

engineer¬
operation are less

provide
common.
operation provides support for merg¬
ing two alternative versions of an object into a single one, it is rather
application specific and can normally not be implemented in a general
way. References between objects can either be fixed or floating, represent¬
ing the concepts of specific and generic references, respectively. DVSS
has been implemented as a distributed platform that can cope with the
partitioning and merging of sites.
a

Since the consolidation

The solution for version support for

proposed by

Dittrich and Lorie

identifies alternative and revisional

key requirements of a computer-aided design
process. While revisions and variants had already been introduced by
other engineering databases, stages were a new concept to support the
trial and error nature of development activities by allowing a user to eas¬
ily go back to a previous state. Analogous to other systems, engineering
data is represented as design objects that consist of a set of versions.
However, in contrast to the solutions discussed before, that manage both
revisions and variants uniformly in a directed acyclic graph, Dittrich and
Lorie structure the version space using paths that connect an object to its
versions. Such paths first lead from the design object to its alternatives.
Then, each alternative is connected to its revisions, which finally point
to the versions of the design object. This structure was very different
from existing solutions as it distinguished the concepts of revisions and
versions

as

variants at

well

[91]

engineering database systems

a

as

stages

as

very low level.

It

was

view that variants should be favoured

that links

also the first model that takes the
over

revisions in the data structure

object to its versions. The proposed solution also supports
generic and specific references, where generic references are represented
as references that do not specify version information. The novel concept
of a design environment is introduced to provide a mechanism that con¬
trols how generic references are dereferenced into specific references. A
design environment consists of three look-up tables that govern which
version of a design object is used when it is accessed through a generic
reference. The first look-up table contains direct entries that associate
identifiers of design objects directly with the desired version number.
Indirect entries delegate the decision which version to select to another
design environment by linking a design object to the name of a design
environment. Finally, inclusion entries incorporate an entire design en¬
vironment into the current one while at the same time allowing a search
priority to be specified for each included environment. When a generic
an
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reference is

resolved, the dereferencing algorithm searches these three
tables in the presented order until it finds a record specifying a version
number for the references design object. To prevent ambiguous situations
where no such entry is discovered by the search algorithm, each design
environment may additionally specify a default version.
Another

approach to version management of product data in com¬
puter-aided design applications is proposed by Ahmed and Navathe [4].
As in most other solutions, design objects are represented as complex
objects, so-called composite objects, that consist of simpler objects. A
speciality of the approach is that rather than organising the components
of an object in a tree, as some of the solutions discussed above, it uses a
directed acyclic graph, the composition graph, with a single source node.
The leaf nodes of the graph, i.e. nodes that have only incoming edges, are
called primitive objects or constituents. Based on their function, the at¬
tributes of a composite object are classified into two categories, external
features and internal assembly. Within the class of external features, on
the one hand, attributes that form the interface of the composite object
are distinguished from descriptive attributes that are used to capture
object properties. On the other hand, the attribute types composite ag¬
gregation, correspondence and interconnection are the subclasses of the
Attributes of type composite aggregation
internal assembly category.
are used to capture the edges of the composition graph, whereas cor¬
respondence attributes establish a relation between the interface of the
composite object and the interface of one of its constituent objects. Thus,
the two attribute types are essentially equivalent to the concept of molec¬
ular aggregation and correspondence within the approach proposed by
Batory and Kim. Finally, interconnection attributes are used to express
relationships and references among constituent objects. In the proposed
model versioning is realised based on three different types of objects.
The trivial case of an object that does not go through an evolution pro¬
cess is handled with the concept of an unversioned object. Objects that
do evolve during the development process are represented both through
Whereas the
a generic object and through a set of versioned objects.
generic object contains all properties of the object that are common to
all stages of its evolution, the versioned objects correspond to the versions
of the object and are organised in a directed acyclic graph. Versioned
objects can have invariant, version-significant and non-version-significant
attributes. Invariant attributes cannot be modified at the version level,
Whenever a versionas they conceptually belong to the generic object.
significant attribute is updated, a new version of the object is created,
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whereas
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a

non-version-specific

mutation. The evolution of

of version states and
these states. All

no new

eration,

versions
a

a

newly

sient state. In this

state,

attributes

set of

object

be

or

changed

versions

can

causing
a

series

derived versions start out in the tran¬

be derived from this version.
can

by

Systems

convert versions between

state, all non-invariant attributes

can

without

versions is controlled

operations that

created

transient version

new

can
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be converted into

can

Using
a

be modified but
the promote op¬

stable version. In this

be derived from this version. While non-version-

significant attributes can still be updated, version-significant attributes
are no longer modifiable.
Finally, a stable version can be transformed
into a validated version. Any modification of the attributes of the version
is now forbidden. References from the constituent objects of this version
It is,
can only point to either unversioned or other validated objects.
however, still possible to derive new versions from a validated version
of an object. The model also provides a mechanism to prevent version
proliferation. The equivalence modification denotes a substitution of one
versioned object through another without change propagation. This op¬
eration is the only permissible update operation for version-significant
attributes of stable versions.

3.2.3
Within

Software

Configuration

computer-aided design and manufacturing, software applications
One
are a special type of product with a unique set of characteristics.
such distinguishing property of software engineering is the fact that a
system providing support for software development manages the product
itself, whereas the computer-aided engineering systems presented above
merely manage a representation of the product. In contrast to these
systems that can only support the manufacturing process of product, a
software development system is capable of fully automating the process of
building the final product. After a software product has been assembled
from the source code managed by the development system, the released
products continue to be controlled by the systems. The requirements that
arise from this additional functionality surpass the challenges that were
addressed by the systems described above and gave rise to the application
domains of Software Configuration Management (SCM) and Software
Engineering Environments (SEE).
As these software engineering systems are related to computer-aided
design and manufacturing, most of them have also been built around the
concept of a design object. Depending on the actual system, a design
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anything from a source code file to a module of a software
In software engineering, however, the management of refer¬
program.
ences and dependencies between design objects is somewhat more com¬
plicated. Whereas such connections have been modelled by engineering
databases with external relationships that capture the semantics of the
connection, the corresponding relationships in software engineering are
often implicit, as they are, for example, embedded in the source code. As
object

files

may be

are

a

natural

representation of

source

code components,

some

soft¬

development systems use them to manage the product instead of
a database as in most engineering systems. Managing versions based on
files can either be achieved through version segregation or through single
Version segregation assigns a file to each version of
source versioning.
the software component, whereas single source versioning manages all
versions of a component in one file. Whether versions are managed by
ware

a

database

or

in files is

a

choice at the storage level of

a

software

en¬

gineering system. On the logical level, the evolution of a product can
be represented either as a set of materialised object versions or as a set
of changes that are applied to a base object to generate any required
version.

To manufacture

configurations

a

software

product

for

a

specific target platform,

define which components and what version will be used

in the build process.

Configurations are either specified extensionally or
intentionally, depending on whether the elements of the configuration are
listed explicitly or defined by rules or goals. In this setting, the relation¬
ship between software configuration management and context-aware data
management becomes apparent. Some software configuration tools are
built on the notion of a context that characterises the target platform.
The process of building a configuration of the software product is then
seen as an adaptation of the system to this context by choosing the ap¬
propriate versions of its components. In the following we examine some
of the approaches that have been proposed in the domains of software
configuration management and software engineering environments. Of
particular interest to the version model presented in this thesis are the
mechanisms that these approaches introduced for both specifying con¬
figuration contexts and for adapting the objects of a software system to
this concept of context.
The Domain

Software Engineering Environment (DSEE) [180] is an
early system that provides both revisional and alternative versions on
top of a file repository. Its history manager provides revisional ver¬
sions based on the reserve/replace model which is essentially equivalent
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presented above. For alternative ver¬
sions, three different types—branch-merge, alternatives, and conditional
compilation—are distinguished. Support for fixing software bugs in iso¬
lation is provided by the branch-merge type of variants that allow a
parallel development process to be spawned off, which is later combined

check-out/check-in

model

with the main line. Alternative versions cater for the fact that different
hardware and software

platforms may require different implementations
of the same functionality. It also enables different flavours, such as a
debugging variant or an optimised one, to be developed and managed.
Finally, conditional compilation addresses variation that occurs within a
file through the use of precompiler directives. Configurations are man¬
aged by the configuration manager of DSEE that uses a so-called configu¬
ration thread to specify revisions and branches explicitly or dynamically
through wildcards. At build time, the configuration manager constructs
a bound thread by binding these dynamic references to specific objects.
Additionally, the system features a task manager that relates high-level
design steps to source code changes throughout the network. An advice
manager generalises task descriptions to be used as templates for similar
tasks in the future. Finally, the monitor manager provides dependency
management based on monitors that trigger notification updates in the
user's task list.
Rather than

building a software product for release to the end-users,
the ambition of the Gandalf [131] project is the semi-automatic gener¬
ation of entire development environments. Gandalf environments inte¬
grate the notions of both programming and system development envi¬
ronments by means of well-defined prerequisites that each environment
has to meet. One of these characteristics is knowledge integration that
demands the presence of a development database that provides support
to share information between tasks.

Other

requirements

are

interactive

application uniformity, in the sense that all com¬
mands of the development environment behave consistently. Finally, a
well-defined system state has to be maintained by incorporating metauser

interfaces and

information into the environment.
be

a

programming

or

a

A Gandalf environment

can

either

system development environment, leading

additional criteria that have to be satisfied in each

case.

For

to

exam¬

ple, Gandalf programming environments have to offer language-oriented
editing systems, source-level debugging and incremental compilation as
well as program interpretation. In contrast, Gandalf system develop¬
ment environments are additionally characterised by support for system
version control as well as for project management in terms of tools to
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support cooperation, coordination, communication and version control.

system version control, Gandalf specifies that the software product

For

has to be structured based
and revisions where boxes
terface of

a

on

the concepts of

correspond

to variants and revisions to the actual

component, versions

implementation. Thus,

the

favours the variant concept

to

boxes, modules, versions
directories, modules to the in¬

organisation of the
the notion of

over

version space in Gandalf

revisions,

as

a

variant is

Also, a Gandalf system development environment has
to support both specific and generic references between project compo¬
nents. Whereas generic references are resolved based on the concept of
a standard variant and revision that can be updated, specific references
are realised by storing the whole path to an implementation based on
a

set of revisions.

the hierarchical structure mentioned above. As with most other systems
discussed

library model featuring a
reserve, release and deposit operation to control how objects are checked
out and locked for modification. Within the Gandalf project, an alterna¬
tive approach to organising software products—the inverted approach to
configuration management [189]—was developed. The inverted approach
proposes to organise software based on variant, revision and transaction
levels. The variants level is the lowest level and contains hierarchically
so

far,

Gandalf

structured collections of

uses

source

a

variant of the

code components. Each of these collection

represents the entire software system with all its variants and
parts.
while
for

a

Variants

are

parts

common

labelled with attribute
are

a

(value tuple) properties,

not labelled and assumed to

given attribute. One level above the

contain such

=

common

collection of variants and

variants

common

satisfy all values
level, revisions each

parts.

Revisions

are

grouped into historical development paths that also support parallel lines
through branching. The transaction level is the top level and contains
long-term transactions based on the check-out/check-in model. Trans¬
actions are hierarchical, as child transactions are executed at each level
and reserve locks are propagated down this hierarchy of transactions.
All revisions that need to be accessed for modification in

velopment step

are

included in

a

a

certain de¬

transaction. In this inverted

nested, as the root transaction
to the entire development task, whereas nested transactions represent
subtasks of the engineering process.
transactions

are

The Adele

tion

[20]

software

configuration management system represents
a set of multiple implementations
objects as an
correspond to alternative versions. Additionally, each implementa¬
Interfaces can be versioned as well in
can have multiple revisions.

versioned
that

said to be

approach,
corresponds

interface and
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Adele to

provide support for complete system evolution. All objects are
described using name
value attributes. Relationships between system
objects are represented explicitly as, for example, the dependency re¬
lationship that is generated automatically by analysing the source code.
Other relationships such as the specify relation between the documenta¬
tion and a program or the MUST.DO relation between a plan or task and
a programmer have to be recorded manually.
Configurations are built
based on a composition list that specifies the required implementations
and is generated by a description of the target system. Adele supports
multiple options to provide the specification of such a description. For
example, a full description lists all implementations explicitly, whereas
an empty description causes default implementations to be chosen. Ad¬
ditionally, a description can be expressed by specifying implementation
constraints or by selecting implementations based on their attributes. In
the latter case, several ways exist as to how this selection is performed.
Imperative selection requires all attributes to match, whereas conditional
selection is only applied if the attributes specified by the description ex¬
ist for an implementation. Finally, default selection provides support
In Adele II [98, 97], three-dimensional
to specify general preferences.
versioning was introduced to organise versions on historical, logical and
cooperative axes. Historical versions represent revisions, logical versions
correspond to alternatives, and cooperative versions are used in longrunning transactions. To control system evolution, a historical version
can have three different types of attributes. Immutable attributes trigger
the creation of a new revision when updated, modifiable attributes con¬
tain object metadata and common attributes capture characteristics at
the object level. The logical versioning axis supports multiple dimensions
in which variants can differ, and introduces the notions of compositeversioned and composite-specified objects which roughly correspond to
the concepts of generic and specific references, respectively. The process
of deriving a so-called specified object from a versioned object is known
as concrétisation in Adele II. Finally, cooperative versioning is based
on the workspace concept that is intended to increase parallelism while
collaboration policies control the spawning and merging of versions.
=

The Database

Management System of Karlsruhe for Environments
for Software Engineering (DAMOKLES) [92] is built on a relational da¬
tabase management system. The system introduces the Design Object
Data Model (DODM) that provides the concepts of structured complex
objects, versions in terms of revisions and variants, relationships between
objects or versions and attributes for both objects and relationships.
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The data model

distinguishes between simple objects that correspond
to relational tuples and complex objects that are represented as a set
of subobjects that may be recursive and overlapping. To support versioning, the notion of a generic object is supported that groups the ver¬
sions of an object together. All of these versions have to have the same
structure and the same attributes. The version graph that captures the
predecessor-successor relationships can be linear, treelike or a directed
acyclic graph. Additionally, DAMOKLES supports long transactions
based on the check-out/check-in operational model as well as distribu¬
tion of the schema and

Similar to the

l'Intégration

approach

d'Outils

taken

by DAMOKLES,

(SIO) [28, 179]

database management system.
each

control.

user access

generic component

or

This tool

module

as

that capture version information such
or

target.

Each

of the module.
attribute.

tuple represents

a

A default version is

Relationships

is also built

a
as

on

the

Système

top of

a

pour

relational

integration system represents
special attributes

relation with

name, default, time,

status

version, i.e. a revision or variant
supported through the default

between components such

as

is-USED-by

or

represented as relations to enable change prop¬
agation and express compatibility constraints. Both generic and instan¬
tiated configurations are supported to denote the general structure of a
product and one concrete materialisation, respectively. A generic config¬
uration can either be instantiated extensionally, by listing all versions,
or intentionally, by specifying conditions over the attribute values of the
versions. Thus, the selection of a version is mapped to a database query
problem [176] where both logical conditions and preferences are taken
into consideration by minimising the distance between the specified and
the available versions. In order to do so, the query language used in
SIO is extended with a preference clause that allows simple and nested
preferences as well as equally important preferences to be specified. Ad¬
ditionally, the query language has been augmented with second order
constructs such as the all, min and max operators. Such queries are
first processed without considering preferences that are only used at the
end of the evaluation to reduce the cardinality of the result set. If the
answer becomes void through the application of preferences, preferences
are ignored and the whole result is returned.
is-included-in are

also

In contrast to DAMOKLES and SIO that
manage software

based

approach

objects,

Winkler

[294]

use

decentralised, sourcebuilding blocks and external

proposes

that consists of so-called

relational databases to
a

references to document relations between two blocks.

To capture these
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programming language used

to

implement the software system is extended with several new statements.
For example, the CONFIG keyword is used to describe a building block,
USE to capture the required version of dependent components and BUILD
to configure a given version. Versions can be both revisions and variants
and are therefore uniquely identified by a (revision, variant) tuple. De¬
pendent revisions of a building block are referenced through timestamps,
whereas dependent variants are described using (name, value) tuples.
To find the version that approximates such a description best, Winkler
proposes to use a matching algorithm. While revision numbers match
exactly, the values of variants can be specified to be either ignored, a
list of values, a wildcard, or a special value such as ALL that selects the
same version as the one containing the reference, or LAST to point to the
latest, i.e. most recent version.
The Multi-Version Personal Editor

(MVPE) [238]

is

a

text

editor

supporting multi-version files and is therefore not an application that is
limited to only software configuration management systems. In MVPE,
the text contained in a file is broken down into fragments that are ordered
into a sequence by a thread. A version of a text document is defined by
such a thread that selects a sequence of fragments. A multi-version file as
created by the editor is a collection of text fragments and threads linking
them together in different ways for different versions. Variants of a text
document can be defined using the concept of correspondence to mark
a set of versions as alternatives. Dimensions partition the version space
and at the same time describe the versions. For example, an operating
system dimension could be used to group together those versions that
have been developed for the same operating system. To edit a multiversion file, an edit set that contains the versions of interest has to be
selected. Fragments that are contained in all versions in the edit set are
called fixed fragments, whereas those that are only included in some or
even in none are called unfixed and excluded fragments, respectively. An
edit set can be constructed by explicitly selecting the versions it should
contain or through Query-by-Example (QBE), by specifying a tabular
scheme that lists for each dimension the values that describe the selected

partitions of the
In software

version space.

configuration, the term "context" was first introduced in
the Soßware Project Management System, (SPMS) [199] that manages
components at the level of source code files. Similar to the approaches
presented so far, components are also described by properties. However,
instead of simple (name, value) tuples to represent such a characteristic,
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uses an

attribute (value) function to capture the

building configurations,

ical context

expressions

Three-valued

priate

logic

context model is

a

to be

specified

over

provided

information.

that allows

log¬

these component attributes.

is then used to select the

component that is appro¬

Attribute functions

in the current context.

same

can

also be redefined

implement a behaviour that is different from the default behaviour of
using string comparison to match values. To realise required attributes,
functions can be configured to return false, if the corresponding attribute
is not defined for a component. Additionally, SPMS supports attributes
with multiple prioritised values to realise fall-back behaviour in the case
that no component contains the given attribute value directly. Although
SPMS provides some mechanisms to increase the flexibility of its con¬
text matching process, it does not allow for approximate matches since
it is based on Boolean truth values. To build the configuration given by
a context expression, the software project management system provides
the pexec utility that is similar to the make program.
to

Aide-de-Camp [76]
that did not follow the

was one

of the first software

approach

sequence of versions but rather

of

as

tracking

the set of

configuration systems

the evolution of

changes

a

system

as a

that have been made.

Whereas the

approaches discussed so far have all advocated the sequential
change model, Aide-de-Camp introduces the selectable change model. In
this model, change-sets are managed and versions are specified as a base
version plus a collection of changes. These changes are then applied to the
base version to create an actual version, the so-called change-set object.
Similar to other systems, these changes can either be given extensionally
by listing them explicitly or intentionally by specifying rules that select
them implicitly. As a change does not necessarily have to represent the
difference between two versions, they can be freely combined to create any
desired version. Aide-de-Camp distinguishes between installed versions
that are fixed and plastic versions that can be modified by adding or
removing change-sets.
Similar to

Aide-de-Camp,

the

approach proposed by Change-Oriented
Versioning (CoV) [195]
registering of changes instead of
versions. Each logical change is represented as an option that can either
be true or false depending on whether the corresponding change is in¬
cluded in a version or not. In CoV, the unit of versioning are so-called
fragments that are managed in a repository database and characterised
by a visibility in terms of a Boolean expression over options. To create
a view consisting of versions for reading, a choice that assigns a Boolean
value for each option is used.
The view expressions specified by the
also favours the
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against the option values specified by the choice
to select the fragments that belong to the choice. Therefore, a choice
can be seen as a specification of a configuration. A so-called ambition is
used to record a physical change through writing to the database. As the
option, it also consists of a set of (option, value) bindings which specify

fragments

are

evaluated

the version that will be modified.

required for all
database accesses. Clearly, the change-sets of Aide-de-Camp and the ver¬
sion context introduced by change-oriented versioning are closely related
concepts. CoV was implemented in the Expert System for Program and
System Development (EPOS) [125] that refines the mechanisms avail¬
able to describe versions. The technique to characterise versions based
on views, as originally proposed by change-oriented versioning, is still
supported in the form of explicit descriptions. Additionally, validities
representing a set of choices with 'f as a prefix for options that should
not be set are now supported. Further constraints such as 'at most one
to declare options as mutually exclusive, 'implication' when an option
requires the presence of another option, or 'incompatible', can be speci¬
fied. A preferred option or the wish to avoid an option can be expressed
by weighted option, and defaults allow values to be specified for options
that have no binding in the version context. Finally, aggregates allow
named version descriptors to be defined, and thus help reusability.
tion

together

form the notion of

The concepts of choice and ambi¬

a

version context that is

'

Lemur

that

uses

version of

[221]
source
a

is

a

programming

environment for modular C programs

files to manage versions of software components.

component is stored in

about the version encoded in the file

a

Each

separate file with the metadata
name.

Both histories of versions

using incremental version numbers and subversions to represent variants
Lemur introduces an algebraic version language that is
are supported.
used to manage versions and to build configurations.
This algebraic
version language is based on a refinement relation for versions and a
dictionary order for subversions. The refinement relation (C) establishes
a partial order over versions by defining that V Q W holds if V is refined
by W. Under the refinement relation, the set of all possible versions
forms a lattice. For subversions, the dictionary order (<c) introduces a
total order that is equivalent to the alphabetical order of the names of
the variants. Based on the lattice defined by the refinement relation, the
join operation (+) is defined as the lattice least upper bound. When
building a configuration to construct a version V of a system, the version
of each component gets chosen that approximates V most closely, based
on the refinement relation and the dictionary order.
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Another

approach

that

program similar to make is the

Shape
implementation
utility [185]
that is used to represent variants. Shape is configured using so-called
shapefiles that specify variant definitions in terms of variable assignments
uses

a

that abstracts from the mechanism and the

that describe the variant
used to define

are
or

selected

shapefile,
order of

by

as

well

compatibility

as

among variants.

the command line

it handles variant

variant combinations and classes that

utility

Variants

at build time.

are

activated

Based

on

the

system compositions by controlling the search

passed to the compiler
and the linker, as well as preprocessor options and compiler flags. The
Attribute File System (AFS) [178] has been proposed as a repository
for source and derived objects within the Shape project. AFS can be
implemented as an extension to a UNIX file system or any other data
storage system. It is built around the notion of an object base that
is essentially a hybrid between a file system and a database. A design
object is represented as a group of successive versions that capture the
source

directories,

the set of files that

revisional aspect of software evolution.
software

are

Each version is

an

attributed

object that is described by metadata in the
form of (name, value) tuples. Variants are supported by the attribute file
system based on a special variant attribute which has to be interpreted
by the application. Version histories are always linear and thus branching
is not supported. To better support variants, however, parallel history
lines can be managed in AFS. Although Lampen and Mahler do not
describe this mechanism in detail, it can be assumed that a variant is
created by duplicating the original object and creating a dedicated line
of development for it. Again, the library model is used to interact with
the system, providing check-out/check-in operations with locking. Each
object,

version is in

example,

the

a

i.e.

a

data

state that defines what

busy

state indicates that

can
a

be done with the version. For

version is under

development

and

be modified. If it is in the

proposed state, it has been submitted for
publication and awaits formal approval. After approval has been given,
the version passes into the published state and is now accessible to all.
The accessed state denotes that a published version has been accessed,
whereas the saved state marks a version for backup. A frozen version is
part of a public release and must not be destroyed or changed. To build
configurations, an exact matching over the attribute tuple keys within
the metadata of the attributed software object is used.
can

The

lution of

proach

orthogonal version organisation is to manage the evo¬
the whole project rather than single components.
This ap¬
implemented in the Versions of Outdated Documents Organised

goal
is

of
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Orthogonally (Voodoo) [226] project. Versioned objects are organised in
an object pool along three dimensions represented by the component,
variant and revision axis. The project tree models the structure of the
project hierarchically in terms of structure nodes, component nodes, ver¬
sion group nodes and variant nodes. Structure nodes express the logical
structure, component nodes

project,

version group nodes

are

used to represent components of the

correspond

to versions of

the named variant nodes capture variants of
hierarchical structure of the

project

version.

tree favours the

component and

Interestingly,

the

concept of versions

higher level in the hierarchy which
stands in contrast to the approaches already presented. Configurations
are instantiated based on a filtering mechanism for revisions and vari¬
ants. The filtering process uses exact matches over the revision numbers
as well as variant names and does not provide support for predicates.
Interaction with Voodoo is also based on the library model as the system
provides a fetch operation to lock an object in the repository and obtain
over

an

variants

by placing

them at

a

a

a

editable local copy.
The

versioning proposed by Incremental Configuration
Environment (ICE) [297] is remarkable in the sense that it notably dis¬
tinguishes itself from the solutions presented above. In contrast to other
approaches, ICE does not store versions in a graph structure. Its ver¬

approach

to

sion set model rather manages

an

unstructured collection of versions that

simply annotated with feature terms, a concept proposed by feature
logic. These feature terms uniformly capture the notions of revisions,
variants and workspaces as well as configurations, and can thus be seen
as a replacement for the (name, value) tuples that are commonly used by
other approaches. Consequently, configurations are specified by Boolean
expressions and feature logic unification—the binding of free variables—
is used to instantiate the configuration. Feature terms can be used to
are

support alternative properties and

to express constraints which either

identify or select versions. The version set is stored using the Featured
File System (FFS) that uses the format of the C Preprocessor (CPP) to
store multiple versions in one file and also provides support for versioned
directories. As the incremental configuration environment can be used
to implement a variety of software configuration management protocols,
such as the check-out/check-in model, long transactions or change sets,
it effectively unifies version-based and change-based approaches. Unfor¬
tunately, the algorithms to perform feature unification are NP complete,
which leads to numerous complexity problems and performance issues in
the operations that are defined by the interaction protocols.
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Hypertext systems
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manage documents that

are

represented

in terms of

collection of nodes and links that interconnect the nodes. Due to this

link structure,

hypertext is essentially a non-linear text that has no
sequential reading order. Depending on the system, nodes are either
used to represent entire documents or fragments of a document. Nodes
can contain a range of content formats, such as texts, images or videos.
To reference pieces of a hypertext document, anchors can be defined
that either identify a whole document, a node or a specific area within
a

a

node. The links that interconnect the document nodes then

anchors

these

engineering databases and
software configuration management systems, the challenges of versioning
a collection of hypertext documents arise from the fact that both nodes
as

start and end

use

points.

Similar to

and links need to be versioned if the entire evolution of

a

document is to

captured. A second similarity is manifested by the capability of some
hypertext systems to manage so-called composite objects that include
other objects recursively and thus roughly correspond to the concept of
a design object or a software component.
be

Neptune [88] is an early hypertext system that integrates the notion
of versioning. The system is built on a transaction-based server called
the Hypertext Abstract Machine (HAM) that maintains a complete ver¬
sion history of the hypergraph and gives fast access to any version of the
graph. Additionally, HAM offers operations for creating, modifying and
accessing nodes as well as links. Neptune supports the notion of generic
and specific references by providing two mechanisms to associate links
with a node. Based on these mechanisms, it is possible to either refer
to a specific version or to the current version of a node in a time-based
sense.

of

Both nodes and links

(attribute, value) pairs.

to determine which nodes

can

be annotated with

These
or

pairs

links

can

satisfy

a

an

unlimited number

then be used in

predicates
query. Neptune does not
that would allow parallel

provide support for multiple version threads
development of a hypertext. This issue is addressed with the notion of
contexts [89] that partition the hypertext. Thus, a context represents a
user's private workspace or a view where an author can explore alterna¬
tives. The variant concept provided by these contexts is, however, rather
intended to support collaboration than parallel alternatives. Contexts
are managed using the derive and merge operations which are essentially
equivalent to the check-out/check-in operational model. Neptune does
not provide support for versioned links.
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concepts than just

more

the

Aalberg Hyperstructure Programming
Environment (HyperPro) [211].
entities, links,
nodes, composites and atomic nodes. An entity provides attributes based
by

Its basic model consists of

on

(name, value) pairs.

They

are

a

subclass of
a

name

subclass of entities and

are

destination node and

composite

Links

is

subclass of node that

a

a

generic

nodes of the tree structure that is

are

a

is also maintained for atomic nodes. To

a

or

recursively

Atomic nodes

imposed by

required

source

version link

either be

sequence of nodes and is also versioned.

history

are

can

versioned.

also modelled

A link relates

not versioned.

are

and thus

hypertext

and content attribute.

entity, but

version link. A
a

are a

used to store the content of the

to define

to

Nodes

as

a

node

specific

contains

are

composite. A

the leaf
version

represent such histories of

versioned concepts, the basic model has been extended with the notions
of version groups and contexts. A version group is

composite class.
version

It contains all versions of

a

the
the

revision links among the versions. As these revision

history using

links form

one

specialisation of
entity and maintains
a

tree data

structure, variants

can

be

represented through

branches. The version group concept itself is not versioned. The context
concept is also a subclass of composite but is versioned. All entities are
a
a

member of at least

one

hierarchical structure

selection criteria for
selection of the latest
CoVer

context and thus contexts

them.

over

resolving links,
version,

[127, 129, 128]

is

a

Additionally,

can
a

be used to define

context maintains

where the default behaviour is the

i.e. time-based resolution.
version

server

for

that

hypertext applications
concepts of nodes, links

provides a hypertext model based on the
and composites, as well as a query language. CoVer differentiates be¬
tween unversioned objects, so-called single-state objects and versioned
objects that are called multi-state objects. Multi-state objects represent
versioned objects based on a version set that is realised using a compos¬
ite node. The individual states of a multi-state object are called versions
and can be nodes, links or composites. Whereas the values of generic
attributes of a multi-state object are the same in all of its states, the
values of version specific attributes can vary between versions. Multistate objects are references based on a two-step addressing mechanism.
First, the object identifier is resolved leading to the generic part of the
object. Then the version identifier, which can also be given in the form
of a dynamic query, selects the corresponding version of the multi-state
object. In this scheme, variants can be represented through queries that
return several alternative versions.

To preserve

a

state of

a

multi-state
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object,

versions

be

can

accessed,
are

a

distinction between

through task-tracking.

Each time

a

This information

related to

updatable

version is created

meta-information about the current task is stored

information.
that

to

Automatic version creation and version identifica¬

and frozen versions.
tion is effected

frozen, leading

can

as

or

contextual

later be used to retrieve all versions

given task.

a

The differentiation between the task

description

level and the

change
control level is a fundamental concept of the VerSE [130] approach. At
the task description level, the tasks executed at the change control level
are organised in terms of application workflows and through history docu¬
mentation policies. The actual versioning related activities are performed
at the change control level that preserves entire states of the hypertext
network as snapshots. The basic unit of versioning is the change task
which can either take the form of a linear change task or a parallel change
task. Linear change tasks represent sequential updates that are stored
using the difference between two values. Parallel change tasks are man¬
aged as directed acyclic graphs with the option to combine two branches
using a merge operation. Both types of change tasks distinguish between
active versions that

can

be modified and frozen versions that

are

read¬

only. From these change task types, a number of task-based versioning
styles can be derived, such as linear versioning, hierarchical linear ver¬
sioning and parallel versioning. VerSE is based on the assumption that
versioning is applied to the entire hypertext network and that at most one
version exists per object in each version of the application data space.
Therefore its support for alternative versions

or

variants is somewhat

limited.
The

Hypermedia Version Control Framework [141] is based on the
In HURL, content is repre¬
HURL process-based hypermedia model.
sented by components that can contain persistent selection and are edited
and viewed by applications. Anchors and links are modelled as compu¬
Associations
tational processes that are capable of arbitrary actions.
are

defined between components to represent structure based

of links and anchors.

All

on

a

set

objects defined by the hypermedia model can
either be referenced through their object identifier or based on a query
over object attributes to enable static and dynamic references, respec¬
tively. A special type of objects are composite objects that group other
objects by referencing them either statically or dynamically. A bridge
is a triple of identifiers referencing a persistent selection, a component
and an application. A side defines one side of an association as a collec¬
tion of one or more bridge identifiers together with an anchor identifier.
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composites referencing specific

In the

with

a

hypermedia
version set

version control

history

realised

object. The version set
history maintains the derivation history as a directed acyclic graph using
a delta storage algorithm. As in other approaches, versioned objects can
have two kinds of attributes, depending on whether they apply to the
entire object or a single version. In HURL, these two classes of objects
are called version set history level and individual revision level attributes.
The hypermedia version control framework has been implemented within
the SP3/HP3 hyperbase management system.
as

a

container that manages the revisions of the

The Nested Context Model

(NCM)

is the basis of the

HyperProp [266]
hypertext versioning system. To manage a versioned hypertext, NCM de¬
fines a number of concepts such as entities, anchors, descriptors, links,
nodes, content nodes, composite nodes, user context nodes, version con¬
text nodes, variant context nodes as well as a public hyperbase and a
private base. All of these concepts are organised in an inheritance hi¬
erarchy rooted at the entity concept that is characterised by a unique
identifier and an access control list. A node is a specialisation of the en¬
tity concepts and stores the content of a hypertext system, as well as a list
of anchors and descriptors. Anchors and descriptors are also subclasses of
type entity and represent marked information units with a node's content
and information about the presentation of the node. The node concept
is further specialised into content nodes and composite nodes. Content
nodes store content that has an application-specific structure that is not
transparent to the hypertext system, whereas composite nodes contain
other nodes and links recursively. However, a composite node cannot
be contained in itself. A perspective determines through which sequence
of composite nodes a node is accessed or viewed. The fourth and last
specialisation of the entity concept are links that define relations among
nodes in a composition. Links may depend on the perspective in which
In addi¬
a node is observed, leading to the notion of contextual links.
tion to these basic concepts, NCM also defines a series of specialisations
of the composite node concept that are intended specifically for version
management. The user context node can contain content nodes, other
Its
user context nodes and links, and is an example of such a subclass.
purpose is to allow documents to be structured through the definition of
multiple user-specific views on the same document. Other refinements of
composite nodes are version and variant context nodes. A version con¬
text node groups nodes that represent data versions of the same entity.
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Within the

ditionally,

node,

links capture the

acyclic

derives

from

the version context node also maintains

relation. Ad¬

reference to the

a

special anchor. In contrast, the variant context
node groups different representation versions of the same object.
To
support collaborative work on a hypertext document, NCM introduces a
public hyperbase that contains all content nodes and user context nodes,
as well as a private base that contains a subset of content nodes and user
context nodes beside other private bases. Both the public hyperbase and
the private base are also subclasses of the composite node. In NCM, only
current version

using

content nodes and

a

user

context nodes

these nodes may be versionable

or

are

versioned.

The attributes of

non-versionable, determining

their modification will lead to the creation of

a new

version.

whether

Each

ver¬

sion may either be in the

committed, uncommitted or obsolete state, to
express if a version is modifiable or ready to be deleted. HyperProp also
Versions
uses an extended form of the basic library operational model.
can be created using the open or check-out operations which produce
deep or shallow copies of the base object, respectively. The check-out
and check-out-one operations are applied to an object to create a new
variant. When a variant is being created, a descriptor has to be given
that characterises the variant. In contrast to the check-out operation, the
check-out-one operation will fail if a variant with this descriptor already
exists. To move an object from the private base to the public hyperbase,
the check-in operation is provided, whereas the delete operation allows
objects to be removed from the private base.
The World Wide Web

can

tem and it is therefore not

also be

seen

surprising that

global hypertext sys¬
proposals have been made
as

a

to empower the web to deal with versioned content.

standardisation effort is

The Delta-V

[291]

that intends to add full

project
versioning
Au¬
for
Web-based
Distributed
capabilities
protocol
thoring and Versioning (WebDAV). On the web, the basic unit of ver¬
sioning is the resource which represents any object that can be accessed
through HTTP. In order to do so, WebDAV has extended HTTP with
methods to provide overwrite protection through the use of shared and
exclusive locks, properties to store metadata on a resource and names¬
a

to HTTP and the

pace

management, by introducing the notion of collections of

that

can

be maintained

resources

uniformly. The goals of the Delta-V initiative
go beyond the simple mechanisms provided by WebDAV and aim at pro¬
viding comprehensive versioning support in a transparent way. One of
these goals is the requirement of being able to version arbitrary media
and content types, while another is configuration management based on
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collections of

specific versions of resources. Such configuration manage¬
ment facilities imply that the entire resource history has to be stored on
the web server and made accessible through dedicated URLs that corre¬
spond to the concept of specific links, as encountered in the approaches
already discussed. However, versioning should be transparent to the user
and, therefore, it is important not to disrupt existing URLs by providing
generic references that can be resolved to a possibly updatable default
revision. Delta-V proposes two mechanisms to create versions. First,
versions can be created automatically if a version-specific property is up¬
dated instead of a version-unspecific one. Second, workspaces based on
the check-out/check-in model are a possible approach to create versions
manually.

3.2.5
The

Object-Oriented Systems

of file systems

or

far have been

built

as

extensions

relational database management systems.

However,

approaches presented

so

mostly

the

challenges of versioning have also been addressed in the domain of
object-oriented systems such as object-oriented programming languages
and databases. A number of researchers have even argued that objectoriented systems provide a more natural basis for implementing version¬
ing in engineering applications than file systems or relational databases.
This is due to the fact that object-oriented systems already provide the
notion of complex objects and references between them. For example,
Dittrich and Lorie [91] underline both the importance and the potential
of object-orientation in the conclusion of their paper.
"Also, our emphasis is on structurally integrating versions
in an object-oriented manner. [... ] Object-orientation should
also increase performance considerably."
In the

following, we therefore discuss some object-oriented approaches
to versioning. It should be noted that these systems do not introduce
new application domains that require versioning, but rather address the
same challenges as the temporal and engineering databases or the soft¬
ware configuration management systems presented above. Nevertheless,
we have decided to single out these systems, due to the fact that the
version model for context-aware data management presented in this the¬
sis has been defined in the setting of an object-oriented data model and
implemented within an object-oriented database management system.
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The Personal

Information

Environment

(PIE) [118]

is

a

software de¬

velopment environment that was implemented as an extension to the
programming language Smalltalk-79. PIE introduces the concepts of
multiple perspectives, metadescriptions, identification and context-sen¬
sitive descriptions. Object roles are introduced in Smalltalk-79 through
multiple inheritance to allow objects to be accessed in multiple perspec¬
Each object is assigned so-called metadescriptions that consist
tives.
of constraints that allow the system to check attribute values and trig¬
ger procedures that can be used for change propagation and consistency
maintenance. Further, based on dependency lists, metadescriptions also
form the basis for user notification in the case of changes that need man¬
ual intervention by a developer. The personal information environment
features
fied

an

identification mechanism that allows each node to be identi¬

uniquely,

even

Node attributes

if the

are

system

stored

as

a

multiple
consisting

spans
map

machines
of

on

a

network.

(layer, value) tuples.

Within

PIE, layers are the central concept that enables context-sensitive
object descriptions. Each time an attribute value is stored, the current
layer is also recorded. Values are later retrieved, based on a search con¬
text which is expressed as a sequence of layers. PIE searches this sequence
of layers and returns the first value that is found. The personal informa¬
tion environment distinguishes itself by very fine grained versioning, as
the units of versioning are attributes and methods rather than objects.
Beech and Mahbod

approach to versioning in Com¬
puter-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) applications that is based on
an extension of Iris Object SQL (OSQL). In Iris, all objects including
system objects are uniquely identified by an object identifier and consist
of both attributes storing data and predicates representing the object's
functions. An object may possess multiple types reflecting its roles at
a given time.
Design objects are represented as a set of versions that
The version set is organised through
can be derived from one another.
object instances of two special types. Instances of type generic allow an
object to be associated with a version set and provide functions to query
the version graph by maintaining predecessor and successor relationships.
Instances of type version are only aware of their corresponding generic ob¬
ject, i.e. have a reference to that object. The approach provides support
for both generic and specific references based on the possibility to specify
object identifiers partially and have them completed by the system. Socalled contexts, a concept similar to the design environment introduced
by Dittrich and Lorie [91], are used as a declarative, rule-based method
to control the resolution of generic references. A context is represented

[19]

propose

an
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triple (trigger, predicate, action). Versions of an object can be cre¬
ated explicitly, based on the check-out/check-in operational model, or
implicitly, through change propagation.

by

a

A data structure that is

recording the temporal evolution
of an object class in terms of transaction time is presented in Tsotras and
Gopinath [277]. The approach uses the history data structure to capture
different temporal states of an object-oriented system that is represented
as a directed evolving graph. In this graph, nodes represent object classes
and edges denote inheritance relationships where multiple inheritance is
allowed. The proposed graph history algorithm builds on the existing
set history algorithm which is used as a module. History sets are used
to keep track of the evolution of all parent nodes of each node, including
so-called entry nodes that correspond to the root classes of the object
system. The resulting graph history algorithm is capable of retrieving
past versions of a graph in almost constant time.
Sciore

capable

of

integration of multiple kinds of ver¬
sioning in one object-oriented database system. The resulting system is
based on an object model that is similar to the one of GemStone [48].
Each object belongs to a single class that defines its variables and meth¬
ods.

[254, 255]

examines the

The variables and methods

are

called the scheme of

a

class.

The

model also
of

name

provides support for multiple inheritance where, in the case
conflicts, all methods are executed in the order of the priority

of their class. Sciore introduces the concept of annotated variables that
are

used to express property annotations and active value annotations.

While property annotations capture the default value
lowed attribute

values,

active value annotations

executed when the variable is accessed. In the

or

the range of al¬

represent triggers that

proposed system, vari¬
able annotations are the basis for the implementation of historical, revisional and alternative versions by keeping a set of previous or alternative
values in a property annotation that is managed by an active value an¬
notation. The approach to resolve name conflicts resulting from multiple
inheritance by executing all inherited methods allows different versioning
types to be combined elegantly without having them interfere with each
other. To build configurations, the EXCESS-V query language is defined
as a versioning-aware extension of EXCESS that was introduced for the
EXTRA [49] data model. EXCESS-V supports data definition, generic
and specific references, data manipulation and updates. Views can be
defined and configurations can be frozen. During query evaluation, the
default version of objects is chosen according to a context that is repre¬
sented by a set of global variables. This global context can be overridden
are
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locally

in

a

query

using the

INCONTEXT statement to

control the values

of the context variables.
Commercial

object-oriented database management systems, such as
GemStone, Itasca, Ontos, O2 [11], Objectivity/DB [208], ObjectStore [177]
and Versant [281], all support versioned objects. However, the actual
versioning functionality that is offered in terms of version set organi¬
sation, transactional models and configuration varies substantially from
one

system

to another. As it is out of the scope of this thesis to discuss all

commercial systems in

detail, we have chosen to have a look at Objectivity/DB as well as ObjectStore and Versant. These systems are represen¬
tatives of two different approaches to supporting versioning functionality
in a commercial system. Objectivity/DB, for example, offers basic ver¬
sioning facilities allowing objects to evolve linearly or with alternative
branches. The version set is organised using nextVers and prevVers
pointers in each version of a basic object. As Objectivity/DB does not
allow a version to have multiple predecessors, it limits the genealogy of an
object to a tree structure and has no support for version merging. Both
specific and generic references are supported, depending on object geneal¬
ogy, i.e. whether the generic object or one of its versions is referenced.
To disambiguate generic references, the genealogy—represented by an
instance of ooGeneObj—contains a field def aultVers that points to the
default version of the generic object. Configurations in Objectivity/DB
have to be created manually by the system developer using a compos¬
ite object that contains the required versions of each object. Whereas
Objectivity/DB offers basic building blocks to implement systems that
require versioning functionality, ObjectStore and Versant provide more
comprehensive support for versioning. Both system are capable of man¬
aging the versions of an object in a directed acyclic graph rather than
a tree.
They also support the library operational model with check-out
and check-in as well as persistent private workspaces. In addition to
these high-level operations, ObjectStore provides new_version, branch
and merge operations as member functions at the object level. ObjectStore and Versant have automatic configurations facilities that allow the
system to be configured by the developer, using policies. In comparison
to the version models presented in previous sections of this chapter, it
has to be noted that the solutions offered by commercial systems ad¬
dress versioning at a lower level. Instead of providing a system targeted
at one application domain, commercial object-oriented databases rather
offer a set of primitives that serve as a basis for the implementation of
domain-specific version models.
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Discussion

Motivated

by

our

hypothesis

that the

management should be addressed

in

requirements of context-aware data
terms of a version model, we have

presented an analysis of existing version system in this chapter. Start¬
ing with the examination of early approaches in temporal databases, we
have introduced several notions of time-based versions. The origin of al¬
ternative versions or variants lies in the domains of engineering databases
and software configuration management where several parallel versions
of a design object need to be maintained. Depending on the application
domain, these variants are used to model a collection of alternatives,
to support collaboration of multiple users or to allow the essence of an
object to be represented in different formats.
The survey of existing version models also uncovered that an early
notion of context has emerged in the domain of software configuration
management. Of course, this concept of context is quite different from
today's understanding of context in mobile, ubiquitous and pervasive
computing as well as web engineering. Whereas context-aware comput¬
ing sees context as optional information that can be used to refine the
functionality of a system, its role in software configuration management is
that of a mandatory specification. Nevertheless, the purpose of context,
to adapt a version base of software components to a given specification
is clearly related to adapting behaviour and content to a physical or log¬
ical context in modern applications. However, because of this different
understanding of context, we believe that the algorithms proposed to
compute software configurations that are specified by a context are not
applicable in the setting of context-aware computing as presented in the
previous chapter. We therefore see a need to revisit these approaches in
the light of current requirements to generalise the proposed solutions for
context-aware data

management.

4
Context-Aware
Data

The

necessity for

Management

computing is well documented by the
existence of numerous applications that exhibit adaptive behaviour and
by framework systems that attempt to provide comprehensive support
for the challenges encountered in the realisation of such applications.
Some examples of applications and systems in the domains of mobile,
ubiquitous and pervasive computing as well as web engineering have been
analysed in Chapter 2, in terms of their notion of context and their
adaptation capabilities. As demonstrated by these approaches, contextawareness has been tackled on a large scale and in very different ways.
Most solutions, however, focus on context representation or on enabling
adaptation at the level of the application logic. The impact contextawareness

querying

Many

has

on

is often

context-aware

information systems in terms of data management and

neglected.

frameworks for context-awareness introduce the concepts of

variants for

aspects of

a

system that need

under different context states.

to show

adaptive

behaviour

In contrast to context-aware data

man¬

general, the management of alternative versions of data has
been addressed by many solutions in the past. As presented in the pre¬
vious chapter, these approaches were originally designed to cope with
temporal and engineering data or with software configurations. Apart
agement

in
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systems also provide revisional

versions to manage the evolution of

applications. The same requirement
is also present in the domain of web engineering where keeping track
of the development process of web-based systems has repeatedly been
recognised as a key challenge. For example, in their paper introducing
OOHDM, Schwabe et al. [251] state the following.

"[...] design
ward and

decisions should be recorded and traced back¬

forward

in the

development process."

Instead of

proposing revisional versions, however, OOHDM addresses
this requirement at a much coarser level by structuring the design pro¬
cess

based

on

a

sequence of models that build

on

each other and thus

enable

developers to move back and forth in the process. Nevertheless,
documenting development and evolution is important in any complex
system, regardless of the proposed solution.
Both alternative and revisional versions have been introduced to ad¬
dress
erties

specific requirements. Therefore, they have quite
in terms of how they are used and perceived. To

different prop¬
illustrate

this,

that two kinds of actors interface with the data management sys¬
tem. Users with the developer role design the application and provide the
assume

content.

aged by

with the client role query the content man¬
the system. While we do not claim that this simple role model is
In

contrast,

users

of any relevance to real

application scenarios,

it is sufficient to

the different nature of revisional and alternative versions.

exemplify

As revisional

implementation of an application by
keeping track of its evolution, they are usually visible to the developer
only. Clients of an application are not aware of their existence as they
will simply see the most recent data. Alternative versions cater for the
management of variants of the same object. Therefore the definition of
such default behaviour in analogy to revisions is often not straightfor¬
ward and the system has to rely on the client to specify which variant
they require. As a consequence, variants are not transparent to the users,
as potentially they can witness how such objects change according to the
specification they provide along with the query. Further, when users
having the client role are given permission to create and update data in
the system, the different perception of revisions and variants becomes
even more obvious. Whereas revisions can be created automatically and
behind-the-scenes, the creation of variants requires the client to specify
a description that will later be used for retrieval. Another way of looking
versions

are

intended to support the

at the different characteristics of revisions and variants is the nature of
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queries that involve each kind of
are

likely

most

plication,

to be used off-line to

variants

are

used in

an

In contrast to revisions that

version.

the

analyse

development of an ap¬
as an integral and active

on-line fashion

part of the production system.
have

successfully integrate revisional and alternative versions and offer complete and comprehensive
support for the domain for which they were developed. However, none of
these systems have been developed to support context-aware data man¬
agement based on alternative versions. As context-aware computing dif¬
fers from existing domains in terms of the requirements in the area of
data representation and query processing, the application of these sys¬
tems in this field is not straightforward. In this chapter we present our
approach to context-aware data management that builds on the existing
Many existing systems

managed

to

version models and extends them to cope with these

As motivated

earlier, object-oriented systems

plementation

of version models and

defined

requirements.

better suited for the im¬

version model has therefore been

object-oriented data model. To provide an
understanding of this object-oriented data model and its functionality,
it will be introduced based on a metamodel detailing how the objects
defined by it are represented. As a part of the work presented in this
thesis, this metamodel has been extended to allow revisional and alter¬
native versions of objects to be managed. In combining revisional and
alternative versions into one model, our approach reflects the convictions
that we have set forth in Section 2.5. Even so, it has to be accepted that
revisional versioning is an already well researched area and little is to be
gained from a repeated discussion of this subject. Rather than expanding
these concepts that have been put forward in existing systems, our ver¬
sion model uses and integrates them. We have therefore decided to place
the emphasis of the following presentation and examples on the concept
of context-dependent variants and how they have been combined with
as a

refinement of

our

are

new

As

revisions.

a

consequence, it is in this

context-aware data

of

our

an

management where

part of

we

see

our

the

version model for

original

contribution

work.

In this

chapter,

we

also introduce the notion and

representation of

context that is assumed in the scope of this thesis. Based

tation of

context,

we

show how data

the situation in which
then used
context.

by

For each

are

this represen¬

annotated to characterise

appropriate. These characterisations are
processor when evaluating queries in a given

they

the query

objects

on

object,

are

the version

graph

ant that best matches the current context is

analysed and the vari¬
used for subsequent query
is
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processing. The properties and functioning of this matching algorithm
are also be discussed in detail, as it is a major element of context-aware
data management. Finally, the implementation within the framework
of an object-oriented database management system is presented. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of our version model relating it to
the requirements of context-awareness and comparing it to previously
defined models.

4.1

Context, Context Space and Context State

proposed that address
the management and representation of context. Typically, these systems
suffer from limitations that are rooted in either of two design decisions
in the development of the context model. On the one hand, many mod¬
els have evolved from specific application domains and therefore assume
a notion of context that is relevant to that field.
Targeting a context
model to a specific application domain often leads to a reduced general¬
ity, as such models tend to restrict themselves to a fixed set of context
dimensions. For example, a common characteristic of the models dis¬
cussed in the preceding chapter is that most of them classify context into
user, device and environmental factors and predefine the dimensions that
On the other hand, some models
are required for each of those classes.
dictate how context is represented and stored, as a consequence of the
technologies that have been used to implement them. Hence, represen¬
tation of context is often tightly coupled to the platform that is used
In recent years,

a

multitude of models has been

to store and process contextual information.

lections of

Solutions range from col¬

complex approaches that represent
context data in terms of database objects, or are based on class hierar¬
chies in an object-oriented programming language. The integration of a
context model into a general-purpose database management system can
only be justified if the model is free from these two limitations. There¬
fore, it is our goal to establish a set of universal primitives that will serve
simple

attribute values to

the purposes of several different usage scenarios.
The first

defining such a gen¬
eral context representation is taking care not to impose a specific notion
of context onto client applications. There have been many approaches
that have proposed models that are general in the sense that they can be
configured by the client application to use its notion of context, i.e. these
models expect the application to define what context is. While these
challenge

that has to be addressed when
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models

client, most of them still have some
built-in assumption about the meaning of certain context dimensions in
terms of context classifications or ontologies. Often these factors lead to
situations where different context dimensions are implicitly treated quite
differently. Clearly, this is not desirable for a general context represen¬
tation which needs to refrain from any predefined assumption about the
notion of context used. Therefore, it is even necessary to go one step be¬
yond the current approaches and completely abandon any presumptions
about the meaning of context.
As

be
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can

a

configured by

the

consequence, context in

effect rather than its

meaning,

to

our

approach

is defined in terms of its

guarantee that the system built

on

top

of it is free from any hidden or implicit assumptions. Applied to the
situation of a data management system, this means that the effect of
context

on

context is

query evaluation needs to be
seen

as

a

set of additional

specified. Thus,

in

our

system

parameters that in combination

with the set of parameters

specified by the query determines the result
computed by the query processor. However, the roles of these two sets of
parameters are quite different. Query parameters are explicit parameters
in the sense that they were defined by the client of the data management
system. Therefore, these parameters constitute a specification that the
query processor has to follow exactly. In contrast, context parameters are
implicit parameters as they are not specified by the client as part of the
query but rather defined by the situation in which the query is sent to that
data management system. As an implication of this, the role of context
is not specification but rather a factor that is used to refine the results
of query evaluation. Due to this notion of context, implicit parameters
have to be considered as optional since they refine the functioning of
the query processor rather than providing a specification for it to follow.
Even in the absence of context information, query evaluation will return a
fully defined result that is computed using a previously specified default
representation of each object involved. An overview of this notion of
context and its impact on the database system is presented in Figure 4.1.
As
q that

shown, a query can be
is given as input to the

system. In

a

abstracted in terms of

an

n-ary function

query processor of the data

traditional database system, the result

r

management

of the query eval¬

only depends on the set of parameters {x\,X2,
,xn} that are
specified in the query. As an extension, a context-aware query processor
additionally considers a context c(ci, C2,..., cm) during the evaluation of
uation

the query. Later in this
context is

section,

represented exactly.

we

will

come

back to how this notion of
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c(c1,c2,...,cm)

4.1: The role of context

The open notion of context introduced

approach successfully
avoids the first of the two pitfalls discussed at the beginning of this sec¬
tion. As it defines context in terms of its effect rather than is meaning, it
is free from any assumptions that are specific to a given application do¬
main. Nevertheless, it is important to establish a common understanding
between the client application and the data management systems which
context dimensions have to be handled in a given application domain.
Context data may come from a variety of sources such as direct sensor
As pre¬
access as well as context reasoning, inference or augmentation.
sented in Chapter 2, numerous powerful solutions for context processing
exist already and the data management system presented in this thesis
does therefore not offer any functionality to address these concerns. In¬
stead, it is assumed that context processing is done outside the system
by a context component specific to the application in question. In the
following, we assume that a given set NAMES exists that contains the
names of all valid context dimensions. Based on this given set, the num¬
ber of possible dimensions for context values is limited by the concept of
a context space as specified in Definition 1.
Definition 1

(Context Space).

which context dimensions

are

by

our

A context space
relevant to

an

represented by S
application of the

model for context-aware data management. It is defined
S

such that Vi
Note that

a

:

=

denotes
version

as

{namei, narrie^,..., namen}

1 < i <n =>• name,,, G NAMES and therefore S Ç NAMES.

context space does not define

a

domain for the data value

corresponding context dimension. As we see later, the decision to
have a loosely typed context representation is motivated by the fact that
it permits more flexibility in query evaluation.
of the

Context, Context Space and Context State

4.1.

Although

a

portance

understanding about
application domain, it is of equal

context space expresses

context dimensions that exist in
to also share

a

an

common
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a

shared

representation of

context.

There

the
im¬
are

possible solutions to address the problem of an application-specific
representation of context. The first solution would be to define a com¬
prehensive representation of context that embraces all possible notions
of context that any current or future applications require. The other
solution would be to build such a context representation based on an
elementary approach that only provides the basic building blocks nec¬
For
essary to ensure that all existing solutions can be mapped to it.
several reasons, we have decided to follow the latter approach and rely
on an elementary context representation. Our survey of existing contextaware applications has shown that most of these systems do not employ
sophisticated context models but rather rely on collections of attribute
values to capture context. Further, we believe that a basic yet flexible
context representation is a better candidate for integration into a data¬
base management system. While a comprehensive representation would
be constructed as a unification of existing approaches, an elementary
representation is defined based on a metamodel of the concepts that are
common to all known solutions.
Hence, the comprehensive representa¬
tion cannot cope with requirements that have not yet surfaced, whereas
the basic representation is better equipped to do so.
two

In

version

our

that is based

on

model,

we

have decided to

(name, value) pairs.

representation
though such tuple values

use a

Even

context

simple technique to capture context, most of the context
models presented in Chapters 2 and 3 use this representation. This simple
solution both fulfils the requirement of a basic representation and, at
the same time, is already widely used. Again, we assume the existence
of a given set VALUES that contains all possible values for the context
dimensions defined by the NAMES given set. Based on these given sets,
context values, as specified by Definition 2, form the basic building blocks.
constitute

a

very

(Context Value). A context
(name, value) where name G

Definition 2
a

tuple

c

The

=

value denoted

by

c

is defined

as

NAMES and value G VALUES.

of two context values c% and c3 is defined as c%
c3 <=>
name,,
value3. Each context value captures one con¬
name3 A value,,
text dimension by associating it with a data point. A context as specified

equality

=

=

=

in Definition 3

aggregates individual

context values.

Within

a

context values into

context, every dimension of the

a

collection of

context space
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be associated with at most

can

multiple

context values for the

Definition 3

and is

represented

C(S)

as a

^

denotes

context for

a

a

context space S

set of context values

{(narnei,valuei),(narne2,value2),... ,(narnem,valuem)}

=

{ci,c2,... ,cm}
G

S and V ci,cJ

G

C

:

c%

^

c3

=>

name3.
on

this definition of context, it is

role of context illustrated in
dled and

represented

in

our

Figure 4.1
approach.

management systems that do

operation of the system,
As mentioned

stateless.
considered

a

and

possible to revisit the
specify how context is han¬
now

In contrast to traditional data

not feature

a

context-aware data

above,

in such

context-aware data

management system is

systems,

of

view, this integration of

system itself represents
a

a

move

of the term

Definition 4

(Context State).

special context,

as

away from the

used in

where Vname

In contrast to the

concept of

G

a

a

:

3

of

paradigm

Definition 4

a

stateless

explains

the

approach.

our

(name, value)

context,

necessary to

context state. From

A context state denoted
S

In order to

queries.

context into the information

stateful data management system.

understanding

not

context information is

management, it is therefore

extend the information system with the notion of

general point

state to influence the

system

the evaluation of context-aware

during

fully support

towards

context that contains

a

=

Based

a

Management

dimension is not valid.

such that yi:l<i<m^> name,,
name,,

i.e.

value,

one

same

(Context). C(S)
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a

G

by C*(S)

is

a

C*(S).

context state

C*(S) requires

However, if
the value of a context dimension is unknown this can be expressed by a
context value containing _L as value. Later in this section, we discuss how
the presence of

the context state
client
query
our

context value for each dimension of S.

a

can

be influenced to reflect the current context of the

application. However, before going into these details of dynamic
processing, we continue with presenting the static organisation of

version model first.

4.2

An

Object-Oriented

Version Model

The version model for context-aware data management has been devel¬

oped

based

on

OM

[200, 201],

an

extended

E/R model

for

object-oriented
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data management. Even
model

are

though
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the concepts introduced

universal and could also be

applied

by

our

version

to other data models such

model, we have chosen to base it on one concrete model.
The choice of the object-oriented OM model is motivated by the fol¬
lowing reasons. OM has been designed to be semantically expressive,
making it a powerful tool for database development. In order to do so,
it features concepts that are absent in other models. Therefore, OM can
encompass less expressive models. Such models can either be represented
in OM based on their metamodels or by limiting OM to a subset of its
concepts to obtain a model with equivalent semantics. Finally, OM it¬
self has been specified completely in terms of metamodels expressed in
OM. These metamodels constitute a firm basis for specification of the ex¬
tension of OM for context-aware data management. Further, since most
data management systems that provide support for OM are implemented
based on these metamodels, they also serve as the starting point of the
integration of the version model into one of these systems. It is therefore
useful to give a brief overview of the main distinguishing features of OM
before presenting how it was extended to support both revisional and
as

the relational

alternative versions.

The OM Data Model

4.2.1

As the OM data model is

integration of object-oriented concepts into
the well-known E/R model, it also builds on the notions of application
entities and the relationships that exist between them. However, in con¬
trast to the E/R model where there is some dispute whether entities
represent entity types or entity sets, OM introduces a clear separation
an

between the

typing and the classification of entities. This distinction
On the lower level, types de¬
is achieved using a two-layered model.
scribe the representation of entities, whereas the upper level captures
the semantics of entities, based on the concept of collections. As OM is
an object-oriented data model, all data and metadata is represented in
terms of

objects.

Each

specifies

the attributes and methods that its instances

object

is defined

at least

can

are

built

object type that
will have. Object

one

using inheritance between
supertypes and subtypes. In contrast to most existing object-oriented
systems, OM supports the concept of multiple inheritance, i.e. a sub¬
type may be defined as a specialisation of two or more direct supertypes.
Apart from multiple inheritance that is defined statically, OM also fea¬
tures multiple instantiation enabling objects to dynamically gain or lose
types

form type hierarchies that

by
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types that have either been defined along parallel inheritance paths
type hierarchy
Based

or are

not related

through

in

a

inheritance at all.

model, a classification model uses collections to de¬
fine flexible semantic groupings. Each collection has a member type that
governs which objects can be contained in the corresponding collection.
As it is not required to define a collection for each type, and it is possi¬
ble to have multiple collections with the same member type, the typing
layer and the classification layer are almost independent of each other.
on

the type

Similar to types, collections

can

build collection hierarchies based

on

the

notion of

supercollections and subcollections, to represent specialisations
and generalisations of classification concepts. Again, a subcollection can
have multiple supercollections and, vice versa, a supercollection can have
multiple subcollections. Collections can either be sets, bags, rankings or
sequences, depending on whether they can contain duplicates and if they
are ordered or unordered. For example, a set is an unordered collection
with no duplicates in the algebraic sense, whereas a sequence is an or¬
dered collection that can contain duplicates. In contrast to a ranking
that has an order but cannot contain duplicates, a bag is defined to be
unordered with duplicates. Similar to multiple instantiation on the typ¬
ing level, multiple classification permits an object to be a member of any
collection that matches
So far

one

of its types

or a

supertype of its types.

only described the concepts provided by the OM model
to represent and classify entities, so-called objects. However, OM also
features a relationship concept that is more powerful than the one known
from the classical E/R model. Relationships in OM are represented by
we

have

bi-directional associations defined in terms of
lection.

Associations

collections with

n

>

are

1.

the set of constraints it

a

a source

first-order concept and

Much of the

provides

model. Some constraints such

are

expressiveness

to control several

a

target col¬

defined

as

n-ary

of OM stems from

aspects of

a

data

relationships between subtypes and
supertypes as well as subcollections and supercollections have already
been discussed. In addition, the OM model also features cardinality con¬
straints that govern the participation of objects as the source or target
of an association. As in other extended E/R models, these cardinalities
are specified in terms of a minimum and maximum value that expresses
the number of objects to which an object can be linked. These so-called
integrity constraints are complemented by classification constraints that
control the membership of objects in collections. For example, the subcol¬
lection relationship between two collections can be declared to be either
equal, strict or total. An equal constraint ensures that both collections
as

the

and

4.2. An

Object-Oriented

contain the
a

Version Model

elements in the

same

sequence collection is

collection it

can

must contain all

tions of

a

as a

families,

subcollections.

collection

can

i.e.

For

be defined to

possible

to

a

which types

to limit the scope of

Data models

are

a bag
Finally,
in its supercollection,

example
be disjoint

or
a

or

more

to form

con¬

multiple

subcollec¬
a cover

or

collection has two

or

to be the intersection of those

constraints, evolution constraints,
and changes over time. It is, for example,

database grows

specify

super-

when

collection with either

versa, if

that

the last class of

Finally,

monitor how

segment of its

two

partition of their supercollection. Vice
more supercollections, it can be defined

assure

Additional classification

a

a

collections.

a

strict subcollection.

total subcollection.

a

or

in terms of

of elements contained

occurrences

straints deal with collection

supercollections

number and order. To

same

subsequence

a

be declared

it is defined to be
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object

an

object

can

gain and lose

in the

future,

evolution.

specified

in OM either

by using

graphical notation
definition language is

language. This data
a subset of the Object Model Language (OML) [182] which also contains
a data manipulation and a query language. The query language is based
on a collection algebra that defines a set of operators that manipulate and
process collections as well as associations. Apart from being used for data
definition, manipulation and querying, the union of the three languages
contained in OML also serves as a declarative object-oriented implemen¬
tation language for object methods, triggers and database macros. While
many conceptual models have no direct platform support, a family of data
or

the textual data definition

its

management systems

has been built that allow OM data

[168, 296, 167]

models to be

implemented directly. These platforms cover a wide variety
of requirements, such as rapid prototyping, as well as productive oper¬
ation both as light-weight in-memory and server databases. During its
existence, the OM model has been extended a number of times to address
the requirements of special application domains. These projects have led
to a temporal data management system [270], a next-generation file sys¬
tem [228], and an extension of the model that is capable of role-based
modelling of interactions in databases [219] to capture access control,
context-aware and proactive operations.
As mentioned
is the fact that

before, one
it is capable

terms of metamodels.

why

most of the

choosing the OM data model
capturing its complete specification in

reason

of

This level of

for

expressiveness has been the

systems providing support for OM have been built based
As

a

consequence,

the entire metadata of

a

database in terms of

on

reason

this metamodel.

they

also represent and manage

objects,

collections and
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One

advantage of this approach is the fact that the same
language can be used to define, manipulate and query both data and
metadata. Another benefit is that the implementation of extensions to
these systems is relatively straightforward, as new system objects can be
introduced at any time. An example of such a metamodel is given in
Figure 4.2 using the graphical notation of the OM data model.
associations.

H1)

Values

4.2: Metamodel of

Figure

The model shows the definition of
hand

corner

objects

that exist in

fact that OM supports

object

object

object

in OM

in OM. In the upper left-

the collection Objects with member type object is

It contains all

each

an

an

multiple

is linked to

sociation. Both

objects

a

database at any

point

depicted.

in time. The

captured by the fact that
through the Haslnstance as¬

instantiation is

one or more

instances

and instances

are

related to the Types collection

through associations ObjectTypes and InstanceType, respectively. Whereas
an object can be linked to one or more types as expressed by the cardinal¬
ity (1 :*) as a consequence of multiple instantiation, an instance is bound
to exactly one type as indicated by the (1:1) constraint. However, not all
constraints that are required to ensure the validity of an object can be
expressed in the graphical notation. For instance, all types referenced by
the instances of an object have to be referenced by the object itself. Also,
an object has to be linked to an instance of each type with which it is
associated. Hence, the number of associated types and instances has to
be the same. These additional constraints are captured by the following
condition given in OM collection algebra.
ObjectTypes

=

Haslnstance

o

InstanceType

The left-hand side of the condition represents all links between
and their types

as

a

set of

pairs. Analogously, the

objects
expression given on
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the

right-hand side is also a set of pairs consisting of an object and a
type. However, it relates objects to all types of the instances of these
objects. As bi-directional associations are relations in the mathematical
sense, this is achieved by using the composition (o) of the Haslnstance
and InstanceType association.

As

can

defines

type,
is

an

are

in the

seen

set of

a

tributes

be

zero

or

more

represented

and Attributes.

each type contained in collection Types

attributes.

in the

instance of that

captured by

figure,

Type

attribute

specifies

how at¬

system. For each attribute defined by

type has

specify

to

a

value.

This

a

relationship

the HasAttribute association between collections Instances
While it is not

possible in OM to attach attributes to
relationships, it is possible to define complex n-ary relationships by com¬
bining multiple binary associations. In contrast to other proposals for
relationships of a higher degree, this approach has the advantage that it
defines an order among the associations. In the given model, HasAttribute
is the primary relationship, while the WithValue association, that links a
value to a pair of an instance and an attribute, depends on it. As with
objects, instances and types, the constraints between instances, types
and attributes cannot be completely specified in the graphical model. To
express that an instance has to specify a value for each attribute defined
by its type, the condition given below is necessary.
HasAttribute

Again,

the condition is

4.2.2

Integrating

=

InstanceType

expressed using

a

o

Defines

composition of two

associations.

Revisions and Variants

To support revisional and context-aware

the metamodel

presented
in Figure 4.2 has been extended with concepts that allow objects to be
versioned. Inspired by the version models discussed in the previous chap¬
ter, the notion of
variant of

of

our

over

an

a

object.

version has been refined to be either

Each of the

version model.

time. While

data,

they

new

concepts represents

a

revision

one

or

a

dimension

Revisions capture the evolution of the database

document how

object has
represent temporal
an

been

updated

and

re¬

data. From the three
vised, they are not intended to
notions of time—transaction, valid and user-defined time—presented ear¬
lier, only transaction time is supported. Each time a revision of an ob¬
ject is created, it is marked with a timestamp ts representing the current
logical or physical time. Therefore, revisions capture the time when a
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has been recorded in the database.

change

tamps T0bj

{tsi,ts2,... ,tsn} assigned

=

it

monotonically,

grows
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Revisional versions of

imposes

As the sequence of times-

to the revisions of

total order

a

Management

on

an

object

the set of revisions.

object o can therefore be identified based on a
tuple (oid, ts) consisting of an object identifier and a timestamp that indi¬
cates when the corresponding version was created. The revision selected
oid
by the given tuple is a revision of the object with identifier oid0
that has the timestamp satisfying max({ts0\ts0 G T0j,j and ts0 < ts}).
an

=

As most queries to

data,

a

a

database management system will request current

revision is the

special

We will refer to this revision

one
as

with the

timestamp

the latest revision of

that the status of latest version will be

assigned

ts
an

=

max(T0j,j).

object.

Note

to different revisions

updated. The concept of latest revision is
therefore only meaningful at a fixed point in time.
The second dimension of our version model provides support for
context-dependent data. Similar to the engineering databases and soft¬
ware configuration systems presented in the previous chapter, our model
relies on variants to represent context-dependent alternatives of the same
data. Different variants of an object are distinguished using the concept
of a variant context as given in Definition 5 that describes in which sit¬
uation the corresponding variant is an appropriate representation of the
object.
over

time

the database is

as

Definition 5

(Variant Context).

S is

context denoted

special

a

In the

following,

either the
variant of

A variant context for the context space

by CV(S).

the context values contained in

properties

or

the characteristics of

a

CV(S)

are

variant.

also called

Whenever

a

created, a set of context values characterising the
new variant has to be given explicitly by the creator. The context defined
by these properties has to be different from all variant contexts of existing
variants of the same object.
In contrast to revisions, addressing a specific variant of an object is
not straightforward. Not unlike revisions, variants are also identified by
a tuple (oid,C(S)), but in this case, it consists of an object identifier
and a context.
While the mathematical properties of the timestamp
an

object

is

sequence used to describe revisions have rendered the selection of the

desired revision

trivial,

there is

no

order relation between the

of two variants. To select the desired

given
of the

context

object.

C(S)

variant,

to the variant context

As this process is rather

properties

the system has to match the

CV(S) specified by
complex,

we

each variant

defer the detailed
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presentation of this matching algorithm
query

processing.

to Section 4.3 that

A concept similar to the

of latest revision for

one

revisional data is the notion of the main derivation

previous chapter. As shown

existing systems,

presented in the
useful to designate

as

it is

object as its default variant to cope with the situation
where the matching of a variant specification to the variant descriptions
leads to ambiguous results or no context information is available. In
some systems, the status of default variant can be reassigned to different
variants of an object during system evolution. In our model, we have
however decided not to offer this functionality, as we believe it should be
the developer's choice at design-time to specify the default representation
one

variant of

in

discusses

an

of the created data.
If both revisional and alternative versions

are

to be

supported by

the version

model, both dimensions characterised above have to be com¬
bined. It is important to note that the two dimensions are independent
of each other as it would be possible to construct systems that only
support one of them. This orthogonality is further supported by the
fact that both dimensions evolve along different axes. While revisions
progress along the time axis, alternatives grow along the variation axis.
Taken alone, both axes are one-dimensional, and, consequently, a twodimensional version space will result when they are combined. Identical
to most existing approaches, our model uses a version graph to organise
this two-dimensional version space. Although, in principle, there are sev¬
eral different possibilities as to how this version graph can be defined, it is
the requirements of an application domain that finally shape the concrete
layout of the graph. For the following reasons, we believe that existing
solutions cannot be applied unaltered to the domain of context-aware
data management. First, the internal organisation of the version graph
depends directly on the nature of the expected queries, as certain graph
structures will favour some types of queries over others. Further, some
conditions presented above, such as the uniqueness of properties among
the variants of an object, are closely related to the intended use of the
model. Ensuring such constraints can be simple in one graph structure
while cumbersome and difficult in another. Finally, there are some ques¬
tions arising from the combination of revisions and variants that need to
be addressed based on the requirements of the application domain. For
instance, the scope of revisions and variants has to be clearly defined.
While in the one-dimensional

object,
a

in the combined

version of the entire

case

case

the scope of

there is

object

or

of

a
a

a

version

was

the entire

choice. A revision could either be
variant of the

object.

Vice versa,
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alternatives could be defined in the scope of
entire

a

single

Management

revision

or

of the

object.

In the

defining

following,

we

will discuss the

and

advantages

the scope of revisions and variants

one

way

or

disadvantages

of

the other. At the

time, this discussion of possible graph structures will also serve as a
motivation for the approach that we have chosen for our model. As shown
same

Figure 4.3, three candidate solutions to organise the version graph can
be obtained by simply enumerating all possible definitions of the scope of
revisions and variants. The version graph resulting if both revisions and
variants are defined to have the entire object as their scope is depicted in
Figure 4.3(a). As can be seen in the figure, the object is linked to a set
of round nodes representing the revisions and a set of triangular nodes
representing the variants. The different versions of the object are in turn
in

associated with its instances shown
Instead of

figure.

linking

oval,

concept of

to render the

figure

linking

the

object

revisions and variants

based

are

to revision
meant to

are

an

more

revision and the default variant
arrows

small circles at the bottom of the

each version with each

to introduce the artificial

dashed

as

instance,

instance group,

legible.

we

have chosen

represented

as a

The concept of the latest

illustrated in the

figure using

bold

ts% and to variant P<i. The labels of

suggest that they

distinguished
organisation of

are

timestamps and properties, respectively. This
the version graph provides direct access to both revisions and
on

variants.

However, there are also several limitations implied by structuring the
graph in this way. Consider, for example, a query requesting the latest
revision of variant

this query, both instance groups linked
to P3 first have to be retrieved. Then, starting from ts^, the sequence of

P3. To

answer

revisions has to be accessed backwards until

one

of the two

previously
other words,

retrieved instance groups is encountered along this path. In
the query is evaluated by computing the intersection of the revision and
the variant dimension.

Another

difficulty arises from queries that
to find out what variants of an object exist for a given revision.
queries occur when an application wants the variant of an object
matches context

eligible

at time

order until t
up to that

>

C(S)

at time t <

point

Such
that

ts2- To find the set of variants that

t, the sequence of revisions has
ts2,

need

are

to be traversed in forward

to collect all instance groups that have been created

in time.

Then,

as

before,

these instance groups have

to be cross-referenced with the variant dimension to find the variants

P\

and P'iThe
one

problem

of

that matches

having
a

to search all revisions

version group retrieved

or

variants to find the

through

the other

access
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o

Variants first

graph

by setting the equal status of both concepts aside.
This implies, however, that one of the two concepts is dependent on
the other and thus such a version graph organisation will only favour
certain queries. Figure 4.3(b) depicts the same object as Figure 4.3(a)
structured in a graph that gives priority to versions over variants. As can
be seen from the figure, the processing of the query for the variants of the
object at time t < ts2 is now straightforward as the variants are directly
linked to the revisions. However, computing which variant of the object
matches a specified context C(S) is now far more complex, as the set of
variants is no longer accessible directly and has to be constructed first.
Another issue that arises from this organisation of the version graph is
the fact that a single variant can now be represented by more than one
node, as has happened with variant P3 in the figure. As the properties
describing the variant would typically be stored in this node, the question
whether these characteristics of a variant can also change over time has
to be addressed. We believe that such functionality is not required, as
properties are essentially metadata that is used exclusively by the system.
However, analogous to temporal databases, where minor errors can be
corrected without changing the history of an object, our model should
provide the possibility for system administrators to edit property sets,
if required. In such a scenario, the properties of the individual variants
would have to be kept consistent at all times either through managing
their redundancy or through a more complex graph structure.
path

can

be remedied

A further

question posed by both the graph structure presented in
Figures 4.3(a) and (b) is when an object can gain variants. One pos¬
sible solution is to define all variants when the object is created, while
another would be to have the

possibility

that

an

object

can

gain

variants
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decided whether

capturing the times when such
important. Defining the evolution of an object
of
a

new

latest revision that

provides

an

access

chosen, it has to be
operation happens is

to include the creation

requirements at
application. However, similar to the
to the most

new

up-to-date

the current set of variants should be favoured

object,

ment of historical states of

version

the version
be

can

graph

seen

object

object. Figure 4.3(c)
are given priority over

an

where variants

graph

the on-line nature of

to the

an

variants is useful to cope with the advent of

later stage of the lifetime of

As

is

approach

variants,

we

believe that it is

towards

can

over

version of

an

the manage¬

therefore shows

a

Due to

revisions.

important

optimise

to

alternative versions.

queries involving mainly
from the figure, the currently existing

and

Management

thus be accessed

to its revisions that have been made

are

linked

Each variant is linked

directly.

over

variants

time.

As indicated

by

the

bold arrow,

again the latest revision is marked specially to enable faster
look-ups. Although off-line queries discussed above are supported by this
version graph, their evaluation is burdened with a performance penalty
resulting from the fact that the history of objects has to be computed.
Nevertheless, we have chosen to base our version model on this third ap¬
proach of organising the version graph. In Figure 4.4, we show how the
metamodel of an OM object has been extended to accommodate revisions
and variants in the discussed

manner.

In contrast to the metamodel of the traditional OM

object presented

Figure 4.2, the metamodel of the versioned object does not link ob¬
jects to their instances directly. Instead, the model has been extended
to include two additional collections, Revisions and Variants. True to the
intention of favouring variants over revisions motivated above, the path
connecting the Objects collection with the Instances collection goes to vari¬
ants first before following revisions. Hence, an object is linked to one or
As indicated by the
more variants through the HasVariants association.
in

dashed arrow, association DefaultVariant is

a

subcollection of HasVariants,

capturing the fact that every object has exactly one default variant. The
same design has been used to connect a variant to a non-empty set of
revisions.

Again

tion of the

the association LatestRevision is modelled
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recent version of the

of
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To establish

an

one
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represented graphically by vertical bars surrounding the
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revision still defines

a

Management

timestamp attribute that

used to capture the sequence of revisional versions of the entire

is

object.

Each variant contained in collection Variants is associated with

one or

properties through the HasProperty association. The condition that
variant properties do not partake in the revisional evolution of an ob¬
more

by linking them directly to the variant concept itself. As
the revisions of an object are referenced through one of its variants, this
model ensures that they all share the same properties. The additional
condition that it is illegal for an object to have two or more variants with
the same set of properties cannot be expressed using the graphical nota¬
tion. We use the algebraic expression below to specify this characteristic
is ensured

ject

of

version model.

our

Vo

v\

The

rng(HasVariants dr({o})) :
rng(HasProperty dr({vi})) ^ rng(HasProperty dr({v2}))

Objects, Vi>i,t>2

G

^

V'i =>

G

expression defines

v\

and V2 to be variants of

restricting the domain of the
of

o.

The domain restriction

sociation that

only

object o by first
only occurrences

an

HasVariants association to

operation dr

constructs

includes links that have

one

an

of the

intermediate

objects

as¬

contained

in the

given set as their source. Then, the range operation rng traverses
the links expressed by an association and returns the target objects only.
In the above condition, the result of this algebraic expression will be
the set of all variants of the

object

o.

The

same

construct is used in

implication stating that if two variants of the same object are dif¬
ferent then the set of properties defined by them is also different. Here
HasProperty is restricted to v\ and V2, respectively. The set of property
values is then obtained by applying the rng operation to the resulting
the

intermediate association.
The ObjectTypes and InstanceType associations that capture which types

object and its instances have been taken on from the
original metamodel. However, in the metamodel describing the versioned
object, they are complemented with two additional associations, VariantTypes and RevisionTypes. Although an object can have multiple instances
in OM, versions of an object are always defined for the entire object in¬
cluding all its instances. As a consequence, this means that our version
model will not be able to track if an object evolves in terms of gaining
or losing instances. Although this is a serious disadvantage, if the model
were to be used to support the versioning of the database schema, we
have decided not to offer this functionality for the time being. There¬
fore, the new associations that capture which types are defined for a
are

defined for

an
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specify the same set of types as the
object through association ObjectTypes. Again, this condition cannot be
expressed graphically and is therefore given in algebraic form below.
Vo

a

Objects, Vf

variant have to

rng(HasVariants dr({o})) :
rng(ObjectTypes dr({o}))
rng(VariantTypes dr({v}))
G

G

=

V

Objects, V

rng(HasVariants dr({o}) Has Revisions) :
rng(RevisionTypes dr({r}))
rng (ObjectTypes dr({o}))
rng(Haslnstance dr({r}) InstanceType)
rng (ObjectTypes dr({o}))

G

o

r

G

o

=

A

o

=

The first

expression

that all variants of

an

object

o

define the

object itself. Similar to the expression discussed
before, this is achieved by restricting the domain of association VariantTypes once to each variant v of o and then comparing the range of the
intermediate association to the set of types associated to o through Ob¬
same

set of

ensures

it

as

the

The second

jectTypes.

hand,

types

uses

revisions of

the

same

expression contains two conditions. On the one
approach as the first expression to check that all

object o itself.
On the other
clause of the conjunction additionally
controls that all instances associated with a revision r of object o also
define this set of types. This part of the expression replaces the condi¬
tion presented in the traditional model, ensuring that the types of the
instances of an object match the types defined for the object.
Compared to the original metamodel of an object in OM, collections
Revisions and Variants and a few associations linking them to other collec¬
tions are the only additional concepts introduced in the extended meta¬
model. The rest of the collections and associations remains unchanged,
which means that just the path connecting an object to its instances is
Both members of collections Types and
now more complex than before.
Instances continue to be associated with attribute metadata represented
by objects belonging to collection Attributes. Also, data is still linked to
an attribute of an instance using the concept of the ternary association
an

object specify the
hand, the second

same

With Value that has the HasAttribute

its

Identifying

Having

discussed the internal structure of

an

object

any other

graph,
can

it is

types

as

the

source.

4.2.3

its version

and

as

set of

Referencing Objects

important

to

a

specify

single object

in terms of

how the different parts of

be identified and referenced from the outside.

object-oriented systems, platforms

As with

built to support the OM
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object identifiers to reference a database
object. An object defined by the original model presented in the previous
section is completely identified using a simple identifier of the form o927.
However, as an object can have multiple instances of types that have
been defined along different paths of an inheritance hierarchy, access to
data can still be ambiguous. For instance, if two parallel types define an
attribute with the same name, there is no way of knowing which instance
of the referenced object should be accessed. Therefore, to unambiguously
access the data stored in an object, both an object identifier and a socalled browsing type that defines in which role the object is accessed
must be given.
Although a goal of our version model is to retain this interpretation
of object identifier to ensure its compatibility with the OM data model
as originally specified, an extension of the format of object identifiers is
inevitable. In the extended metamodel of an OM object, instances are
use

the notion of

associated with revisions and it is therefore necessary that each revision
be addressed

directly. Assuming that at every point in time t at most
one revision of an object is created in the system, it suffices to extend
the object identifier with the corresponding timestamp.
However, to
keep track of variants and to enforce the underlying orthogonality of the
two concepts, it is also worthwhile to include an indication in the object
identifier to which variant a revision belongs. In Definition 6 we specify
the syntax and the semantics of the extended object identifier used to
reference objects in our system.
can

Definition 6

object
in

(Extended Object Identifier).

identifier that is used to reference versioned

parts is given in Backus-Naur Form
"o" oid

The

The format of the extended

object

[

"Q"

itself is referenced

rev

by

whereas its revisions and variants

} [

(BNF)
"

["

objects

as a

whole

or

below.

var

"]

"

]

the oid part of the extended

identifier,
specifiers rev

by the two
and var, respectively. An example of an extended object identifier would
be o927@9 [3] which references variant 3 in revision 9 of object 927.
As

the

can

be

seen

are

identified

from the definition of the extended

object identifier,
specifier are optional.

specification of both a revision and variant
This flexibility has been built into the object identifier to support both
specific and generic references, as introduced in Chapter 3. In our model,
a specific reference to an object is made using the full format of the
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object identifier, allowing a specific version of the object to be pinpointed.
Generic references, however, are supported through partially specified
identifiers that reference all

versions,

or

a

subset of the

versions, of

an

At run-time, such

partially specified identifiers are completed by
the system to form a fully specified reference. To illustrate how generic
references work in our model, it is necessary to first understand how
identifiers are assigned to the versions of an object. An example of a
versioned object is given in Figure 4.5.
object.

<loc, efe>

->

object

o927@0[0]

W

o927@2[l]

->! o927@7[l]

W

o927@l[0]

o927@4[0]

o927@8[0]

<loc, uk>
->

o927@3[2]

*>

i

o927@6[2]

<loc, Ch>

-*

o927@5[3]

*•

i

o927@9[3]

<loc, ch>

<lang, ft>
time

-\

1

12

Figure
The
ation

figure

axes.

4.5:

Example

of

a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

versioned

object

shows the evolution of

The

object

itself is

object 927 along the time and vari¬
symbolised by the rectangle shown at

figure.

Its evolution in terms of revision and

the left hand side of the

object. Each version of
the object is shown as a rounded rectangle containing the fully specified
0,
object identifier of the corresponding revision or variant. At time ts
the first version of the object is created. It is the default variant of the
object and, as indicated by the context value (loc, uk), its content has
been designed for the United Kingdom. Note that, in our version model,
the first variant that is created for an object and all its successors are
assumed to be the default variants. This is indicated in the figure by rep¬
resenting these versions with a rounded rectangle delineated by a solid
line. The same fact, however, is also represented in the object identifier
0 as their variant specifier.
as all default variants have var
variants is

represented by

the tree rooted at the

=

=
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updated
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revision

a new

cre¬

ated. Note that the revision

specifier of the new version is incremented to
rev
1, while the variant specifier is left unchanged. Also, the proper¬
ties associated with the original revision of a variant are not duplicated
to its successor as our model does not allow properties to be changed
over time. The creation of a variant of the object is shown in the figure
to occur at time ts
2, when a variant for Germany is added to the
object. As mentioned before, to create a variant, a set of context values
has to be provided that is different from all existing variant properties.
As the set consisting of the context value (loc, de) is different from the
set specified by the default variant, the new variant is valid and can be
created. The variant specifier in the object identifier of the new version
=

=

is set to

var

1 to reflect the fact that this version is

=

an

alternative to

the

existing versions of the object. This situation is captured graphically
in the figure by representing variants other than the default variant with
a rounded rectangle delineated by a dashed line.
Later,

two additional variants

are

created at times ts

=

3 and ts

=

5

to reflect the

requirements of Switzerland and the French speaking part of
Switzerland. Again, the rule that a new variant has to define properties

that do not match any of the
Note that the set

of variant 3

are

{(loc, ch}}

previously

defined sets has to be observed.

of variant 2 and the set

not in conflict

as

they

are

{(loc, ch), (lang, fr}}

not considered to be the same,

due to the additional value in the

properties of

recent revisions of each variant

those furthest to the

are

variant 3.

The most

right

and

are

depicted as rounded rectangles delimited by a bold line. In contrast to
default variants, where it is possible to encode their special status in
the object identifier using variant specifier var
0, distinguishing the
latest revision in such a way is not possible, as versions gain and lose
that status as the object evolves. Hence, this metadata about the object
is managed by a look-up table stored in the object itself that maps each
variant specifier to the revision specifier of the latest version.
=

In order to

the data

represented by an object, it is necessary to
reference the required version of the object using a fully specified object
identifier. As previously stated, generic references are supported based on
partially specified identifiers and hence there has to be a way to complete
such partial identifiers. Having defined the notions of latest revisions
and default variants, our model can rely on these concepts to determine
If the
which version is referenced by an incomplete object identifier.
object identifier does not contain a revision specifier, the corresponding
specifier of latest revision is inserted. Otherwise, our model uses the
access
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specifier of the default variant if the object identifier omits this
information. Finally, if an object identifier consists of the object specifier
only, both the latest revision and the default variant are accessed. In this
way, our version model is also capable of transparently interfacing with
client applications that do not require the management of revisional or
alternative data. Table 4.1 shows three examples of such completions of
generic references.
variant

Partial Identifier

Completed

o927[3]

o927@9[3]

o927@3

o927@l[0]

o927

o927@8[0]

Table 4.1:

Completing generic

The first line shows how

Identifier

references

object identifier that omits the revision
specifier is completed. The given references specifies that variant 3 of
object 927 should be accessed. Coming back to the example given in
Figure 4.5, this partial object identifier can be completed to include the
revision specifier rev
9, as this is the latest revision of the specified
variant. The case presented in the second line of the table is more com¬
plex. As the object identifier does not reference a specific variant, the
default variant has to be accessed. However, in order to do so, it is not
sufficient to simply insert the variant specifier var
0 pointing to the
default variant. As can be seen from the figure, there is no version of
the object that is identified by the resulting completed object identifier.
Hence, it is necessary to also adapt the revision specifier to obtain a
valid object identifier. The revision specifier in the scope of the default
variant that corresponds to ts
3 in the scope of the whole object can
be found by traversing the revision chain of the default variant to find
1 is
max(Tvar=o) < 3. Doing so, the correct revision specifier rev
found, and the complete object identifier as shown in the table can be
constructed. Finally, if both the revision and the variant specifier are
omitted, the latest revision of the default variant are accessed. This
completion process is again very straightforward, as the revision specifier
8 and the variant specifier var
0 can simply be inserted into the
rev
object identifier.
An important aspect of object-oriented systems is the fact that ob¬
jects do not exist in isolation but are interconnected with other objects
to form complex graph structures. To form such structures, the OM data
an

=

=

=

=

=

=
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model

provides two concepts that allow an object to be associated with
other objects. Simple references, as known from most object-oriented
programming languages, can be expressed by defining an attribute that
points to another object. Such simple references are managed within
an object.
They are uni-directional and do not provide referential in¬
tegrity. When the referenced object is deleted, the problem of a dangling
reference can arise if the value of the corresponding attribute of the ref¬
erencing object is not updated accordingly. To address these issues, the
OM data model provides the previously mentioned concept of associa¬
tions that expresses relationships between objects both at the conceptual
and the implementation level. Analogous to collections that contain ob¬
ject identifiers, associations are also represented by objects, but contain
tuples of object identifiers. These object identifier tuples capture which
object is connected to which other object. Hence, associations are man¬
aged outside the objects as first-order concepts. They can be navigated in
both ways as they are completely symmetrical. Due to the fact that they
express references among objects explicitly, associations can be directly
addressed in the query language, based on their name. Finally, asso¬
ciations provide a natural point in the system to manage and enforce
cardinality constraints as well as to prevent referential inconsistencies.
The

relationships between objects should be
versioned together with the objects. We believe, that the information
content of an object-oriented database consists of both the objects and
the relationships. Therefore, the capability to version relationships is de¬
sirable and should be supported by our version model for context-aware
data management. In the case of simple references, versioning is sup¬
ported by the fact that these relationships are expressed as attribute
values of an object. Using specific references, different versions of the
referencing object can point to different versions of the referenced ob¬
ject. As a consequence of the versioning of the object containing the
reference, the relationship itself appears to be versioned. Clearly, this
solution suffers from the deficiency that the relationship cannot be ver¬
sioned independently from the object. Again, associations provide an
elegant solution to this shortcoming. As associations are themselves ob¬
jects, they can have revisions and variants as with any other object in
question

the system.
the
the
can

arises whether

Therefore associations

can

be used to capture any state of

specified based on
OM data model. While the fact that both objects and relationships
be versioned using one set of concepts validates our approach, it also

relationships

in

an

object-oriented system

that is

demonstrates the power of the OM data model at the

same

time.
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the

variants of

presented version model that defines how the revisions
an object are organised, a query processing mechanism

been defined.

In contrast to traditional database

where the result of

and
has

management systems

entirely defined by the query itself, in our
system the outcome of evaluating a query depends on additional factors.
While the revision of an object that will be accessed during query pro¬
cessing depends on the current time, the retrieved variant can change
according to the context in which the query is evaluated. However, simi¬
lar to the definition of the extended object identifiers, care has to be taken
to ensure that the augmented query processor is compatible with systems
that do not require additional functionality. Thus, the query processor
has to be able to also produce meaningful results in the absence of time
and context specifications. Apart from query evaluation, compatibility
with traditional applications also has an impact on the query language
used by the system. While some changes have to be made, it is not desir¬
able to define a whole new query language to profit from the additional
features of the model. Rather, all modifications should be made in the
form of optional extensions to the language that can be omitted if not
required. In the remainder of this section, our approach to define such a
query processor will be presented. While queries along both the time and
the variation axis are possible, the discussion will focus on the contextaware aspects of the system in terms of selecting appropriate variants.
The processing of queries involving time has been well researched in the
field of temporal database systems and is thus not presented here.

4.3.1

a

query is

Influencing

the Context State

As mentioned
query

are

before, all context factors that can
captured by the context values within

Influences other than these values will have

no

affect the evaluation of
the context state
effect

on

a

C*(S).

context-aware

processing as proposed by our approach. Therefore it is important
that client applications can configure the context state to reflect all rele¬
vant context information. To provide support for influencing the context
state, two major issues have to be addressed. The first issue is to design
interfaces that enable applications to communicate their present state
to the system. The second issue is to determine the sphere of influence
of these communicated context values on a conceptual level. While the
range of interfaces supported by our system will be presented later in
query
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Level

Description

global

The

global
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level is the most

lows context values to be

general level and
specified that apply to

al¬
all

queries evaluated by the system.
Context values

session

all

specified

queries that

are

at the session level influence

evaluated in the

corresponding

client session.
command

The finest level of

granularity

is the command level

that allows context values to be
ence a

certain set of commands

Table 4.2:

Section 4.4

moment,

describing

we

focus

on

the

Granularity

levels of

implementation

specified
only.

that influ¬

C*(S)

of the version

the scope of the context state of

model, at the
an application.

Depending on the application requirements, it makes sense to consider
influencing C*(S) at different levels of granularity. For example, certain
context values, such as the preferred language or the location of a user,
are valid within a single client session only, while other factors may be
shared among several sessions or even the entire system. Finally, it is
also imaginable that certain applications require the context to change
within a single query, to perform inter-context computations combining
data valid in separate contexts. Based on the application requirements
presented in Chapter 2, we have decided to offer three levels at which
C*(S) can be influenced. An overview of these granularity levels is given
in Table 4.2.

Introducing a hierarchy of granularity
precedence among the different levels. As
text values with the

same name

value that will be used

by

levels raises the
it is

possible

question of

to define

and different values at several

con¬

levels,

the

the system has to be defined. The most natural

solution is to consider the values defined at the lowest level first. There¬

fore,

a

value defined at the command level takes

defined at the session

precedence

over

values

level, while session level values are used before
global values. This simple approach using inheritance and overriding is,
however, not sufficient to cover all application requirements, and further
refinements are necessary. When a client application influences a subset
of the context state at the session level, context values defined at the
global level only could interfere with the requirements of the application.
Assume for example, that the global context state contains the value
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Mode

Description

inherit

The inherit mode is the default mode and
from
level

higher level if they
that is currently used
a

Context values that

replace

level

are

are

are

values

specified by

not

the

to define the context.

specified by
undefined, as

not

assumed to be

uses

the

defining
the replace

mode blocks inheritance.
combine

In the combine

mode,

values from the level used to

define the context and all the above levels

are

inte¬

grated.
Table 4.3: Precedence modes

(lang, fr)

and the

application

sets the value

(loc, ch)

at the session level.

As the

language context is not set by the application, it will be inher¬
ited from the global level and thus all subsequent queries are evaluated
in the context of the French speaking part of Switzerland. Depending
on the application scenario, this result could be unintended and hence
it should be possible to block the inheritance of context values in some
cases. In addition to the three granularity levels, a context-aware query
processor therefore also needs to give control over the precedence among
those levels to the application. Table 4.3 details three modes that can be
used in conjunction with the granularity levels to obtain better config¬
urability. As an example of how the combined mode is used, assume that
the session level defines the context value
value

C*(S)
are

(lang, en)

(lang, de)

is defined at the

will then reflect that

global level. The resulting context state
both English and German language variants

valid.

4.3.2

Context

Matching

Context

matching

determines which variant of

ing

while the context

query evaluation.

context state

object

o.

C*(S)

In this

It

uses

a

object is accessed dur¬
scoring function fs that compares the

to the variant context

comparison, fs assigns

ant, which is then used

to select the

an

CV(S)

a score

of each variant

value to every

v

object

of

an

vari¬

highest scoring variant. For a variant
to be selected, however, its score has to be higher than a certain thresh¬
old that can be configured in the system. If no variant scores higher than
this threshold or if two or more variants are assigned the highest score,
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the default variant is used instead. The notion of thresholds
variant selection has been introduced to
situations

signed

a

where,

low

solution of

Management

controlling

prevent unintended results in

due to

score

or

unexpected context values, all variants are as¬
multiple variants obtain the highest score. The

returning the default

variant in these

cases

has been chosen

deterministic behaviour under any circumstances that would
not be guaranteed if a variant were to be selected at random.

to

ensure

As

fs

ranks the different variants in terms of their

suitability

in the

matching uses a best match rather than an exact
match algorithm. This approach is motivated by the special character¬
istics of context-aware query processing. True to the nature of contextaware computing as described in Chapter 2, the context state of the
system does not represent an integral part of the query, but rather op¬
tional information that is used by the system to augment or enhance the
query evaluation process. Apart from the fact that the system also has
to produce meaningful results when no context information is available,
another consequence of this understanding of the notion of context is
that it should not be regarded as a specification that has to be followed
exactly. However, in order to support this notion of context, it has to be
possible for the query processor to use the default variant of an object
instead of another variant at any time during query evaluation. This
assumption that the default variant is always a valid choice to represent
an object is a strong premise as it will have a noticeable impact on how
variants of an application object have to be designed in order to obtain
the desired context-aware behaviour of the whole application.
current

context,

Based

context

matching algorithm that is ex¬
pressed in Figure 4.6 in terms of the operations of the algebraic query
language has been defined. Given the object o that needs to be accessed
by the query processor and the context state C*(S), the algorithm re¬
turns the best matching variant. If a best matching variant according
to the conditions described earlier is not found, the default variant is
returned. As specified by the algebraic expression on line 1, the algo¬
rithm begins by retrieving the set of all variants Vo of the given object
o. In the next step on line 2, the algorithm uses the map operation (oc)
to generate a set V\ that contains tuples relating each variant to its set
on

these

of property values.
function.

considerations,

The map

the

operation takes

as

arguments

set and

a

applying the given
function to each member element in the given set. Here, the function
x
(x x rng(HasProperty dr({x}))) is mapped to the set Vo, caus¬
ing every element a; G Vo to be represented by a corresponding tuple in
—>

It then returns the set that results from

a
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V\ specified by the function using the tuple

constructor

To illus¬

(x).

trate the

functioning of the map operation, assume a possible member
of V\ could be the tuple (v\, {(lang, en), (loc,uk)}}. The map operation
is used once again in the following processing step, when the function
x
(dom(x) x fs(rng(x), C*(S))) is mapped to the set V\ on line 3. In
the resulting set V2, each element of V\ is represented by a tuple relating
the variant to its score value computed by fs according to the context
state C*(S). Without making any assumption about the definition of fs,
the member of V2 corresponding to the example tuple given above might
—>

take the form
access

(t>i,0.75).

the left-hand

Note the

right-hand

or

use

of the dorn and rng

side of

a

operation

to

tuple, respectively.

(OjC^S))
Vo
rng(HasVariants dr({o}))
V\
Vo oc (x
(x x rng(HasProperty dr({x}))))
V2
V\ oc (x
(dom(x) x fs(C*(S),rng(x))))
smax
max(rng(V2))
V3<-V2 % {x
mg(x)
smax)

MATCH

1
2

3
4
5
D

<—

<—

—>

<—

—>

<-

->•

II

1 A omax

I V31

7

then

t>

<—

8

else

v

^—

9

return

ject

o

is

^_

omrn

V3 n^/i

rng(DefaultVariant dr({o}))

1

nth 1

t>

Figure

Based

=

4.6:

Matching algorithm

V2, the maximum score value smax over all
computed on line 4. On line 5, this maximum
on

variants of the ob¬
score

is then used

to select the variants that reach this value. In order to do so, the match¬

ing algorithm

uses

the selection

function to each element of

a

set.

operation (%) that applies

a

Boolean

If the Boolean function returns true,

the

corresponding element will be included in the result set and omitted
otherwise. To only include variants with the maximum score in V3, the
smax. Finally, lines
algorithm uses the predicate function x
rng(x)
6-8 check if only a single variant has obtained the maximum score and
whether this score is higher than the system threshold smm. If both of
these conditions are fulfilled, the algoritm uses the nth operation to ex¬
tract the first element of V3 and assigns it to v. Otherwise, the default
variant is retrieved and assigned to v. In the last step, the algorithm
returns v which now contains the best possible representation of o under
—>

context state

C*(S).

=
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matching algorithm itself is generic, as it only
defines the process of how a variant of an object is selected. The decision
as to which variant will be selected is encapsulated in the scoring func¬
tion fs. It is therefore the scoring function rather than the algorithm
that influences the result of the matching process. This separation of
concerns between the algorithm and the scoring function is the basis of
matching behaviour that is specific to a particular application scenario.
Although the selection process is always the same and built into the sys¬
tem, the matching can be configured by using different scoring functions
for different requirements. The major advantage of this approach is that
it supports a certain degree of flexibility without abandoning control over
context-aware behaviour completely. This trade-off accommodates both
the needs of applications and the requirement of data management sys¬
tems having to operate within well-defined boundaries. While there can
be no universal scoring function that will produce satisfactory results for
all applications, we have developed a scoring function general enough to
cope with most analysed scenarios. We now present how this function is
functioning

of the

defined and illustrate its

At the

operation.

of every scoring function fs lies the method which is used
to match the context values in C*(S) to the properties of a variant context
core

The definition of any such function has to specify the conditions
under which a context value matches a property value. Although we

CV(S).

have

presented an equality for two context values, using this equality as
the basis for a matching condition would lead to a rather limited system.
Assume for example that an object variant represents content for both
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. To characterise this variant, we associate
the tuples (loc, ch) and (loc, li) with the variant. While this is a possible
solution to solve this particular problem, it has some disadvantages. One
problem is that this solution does not scale when more than just a few
context values are represented by the same variant. Imagine, for instance,
that a variant is valid during a certain time period only. Clearly, it would
not be feasible to link a property value capturing each day of this validity
period to the variant. Further, this solution is in direct violation of the
definition of
more

than

could be
we

a

one

context

as

Definition 3 states that

value with the

changed accordingly

same name

believe that this solution would lead to

will

see

in the

be addressed

following, there
by loosening the

by

are

context

can

contain

field. Of course, the definition

to solve this

of context that is hard to process

no

particular problem. However,
a cumbersome representation

the data management system. As

also additional

definition of

a

challenges

context.

we

that cannot
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reasons

given above,

we

have decided to introduce

a

strictive condition to determine if two context values match.

step towards such

given

sets that

Based

a

matching

partition the

re¬

The first

condition is the definition of additional

given

VALUES

set

as

shown in Table 4.4.

given sets, the value field of a context value can
be used to specify more than one value. The original behaviour result¬
ing from using identity to define equality can still be obtained by using
atomic values from given set ATOM. In addition to that, collections of
atomic values can be expressed using a value from the SET given set. For
example, the situation discussed above can now be resolved elegantly by
assigning the property value (loc, chdi) to the variant in question. To
address problems such as validity periods, values defined by given set
on

these

less

new

RANGE allow intervals to be defined based

Finally,
of

if

a

variant is

an

on a

lower and upper bound.

appropriate representation for all possible val¬

dimension, the wildcard value from given set STAR can
be used. Providing a wildcard in this setting might seem paradoxical
at first, as one might argue that the corresponding context value could
simply be omitted. Its right to exist will be motivated later, when we
present how the scoring function fs computes the score value, based on
value matching.
ues

a

context

Set

Syntax

Description

Examples

ATOM

X

Atomic value

en, 27

SET

L\\- *Ltj

Set of atomic values

at :ch:

*_)

^nj

red:blue

of atomic values

5.5..7.0,

RANGE

Range

-Emm- --E-max

-*

STAR

L

1'

'

'

'

i

a.

X^'mint %max\

Wildcard

*

de,

.f

*

Table 4.4: Extended value syntax

Defining

in which

cases

two context values

tended value syntax match is the next step in
tive

matching

space of the

condition.

to compare any combination of

match.

cases, Table 4.5
=

the

ex¬

restric¬

As context values describe both the context

system and the variants of

sulting sixteen
represented as

specified using
establishing a less

by listing

object, it
these four given sets.
defines the matching
an

has to be

possible

For each of the

re¬

of extended values

the conditions that govern when two values
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ATOM

ATOM

x

=

ATOM

SET

x

G y

ATOM

RANGE

%

y mm

—

—

STAR

T

SET

ATOM

y <E

SET

SET

xHy ^ 0

SET

RANGE

Zl K t

SET

STAR

T

RANGE

ATOM

-E-min

SET

Zl

hj

Condition

ymax

x

X

—

kz

ymm

.

y

—

2i I»

RANGE

Tfb(lX\Xrnvn^yrnvnj

RANGE

STAR

T

STAR

ATOM

T

STAR

SET

T

STAR

RANGE

T

STAR

STAR

T

Matching

K

\

ymax

"E-max

Xmtn

y

Ji

RANGE

Table 4.5:

Management

y

ATOM

RANGE
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<^

_

Jjmax

7Yl%Tl\X'maxi y'max)

of extended values

The condition

specified on the first line represents equality based
In contrast, the subsequent lines
on identity, as given in Definition 2.
provide support for a more flexible description of the matching. The
first group of equality conditions, for example, specifies when a context
value containing an ATOM value matches one with a value represented
by given set SET, RANGE or STAR. The definitions are straightforward
as

atom matches

an

symbol

a

set

value

a

a

of conditions.

value.

Context values

of the

containing

a

SET

the four other types in the second group

While the first line

simply

reverses

the condition

given

the second line states that two values contained in SET match if

their intersection is not the empty set 0. In order for

given

one

The

wildcard from STAR to indicate that these

always match any other
are compared to those of

above,

range if it is contained within it.

T is used in those lines of the table where at least

two context values contains

values

or

set to match

a

value of

given

set

a

value of the SET

RANGE, there has

to be at least
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element that is within the interval boundaries.

one

conditions relates context values

containing

a

The third group of

RANGE value to all other

kinds of values.

Again, the first two conditions are defined based on a
previously discussed condition, with the roles of x and y interchanged.
Two RANGE values match if the corresponding intervals overlap.
Finally, based on the extended value syntax and the extended def¬
As can be
inition of equality, a scoring function fs can be specified.
seen from the matching algorithm presented in Figure 4.6, the scoring
function takes

arguments

as

two contexts and returns

a

real number in¬

dicating the score of the match. Even though this is not strictly required
by the matching algorithm to function correctly, we assume that the
score values returned by fs are normalised and that 0 < fs < 1.0 holds.
Generally, the value returned by a scoring function should quantify the
similarity of the given contexts, where 0 indicates no correspondence and
1 represents a complete match.
The scoring function given in Defini¬
tion 7 exhibits these characteristics, as the returned score increases with
the number of context dimensions that match.
Definition 7

fs'

(Simple Scoring

takes two contexts C\ and

value
two

simple scoring function
C<i as arguments and returns a scoring
of matching context dimensions of the

representing the number
contexts normalised by \N\\.

fACi,c2)

=

It is defined

names

and the indicator

is

given by

e

Ci,c2

(

ft{n, C\, C2)

=

1

Bei

<

namei

y

=

of context values

e

C2

specified by C\

:

name2

=

n

A

value\

=

valuer

otherwise.

object with three alternative representa¬
tions for different contexts. Starting from this example, we will illustrate
the functioning of a matching algorithm that uses the simple scoring
Figure

4.7 shows

0

as

j±-lY/Mn,c1,c2)

where Ni denotes the set of all

function f%

The

fs>).

Function

a

versioned

Assume the context state of the system is
{(format, html), (lang, en}}. Based on C*(S), the

function introduced above.
defined

as

C*(S)

=

scoring function fs> will assign a score of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.0 to the variants
o927@0[0], o927@l[l] and o927@2[2], respectively. The first variant
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CV(S) that matches all
C*(S) and thus receives

variant context

tained in context state

Management

context dimensions

the maximum

the variant context of the second variant contains

one

con¬

score.

matching

As

value

only, it gets a lesser score. Finally the score of 0.0 of the last variant is
explained by the fact that none of the context values in its variant con¬
text match a value in C*(S). Therefore, the matching algorithm would
return the first variant which, incidentally, is also the default variant of
the object.
object

o927@0[0]

o927@l[l]

o927@2[2]

<format, html>

format, Mmt>

<lang,

<lang,

de»

en>

Figure

4.7:

Example object

Unfortunately, this simple matching function does not always produce
satisfactory results when used in conjunction with the presented match¬
ing algorithm. To improve the practical value of the proposed query
processing mechanism, there are two major problems that still need to
be solved. For example, ambiguous situations where multiple variants
of an object obtain the highest score have to be avoided whenever pos¬
sible. As the algorithm simply returns the default variant in this case,
the potential of our approach in general is limited needlessly. And while
it is neither possible nor reasonable to give complete control over the
matching process to the application developer, the developer has to be
in as much control as required to prevent undesired or unintended query
outcomes.

example of a versioned object that is very
similar to the one presented in Figure 4.7. The only difference between
the two objects is the fact that, in contrast to the previous object, vari¬
ant o927@l[l] is additionally described by the context value (loc, uk).
Assume that the object is involved in a query processed under the con¬
Figure 4.8(a)

text state

C*(S)

shows another

=

{(format, html), (lang, en), (loc, uk}}.

both variants o927@0 [0] and o927@l [1]
is also the

assigned

a score

of 0.6 which

remaining variant o927@2 [2] does not
match at all and is consequently assigned score 0.0. In this case, the
default variant, indicated by a solid line in the figure, is returned. Al¬
though the default variant is, by definition, always a valid representation

highest

score,

as

the

are

In that case,
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the fact that this choice

actually favours
unsatisfactory.

context dimension

Instead of weight¬
lang over dimension loc is somewhat
ing context dimensions implicitly, based on which variant they describe,
the application developer should be given the means to specify these
relationships among context dimensions explicitly.

object

object

1
o927@0[0]

o927@l[l]

o927@2[2]

<format, htmt>

<format, html>

<iang,

<lang,

<kx, uk>

en>

j

d©>

I

1

±

o927@0[0]

o927@l[l]

o927@2[2]

<img, gtfpng>

<img, wbmp>

<img,jpg>

<lang,

<lang, ete>

<ioc,

(a)

en»

*>

(b)

Figure

4.8:

Example objects

An

example of a situation where the matching algorithm returns an
inadequate result is illustrated using the versioned object shown in Fig¬
The depicted object constitutes an image that has three
ure 4.8(b).
alternative representations in terms of the image format. While the vari¬
ant on the left-hand side is appropriate if the context state requests an
image in the GIF or PNG format, the one on the right-hand side stores
the image data in the JPEG format. Finally, the variant in the middle
contains data in WBMP, a format required by older generations of mo¬
bile phones. Assume such a client querying for the object has set the
context state to C*(S)
{(img, wbmp), (lang, en), (loc, uk}}. By ap¬
plying the scoring function to all three variants, the matching algorithm
will obtain the values 0.0, 0.3 and 0.6 for the three variants from left to
right, respectively. According to these scores, variant o927@2[2] will be
used to represent the object in the context state C*(S). This, however,
will lead to problems, as the client that has set the context state will not
be able to process the image data in this format. As motivated before,
=

we

see

context information

ment the

functionality

this notion of context,
the

of
we

as

our

additional factor that is used to aug¬
system. While we intend to stay true to
an

feel that it is necessary to

give more control
both the database developer and the client

matching process to
application. Therefore, in order to avoid situations such as the one just
presented, we will describe how to raise the expressiveness of the syntax
over

that is used to describe both the context state of the system and the
variants of

an

object.
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situations where

value

can

be reduced

the context dimensions in relation to each other.

more

Management

than

one

vari¬

by explicitly weight¬
Assume, for exam¬

ing
ple, that in a given application scenario a match on the context dimension
format should be considered more important than a match on the lang di¬
mension. This assumption is valid in many systems, as retrieving content
in the wrong language will at worst prevent the user from understanding
it, whereas content in the wrong format will not be displayed at all. In
order for

our

matching

framework to support

a

mechanism that allows

the query evaluation to be influenced in this way,

we

define

a

function

that

assigns a weight to every name of a context dimension relevant to an
application. The specification of this context dimension weight function
is presented in Definition 8.
Definition 8

Weight Function). The context
by w returns a weight w(n) G M+

Dimension

weight function denoted
name n G N, where N represents

mension
every

(Context

the set of the

names

di¬
for

of all context

dimensions.
The

weight function w(n) is inserted into the simple scoring function
as specified in Definition 7 as a factor which is multiplied with the indi¬
cator function f%. It is therefore reasonable to assume that w(n) returns
a value of 1.0 as the default weight. If a context dimension is considered
to be either half or twice as important as one with the default weight,
the weights 0.5 and 2.0 are used. Although weights are useful to pre¬
vent

cases

where the system needs to fall back to the default

variant,

by reducing the probability of having multiple variants with the highest
score, they have to be specified globally and apply to all objects defined
in the system. This global nature renders the use of weights difficult in
situations where undesired query outcomes need to be prevented. Tuning
the weights to get the intended results in one case, may easily lead to
new situations where the system performs differently from the designer's
expectations. Depending on the complexity of the application, it can be
very hard to predict the impact of changing a weight. Since testing if
the system handles all context constellations correctly is not feasible in
an efficient manner, it is difficult to track down problematic situations.
To address the problem of unpredictable matching results at a local
level, we need to extend the syntax used for context values once again.
The goal of this additional extension is to empower the creator of a
variant to express required and illegal values of context dimensions. For
instance, in the example situation illustrated by means of Figure 4.8(b),
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specifying

the context state knows that it

in the WBMP format but has

requires the image

possibility to include this knowledge in
the context state C*(S). Therefore, we have introduced two prefixes +
and
that can be used to indicate whether the prefixed context value
is required or illegal respectively. Thus, in our example, the client could
instead specify the context value (img, +wbmp) which would cause the
scoring function to assign a value of 0.0 to all variants of an object that
no

—

do not feature the value

CV(S). Consequently,
score

as

part of their variant

the first two variants of the

which leads to the selection of the third

the client.
x

(img, wbmp)

In Table

and y that

are

object

variant,

now
as

get

context
a

lower

intended

by

the conditions under which two values

4.6, we give
possibly prefixed

are

considered to match.

this

table, we introduce the notation x =± y
match according to their respective prefixes.

to

on

that two values

Match Condition

X

y

X

y

x

=

y

X

+y

x

=

y

X

-y

+x

y

—x

y

+x

+y

+x

-y

_L

—x

+y

_L

—x

-y

Table 4iV.

specify

Based

Matching

^
x

^
x

x

of

=

=

=

=

=

y)
y

y)
y

y

prefixed

valu

Using the presented enhancements, it is now possible to define the
general scoring function used as a default in our version model to support
context-aware query processing. Definition 9 specifies this general scoring
function fs that incorporates the previously defined weighting function w
as well as the notion of required and illegal context values. As mentioned
previously, the weighting function is introduced as a factor multiplied
with the indicator function fs. Prefixed values are handled by a special
function based on the matching condition =±. Computing the product
of all these comparisons and multiplying it with the score of the current
variant will reset the value to 0.0 if a matching condition is violated and
leave it unchanged otherwise.
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Definition 9
tion

(General Scoring

fs
representing

the number of

contexts normalised

fs(ChC2)

'

'

general scoring func¬
a scoring

context dimensions of the two

matching

as

/>>Ci>C2))

x

n

x

neN

f±(n,ChC2)

neN

where N denotes the union Ni U N2 of the sets of all
values

specified by C\

or

in Definition 7 and the

Finally,

the

matching
(

/±(n, Ci, C2)

=

[
Note that

we

use

weight

function

Bei

e

0

w

Ci,c2
=

e

specify
notion

of context

given

as

introduced in Definition 8.

values

C2

f±

is defined

as

:

name2

=

n

value\

A

=±

value2

otherwise.

the union N

=

Ni

of context values
value returned

as

prefixed

namei

\

names

C2. The indicator function j% is used

function for
1

Management

arguments and returns

It is defined

by \N\.

T^iJ2^w^

=

as

The

fs).

Function

takes two contexts C\ and C2

value
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specified either by C\
by fs. This change caters

N2 of the

C2

sets of all

names

to normalise the

scoring
for the fact that either C\ could
or

situation, taking the
of these so-called under-specified and over-specified variants into
more

consideration

values than C2

U

or

vice

be of additional

versa.

In this

preventing ambiguity. Normal¬
ising over all names of context values is one possible way of achieving this
in a neutral manner. Depending on application requirements, however,
it can be necessary to favour either under-specified or over-specified vari¬
ants. To realise this behaviour, we would need to integrate an additional
can

summand into the

matching

help

in

function that

tips the scales

into the desired

direction.

4.4
As

a

Implementation
experimentation, the version model
data management has been implemented in an existing

proof-of-concept

for context-aware

and basis for

database management system. The choice of database that
with the

presented functionality

OM data model

as

is

a

was

extended

consequence of the selection of the

the framework in which the version model has been

implementation of
context-aware data management has been a platform that already pro¬
vides native support for the basic concepts of the OM data model, such
specified.

Therefore,

the natural foundation for

an
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inheritance, as well as bi¬
directional associations. In the past, several such implementations of the
OM data model have been realised, leading to a family of Object Model
Systems (OMS) that comprises platforms implemented in Prolog, Python
and Java. Each of these platforms addresses specific requirements of the
development process of a database application. Implemented in Prolog,
OMS Pro [296] has focussed on rapid prototyping by providing tools
that both facilitate the design of a database model and help with testing
the model with sample data. A subset of the concepts defined by the
version model for context-aware data management were implemented
in an extended OMS Pro platform called OMSwe [202, 203, 204] as a
first effort to support context-aware web engineering. The eOMS [182]
platform was implemented in Python as an extension of the relational
database management system PostgreSQL and addresses multi-user ac¬
cess to data and transactional query processing. Applications communi¬
cate with the eOMS server using OML in requests and get back XML
as a response.
Supporting the needs of object-oriented application pro¬
grammers are OMS Java [167] and, more recently, OMS Avon that were
implemented in Java, based on different solutions for object persistence.
Both approaches feature a comprehensive application programming in¬
as

multiple instantiation,

terface that supports data
of

an

classification and

access

and modification based

on

the concepts

object-oriented language.

However, a seamless development process can only be achieved if it
is possible to move freely from one system to another. Therefore, all
implementations of the OM model share a common language for data
definition, manipulation and querying. While the OM data model stan¬
dardises the way data is represented, OML standardises how this data
is processed. What is missing is an application programming interface
shared by all platforms that defines how programs can work with an OMS
database.

To close this gap,

a

uniform Java interface

providing
developed. This interface,

access

called
heterogeneous OMS platforms was
OMSJP, offers a database concept to represent all aspects of an OMS
implementation. Through this concept, the underlying platform can be
configured and databases can be managed. OMSJP also provides function¬
ality for querying the database as well as accessing data and metadata
objects. As everything in OMS—even metadata and system objects—is
modelled as objects, it makes sense to offer certain of these concepts in
the interface. OMSJP therefore comprises objects that represent collec¬
to

tions, associations, methods and types. The most important of these
concepts is the representation of an object within the OMS database. As
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model of OMS is very different from the

Java,

it

object

Management

model that

possible to establish a direct
OMS objects. Hence, the interface
to represent all user defined object

is, unfortunately,

not

mapping between Java objects and
simply offers one class that is used
types. It is through this class that data can be read from and written to
objects. Types are represented by special classes in the Java interface,
as they are used frequently and have special properties. As OMS differ¬
entiates between different kinds of

types

types there

in the interface. Also available

tal concepts of

as

special

are

also classes for these

classes

the fundamen¬

objects offer
various operations of the collection algebra that is defined by the OM
data model. Hence, they can be used to implement complex queries on
the model, instead of sending a textual OML statement to the database.
In

object

OMS, triggers

be defined that

can

As these events

occur.

collections and associations.

are

can

be

important

are

These

fired when certain events

to the client

application, they

propagated to the programming environment. This allows an
application programmer to register code, by means of an event listener,
that will be executed when events occur. Finally, for reasons of perfor¬
mance, the application programming interface also incorporates a cache.
The cache is used to store query results and object data that have been
fetched previously. Retrieving data from OMS can be very expensive
and, since metadata in particular is very static, caching of results can
lead to significant improvements in system performance. The cache is
kept consistent using the previously discussed event listener mechanism.
Whenever the interface receives a notification that a certain object has
been changed or deleted, the corresponding cache entries are also in¬
validated. The cache component has been designed with extensibility
in mind. A client can provide its own cache according to its needs and
memory limitations. By default, the system uses an unlimited cache that
grows corresponding to the number of objects in the underlying database,
and has no replacement strategy.
are

also

The architecture and

properties of OMSJP

as

discussed above make

context-aware

experimentation with our version model for
data management. Therefore, in this section, we will start

by presenting

the aspects of the architecture of OMSJP that have formed

it

an

ideal framework for

the basis for its extension.

We then go

on

to discuss those extensions

and show how context-aware data management has been
OMSJP.
in

Fig.

parts.

A
4.9.

high-level

integrated

into

overview of the architecture of OMSJP is shown

As shown in the

Close to the Database

figure, the framework consists of three
Application, the OMSPp Interface that
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defines the way in which
is shown.

application interacts with the framework
then implemented by a platform-dependent
functionality offered by the interface into the

an

The interface is

Driver which translates the

concepts offered by the database

tivity (JDBC), the driver

server.

As with Java Database Connec¬

completely decoupled from the interface and
thus the back-end database server can be exchanged at any point in time.
Whereas this decoupling of interface and driver is the main advantage
of OMSJP, a disadvantage inherent in this approach is that the interface
has to be defined as the intersection of the functionalities offered by each
platform. Therefore, the potential strength of certain database servers
cannot be leveraged when they are accessed through OMSJP.
is

Database

Application

OMSJP Interface

OMS Pro Driver

eOMS Driver

OMS Avon Driver

OMS Pro

eOMS

OMS Avon

Figure
The

functionality

into three main

defined

by

4.9: Overview

the OMSJP interface

can

be subdivided

provides support to manage the drivers
required to communicate with the underlying OMS platform. When a
client application initiates a connection to a database server through
OMSJP, it requests a suitable driver by specifying a URL that describes
which platform, server and database are to be used. Based on a driver
registry maintained by the interface, the corresponding driver is loaded,
initialised and returned to the application. From this driver, the appli¬
cation can gain access to the specified database, which is the second area
of functionality offered by the OMSJP interface. As mentioned before,
the database abstraction gives access to all functionality as well as to
both data and metadata of the OMS system. Finally, the last part, the
areas.

First,

it
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so-called value

interface,

the

OMS database

underlying
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defines how
are

objects
represented

converted to native values of the OMS

ues are

and values retrieved from
in Java and how Java val¬

platform.

While the first two parts of the OMSJP interface
the discussion of the

implementation

of

our

Management

version

not relevant to

are

model,

the value in¬

terface is where the extension is most visible. An overview of the value
interface

figure,
ods

as

a

diagram

is

given

interface OMSValue describes

common

this

UML

level,

in

an

Figure

only

At the top of the

interface that contains the meth¬

to all values that exist in the

the

4.10.

underlying

method is toNative() that converts

OMS
a

platform. At

Java value back

representation as defined by the database back-end. As can
from the specialisations of OMSValue shown in the figure, the

to its native

be

seen

interface defines several classes to represent different kinds of values. In¬
terfaces OMSObject and OMSInstance

probably define the most important
kinds of values provided by the framework. They give access to the data¬
base objects and their instances. As mentioned above, it is not possible
to express the concept of an object as defined by OM using a single Java
class. Therefore, one OM object is represented as an instance of OMSOb¬
ject and a set of instances of OMSInstance, each representing one of the
object's types. The relationship between an object and its instances will
be discussed in more detail later, as it is the focal point of the extension
allowing objects to have versions.
Special predefined extensions of the OMSInstance interface represent
concepts unique to the OM data model or system metadata. For example,
interfaces OMSCollection and OMSBinaryCollection represent the concpets of
unary and

binary collections, as defined in the model, together with
the corresponding algebraic operations. Associations between collections
are captured by interface OMSAssociation and type metadata is accessible
through OMSType and its extensions. Most OMS platforms offer three
different kinds of value types, represented by interfaces OMSObjectType,
OMSStructuredType and OMSBaseType. While instances of OMSObjectType
describe what attributes and methods

an

object has,

BaseType provide metadata about the types of base

instances of OMS¬
or

atomic values.

platforms support the notion of structured values
that enable the database designer to define data records without having
to create an object type. The most common use of these structured val¬
ues that are described by instances of OMSStructuredType is to represent
members of n-ary collections, with n > 1.

Finally,

some

On the
base values

OMS

right-hand
are

shown.

side of

Figure 4.10,

three additional types of data¬

First, values described by interface OMSBaseType
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through interface
correspond to the
string, integer,

as

real

Management

OMSBaseValue and its spe¬

basic data types defined in
or

date. Interface OMSStruc-

represents database values that have been defined

instance of OMSStructuredType.

Two

featured in the interface to facilitate

specialisations

access

as

records

of this class

to metadata.

Interfaces

OMSMember and OMSAttribute

tributes of

a

structured and

provide access to the members and the at¬
an object type, respectively. The purpose of

the third kind of values is to represent the collection extents. As intro¬
duced in the

description of the OM data model, an extent value is either
a set, a bag, a ranking or a sequence, depending on the type of collec¬
tion. To cater for the different semantics and the different operations
associated with these types of extent values, the OMSJP interface defines
four specialisations, OMSSetExtent, OMSBagExtent, OMSRankingExtent and
OMSSequenceExtent, of interface

OMSBulkExtent.

The OMSJP interface has been

implemented for several OMS plat¬
forms by providing a driver that maps the presented concepts to a data¬
base back-end. However, a comprehensive discussion of the platformdependent details of such a driver implementation is out of the scope of
this thesis. Nevertheless, it is important to examine the relationship be¬
tween an object and its instances further by looking at the classes found
in the abstract implementation which is the common basis of all plat¬
form drivers. It is this relationship that has to be modified in order to
incorporate versioning into the implementation of OMSJP. Figure 4.11
contains an excerpt of the original implementation of OMSJP that shows
the three most important classes involved in the relationship between an
object and its instances. Represented in UML, these three classes are
OMSObjectlmpI, OMSIntancelmpI and OMSObjectTypelmpI, which implement
the previously introduced interfaces OMSObject, OMSIntance and OMSObjectType, respectively.
As

shown,

ent to the

class OMSObjectlmpI stores all

concept of

object
object's

an

in the OM data model.

are

inher¬

The field oid

represented as an instance of
class OMSObjectID which is not shown in the figure. The object identifier
can be obtained using method getObjectlD() but it cannot be set. Object
identifiers are assigned to an object when it is created by the underlying
platform and are therefore read-only. As an OM object can have multiple
stores

a

reference to the

properties that

types, class OMSObjectlmpI
all types of the

lmpI. This

identifier

manages

a

collection types with references to

object represented by instances of class OMSObjectType¬
relationship between an object and its types is also represented
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OMSObjectlmpI

OMSInstancelmpl

old OMSObjectID
types Collection<OMSObjectType>

baseObject OMSObject
type OMSObjectType

instances Collection<OMSInstance>

+getObjectlD() OMSObjectID
+getDressTypes() Collection<OMSObjectType>
+browse(type OMSObjectType) OMSInstance
+dress(type OMSObjectType)
+stnp(type OMSObjectType)

#getBaseObject() OMSObject
setBaseObject(object OMSObject)
+getlnstanceType() OMSObjectType
+setAttnbuteVaiue(name String, value Object)
+getAttnbuteValue(name String) OMSValue
+executeMethod(name String, in ObjectQ)

type

OMSObjectTypelmpI

attributes List<OMSAttnbute>

supertypes Collection<OMSObjectType>
subtypes Collection<OMSObjectType>
+getAttnbute(name String) OMSAttnbute
#setAttnbute(attnbute OMSAttnbute)
+getSuperTypes() Collection<OMSObjectType>
#setSuperType(type OMSObjectType)
+getSubTypes() Collection<OMSObjectType>
#setSupType(type OMSObjectType)

Figure

in the

4.11:

Excerpt of the OMSJP implementation

aggregation between the corresponding UML classes.
The types of an object can be retrieved using the getDressTypes() method
that returns the set of types the object is currently dressed with. To
modify this collection of types, methods dress() and stripQ can be used to
add or remove object types. While dressing an object with a given object
type leads to the creation of a new instance of the object, stripping an
object of a given type deletes the corresponding instance. The current
set of instances of an object is maintained by the field instances that con¬
tains references to instances of class OMSInstancelmpl. This relationship
between an object and its instances is again represented using an aggre¬
gation between the corresponding UML classes. Note, that members of
the instances collection can not be added or removed directly, but rather
through the use of methods dress() and stripQ only.
A

figure by

the

striking property

of the OMSObject interface

implemented by

class

OMSObjectlmpI is the fact that it lacks any methods that would allow

object-oriented systems such
as Java that feature single instantiation, OM allows its objects to have
instances from parallel or even unrelated inheritance hierarchies. As a
consequence, the type of an object cannot be determined without addi¬
tional information about the role in which the object is currently browsed.
Including methods providing access to an object's data in the OMSObject
interface would therefore potentially lead to ambiguous situations, as it
cess

to the

object's

data.

ac¬

In contrast to
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to be accessed without the

solution to this

required

Management

role informa¬

situation, OMSJP offers the browse() method

OMSObject interface together with the interface

OMSInstance that

provides the required methods to retrieve and update data on the ob¬
ject as well as executing its methods. As browse() expects an argument
of type OMSObjectType, it sets the role in which the object is browsed
and eliminates any ambiguities by returning the corresponding instance
of OMSInstance. Class OMSInstancelmpI implements the OMSInstance inter¬
face and thus provides methods getAttributeValue() and setAttributeValue() to
read and write the values of an object's attributes. To invoke a method,
its name and the corresponding input parameters have to be given to the
executeMethod() method which evaluates the method and
sult values

computed by

the method. Also visible in the

that class OMSInstancelmpI maintains
to the

type of which it is

an

a

reference to its

instance. This information

using the getBaseObject() and setBaseObject() methods
getlnstanceType(). In

contrast to the methods discussed

as

that represents
ods of other

a

specialisation

figure is the
base object

re¬

fact
and

be accessed

can

well

as

method

far, the method
this functionality

so

providing read-access to the base object is protected as
should only be open to the subclasses of OMSInstancelmpI.
the base object of an instance is even more restricted, as
ing method has default access and thus is only open to
the same package.
Class OMSObjectTypelmpI is

returns any

Write-access to

the

correspond¬

other classes in

of class OMSInstancelmpI

object instance that describes the attributes and meth¬
objects. To do so, class OMSObjectTypelmpI maintains a list of
an

OMSAttribute instances that describe which attributes

type will have.

an

instance of this

As the order of these attributes is important,

they

are

managed as a list. The attributes defined by a type can be retrieved by
A new attribute can be appended
name using the getAttribute() method.
to the type using setAttribute(). In addition to the metadata about a type's
attributes, class OMSObjectTypelmpI also maintains information about the
type's supertypes and subtypes. As the OM data model allows types
to inherit from multiple supertypes, the references to both supertypes
and subtypes are stored in a collection. As these collections cannot be
accessed directly, the interface of class OMSObjectTypelmpI provides meth¬
ods to retrieve and insert both supertypes and subtypes.
Similar to
class OMSInstancelmpI, methods providing read-only access are public and
Methods that modify the metadata,
can be invoked by any other class.
however, have protected access to ensure that they are not called from
the outside. To modify the database schema in OMSJP, the previously
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discussed database concept offered

by

the interface has to be used.

In

contrast to the

representations of metadata objects, the database con¬
cept also takes care of the required data evolution operations that have
to be executed to

ensure

database

consistency.

To accommodate versioned

chapter,

the OMSJP interface

with the necessary concepts.

objects, as defined at the beginning of this
and its implementation has been extended
As point of extension

driver that manages the database back-end of

an

we

have chosen the

OMSJP interface im¬

plementation. In our extended implementation, the driver maps the ver¬
sioned objects visible to the application programmer to the metamodel,
shown in Figure 4.4, which is used to manage versioned objects at the
storage level.

Since the driver

sions and variants
to the

as

well

as

now

takes

on

the management of revi¬

version-aware query

mapping between OM concepts and

processing,

in addition

Java concepts, it

effectively
becomes a part of the data management system itself. Apart from the
back-end implementation, the OMSJP interface itself has to be adapted
as well. At the heart of this augmented interface is the extended model
of an OM object shown in Figure 4.12 as a UML class diagram. For
reasons

of

conciseness,

we

have decided not to discuss the interface and

implementation of the extended object representation of OMSJP in two
separate figures. Although the concepts shown in the figure are labelled
with the names of the interfaces introduced previously, they nevertheless
represent classes materialising these interfaces where all methods that
have public access are implementations of interface methods. Thus, the
interface corresponding to any of the classes shown can be derived from
the name of the class and the set of its public methods. Methods and
fields that retain their meaning and functionality from the discussed ba¬
sic OMSJP object model are shown in grey, while extensions to the model
are

set in black.

Before

presenting each of the adapted classes in some more detail, it
is worthwhile discussing the general structure of the new object model
first. The most visible change is the introduction of a new class OMSObjectVersion that has been included
between the

as

an

changes that have been made
to the classes OMSObject and OMSInstance are mostly direct results of the
new structure of the object model. In contrast to the storage layer that
uses two distinct concepts for revisions and variants, the interface layer
only uses the concept of a single version representation that represents
both revisions and variants. The motivation for this deviating represen¬
tation of a versioned object is rooted in the different requirements that
object

and its instances. The

additional step of indirection
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OMSObject
old

Management

OMSObjectVersion

OMSObjeolID

baseObject OMSObject
timestamp Timestamp

types Colleolion<OMSObjeolType>
Collection<OMSObjectVersion>
latestTimestamp Timestamp

vanantld

versions

OMSVanantID

instances Collection<OMSInstance>

defaultVanantld OMSVanantID
latestRevision
defaultVanant

#getBaseObject() OMSObject
+getTimestamp() Timestamp
+getVanantlD() OMSVanantID
+browse(type OMSObjectTypej OMSInstance

Map<OMSVanantlD, OMSObjectVersion>
SortedMap<Timestamp, OMSObjectVersion>

>-getObjectD() OMSObjectID
>-getDressTypes()
>-clress(type OMSObjectTypej
>-stnp(type OMSObjectTypej
+createRevision(version OMSObjectVersion) OMSObjectVersion
+createVanant(context Context) OMSObjectVersion
+getl_atestRevision() OMSObjectVersion
+getl_atestRevision(id OMSVanantID) OMSObjectVersion
+getDefaultVanant() OMSObjectVersion
+getDefaultVanant(ts Timestamp) OMSObjectVersion
+getVersion(ts Timestamp, id OMSVanantID) OMSObjectVersion
+match(context Context) OMSVanantID

OMSInstance

baseVersion

OMSObjectVersion

type OMSObjectType

#getBaseVersion() OMSObjectVersion
setBaseVersion(version OMSObjectVersion)
^etlnstanceType() OMSObjectType
^etAttnbuteValue(name String value Object)
^etAttnbute¥alue(name String) OMSValue
^xecuteMethod(name String in Object[]j

type

-types-

-3>
1

Figure

4.12: Extended

object

*

OMSObjectType

<s-

model in OMSJP

implementation. At the
storage level, the representation of a versioned object has been designed
to favour the evaluation of certain kinds of queries. The needs of data¬
base application developers are the primary influence that has shaped the
structure of the extended OMSJP interface. At this level it is important
the keep the number of concepts small in order to provide an elegant and
minimal interface. Therefore, we have decided that the differentiation
need to be addressed at different levels of the

between revisions and variants should not be visible in terms of interface
classes but rather in the

As shown in the

functionality

figure,

offered

by

these classes.

class OMSObject continues to be the

princi¬

pal Java representation of an object as defined by the OM data model.
Apart from the instances field and the browse() method that are no longer
a part of this class, all other methods and fields continue to have the
In particular, all methods that affect
same purpose as discussed above.
the object's set of types remain at the level of the object itself to ensure
that all versions of the object have the same set of types at any point
in time as required by our definition of the version model. In addition
to these class members, the extended representation of an OM object
defines

a

set of fields and methods that manage revisions and variants.
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For

example,
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the versions field maintains

a

collection of references to all

versions of the

object represented as instances of class OMSObjectVersion.
The relationship between an object and its versions is also explicitly
shown in the figure as an aggregation of two UML classes. The class
interface does not provide direct access to the collection of versions but
allows new revisions and variants to be created using the methods createRevision() and createVariant(). As an object can have multiple variants,
the application developer needs to specify the version of the object for
which they would like to create a new revision. However, the creation of
a new revision is only successful if the given version is one of the latest
revisions of the object. Otherwise, the call to createRevision() fails and
an

exception

variants of

from the

created,

is raised.

an

object

Our definition of the version model

specify

to

properties of all other
the

a

set of context values that is different

variants.

application developer

Therefore,

already

a

variant is

needs to state the context in which the

set of context values fulfils this constraint

layer

whenever

Method createVariant() then checks if the

variant will be suitable.

the storage

requires all

and raises

an

exception

prior

if

a

to

creating the

variant for the

given

variant in

same

context

exists.

provide efficient access to both the
variant, class OMSObject further maintains
To

vision and defaultVariant.

the first of these

latest revision and the default
the two

look-up

tables latestRe-

The interface method getl_atestRevision()

look-up

accesses

tables to retrieve the latest revision of the ob¬

ject. While the latest revision of the default variant can be obtained
by using getl_atestRevision() without parameters, the latest revision of a
specific variant is retrieved by the implementation that takes the corre¬
sponding argument. If no variant identifier is specified, the latest revision
is computed based on the value stored in field defaultVariantld. The default
variant is accessed analogously by using the method getDefaultVariant() of
the interface of OMSObject. If
the default variant is

no

parameter is given, the latest revision of

returned, based on the value captured by the field
latestTimestamp. However, if the application designer specifies a certain
point in time as an argument to the method, the latest version smaller
To facilitate this computation,
or equal to the given value is retrieved.
defaultVariant is implemented as a sorted map that maintains an ordering
over the sequence of recorded timestamps and therefore supports range
queries. To access an arbitrary version of the object, the interface of class
OMSObject provides the getVersion() method that allows both the specifi¬
cation of a time-stamp and a variant identifier. The matching algorithm
presented in the previous section is invoked by calling method match() and
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argument.

The method matches the

properties of the available

matching

Management

variants and

alternative. This identifier

can

itself, by using the methods
we outlined earlier.
Although the interface of the object class provides
methods to create new revisions and variants, there are no counterpart
methods that would allow these versions to be removed. The simple rea¬
son for this omission is the fact that the semantics of such an operation
are not defined by our version model.
access

the variant version

As mentioned

before, the inclusion of class OMSObjectVersion presents
only structural change distinguishing the extended from the original

the

value interface. An instance of this class represents

object
object

it is associated with. It therefore maintains
in the

a

a

version of the base

reference to the base

baseObject field. The base object is accessible

of the class and other classes in the

to descendants

package through method getBaseObject() that has protected access. A version of an object is identified
by the values stored in fields timestamp and variantld. Similar to the object
identifier in class OMSObject, both fields can be accessed by methods getTimestampQ and getVariantlDQ. Also, as the identifier of the object, these
values cannot be updated as they have to remain constant throughout
a version's existence. The browse() method that was part of the original
interface of OMSObject, as shown in Figure 4.10, has been moved to the
class representing a version of an object. The reason for this refactoring
is that the object in the extended model is no longer directly connected
to its instances. Therefore, this functionality is now offered as part of the
same

interface of class OMSObjectVersion that also maintains
to the

object's

instances in field instances.

Finally,

the

a

set of references

only changes

to class OMSInstance reflect the fact that it is associated with

an

made

instance

of class OMSObjectVersion in the extended

model, instead of an instance
of class OMSObject as in the original object model. Consequently, field
baseVersion replaces the previously defined field baseObject and the two
access methods to this field have been renamed accordingly.

4.5
As

Discussion

requirements of context-aware applications, we have
presented a version model that provides support for the management of
alternative versions of data objects while at the same time supporting the
system development process with the provision of revisional versions. The
a

response to the

4.5. Discussion
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model has been defined

model,
Based

by

an
on a

extended

formally

E/R

within the framework of the OM data

model for

object-oriented

comparison of the original metamodel of

OM to the extended model that introduces

and

constraints,

we

have shown how

and alternative versions.

An

our

a

data management.
an

object

set of

as

new

defined

concepts

model accommodates revisional

important characteristic of this extended

model is how

objects are identified and referenced. To allow both generic
and specific references, the concepts of a latest revision and a default
variant have been presented. Based on these types of references, we have
demonstrated how relationships between objects can be versioned using
the same concepts as for the objects themselves.
At the heart of

our

context-aware data

rithm that matches the current context of
of the

objects

as

the

sion

a score

representation of
model, context is seen

the result of

an

algo¬

to the variants

application
a
variant, the matching algo¬
and then selects the one with the highest score
the object according to the context. In our ver¬

involved in

rithm computes

management stands
an

query. For each

as

information that

be used to augment

specification that has to be followed
strictly. Hence, instead of computing an exact match between the context
and the set of object variants, the algorithm uses a best match approach,
with the default variant as fall-back option, if no variant scores above
As system developers have to be given as much
a predefined threshold.
control as possible, our matching algorithm further supports the notion
of required and illegal values for context dimensions.
a

query rather than

can

a

Many of the ideas and concepts presented in this chapter have their
origin in solutions proposed for temporal and engineering databases as
well as software configuration systems. Although all of these systems are
capable of either supporting revisional, alternative or even both kinds
of versions, none of them has been developed for the management of
context-aware data. We argue that this difference in the area of appli¬
cation of a version model gives rise to new requirements that need to
be addressed by adapting and extending concepts introduced earlier. As
mentioned before, the main difference between existing solutions and our
approach is the interpretation of information that exists in addition to
the query. As this information is seen as a part of the query in temporal
and engineering databases as well as in software configuration systems,
these systems are not at liberty to deliver a result representing a best
effort. If an object has no version that matches this additional speci¬
fication exactly, the query processing needs to be aborted and an error
reported. For example, if a software configuration system is used to build
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system for

platform,
different

As

certain

a

it

generally
platform.

our

orthogonal
distinguish

model

and

platform

are

several

a

version intended for

concepts exist only

concept of

to cope with

a

latest version and

as

a

fall-back

In those

most
a

existing

default vari¬

systems, these

two

queries that do not use or are not aware
persists in our model, the default vari¬

While this purpose

ant is also used

a

important implications that

system from existing solutions. Although

ant, their purpose is completely different.
of versions.

by

that this additional context information is

assumes

version models feature the

Management

module is not available for this

cannot be substituted

to the query, there
our

one
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representation of the object which avoids

exceptions during query processing. Such a use of this concept would
never be possible in the example of a software configuration system, as it
would inevitably lead to faulty results, and therefore exceptions are vital
information to the
variant that is

users

of such systems. In contrast,

always possible

is the

algorithm instead of an exact match
approach becomes clear when we go

enabling
algorithm.
back

having

factor for
The

a

a

fall-back

best match

importance of this

again and compare the
nature of the additional information in both existing solutions and our
version model. Apart from its interpretation, another key difference is
once

where this information

originates. In the case of an engineering database
or a software configuration system, for example, both the type and the
values of this information are defined by the same developers that define
the alternative versions. In a context-aware application, however, the
developer of the database and the client specifying the context are two
different actors. Therefore, our model for context-aware data manage¬
ment has to cope with context

configurations that have not been envi¬
sioned at design-time. In this setting, using an exact match approach is
not possible for two reasons. On the one hand, even small changes in the
context values could lead to situations where

able to deliver
an

satisfactory

exact match would

configuration. Clearly,
of scalability.
The different
the

or even

require
such

application

an

a

our

system would

any results. On the other

not be

hand, using

variant to be defined for each context

approach

is not

feasible,

due to

reasons

of the version models is also manifested in

operational model defined for each solution. In temporal databases,
versions are normally created automatically when data is modified based
on the current time-stamp, even though systems exist that also provide
explicit operations for this purpose. Engineering databases and software
configuration systems do not create revisions and variants by default but
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set of commands that allow the version

In this

manipulated.

latter systems,

as

we

our

have not defined

version model is
a

of

an

more

object

to

like these

mechanism for automatic

ver¬

high-level operational model or policies that
control when versions are created by the system. In contrast to many
of those systems that use the library model of operations where objects
are checked out, modified, and later checked in, our system uses an op¬
erational model based on the interface presented in the previous section.
Both engineering databases and software configuration systems support
sion

a

generation, such

respect,

graph

merge

operation that

revisions.

kind of
it is

the

as

is used to combine two alternative branches of

practice, this operation will almost always involve some
interaction to resolve conflicts between the variants involved,

As,

user

a

in

virtually impossible to offer an automatic merge operation. Also, in
setting of context-aware data management, the semantics of merging

two variants

are

not defined and therefore

we

believe that it is not very

likely that this operation will be required. Hence, we have abstained from
including a default implementation of this operation in our version model
and leave its implementation, if required, to the application developer.
Query processing, or building a configuration, as
ware configuration systems, is another area where
guishes itself from existing solutions. If information
addition to the query is considered to be
query processor has to

ensure

a

it is called in soft¬
our

system distin¬

that is

form of

provided in
specification, the

that the returned result is consistent with

the

specification in its entirety. Software configuration systems, for ex¬
ample, have proposed a technique where the specification is becoming
To do so,
more and more complete with every object that is included.
the values of parameters that have not given to the query are inserted into
the specification, based on unused values obtained from the descriptions
of the selected variants. This approach results in a stable and consis¬
tent configuration but its outcome highly depends on the order in which
objects are accessed. Other solutions have proposed building the entire
query tree first and then computing a matching over all objects. While
this algorithm leads to a deterministic and consistent result, it is not
usable in on-line systems such as our own, for reasons of performance.
Our notion of context allows the matching of context to be effected at
the time each object is accessed by the query processor. The task of
augmenting an existing query evaluator with support for our notion of
context-awareness is therefore not a complex one.
Much of the power of the OM data model lies in the fact that the
model is

completely specified by

a

metamodel that is also

expressed

in
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platforms that provide na¬
tive support for databases designed with OM use objects to store both
data and metadata. In other words, concepts such as collections, as¬
sociations, methods or types are all represented and stored as OM ob¬
jects. Therefore, traditional OMS platforms provide an elegant way of
managing, accessing and querying data and metadata in a uniform way.
With our extended object model, however, the question has to be raised
whether to apply its additional functionality to metadata objects as well.
The two extreme solutions—disallowing or allowing all metadata to have
versions—do not promise to be very useful. Whereas the first approach
imposes an unnecessary restriction that prevents a concept from being
used in places where it could be wise to do so, the second solution will
undoubtedly lead to a system that would be hard to understand, main¬
tain and control. Hence, we believe, that a selected number of metadata
a

consequence, most of the OMS

concepts should be allowed
without them.

to have versions while others continue to exist

Ideal candidates among the different types of metadata

already hard to classify as either data or
metadata such as, for example, collections and associations. As previ¬
ously discussed, versioned associations in particular constitute a powerful
concept to track the evolution of entire object systems, as they capture
the relationships between objects. Another metadata concept that ben¬
efits from the additional functionality of our version model are method
objects. Whereas revisional versions are an ideal solution to keep track
of the development of a method, alternative versions of a method object
can be used to provide context-aware behaviour that goes beyond the
presented query processing algorithm.
objects

are

concepts that

are

presented version model for context-aware
data management has the potential to address the requirements of con¬
text-aware applications and to facilitate their development. Nevertheless,
in its current form, the version model also has a few limitations that will
have to be addressed in the future. In the following, we discuss a few of
these shortcomings and provide some thoughts as to how they could be
overcome. A drawback of our model is the assumption that an object is
either entirely context-dependent or it is not. However, in reality, this
is seldom the case as often only parts of an object change depending on
the current context. Imagine, for example, an object used to represent
Some attributes, such as text containing the biography or a
a person.
short curriculum vitae, can vary according to context dimensions such
Then again, other at¬
as the language in which the object is accessed.
tributes, such as the name of the person or their phone number, remain
We

firmly

believe that the
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same

that
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in all contexts. In
in

a

way, this issue relates back to the

temporal databases,

whether the entire

question

individual

tuple
apply versioning at the
level of objects is comparable to the notion of tuple-versioning introduced
in these systems. Therefore our model is not able to distinguish between
context-dependent and context-independent information within an ob¬
ject, which could lead to data being replicated in all variants. Clearly,
storing redundant information requires great care when updating these
values, and can lead to consistency anomalies. Fortunately, there are
solutions to this shortcoming in our system. Context-independent values
could be represented by a special null value in all variants except the
default variant. This special value would cause the system to access the
arose

attributes should be versioned.

Our decision to

default variant whenever this attribute is read in

a

version that has

data defined for it. If this additional level of indirection
formance

or

that

the benefits of

implicates

a

no

per¬

consistent

data,
outweighs
having
the metamodel of a versioned object would need to be revised and man¬
age context-dependent and context-independent data separately. This
second solution relates back to version models that provide the concept
of a generic object that represents the properties that are common to all
object versions.
While

penalty

presented several techniques to improve the quality of
results computed by the matching algorithm, there are still many cases
where the outcome is ambiguous. The fact that the matching algorithm
needs to resort to the default version in this case is highly unsatisfac¬
tory as it prevents our system from tapping its full potential. Therefore,
we believe that further refinements of the matching function are neces¬
sary. One possible starting point is the different classes of matches that
were

we

have

introduced in Table 4.4.

considered to be
it is reasonable

As of now, matches from all classes are
and thus weighted the same. However,

equally good
to assume that,

example, a variant that is matched
with a wildcard is of lower importance than one that specifies the exact
value. As a further improvement of the matching algorithm, the pre¬
sented weighting function could be extended to assign different weights
to matches, depending on the class that has been used to specify the con¬
text value.

for

Related to this issue is the drawback that

does not support the definition of

our

value syntax

priority lists or rankings. Instead of
being limited to simply specifying a set of acceptable values for a context
dimension, a context should be able to express preferences for these val¬
ues. For example, if a system considers language as a contextual factor,
then it should be possible to declare that English takes precedence over
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for the German context

matching value than the one for the English
context. This behaviour could easily be implemented by extending the
scoring function to deal with an additional given set that represents such
rankings. However, the integration of a given set RANKING would render
the whole system more complex. The need for such a class of values has,
therefore, to be underpinned by additional application scenarios.
Finally, another deficiency of our approach pertains to the implemen¬
tation of versions on the storage level. As presented in Section 4.4, our
version model has been realised as part of a database library providing
As our implementation is not inte¬
access to different OMS platforms.
grated into the database system itself, it has to work with the concepts
offered by these platforms, instead of being able to access their internal
structures. As an example, it would be desirable to use deltas to minimise
the space required for storing versions. Instead, every version has to be
represented as an object in the underlying database. Apart from space
consumption, this approach suffers from additional undesirable charac¬
teristics. As our layered approach operates at a relatively high level, it
has only limited control over how data is managed. Hence, it is difficult
to provide index structures that would allow objects and their versions
to be accessed efficiently. As a consequence, the performance of query
evaluation in

our

a

lower

system does

not compare well to

a

traditional database

system. While additional versioning functionality will always be coupled

performance penalty, we believe that this shortcoming is best ad¬
dressed by truly integrating the concepts presented in this chapter into

to

the

a

core

of

a

database management system.

5
Web Content

Management
As

application
presented in

an

ment

of the version model for context-aware data manage¬
the previous chapter, an implementation platform for

context-aware web
a

engineering has been developed. Web engineering is
particularly interesting domain for our version model as it is concerned

with many aspects of context-awareness, such

as

multi-channel and multi-

delivery, personalisation and internationalisation. A vast number
of solutions have been developed to address these challenges, based on
differing technologies and coming from a variety of backgrounds. By ab¬
stracting from the details distinguishing these approaches, most of them
can, however, be classified as belonging to one of two groups of solutions.
The first category consists of model-driven approaches such as HDM,
OOHDM, WebML, UWE and Hera which have already been discussed
in Chapter 2.
While most of these solutions come from an academic
background, there is a second group of systems consisting of content
management systems that have a more technological focus. Examples
of such content management systems include Vignette [282], OpenText
Livelink [209], Zope [298] or Typo3 [278]. Since model-based approaches
address the design and specification of a web site and content manage¬
ment systems provide support for the implementation of web applica¬
tions, both approaches are complementary. As we will see, support for
format
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context-aware web

engineering has not yet been fully realised by currently
available implementation platforms, even though most model-based ap¬
proaches have already addressed these requirements.
In this

implementation platform that sup¬
ports the realisation and operation of context-aware web sites, as speci¬
fied by various model-based approaches. Apart from support for contextawareness, the platform also addresses the requirements that are common
to existing content management systems. In contrast to most existing
solutions that have been developed incrementally and often lack concep¬
tual underpinning, our system is built on a general model [260, 169, 120]
that defines the information concepts central to such platforms. This
model has been based on a detailed analysis of requirements of all actors
involved in designing, implementing and operating a web site. At the
core of the model, there are information concepts essential to all web en¬
gineering systems separating content, structure, view and presentation.
Beside these semantics, the model also incorporates concepts for user
management and for business workflows. Based on the model, a web
content management system has been developed that consists of a server
and
a

a

chapter,

we

an

client component. Each of these components will be discussed in

later section of this

5.1

present

chapter.

Requirements

Together

with the web's evolution towards

used information

platform,

new

important and widelyrequirements for creating, publishing and
an

managing content have arisen. Web sites have dramatically grown not
only in number, but also in complexity. Hence the job of managing a

longer the task of one single web master but rather of a team
of professionals with varying technical backgrounds. User roles include
content providers, editors and web designers that collaborate together
to create, maintain and deliver up-to-date and correct information. To
manage and organise the work of such teams, many web site owners have
established complex workflow and revision processes to ensure quality of
site is

no

content at all times.

In this

that

section,

we

will describe the most
for web

impor¬

implementation platform
engineering
different
kinds
depend on
of user roles, such as content editor, web designer, web officer, web site
manager and web developer, they will be discussed accordingly.

tant

requirements

should address.

an

As these requirements often
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Requirements

Content Editor

Authoring the information provided by a web site is
the line of work of content providers or editors. Their task is to create
and maintain content. Neither do they decide how their content is to
be presented nor do they design how it is accessed or navigated. This
separation of

concerns

leads to

set of basic

a

requirements

every web

engineering platform should meet. The first of these requirements is the
well-known separation of content and presentation. By separating these
two concepts, the implementation platform is able to support a number
of content authors while

ensuring that all

content abides

the defined

by

presentation guidelines, such as corporate design or corporate identity.
Looking at the content itself, the requirement of content in multiple
formats becomes apparent.

As the Internet is

a

global

institution and

virtually anywhere, many modern web sites are
available in different languages. A great number of these sites are already
capable of adapting to the language preferred by the requesting useragent. Language however is only one dimension where so-called multiformat content is useful. With an ever-increasing set of web browser
technologies and support for a wide range of platforms, such as mobile
phones, media phones and PDAs, content has to be adapted to many
different characteristics. Among these are file format, resolution and size
of images or version and level of detail for text.
can

be accessed from

Another important requirement is the notion of users, user roles and
permissions. When a potentially large number of authors are working

origin of all changes and
to control who should be allowed to perform these changes. Hence, in
addition to revisional versioning, a web engineering system must offer the
possibility of creating and authenticating users. To manage and classify
on

one

these

web

users

site,

it is

paramount

to track the

in hierarchical groups, the

has to be present in the system. But
not sufficient.
must also be

Web

users

and

Customisable and extensible

managed

and enforced

model of users, groups and
site to

concept of

implement

the

by

user

user

groups

user

roles

groups themselves

permissions and

rights
A joint

manager of

scheme is therefore

are

user

the system at all times.

permissions that allows the

required

or user

clearly

a

web

needed.

Designer The web's evolution into a platform where global play¬
ers and large companies present themselves leads to different challenges
in terms of the design of web pages.
Companies have extended their
corporate identity and corporate design guidelines to include their web
site. Graphical designers and artists are employed to develop the look
of the individual pages. Clearly, a web engineering platform has to be
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problems that
might arise. Again, separation of content and presentation emerges as a
central requirement to enable such a mode of web site development.
As a matter of fact, the presentation and design of a web site should
address the needs of the client requesting the page. Web clients vary
greatly in terms of capabilities. Personal computers with browsers capa¬
ble of displaying HTML are certainly the most commonly used clients.
However, other devices that have entered the picture provide limited or
no support for HTML and are very heterogeneous in terms of display size,
colour depth and rendering facilities. Therefore even if such a client sup¬
ports HTML, it clearly needs a different variant than a desktop browser
to cater for the different screen dimensions. The possibility of defining
multiple designs uncoupled from the content is the next requirement that
a web engineering system must meet.
aware

of this situation and present concepts to solve any

Web Officer

Up

to now,

we

have concerned ourselves with content and

presentation, but there are other key dimensions in designing a web en¬
gineering platform that tend to be forgotten. These further requirements
that surpass the
duced

by

simple separation

of content and

presentation

the emergence of web officers. Web officers have

existence since the rise of

large-scale corporate

only

are

intro¬

come

into

web sites. A web officer's

job involves determining the overall structure of a web site, designing its
navigation and deciding upon personalisation options.
To be able to design the navigation and content structure of a web
page independently from the content and presentation, it is necessary
not only to distinguish between these two concepts, but also to enforce a
clear

separation of content, presentation and

structure. This

requirement

creating web sites for multiple presentation
channels. If structure is mingled with either content or presentation, it
has to be recreated or even duplicated for every presentation channel.
Of course, separating structure from presentation does not mean that it
is

particularly

cannot vary

needed when

across

personalisation scheme for a web site is a
further task of a web officer. Specification and implementation of such
personalisation schemes is, therefore, another general requirement of a
web engineering system.
Such a scheme determines which parts of a
site can be personalised and what options are available. For instance,
it could be possible for a user of a web site to create his own version of
certain content. A more restrictive option would be that the common user
may only annotate or comment the content of the web site. We will call
Designing

and

such channels if necessary.

creating

a
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this user-centric

personalisation explicit personalisation,

because the

decides how the web site should behave. Another form of

user

personalisation

Here the client context influences how the

is

implicit personalisation.
platform for web engineering

delivers the pages to the

user.

Web Site

Manager Every major company uses a set of business pro¬
cesses and predefined workflows that describe how a content object has
to evolve until it is published on the corporate web site. Using such pro¬
cesses,

a

manager

guarantee that

no

incorrect

or

out-of-date content

personnel supervised by the web site
manager develop the web site via the implementation platform, these
workflows have to be integrated and enforced by the system. A graphical
representation of a simple example for a publishing workflow is given in
Figure 5.1.
is

ever

shown

can

on

a

page.

Since all

Rejected

reject

revise

^É

create

w

Draft

submit

edit

Figure

w

Submitted

publish

*| Published

review

5.1:

Example

workflow

Initially, a content author creates a content object. While they are
editing the object, it is in the state of Draft and cannot be accessed or
viewed by anyone else. As soon as the editing is finished and the content
should be published, the state of the object is changed to Submitted.
Submitted objects are reviewed by the supervisor. If the object is found
to be ready for publication, it is published and enters the Published state.
Objects that have been approved become visible for everybody visiting
the web site. If, however, the object cannot be published in its current
state, the supervisor rejects it and it assumes the Rejected state. The
corresponding content author is informed and they may choose to revise
the object which then enters the Draft state once again.
This simple workflow consists of four states. However, a platform
for web engineering should be capable of supporting arbitrary processes,
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course, it must also

keep
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companies and application domains. Of

track of

The system should further be able
whenever state transitions
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changes using revisional versioning.
to notify the corresponding persons

occur.

Web

Developer The last group of personnel involved in creating a web
site are the web developers. Many web pages today are not only present¬
ing information to a user, but are also highly interactive applications
such as e-learning systems or e-banking solutions. Web developers are
responsible for these active elements of a web site, which may involve
programming to implement a certain application logic.
A web engineering platform must provide web developers with a co¬
herent and open application development platform that offers basic web
functionality, such as user tracking and shopping carts as optional soft¬
ware modules. A system that meets this requirement prevents developers
from implementing the same components over and over again for every
solution they are building, and introduces the principles of good software
design into the realm of web site programming.

5.2

Approach

existing implementation platforms have been developed to suit a
specific need or to address a given problem and are therefore heteroge¬
A common design principle shared by many of these
neous in nature.
systems is the concept of separation of content, structure and presenta¬
tion. As previously stated in the requirements section, this concept alone
is not sufficient to address all challenges posed by today's web sites. To
address this situation, we have created a consistent and sufficient model
for implementing web sites that require both context-aware functionality
Most

as

well

as

traditional features of content management, such

as

user

ac¬

However, before discussing our
model in detail, we first present a classification of existing implementa¬
tion platforms that will help to relate our work to previous approaches.
cess

control and workflow management.

The first

methodology of designing a web engineering platform has
evolved in the database community. We therefore call it the databasebased approach. With the growing importance of the Internet, the need
for web access to databases and publishing the contents of a database
on the web has arisen.
Many different solutions have been developed
that allow databases to be browsed

over

the web and

some

of them have
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far

integrating the concepts of content management into their
solutions. The possibility of bringing any existing database to the web
clearly is the main advantage of this approach. But there are also other
gone

as

as

more

subtle concepts that

be considered very useful. As the database
great number of data models that can be used

can

community has developed a
to represent content in a semantically rich
employed to design the data underlying

way, these models
a

web

can now

be

site, thereby enabling

the content editor to work with richer data concepts than

just

texts

and

images. Alongside these benefits and advantages, there are also a
number of serious disadvantages and limitations to this approach. The
most severe is, of course, the lack of support for context-aware data
management that would allow
Another drawback that
limited support for
and

layers

can

content in different variants and formats.

be observed in most of these systems is their

dynamic

content

modification,

as

too many models

mediate between the actual data and its final

presentation.

The second

approach is orthogonal to the first and has emerged in
the publishing community. As this approach focuses around mapping
documents to a database rather than bringing a database to the web, we
shall call it the document-based approach. Instead of using an arbitrary
database with a freely definable schema to store the data of a web site,
systems belonging to this category employ a specialised database with
Such a
a schema tailored to the data types occurring in documents.
schema commonly will include concepts such as texts, images, URLs or
links. Clearly, it is very easy to design a schema like this to separate
the concept of an object and its actual content, thus enabling content
objects in multiple formats and variants. Another advantage of such
systems is their great flexibility. As there is no complex application
model involved, it is very easy to perform small changes to a web site
without defining new types of objects. However, with great flexibility
always comes loss of control. As there is no possibility to define usertypes belonging to the application domain of a web site, there is also
no semantic information that a set of texts, images and links actually
represents such a user-defined object. Upon modification of the data,
the system is not able to check whether the changes are valid or if they
violate an implicitly assumed concept in the application domain. But
there are also other more aggravating consequences to the lack of objectorientation that

Data

reuse

person

and

a

come

with the lack of support for user-defined types.

becomes tedious

or even

infeasible.

object consisting of text representing
link capturing the person's homepage.

a

Imagine, for example, a
person's name, an image

A document-based system
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can

manage these three

pieces of data independently,

no

notion to group them into

on

multiple

pages of

a

web

but it is also very

best,

a

person

site, the

establish the person concept

likely
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as

it offers

If this person appears

object.

content editor must

hand.

Such

a

repeatedly re¬
procedure is painful at

to be error-prone.

Both the database-based and document-based

approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages. The first approach is very strong on
conceptual data modelling, supporting both high-level object concepts
and semantic information about the application domain. The latter has
strong concepts for representing data types typical to the web. As a log¬
ical consequence, our implementation platform for web engineering fo¬
cuses on combining the powerful aspects of these orthogonal approaches
into

the

one

consistent model.

important

cepts

can

In the remainder of this section

we

present

parts of this model and show how these information

con¬

be used to

into the details of

cepts that enable

satisfy the proposed requirements. But before going
the model, we first introduce some key ideas and con¬
database-like application modelling to be integrated

with traditional content management.

At the heart of

our

model is the

tent, structure, view and

separation of content, structure and presen¬
sufficient. Many model-based approaches feature a concept

requirements,
tation is not

key concept of separation of con¬
presentation. To adequately meet all proposed

we

found that

that defines which aspects of

displayed to the user.
Further, most of them also allow content to be aggregated by leveraging
the relationships defined in the underlying data model. In an adaptive
web information system, views are an important aspect of tailoring in¬
formation to the current context.
Implementation platforms, such as
content management systems, do not provide adequate support for this
concept. Therefore, an important construct that we have introduced in
our model is the view concept. Relational databases already feature the
notion of a view on a data table. Although this concept is similar to the
one introduced by our model, it cannot be used to implement the desired
behaviour in a straightforward way. To allow the implementation plat¬
form to manage views it is

a

content

important

object

are

to make them

a

first order concept

and store all related metadata in the system.

Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the entire information model used
in our platform for web engineering. The model is specified using the
graphical notation of the OM data model, as introduced in Section 4.2.1,
and is organised as follows. In the centre, a collection hierarchy with
the root collection Elements represents the information concepts, content,

5.2.
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structure, view and presentation,
form. To its
manages

them.

right

users

Finally,

as

another collection

and

user

groups

in the upper left

as

used in

hierarchy

well

corner

as

our

the

of the

implementation plat¬

below the Users collection
access

rights granted

model, concepts

to

for mod¬

elling business processes in terms of workflows are shown. In order to
graphically represent concepts that can have revisional and alternative
versions, as defined in the previous chapter, we have introduced an exten¬
sion to the graphical notation of OM. In the figure, collections that are
shown having a member type with a double shadow will have contextaware

and revisional behaviour.

Content

The Contents collection of type

contains all the

objects
appli¬
representing
given
cation. The nature of the actual content objects is highly application
dependent and can therefore not be shown in the figure. For example, if
our platform were to be used to implement a web site design specified by
one of the model-based approaches, all concepts defined in their infor¬
content

information that has been created for

mation model would be realised

as

a

web

suptypes and subcollections of

content

respectively. Otherwise, if the platform were to be extended
to offer functionality common to a document-based content management
system, subtypes representing document objects such as text, image,
table or link would need to be defined. Clearly, it is also possible to
intertwine both approaches by defining both application and document
types at the same time. Moreover, since all types are defined within one
system, application types can be defined to have attributes referencing
document objects and vice versa. Therefore, based on extensibility and
inheritance, type content is the concept provided by our model that allows
the document-based approach to be integrated with the database-based
approach. As indicated by the double shadow of the member type of
the Contents collection, content objects have revisional and alternative
versions. In this way, our platform can both keep track of the evolution
of a content object and offer context-dependent behaviour at run-time.
and Contents

Structure

objects

into

a

possibly complex structure,

composite pattern [116] which is a well-known solution
in software engineering used to build hierarchical tree structures. The
composite pattern builds structures based on the notions of components
our

model

To embed content
uses

the

and containers where components
inner nodes.

Since

a

are

container is also

the leaf nodes and containers
a

are

component, arbitrarily complex

I—'•

^+-

o

^+-

3

crT

tr

^+-

o
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o
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Ö

to
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C
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represented using recursion. In our data model, the
composite pattern is represented by collections Components and Containers
The association captures which
as well as by the association \Contains\.
components are contained in a container. As order is important, it has
been modelled as a ranking collection. In contrast to the pure composite
pattern where leaf nodes are represented as components, we have chosen
structures

can

be

to introduce collection Contents to

represent those nodes for the

stated above. The partition classification constraint
lection constraints

ensures

that every

object

over

reasons

the two subcol¬

of component contained in

the Components collection is either of type container

or

content.

simplicity, this approach of representing structure in a web
engineering platform is very general. In the case of realising a traditional
content management system, containers take the roles of directories, sub¬
directories and files, whereas contents are used to represent pieces of text
or images. However, if our system were to be used as an implementation
platform for a WebML hypertext, containers would take on the func¬
tionality of site views, pages and page areas, while the various units are
mapped to content objects. Since structure objects are also represented
as versioned objects, our implementation platform can offer additional
functionality that has not yet been considered in the existing approaches.
For example, all container objects may have context-dependent variants
that provide support for adapted content structure on different devices.
Clearly, a mobile device such as a PDA or a media phone requires a dif¬
ferent structure and navigation than a traditional web browser. Based
on the object referencing mechanism introduced in the previous chap¬
Due to its

ter, different variants of

a

structure node

can

contain different sets of

component objects. This behaviour is achieved by associating the fully
identifiers of

specified object

a

container

ified identifier of the component

instead, only

a

partial

variants contain the

View

in the

with the

partially

spec¬

\Contains\ association. If,

identifier is used to reference the

same

As motivated

object

object

container, all

its

components.

important concept for per¬
sonalisation and therefore have been incorporated as a core construct in

before,

views

are

an

the information model for content management.

They

collection Views with member type view. Each view
tent

object through

the HasView association.

which view the system will

object

use

parts of the

content

a con¬

This association captures

First,

object

represented by

be linked to

to render the content.

consists of two attribute values.

expresses which

can

are

are

it

Basically, a
specifies a query

used

or

view

that

which content is
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underlying database schema. Second, it states
for which type of content objects the view object is applicable. The lat¬
ter attribute is recorded mainly for type safety to ensure that the object
type expected by the view matches the one of the content object. Again,
versioned objects are used to represent views in our model. Therefore,
content objects may be represented differently in different contexts. If
aggregated,

based

5. Web Content

on

the

the context information includes data about the current user, views
be used to

personalise

Presentation

The

the content of

a

can

web site.

presentation objects contained

in collection Presen¬

tations transform the content

objects into a format that can be displayed
by the client. Type presentation specifies that every presentation object
must contain a rendering template that can be used to transform the con¬
tent, as described. As with views, each presentation object also states
for which type of content object it is intended, to make sure that the
content and the template match.
Through the use of variants, a pre¬
sentation object may specify several versions of the template that are
selected according to the current context. For example, a presentation
object for the application type person could contain a variant for an
XHTML browser, a Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) browser on a
mobile phone, and a VoiceXML client. A presentation object is either
linked to a component using the HasPresentation association or to a view
by association ViewPresentation. If a content object is not rendered using
a view, the template of the presentation object linked to it by HasPresen¬
tation will be used. However, if a view is applied to a content object, the
type and shape of this object may change, as attributes may be omitted
and others may be aggregated from related objects. Therefore, each view
object has to be associated with a presentation object that is capable of
handling the dynamic type created by the view. This is expressed by the
(1:1) cardinality at the source of ViewPresentation. However, this constraint
is not sufficient, as the different variants of a view object may produce
different dynamic output types. Actually, each variant of a view object
has to be linked to a presentation object, but at the moment there is no
way to specify such a constraint graphically.

Workflow

The workflow model used to meet the

of web site authors with various
ner

of

our

user

requirements of a team

roles is shown in the upper left

data model. A collection Elements has been introduced to

tain all information

concepts introduced

so

cor¬
con¬

far. The partition constraint
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that every member of the Elements collection is either

ensures

nent, presentation
linked to

a

view

or

Each element

object.

member of collection Workflow States.

in

a

compo¬

object
system is
Type workflowstate pro¬
to define how an object
our

vides the necessary means for a web site manager
evolves during its life-cycle. We have chosen to represent workflows
rected

graphs

with labelled

edges.

them

are

have any number of
called

graph are represented
States, while the edges connecting

the NextState association. Each workflow state

captured by

states.

successor

di¬

The nodes of the

the members of collection Workflow

by

as

If

a

state has

can

successor, it is

no

accepting state indicating that the corresponding workflow has
terminated. Each edge is associated through the HasCondition association
with

an

member of collection Transition Conditions.

a

control whether it is

possible

flow state to pass into

one

for

of the

an

element

successor

Transition conditions

object

with

a

given work¬

states. As workflow states

linked to element
be controlled

User

objects, the evolution of all information concepts
by a predefined business process.

The last part of

Management

management part of the model shown

our

information model is the

are
can

user

right-hand side of Figure 5.2.
The Users collection contains the objects representing all users of our
system. To keep track of who is responsible for an element object, each
one of them is associated with exactly one of these users through the
OwnedBy association.

the

users

Our system knows two different kinds of

linked to it

discussed

previously

hierarchies of

the

the collections Individuals and Groups.

represented by
contain other

on

users

represented by

and

user

group

can

the HasMembers association.

Again,
composite pattern is used to allow fine-grained
User rights are
user groups to be modelled.
by

members of collection Access Rights which

build Access Control Lists

(ACL) by linking

the

are

used to

corresponding rights

through the HasRights association.
Profiting from the hierarchical organisation of users, our system provides
support for inheritable rights by checking the rights, not only at userlevel, but also by traversing the user-tree to its root and checking the
rights at every node encountered on this path.

to

an

individual

A

users

user or

a user
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Based

on

content

group

the information model and the concepts it

defines,

a

web

management system has been implemented that constitutes

a
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suitable

platform

sists of two main

for context-aware web

components,

content

engineering.
server

and

a

Management

The system

con¬

management client

variety of
clients and returns appropriate responses, whereas the client application
is used to create and manage the web site. Figure 5.3 gives a high-level

application.

The

a

5. Web Content

overview of the

server

component handles requests from

components involved in

our

content

a

management system.

Web Server

Media Phone

Desktop

Browser

Database Server
Web Site

Authoring

Figure
On the left-hand

5.3:

System

architecture overview

possible clients that are supported by the
content management system are depicted. At the top, a non-exhaustive
set of possible client browsers, such as media phones, PDAs and desktop
browsers is shown. These clients access the server component using the
HTTP and, as a response, get back an XML document format such as
XHTML, WML or VoiceXML. Below these browsing clients, the man¬
agement client is shown. In our system, web sites are authored using
client software that guides the development process along the concepts
discussed above.
the
the

side,

the

In contrast to client browsers that communicate with

through standard
OMSJP library presented
server

management database
The content

server

protocols, the authoring client uses
previous chapter to access the content

Internet
in the

on

the

of

our

server

side.

web content management is shown

on

the

right-hand side of the figure. The content server consists of two compo¬
nents. First, the database server manages all data and metadata of the
web site according to the information model. Second, the web server,
is responsible for handling client requests by retrieving the information

5.3.
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from the database

server

sentation. The web

The query results
OM

and

transforming

server uses

are

the OML to send

then returned in

In the remainder of this

objects.

it into the

an

queries

section, both the

they
we

a

web content management system

have called Extensible Content

5.3.1

more

repre¬

to the database.

XML format that

and the management client will be discussed in
form

appropriate

represents

content

detail.

due to its

server

Together
flexibility,

which,
Management System (XCM).

Content Server

The content

server

[119, 252]

handles requests

coming from browsing

clients and the management client. Since the management client
nicates with the database

commu¬

directly, there is no additional logic on
the server side to handle such requests. Consequently, this interface will
not be discussed in further detail as it has already been presented in detail
in the previous chapter. Here, we focus on how the content server han¬
dles requests from browsing clients and how it publishes content across
multiple delivery channels. Browsing clients contact the content server
using HTTP. To handle such requests, the web server component of our
system is implemented as a Java Servlet, as this technology provides
a simple but powerful way of implementing custom server components.
server

The servlet consists of several modules that take

during request handling.
The context gathering component analyses

care

of different tasks

the request sent

client and extracts all context information. Context information
transmitted from the client to the content
On the

server

by

the

can

be

in two different ways.

hand, implicit context information can be extracted from
the header of the HTTP protocol. For example, the browser string can
be analysed to determine the capabilities of the client in terms of the
desired mark-up and device properties. Context can, on the other hand,
also be given explicitly to the content server. When this option is used,
context information is encoded in the query string of the HTTP request
or in terms of client profiles such as Composite Capabilities/Preference
Profiles

one

(CC/PP) [163].

current context state

on

Context information is then used to set the
the database

server.

the content management system has its
server,

we

use

own

As each request handled

connection to the database

the session level to set the context state.

Doing so,
specified.

each

according to the context it has
After the context has been determined, the component object re¬
quested by the client has to be identified. Clients can request the delivery
request

can

be handled

by
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object. As there is no point in
serving presentation or view objects to the client, this option is not avail¬
able in the system. To improve usability, all component objects can be
identified using a human-readable name instead of the object identifiers
used by the system. This name is also transmitted to the content server
After it has
as part of the query string contained in the client request.
been extracted, it is forwarded to the content publisher component that is
responsible for creating a suitable presentation of the requested content.
The publishing process used by this component is shown in Figure 5.4
of either

a

container

object

ad

or

a

content

Old

o92783[9]

o92783[9]

name
name

description

address

o92783[9]

description
organisation

Structure

Content

Figure

5.4:

View

Publishing

Layout

process

The first step undertaken

by the content publisher depends on whe¬
ther a container or a content object has been requested. If the client
requested a container object, the publishing process described below has
to be applied recursively to all components contained within the con¬
tainer. If, however, a content object is requested, the publishing process
is executed only once. Assume that the grey circle in the figure repre¬
sents the component object requested by the client. Since it is one of the
leaf nodes of the structure tree, it represents a content object and can be
directly retrieved from the database. As shown in the figure, the content
object could represent a person object with attributes name, address and
description. When retrieving the object, the underlying database system
automatically selects the object variant that is most appropriate to the
current context. In the figure this is suggested by representing the object
as a

the

stack of versions where the top version with identifier o927@3 [9] is

highest score value. The content publisher then re¬
trieves the view object associated with this content object and applies
In our example, the application of the view object results in the
it.
disappearance of attribute address and in the appearance of aggregated
information about the organisation this person works for. Finally, the
publishing component retrieves the presentation objects for the object
one

with the
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final

currently rendering. By applying the template to the object, the
presentation of the content is generated and returned to the servlet

which sends it back to the client.

During

the

publishing

process,

our

system exploits the fact that all

query results obtained from the database

represented in XML.
Therefore, while rendering a component object, the content publisher as¬
sembles an XML document that either contains a single content object,
as described above, or a tree of content objects representing a container
object. The hierarchical nature of XML makes it an ideal representa¬
tion format for the notion of structure as defined by our approach. Note
that the exact structure of the created document is entirely based on
the metadata stored in our system. Figure 5.5 shows how the person
object introduced in the above example is represented in XML. Each
component object is mapped to a <webobject> element. As shown
in the figure, the element has at least the three attributes stamp, oid
and type. The first of these attributes is a unique identifier added to
the element by the publishing component. In contrast to the second at¬
tribute that represents the identifier of the object within the database,
the stamp is required as the same object can be included more than once
in one content delivery. In this case it should still be possible to render
the different occurrences of the content object using different templates.
To define which template is intended for which occurrence of the content
object, each of them has to have a unique identifier different from the
database object identifier. The third attribute included contains the type
of the object. This information is included for two reasons. First, it can
be useful for developers if they need to trace the system's operation. Sec¬
ond, the value of this attribute can be used to create type-safe templates
that are only applicable to the types of objects they have been designed
for. In the given example, the value view:pers-org indicates that the
content object is not of a type defined in the database schema but rather
has been produced by applying a view called pers-org. The attributes
of the content object are represented by <property> elements with an
attribute name. Attribute values are captured in XML by an element
named after the database type of the attribute. In the figure, all at¬
tributes of the content object are of type string and are represented by
<string> elements. Note that the first <property> element is not
an attribute defined by the user but a human-readable identifier of the
component object as discussed above.
When the XML document is

server are

created, an XSLT stylesheet is dynam¬
ically generated by assembling all templates stored in the presentation
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oid="o927@3 [9]

<webobject stamp="weO"
<property

name=

<string>.

.

"

sys

: name

"

"
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type="view:pers-org">

>

.</string>

</property>
<property

name="name">

<string>.

.

.</string>

</property>
<property name="description">

<string>.

.

.</string>

</property>
<property name="organisation"

<string>.

.

>

.</string>

</property>
</webobject>

Figure

objects.

Since

our

representation of

system already

on

the

during

the

side.

In

uses

a

XML to

person

object

represent the

content of

rendering process, the choice of XSLT as the lan¬
guage for the presentation templates is only natural. In a final step, the
XML document is transformed into the appropriate mark-up using this
generated XSLT stylesheet. Since all pages in our system are generated
dynamically from the database, another important factor that has great
influence on the performance of the system is the caching strategy used
a

web page

5.5: XML

server

our

system caches

can

be used at various levels

of

granularity. Not only is it possible to cache objects or queries at the
database level, the system can also manage caches for partial or com¬
plete XML and XSLT documents and even fully generated pages that
are known to change rarely.

5.3.2

Management Client

Defining a web site in terms of the information concepts defined by the
presented data model is a challenging task, as the model is very complex
and fine-grained to allow maximum flexibility of dynamically composing
web sites. When considering the differing backgrounds of all the per¬
sonnel in charge of creating and maintaining a web site, working at the
level of database query and data manipulation statements is hardly an
option. Therefore, a graphical management client, the XCM SiteManager [299, 45, 121], has been developed to work with the database that
implements our information model. Apart from making working with
the content management system more user-friendly, XCM SiteManager
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serves

another

important

process into well-defined

purpose in that it breaks down the

steps.

design

These steps relate to the different

user

roles of the

personnel that work with the system.
The first phase consists of defining the data model of the content that
is presented on the web site. Data modelling is followed by the content
authoring step which creates all required content objects. In the next
phase, structure definition, content objects are placed in containers and
structured hierarchically. Finally, the last phase defines the presenta¬
tion in terms of layout templates. Currently, XCM SiteManager does
not allow views for objects to be defined graphically and thus there is
In the following, we will present
no design step to support this task.
each of these four phases of creating a web site and discuss how they
The presentation is based on the
are supported by XCM SiteManager.
example of a web site for an academic research group. Apart from a
welcome page, the web site will include areas that provide information
about the group's research, the teaching and the people that work in the
research group. Within the research area, information about projects
and publications will be made available, whereas the teaching section
contains details about lectures, seminars and student projects. Finally,
in the people section of the web site, each group member is represented
by a personal web page with their address and a short curriculum vitae.
Model
XCM

As mentioned

SiteManager

is the task of
content

a

objects

is to

creating a web site with
model the underlying application domain. This

before,

the first task in

data management expert who decides which types of
should be available

defined in terms of attributes. In the
group described

on

the web site and how

example

of

a

web site for

a

they

are

research

above, types to represent persons, lectures, seminars,
student works, publications and projects have to be defined. This task
is supported by the model panel of the XCM SiteManager, shown in
Figure 5.6. The model panel is divided into two areas. On the left-hand
side, all types currently defined in the system are shown as a hierarchy
representing the inheritance relationships between them. XCM features
a set of built-in document types that are always available to the web site
developer. The names of these types are prefixed with cm. Built-in types
can neither be modified nor deleted by the user. The user can, however,
browse the definitions of built-in types and create user-defined types by
specialisation of system-defined types.
These built-in document types are either a specialisation of type
cmcontainer or of type cmcontent and correspond to the types container
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and

content in our

5.6: Model

changes

panel

information model. On the

hand, document types
texts, pictures, URLs and

one

representing common content formats such as
links are provided.
On the other hand, XCM offers document types
that can be used to create dynamic content objects, such as navigations
and site-maps. Using the buttons at the bottom of the type hierarchy,
user-defined types can be created as subtypes of already existing types.
Similarly, previously created types can be deleted if they are no longer
required. In contrast to system-defined types, user-defined types can be
edited and updated at any time.
To browse

or

modify

a

type, the type has

to be selected in the

type

display the properties of
the selected type on the right-hand side of the model panel. Figure 5.6
shows the type editor that is displayed when the application type person
hierarchy

on

is selected.

the left-hand side. This action will

This type represents the members of the research group.

At the top of the type editor, the name of the type and the default
collection for objects of this type can be set. Below that, the attributes
of type

cmcontent are

shown.

these attributes cannot be
been defined

by

Since

changed.

cmcontent

Next

are

is

a

system-defined type,

the attributes that have

the data management expert to represent

of the research group.

Each person has

a

forename,

a

member

surname,

address,
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curriculum vitae and

date of birth. Note that apart from the database

date that is used to

type

defined based

are

a

provided by XCM. Attributes
removed using the corresponding

the document types

on

of user-defined types

represent the date of birth, all other attributes

can

be added and

buttons at the bottom of the type editor.

Content

application types defined by the data model,
content providers author the required data in terms of content objects.
While the definition of the application model of the web site is clearly the
first design step, data can also be added at any point in time, even when
the subsequent phases of the design process are also already under way.
The user interface that XCM SiteManager offers for content providers is
shown in Figure 5.7. In contrast to the model panel, the object panel is
divided into three zones. At the left of the panel, two lists provide access
to all objects currently defined in the system. The list of object types
provides a filter for the list of objects that then displays all objects of the
selected type. In the example given in the figure, type cmtext is selected
and thus all three text objects available on the web site are displayed.
At the bottom of the list of all objects of a given type, two buttons are
available to create a new object or to delete one.
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On the

right-hand side of the object panel, the object editor for the
selected object is shown. At the top of the object editor the attributes
name and description that are common to all content objects can be
defined. Below these attributes, the content specific to an object of type
cmtext can be authored. Type cmtext defines two attributes that represent
the title and the body of the text content object. At the start of each
attribute section, a drop-down list allows the context state to be set in
which the entered content is

appropriate. Whereas the XCM system itself

does not

predefine any notion of context, the graphical interface of XCM
SiteManager is currently only capable of providing authoring support
for content adaptation based on the language context. Therefore, the
list of possible context states includes the names of the languages in
which the web site will be accessible. XCM SiteManager does however
support the definition of additional languages for the web site through
Alternative versions
a special dialogue accessible from the main menu.
of the objects are managed using the buttons next to the list of context
state that allow

Structure

new

variants to be created

The next

phase

of

creating

a

or

old

ones

to be deleted.

web site with XCM SiteMan¬

ager involves the web officer who decides how the authored content is
to be structured.
a

Based

web officer defines

a

on

the

previously

discussed

composite pattern,

hierarchical structure that makes the content

ac¬

cessible to the

browsing clients. To ease this task, three special kinds of
container objects are used to build a structure in a more user-friendly
way. Inspired by the concept of folders and files, XCM SiteManager pro¬
vides directory and web page container objects. While directories can
be nested hierarchically and contain a set of pages, pages can only con¬
tain content objects. An exception to this rule are collections, the third
kind of container objects that support the reuse of frequently occurring
groups of content objects, such as found in the header or the footer of web
pages. The structure panel that is used to create and edit a hierarchical
organisation of content objects is shown in Figure 5.8.
The region on the left-hand side of the structure panel displays the
hierarchical structure of the web site as a tree consisting of the three types
of container objects mentioned before. The tree is rooted at a directory
with the name root that cannot be modified by the user. The container
object that is selected in the figure bears the name index.html and is
of type web page.

or

home page of the web site

currently being created with XCM SiteManager. As can be seen
the figure, the home page contains one further container object.

that is
from

It represents the main
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5.8: Structure

panel

It represents the header of the main page and is

object. At
is provided

a

collection container

the bottom of the web site structure tree,
that allow

a

set of buttons

directories, pages and collections to be created
On the right-hand side of the structure panel, the structure
or deleted.
object editor is shown. It displays the properties of the currently selected
object in the tree view of the site structure. Two attributes, name and
description, that are common to all structure objects can be edited at the
top of the editor. Below them, the editor displays a list of all components
that have been placed in the container. In contrast to the structure tree
that only displays structure objects, this list contains both structure and
content objects. Using the buttons below the list, existing component
objects can be added or removed. As the association linking a container
to its child components has been defined as a ranking collection, XCM
SiteManager allows a partial order to be defined over the components
objects. This is achieved by moving all components for which order is
important into the second list to the right of the first. Using the two
buttons on the right, the order of the components can be defined by
moving the selected component up or down. Finally, at the bottom of
the editor, a title for the structure object can be defined by creating a
variant for the desired language context state.
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web site with the manage¬

ment client

application is the task of the web designer to design what
the pages are going to look like for all available presentation channels.
XCM SiteManager offers two possible ways to define the look and feel.
The low-level option is implementing all required layout templates man¬
ually and associating them with the corresponding component objects.
For this approach, XCM SiteManager offers a layout panel that allows
each component of a web site to be selected and an appropriate XSLT
template to be created. To ease this process, a preview of the selected
component as it will be rendered in XML is displayed. Clearly, creat¬
ing the presentation of an entire web site is neither feasible nor suitable
for graphical designers that are accustomed to work graphically. There¬
fore, this functionality of XCM SiteManager will not be discussed in
further detail. Instead, the graphical layout editor that provides an in¬
tuitive and easy-to-use way of creating the required XSLT templates is
presented. Generally speaking, it has to be noted that specifying the
presentation of web pages both at the conceptual level during web site
modelling and at the implementation level is a research area that has not
yet yielded satisfactory solutions. While many web site models shy away
from offering a suitable model for presentation specification, very few
graphical template editors have been proposed that can leverage the full
potential of a language such as XSLT [121]. The graphical layout editor
of XCM SiteManager shown in Figure 5.9 is capable of designing a web
site graphically, while at the same time supporting multiple presentation
channels.

As shown in the

figure, the user interface is divided into two regions.
On the left hand side, the structure of the content of the current web
page is displayed. The designer can place content by drag-and-drop onto
the preview of the web page shown on the right hand side. When placing
content, the editor calculates the minimum space required to display the
selected item and displays a shaded box of the appropriate size. Conflicts
resulting from overlap or lack of space are detected automatically and
shown to the user by changing the colour of the placeholder to red. In
addition to content objects of the basic document types presented above,
the graphical layout editor also provides support for the basic concepts of
component and container, as well as content objects that are generated
by the server at run-time, such as navigation and site-map components.
Since the type model of XCM can be extended by the user, the graphical
layout editor also provides fall-back support to cope with these unknown
data types. It is, however, possible to also extend the editor in order
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Graphical layout panel

to work with user-defined data

types. The application further provides

governing the appearance of the content such as
text style, size and colour or image width and height. It is, for example,
possible to define a background colour for a container to visually group all
of the components contained within that container. When doing so, the
user can also choose to propagate settings from one level of the hierarchy
support

to set attributes

down to the levels below.

After the web
is saved

as

designer

has

completed

presentation metadata

Naturally, previously
and changed as seen

the

layout

in the content

defined

layouts

fit at

later

can

of

a

page, the work

management system.

also be loaded into the editor
in time.

As discussed

before,
presentation metadata is managed as database objects storing layout
templates. Therefore, saving the layout of a page corresponds to creat¬
ing these templates and presentation objects as well as associating them
with the component objects to which they apply. To generate the pre¬
sentation templates, the graphical layout editor uses a process based on
the so-called metatemplates. The name metatemplate comes from the
fact that in contrast to presentation templates that render content to
be displayed on the client, metatemplates are templates that generate
templates. An overview of the four main steps of this process is shown
a

point
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Figure 5.10. Before explaining each of these steps in detail, we briefly
give an overview of the process. At the beginning is the generic specifi¬
cation of the layout which is expressed in XML. The metatemplates then
transform the layout into a set of templates. Multiple metatemplates
The generation
can be applied to achieve multi-channel presentations.
of templates is done at design-time and therefore has no negative impact
In the third step at run-time, the
on the overall system performance.
templates generated in the second step are used to render the final rep¬
resentation. Finally, in the fourth step, this representation is sent back
to the browser and displayed to the user. In the following we will explain
the entire process step-by-step in more detail.
in

Run-time

Design-time

I

<webpage>
<layout>

<xsl

stylesheet>

<xsl vanable/>
<column/>
<xsl
</row>

template/>
template/>
template/>
stylesheet>

<xsl
<row/>

<xsl

</layout>

</xsl

<fonthst/>

</webpage>

Layout Specification

Layout

XML

XSLT

<xsl

Templates

<webobject>
<property/>
<property/>
<property/>

stylesheet>
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template/>
template/>
template/>
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<xsl

XSLT
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<xsl
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Layout Implementation

Content XML

Metatemplates

Metatemplate

process

To allow

designers to generate layouts that work for multiple presen¬
tation channels, it is important to represent the features they have in
It should, however, still be possible to ex¬
common in a standard way.
tend this representation with features that are special to one presentation
channel only or requirements that are yet to emerge. We have designed
All
an XML-based mark-up language to express such generic layouts.
visual layouts partition a two-dimensional space into non-overlapping re¬
gions where content is placed. Hence, we have chosen the notion of a grid
to model the basic content of a layout. A grid can contain an arbitrary
number of columns and
sions is determined
to store content and

by

rows.

The exact number of these two dimen¬

the concrete

can

layout

be located at any

the column and y denotes the

row

in the

in

question.

Cells

point (x, y) where

grid. Although

are

x

denotes

it is also

multiple columns or rows, it is not allowed
overlap. To profit from full flexibility, cells can also

used

possi¬

ble for cells to span

for any

two cells to

contain
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other

layout grids to allow previously defined layouts to be reused. This
approach of modelling the layout is very similar to the one used in most
toolkits which implement graphical user interfaces. For instance, in the
Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) within the Java Platform, there are
layout classes such as GridLayout or GridBagLayout that are used to
display graphical components on a two-dimensional plane.
To determine which types of content should be provided as standard
visual controls for all presentation channels, we determined the set of
document elements that can be found in all of these channels. As a result,
we decided to offer text, image, uri and link. It is important to distinguish
here between

a

Universal Resource Identifier

(URI)

and

a

link. The URI

Web, whereas the link
is the combination of such a pointer with a resource, for example, a text or
image. Also, the set of attributes that are supported on all presentation
channels, and thus should be editable in these standard types, had to be
determined. As presentation channels vary greatly in this respect, the
set of common editable attributes is small. It comprises properties such
as font size, style and colour for text, or width and height for images. An
excerpt of the Document Type Definition (DTD) of our layout mark-up
language, illustrating a link component, is shown in Figure 5.11.
is

merely

a

pointer

to

a resource on

<!ELEMENT link

the World Wide

(component|text|picture)>

<!ATTLIST link
name

CDATA

id

CDATA

parent

CDATA

background

CDATA

width

CDATA

height

CDATA

X

CDATA
CDATA

y

#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED

>

Figure

Clearly, restricting
to very limited

5.11:

the

Excerpt of the layout

capabilities

to these

DTD

common

features will lead

support for the needs of today's web designers. Hence,

additional concepts have been built into the

layout specification to ease
customisation to the needs of a specific layout. One of these concepts
is extensibility, the key to provide additional, more complex types than
the ones mentioned before. Imagine again the web site for an academic
research group. As discussed before, the data model of such a web site
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into basic
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types, the metatemplate approach supports the definition of

additional types that mirror the

extensibility

of the database schema.

The next step in the

generation process is the application of the
metatemplates to the XML representation of the layout specification.
Metatemplates are an additional step of indirection, necessary to gener¬
ate more than one set of templates from the described layout representa¬
tion. Clearly, this could also be done using software modules to generate
the various stylesheets. This approach, however, is far too static and has
very poor support for extensibility. In contrast, using metatemplates to
generate the sets of templates is very flexible and additional channels or
variants are added easily. Figure 5.12 shows a metatemplate for a link.
This simple version merely creates an HTML anchor tag and sets the
<href > tag accordingly. Note how the template delegates the rendering
of the resource contained in this link to another template by invoking
<xsl:apply-templates>. Although the template shown in the figure
seems to be quite long and complicated at first sight, it is important to
bear in mind that these templates are implemented by expert program¬
mers and do not have to be updated or replaced often.
Metatemplates

by changes of the web site layout as they do not encode
the layout itself. The only point in time that calls for new metatemplates
is when a new presentation channel or additional features of an existing
one are to be supported.
are

not affected

metatemplates is more challenging than implementing
transformations to a desired mark-up directly in XSLT. A metatemplate
combines three levels of mark-up. At the lowest level is the mark-up that
will appear in the final document, e.g. the <a> tag in our example. One
level above are the tags that will make up the template generated by
the metatemplate. It is important to understand that since, in metatem¬
plates, XSLT is used to generate XSLT, the tags to be generated cannot
simply be included in the metatemplate. The XSLT transformer would

Working

with

not be able to decide which directives to execute in order to

generate the

template and which to include in the output. Our first attempt to solve
this problem involved using different namespaces, a core concept of XML.
However, some of the transformers that we are using were unable to cope
with such stylesheets and we found that XSLT itself provides a concept
to

output such nodes. The directive <xsl:element>

erate nodes that otherwise would be

Together

with the element

can

be used to gen¬

misinterpreted by the transformer.
<xsl:attribute>, XSLT provides everything
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matcfa="link">

<xsl:template

<xsl:comment>

Template

rule

matching

a

CMLink

</xsl:comment>
<xsl:element

name=

<xsl:attribute

"xsl:template">

name=

"match">
'

<xsl:text>//webobj ect [@oid= </xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of
'

<xsl:text> ]

select="©parent_id"/>
'

//webobj ect [@oid= </xsl:text>

<xsl:value-of

select="@oid"/>
</xsl:text>
</xsl:attribute>
'

<xsl:text> ]

<a>

<xsl:element name="xsl: attribute">
<xsl:attribute name="name">href </xsl:attribute>
<xsl:element name="xsl :value-of ">
<xsl:attribute name="select">
<xsl:text>

property[@name='target']/webobj ect/
property [@name= reference ] /string
</xsl:text>
</xsl:attribute>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:element>
'

<xsl:variable

name=

'

"resource_id" >

<xsl:value-of select="child: :*/attribute:

:oid"/>

</xsl:variable>
<xsl:element name="xsl:apply-templates">
<xsl:attribute name="select">
<xsl:text>

//components/webobject [@oid='

</xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of

select="@oid"/>

<xsl:text>
'

] /property [@name=

'

resource

'

] /webobj ect [<§oid=

<xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of

select="$resource_id"/>
</xsl:text>
</xsl:attribute>
</xsl:element>
</a>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>
'

<xsl:text> ]

Figure

5.12:

Metatemplate

for

a

link

'
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needed to generate XSLT. Note how these two concepts have been ap¬

plied in the example given
mark-up is the XSLT that

in

Figure

5.12. The last and

top-most level of

is executed

by the transformer.
The next and final step of the proposed generation process is the
application of the generated templates to the content to generate the
final mark-up. Figure 5.13 gives the template that is generated by the
metatemplate given above. Looking at the template, one can see that all
XPath queries, i.e. specifications of which elements match this template
or are selected by the <xsl:apply-templates> directive, have been gen¬
erated automatically by the metatemplate. Clearly, selection based on
object ids as done in the example is very restrictive and leads to poor tem¬
plate reusability. This behaviour, however, can be changed very easily
by using a slightly more sophisticated metatemplate that would produce
more general match and select clauses. Hence, it is more a demonstration
of the flexibility of the metatemplate approach, than a disadvantage. Fur¬
ther, as XCM manages the metadata specifying which template is used
to render which object, it edits the match clause as generated by the ed¬
itor at run-time to select the value of the previously introduced stamp
attribute of the corresponding <webobject>.
<xsl:template matcfa="//webobj ect [@oid='

.

.

.

'] //webobject [@oid=' ...']">

<a>

<xsl:attribute name="href">
<xsl:value-of select= "property [@name= target ]
'

'

/webobj ect/property[@name='reference']/string"/>

</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates select="//components/webobject [@oid='
/property[@name='resource']/webobj ect[@oid='...']"/>
.

.

.

']

</a>
</xsl:template>

Figure

5.13:

Template

a

link

metatemplates are not hard-coded
into the application. Rather, there exists a directory hierarchy where all
metatemplates can be placed according to the kinds of templates they
will produce. This plug-in mechanism to handle metatemplates ensures
flexibility and extensibility. Applying the metatemplates will generate a
set of templates for the components used in the web page. These tem¬
plates are then stored in the content management system and metadata
associations are established between the content and the generated tem¬
plates. When XCM Server now receives a request for this web page on
It is

important

to note that the

for

5.4. Discussion
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specific presentation channel, it will retrieve the appropriate generated
templates to render the page. Hence the page will be delivered to the
browser as envisioned and designed by the web designer.
a

5.4

Discussion

We have

presented a web content management system that can serve as
To sup¬
an implementation platform for web engineering applications.
port the adaptation requirements of modern web sites, the platform takes
advantage of the version model for context-aware data management in¬
troduced in Chapter 4. As a motivation for such a content management
system, we have gathered a series of requirements according to the user
roles that are involved in creating and maintaining a web site. We be¬
lieve that many existing solutions that addressed these requirements in
the past lack clear information concepts and a uniform underlying model.
In contrast, we have developed information concepts that should be used
to address these challenges and introduced a model suited to building a
content management system. Central to this model is a clear separation
between content, structure, view and presentation. These four concepts
represent the elements of web
model to

uniformly

content

management and

realise context-aware

behaviour,

are

used in

our

management

user

and workflows.
The model forms the
which consists of

a

core

server

of

our

web content management system

component and

implementation of both system parts has
lighting the capabilities and functioning
component
ment

uses

system

presented
concepts

to

the metadata stored in

publish adapted

information concepts.
to structure the

design

the

of the

a

process of

The

detail, high¬
The

platform.

server

context-aware data manage¬

process

closely

The management client

steps that mirror the tasks of the different
support for

management client.

been discussed in

our

content in

a

a

user

related to the

uses

the

same

web site into well-defined
roles.

data model

Apart
well

from

provid¬
authoring

application
designing
structuring its content, the management client uses an innovative
and flexible solution, based on metatemplates, to generate the site pre¬
sentation. This solution has been developed to close the gap between the
technical requirements of the system and the graphical demands made by
web designers. Based on an example, both the functioning of the process
and its ability to create multi-channel presentations from an intuitively
specified layout have been demonstrated.
ing

and

as

as
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hypertext of a web site in
by the links that intercon¬
data model underlying our

However, the
implementation platform does not incorporate information concepts to
manage links as a first order element. While this might seem to be a
limitation of our approach, there are several reasons that have led to the
decision of excluding links from the information model. One of these
reasons is that our system is intended to be used as an implementation
platform and therefore does not aspire to be a modelling tool. On the
implementation level, links have less semantic meaning and can thus be
represented by a simple type of document object that contains an an¬
chor and a target object. An example of this approach of implementing
links has been given in the discussion of metatemplates in this chapter.
Another reason is that general and powerful linking frameworks have al¬
ready been proposed in the past. For example, Signer [259] describes a
cross-media information server that is capable of managing links between
different multimedia resources. This iServer platform can be extended

through a plug-in mechanism that allows new resources to be described
and registered with the server. If the demand for links as a first order
concept in our platform arises, we believe that their integration should be
effected by leveraging the functionality of such a platform rather than by
extending our model with a proprietary representation of links. In this
way,

our

resources

system would remain
that have

already

open, extensible and able to interlink with

been defined within the iServer

platform.

6
A Mobile Personal

Information

Nowadays,

multi-channel information systems

standard web

engineering technologies,

System

are

often built based

on

they provide basic support for
In mobile applications, however,

as

delivering information across channels.
accessing information with one of the many different web browsers avail¬
able for mobile phones, media phones or PDAs is often unsatisfactory.
Due to the small screens of portable devices, the information bandwidth
is very limited and devices with larger screens often require the use of
both hands. Therefore, new web channels such as voice or even paperbased interaction have recently emerged. These new modes of interaction
are fundamentally different from the traditional paradigm of accessing in¬
formation with
can

a

web browser. While

change, giving

on

the move,

rise to multi-modal interaction

interaction allows different clients and

delivery

a

user's environment

patterns. Multi-modal

channels to be combined

freely, where requests made using one client can trigger responses that
are potentially delivered across another channel that is currently more
suitable. Hence, the area of mobile and multi-channel information sys¬
tems provides a challenging application area for context-aware data and
content

management.

In this

discussed

chapter we present how the XCM content management system
in the previous chapter was used as an implementation platform
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a

mobile tourist information system.
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explore
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The system

information about the
the

our

In this

city.

context

context-aware data

developed to
visitors while they
was

Edinburgh festivals to
setting, we will discuss how

management system

on

System

the decision to

top of the version model for

management has aided the development of such

an

information system. We start

by describing

the

and present the essential characteristics of

application
Edinburgh

the
on

to

present

was

deployed,

After

art festivals.

an

establishing

the

overview of the architecture and

mobile tourist information system.

our

the environment into which

background, we
the functionality

go

of

We then discuss in detail how

data management and content

Finally,
out

a

we

highlight

some

of

delivery were implemented using XCM.
the advantages of our approach and point

few limitations that still need to be addressed.

6.1

The

Every

year, the

Edinburgh

Festivals

city of Edinburgh

in Scotland is home to

a

variety of

international arts festivals that take

place during the month of August.
Apart from the world-renowned military tattoo, book, film and music
festivals, the Edinburgh Festival Fringe is the world's largest art festival.
Over a period of four weeks, the stages of the Fringe festival see around
1,800 events performed. This large number of different shows is supported
by an infrastructure of more than 340 venues distributed throughout
the city. The venues of the Fringe festival range from spacious theatres
and music halls to pubs and tiny cellar rooms as well as impromptu
outdoor assemblies. Many shows take place daily or at different venues,
leading to a total of about 27,000 performances. The Edinburgh Festivals
attract countless tourists each year that visit the city, participate in the
festival events and explore Edinburgh's sights and history. Even without
international festivals taking place, staying in an unknown city can easily
lead to disorientation if the relevant information is not available to the

setting, traditional tourist guides that help with the
orientation within the city and provide information about its cultural
heritage are of limited use. While the historical and geographical content
made available by tourist guides is static, information about the festival
is highly dynamic as it is frequently subject to change.

tourist.

In this

The different characteristics of the information that has to be made
available to tourists that
number of

delivery

are

in town for the festivals

channels that

are

offered in

gives rise to a
parallel. Purely static
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Edinburgh

Festivals

information such

209

history, the sights and the geogra¬
phy of the city itself is published as guide books and maps that are only
revised every few years. During August, each festival releases a brochure
containing descriptions of all events and schedules indicating when each
event will be performed. In addition, most of these festival brochures also
provide information about the venues where the events will take place
and instructions how to get there. While this information can hardly be
considered to be dynamic, it should be noted, nevertheless, that its lifecycle of four weeks a year is drastically shorter than that of traditional
National newspapers print up-to-date daily list¬
tourism information.
ings. In contrast to the festival brochures, these listings can compensate
at short notice for changes such as a show being cancelled or relocated to
another venue or time. Finally, the delivery channel most suited to dy¬
namic information is the web where current content is always accessible
from the web sites of the various festivals. To help visitors, many venues
and ticket offices provide kiosk terminals where the latest information
as

content about the

about festival events
Each of the

can

delivery

be accessed on-line.
channels available to the festival visitors is ap¬

However, it would be desirable
to have a delivery channel that is capable of supporting all requirements
of tourists attending the festivals. For example, the brochure of the Fes¬
tival Fringe orders the events in alphabetical listings that are grouped
together according to event categories such as comedy, music or theatre.
propriate

This

in

a

certain situation

organisation

is very useful to

festival and is therefore the

planning phase

of the visit.

information while
of

on

answering queries

in the next half

an

get

an

overview of all events at the

appropriate information
It

the move,

does, however,
as

such

a

provide

during

This information

are

on

can

nearby

the

the desired

festival brochure is not

to find the events that

hour.

not

source

or

capable

will start

be obtained from the

supplement, as it structures the
events based on the time that they start. Although these listings help
with establishing which events are about to take place, it is easy to lose
oneself in the information, as they combine events from all categories and
all festivals. Further, they cannot help with determining what is going
While larger venues publish a programme of the
on at a certain venue.
shows that are performed there, the only way to access such informa¬
tion for smaller venues is often to physically go there and look at the
billboards. The only medium that is currently capable of supporting a
variety of different access modes to festival information is the web. Here,
a visitor to the Edinburgh festivals can browse for events by category,

daily

schedule

task.

or

published

as a

newspaper
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in which information

lacks support for
limitations such
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mobility.

as

can

be

System

vastly superior in terms
updated and accessed, it

Current mobile devices suffer from technical

small screens, poor contrast in outside

environments,

life and lack of support for collaboration. It is therefore

important to build a system that is capable of delivering content
possible channels while at the same time allowing the channels
combined

To address the need for multi-channel information access,
mation

by

server

festivals

component responsible for

application
on

festivals,

tourist infor¬

can

on a

content

management and delivery. The

therefore be

seen

as

the first end-user

of the version model for context-aware data management.

the
a

system

requirements of

tourists

travelling

to

Edinburgh

set of information services that the information

support together with
fined.

a

number of very different chan¬
In this system, called EdFest [261, 207], XCM was used as the

Edinburgh

tourist information

Based

System

system has been developed that offers the functionality required

visitors of the

nels.

to be

freely.

A Mobile Multi-Channel Information

6.2

to all

As discussed

a

range of

above,

there

possible access
exist already a

for the

system will

channels has been de¬
number of

specialised

channels in which information is delivered to festival visitors. In contrast
to other tourist information

systems that attempt

replace these exist¬
ing delivery channels with one device that integrates all functionalities,
our system aims at recognising the reasons why these channels have been
established. Our approach is therefore rather based on augmenting and
consolidating existing means of conveying information to tourists than
replacing them with new delivery channels.
to

Following this reasoning, the EdFest tourist information system uses
two major delivery channels to publish content about the city of Ed¬
inburgh and the festivals. The first channel it uses continues to pro¬
vide information through festival web sites that can be accessed over
the web and through kiosk computers that are located at fixed locations
throughout the city. The second channel included in EdFest is a mobile
information browser that is implemented based on the interactive paper
technology described by Signer [259]. While the festival web sites and the
kiosk systems present comparatively traditional requirements to a con¬
tent management systems such as XCM, the presence of a paper-based

6.2. A Mobile Multi-Channel Information

browser introduces additional
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challenges

that have not been addressed

To support interactive paper,

by

previous systems.
management
needs
channels.
First it
to provide two separate delivery
system actually
has to be capable of publishing the content in a format that is suitable
to the creation and printing of the actual paper documents. Later, when
the documents

are

being used,

to deliver the responses that

a

content

the content management system needs

triggered when tourists interact with
the paper. Currently, digital paper technologies capable of dynamically
displaying information on paper are not readily available. Therefore,
the result of a user interaction can generally not be displayed on paper
but has instead to be delivered through another channel. In the scope
of the EdFest project, we have experimented with a number of output
channels for interactive paper, such as head-mounted displays, SMS and
voice-based content delivery.
are

The information services that have been defined and
for the EdFest tourist information system

can

implemented

be classified into several

categories. As providing information to festival visitors is a pri¬
mary goal of the system, a large number of services fall into the category
of information browsing. The EdFest system provides means to obtain
different

additional information about events and
include

background

interest

or

venues.

For events, this may

information about the artists

performing the event
and indications whether the event contains abusive language or nudity.
For venues, browsing services have been defined that provide information
about bars and restaurants at a venue as well as how to get there by pub¬
lic transport and whether it is accessible to people with disabilities. Also
in this category falls a query interface allowing users to search for events,
based on several criteria such as date, time or venue as well as the user's
current location. The second
set of functions that

category of information services

simple item recommending
system [81]. For any event, a visitor may record a rating on a scale from
one to five. These ratings are managed centrally and, upon request, the
average rating is calculated and returned to the tourist. In addition to
ratings, the EdFest system allows written comments to be recorded that
provides

can

a

later be used to select

other

an

implement

event based

a

on

the recommendations of

people. Finally, to customise the behaviour of the previously dis¬
cussed search functionality, preferences can be recorded. A festival visitor
can configure the system with the categories of events that they are in¬
terested in or a list of shows that they would like to see. The process of
locating places in a foreign city is a category of information services that
is not specific to a festival guide such as EdFest, but common to most
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a
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tion of festival

an
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the location of the tourist

System

pinpoint the posi¬

on a

map. To locate

interactive process turns the visitor's attention

towards the target

using an iteration through a series of stepwise refine¬
The EdFest system further provides
ments of direction specifications.
support for checking the availability of tickets for a given performance.
Together with a ticket reservation system, this functionality falls into the
category of ticket booking services. For any show that is not sold out, a
visitor can book up to eight tickets using the reservation system. Finally,
the last group of functionality contains services for reminding the tourist
about events. If a visitor has expressed interest in a certain event and
chosen to set a reminder for it, the system will proactively inform them
in time before the show starts.

An overview of the architecture of the EdFest system is
ure
on

6.1. The

the

server

right-hand

given

in

Fig¬

component of the tourist information system is shown

side of the

whereas the range of currently sup¬
the left. The server module consists of three

figure,

ported clients is shown on
major components. The role and functioning of the web server and the
database server managing the data of the XCM system have already been
discussed in detail in the previous chapter. In the example of the web
site of an academic research group given in that chapter, both content
and publishing metadata were managed directly within the database of
the XCM system. Within the EdFest system, however, only publishing
metadata is managed by XCM, while the actual content is stored on a
dedicated application data server shown on the far right-hand side of the
figure. This architecture has been chosen for two reasons. First, the
content provided by the festival organisers does not require a database
that is capable of storing revisional and alternative versions. Keeping the
content accessible to applications that do not need content management
functionality, such as the management tools of the festival administration
is the second motivation for this design. In order for XCM to access the
data stored in the application database, we have defined a special type
of content objects that act as bi-directional wrappers between the two
databases. Given an object identifier and an object type, these wrappers
are capable of accessing the data stored in the application database in
an

almost transparent way.
On the left-hand side of the

currently provides support
represents the traditional

using

an

HTML browser

are

a

the clients for which the system

listed. The Kiosk Client shown at the top

access
on

figure,

channel of

browsing

tourist information

stationary computer. Kiosk functionality
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Y
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6.1: Overview of the EdFest architecture

is either accessed at home before

offices

visiting the city or in one of ticket
of the festival. Through the kiosk web site, all

larger venues
functionality of the EdFest system as discussed before can be accessed.
In addition, visitors can create and print personalised event schedules
that only list the events that they are interested in a given period.
Below the kiosk client, the two output channels for the interactive
paper client are listed. The Paper Publisher client is responsible for cre¬
ating and printing interactive paper documents based on a specific XML
format. In contrast to the other delivery channels, the transformation
of the content into a mark-up that can be displayed by the client is not
handled by XCM. In the case of the paper publisher, XCM exports the
structured content without presentation information. The rendering is
then done by the paper publisher when it generates a printable docu¬
ment. This slightly different process is necessary, as the paper publisher
needs to keep track of linking metadata during the rendering process.
This metadata is then exported and stored in a cross-media informa¬
tion server [259] that links information concepts represented on paper
to additional digital information. More detailed information about the
publishing process of interactive paper as used in the EdFest system can
or

be found in Norrie et al.

[206, 205].

Within

tem, the paper publisher is used both
festival events and

tourist information sys¬

containing all
that visitors print at the

to create

a

booklet

personalised programmes
points.
At run-time, the Paper Client uses this cross-media information server
access the digital content managed by XCM whenever tourists interact

kiosk information

to

our
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System

using their digital pen. By decoding an al¬
most invisible dot pattern printed on the paper, the digital pen is capable
of computing the coordinates on the page to which the tourist pointed.
Based on a semantic document model, this (x,y) position is mapped
to a selector that has either been authored manually by the application
designer or generated by the paper publisher. A selector can be an an¬

augmented

paper

chor of any number of links that associate it with

resources.

It is out

of the scope of this thesis to discuss this cross-media information
and the interactive paper

technology in more detail.
tion of the design and implementation as well as an
applications is available in Signer [259].
In the EdFest

system,

most

resources

ponents within the XCM system. Thus,
the paper

such

put

on

a

request

on

overview of realised

content

are

tourist

complete descrip¬

management

pointing

to

a

the retrieval of content from the

triggers
mentioned before, it is currently
area

a

A

paper.

not

possible

The EdFest

server

display
system, therefore,
to

to deliver information to the tourist. This decision

com¬

particular
As

server.

the response of
uses

was

voice out¬

based

on

the

hypothesis that audio feedback is less intrusive than visual information
delivery through a head-mounted display. Further, as many historic sites
already use personal audio guides to inform visitors, it is relatively safe
to assume that this delivery channel will be well received. As a conse¬
quence of unsatisfactory results of experiments with an earlier version
of the EdFest system where voice was used as an input channel as well,
the latest version separates paper and voice into non-overlapping input
and output channels. It should be noted, however, that this decision was
not influenced by the architecture of the system. Technically it would
be perfectly feasible to implement interactive speech dialogues and the
absence of this functionality is entirely due to usability considerations.
The paper client is
in

Figure

6.2 that

composed from
each gives access to

three different documents shown
information services

XCM. The main document is

a

contained in the programmes

published by

ure

6.2(a)

contains

about four events.

brochure that mirrors the information
each of the festivals.

page of the EdFest brochure
Apart from the static content

one

provided by
Fig¬

information

listing
provided by XCM
booklet, when used to¬

using the paper publisher delivery channel, the
gether with the digital pen, gives access to additional information that is
not found on the pages. For example, a tourist can request information
about ticket availability or set a reminder for a given show. The second
document shown in Figure 6.2(b) is a bookmark appropriately sized to
be used together with the brochure. As can be seen in the figure, the
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6.2: Documents of the EdFest paper client

bookmark has two sides. The front side

depicted

on

the left of the

figure
the right

allows

preferences to be set and tickets to be booked. Shown on
of the figure, the back side of the bookmark provides a query interface
that can be used to retrieve an event based on a set of specified criteria.
Finally, the third document is a map of the city of Edinburgh showing
the location of all festival venues. Through the icons seen at the top
of Figure 6.2(c), the map provides information about what is going on
at a venue, helps the tourist to locate their own position and navigates
them to other places. As the navigation service coexists in parallel to
the information services offered by XCM, it will not be discussed in more
detail in this thesis. A detailed description of functionality and imple¬
mentation of the interactive paper map used for EdFest

Grossniklaus et al.

As

can

be found in

[122].

client, a mobile PDA Client
As most PDAs are
can be used in the scope of the EdFest project.
capable of rendering content formatted with HTML, the required delivery
an

alternative to the interactive paper

channel is very similar to the

one

account for the reduced

size of these

screen

in terms of how information is
in

Figure 6.1,

to the content

explicitly

presented

both the PDA client

as

are

devices,

well

as

our

management, this functionality has
of the EdFest system. In the

adaptations

a

the paper client connect
proxy that

gathering, augmentation

excluded from

minor

To

however necessary. As shown

management system through

client device. Since context
been

used for the kiosk computers.

and

runs

on

each

processing have

version model for context-aware data
to be

provided by another component
present architecture, this function is fulfilled
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which passes

that

through.
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For the

dedicated context database

engine allows

sensor

then

the

accesses

the defined
and stored

sensor

on

management of context

sensors

which

are

represented

context information based

GPS

receiver,

a

EdFest,

weather

three

sensor

data from the Internet and

meteorological

request
a

is used. This so-called context

types. The data gathered from the
For

System

this server,

on

and context types to be defined in

physical

as

a

context information to every

[21, 22, 23, 25]

high-level
specified by the application.
based
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a

database.

a
as

sensors

on

instances of
is

processed

the context types

sensors—a

location

that downloads
network

It

sensor

up-to-date

that

the WLAN interface of the client device—have been defined.

sensor

accesses

Apart

from

this context information that is

gathered from these physical sensors, the
context engine also manages logical context information about the client.
For example, it also records which user is currently interacting with the
system and what delivery channel is currently being used.

managing the context, the client proxy also serves as
the basis for asynchronous communication between the mobile client and

Apart

from

the content management system.

While in traditional web-based ap¬

plications, communication between the client and the server is always
synchronous, context-aware applications require asynchronous commu¬
nication enabling the server to contact the client whenever the context
changes. This proactive behaviour of the content server can be imple¬
mented in several different ways. For example, the solution discussed in
Ceri et al.
device

as a

[60]

uses a

client-side module that is downloaded to the mobile

response to the first

module computes

a

digest

request. When running

on

the

client,

the

value of the current context and compares it to

corresponding value obtained from the server. If the two values do not
match, the context on the server has changed and the page is refreshed
by the client-side module. In contrast to this approach using polling,
our client proxy contains a server process, the so-called client controller,
that listens for requests from the server on a specific port. Although
the polling solution is more secure, as the client does not need to open
network ports, we believe that the advantages of our approach outweigh
this concern. Depending on how the communication between the server
and the mobile client is realised, polling can lead to unnecessary costs, as
the client may be charged for the volume of data transferred rather than
for the duration of the network connection. Also, by building the server
process on the client on top of standard protocols, such as secure HTTP,
the risk of exposing the client to security risks can be vitally reduced. In
the EdFest system, the client controller is primarily used to provide the
the
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reminder

functionality.

When

a

tourist

registers

a

reminder for

a

specific

event, this information is sent to the content management system and

acknowledgement

is sent back to the client.

to be notified that the event is about to

system

connects to the client controller

message. The

point

6.3

tourist has

begin, the content management
and triggers the corresponding

in time when the reminder is delivered can, of course,

be influenced
located in

Later, when the

an

by contextual factors,
the city.

such

as

where the tourist is

currently

Implementation

The information services of the EdFest tourist information system pre¬
sented in the

the XCM content
section

we

implemented in terms of
management system discussed in Chapter 5. In this

previous

section have all been

discuss how XCM has been extended to handle the requests

from different clients.

The process of

developing the content compo¬
nent for the EdFest system has been slightly different than the develop¬
ment of the example web site presented in the previous chapter. Nev¬
ertheless, the presentation in this chapter will broadly follow the same
In contrast to the example given before, the application model
course.
of the tourist information system was not developed as an extension of
the types defined by XCM. As mentioned before, the festival content is
rather managed by a dedicated database than inside the database stor¬
ing the XCM system metadata. The data model of XCM has therefore
primarily been extended with two additional wrapper types that allow
data from other databases to be accessed from inside XCM. The first of
these types, type cmxcontent, wraps

simple

component, while the second, type

cmxstructure

external data structures in term of

a

objects into a content
capable of representing

content

structure

is

component. Another ad¬

dition to the component types of XCM has been necessary to allow the
database to be updated. In order to provide this functionality, a content

type cmoperation has been defined that
database

macro

and returns its result

The data model that has been
EdFest system is shown in

executes

as

a

an

operation such

as

a

component object.

designed

to store the content of the

design of this data model,
several requirements had to be met. First of all, it had to be possible
to import and store the data that was provided by the organisers of the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe as a collection of XML and CSV documents.
In addition to this

Figure

6.3. In the

requirement, information concepts had

to be added
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functionality. At the centre of the model
stands the classification hierarchy with root collection Infoltems. Objects
of type infoitem are primarily characterised by their name, a description
and a web address. They represent the main items about which the
tourist information system provides content. As shown, these informa¬
tion items are either events, venues or festivals represented by the three
subcollections of Infoltems, Events, Venues and Festivals respectively. The
that support the desired system

first two collections hold the information about events and
the festival

that

The third

collection, Festivals,
captures the different festivals that are taking place at the same time.
However, since we have only obtained data from the Edinburgh Festival
Fringe, the collection Festivals does not serve a concrete purpose in the
current system and will thus not be discussed any further. Event objects
can be classified as festival highlights by placing them in the Highlights
subcollection of Events. Every event is linked through the BelongsTo asso¬
ciation to a category stored in the Category collection and performed by
an artist represented by a member of collection Artists and associated with
the event through PerformedBy. In contrast to events and venues, provid¬
ing information about artists is not a primary function of our information
was

provided by

venues

organisers.

systems. As this data is considered
an

event, it has

the fact that
more

than

the model

not been modelled
event

corresponding
Apart

as

a

subtype

of infoitem.

To capture

performed on a number of different days or
once on a single day, performances have been introduced into
to represent the actual instances of an event. Each object of
an

type performance is
the

to be additional information about

a

can

be

member of the Performances collection and linked to

event

from events,

using the
venues

PerformanceOf association.

represented by type

focus of the EdFest tourist information system.
i.e. each

hierarchically,
multiple theatres

venue

can

be

a

venue

Venues

are

the main

organised
subvenues, such as
hierarchical relationships be¬
are

collection of

single cinema. The
tween venues are captured by the includes association which links a venue
object to another. Similar to events, venues can belong to categories that
express what kind of place a certain venue is. Examples of categories are
bars, restaurants or theatres which can be managed in a hierarchy rep¬
resented by the SubCategoryOf association. To capture where a venue is
located, each element of the Venues collection is associated with exactly
one GPS coordinate stored in collection GPSPositions through the LocatedAt association. The type gpsposition defines three attributes for objects,
representing positions as longitude, latitude and altitude, according to
the GPS standard. The geographic information about venues was not
in

a
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a-

O
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cd
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organisers and had to be gathered manually,
which has led to a few issues of data quality in the running system. Note
that the position of a venue could also have been expressed by adding
additional attributes to the venue type. However, since location informa¬
tion is an important context dimension in our tourist information system,
we decided to represent positions as a proper concept.

provided by

Apart

the festival

from information items and related concepts, another

impor¬

representing the tourists and related information. Each
tourist is represented by an object of type visitor in the Visitors collection.
Type visitor defines attributes to record the login, password name, e-mail
address and mobile phone number of a tourist. The mobile phone num¬
ber of the user is required as a fall-back option in the implementation of
the reminder functionality when the server is unable to contact the client
tant

concern

is

controller. Visitors
ways. To

provide

can

interact with the EdFest

feedback to other

visitors,

system

tourists

can

in

number of

a

write comments

and store them in the database collection Comments where comment

au¬

captured by the AddedComment association. Comments can
either be of a general nature or they can refer to a specific information
item which is expressed by the CommentFor association. Numeric ratings
stored in the Ratings collection can also be of help to other tourists who

thorship

are

is

interested in

a

each

certain information item.

has to be linked to

however,
rating
by the (1:1) cardinality

an

information

rating.
allows

important

item,

comments,
as

required

constraint of the domain side of association Rat-

ingFor. To facilitate the future integration of
EdFest it is

In contrast to

to

keep

a

recommender system into

track of which

user

recorded

a

specific

This information is recorded in the AddedRating association which
user

profiles

to be established.

infer the visitor taste and to

serve

as

Such

profiles

could then be used to

the basis for the recommendation

of related items.
The EdFest system

provides several options for tourists to record their
interests and preferences. This information could later also be used to
influence the recommendations calculated by the system. For example,
using the Interested//! association, visitors can express their interest in cer¬
tain information items. Similar to that, the association Prefers allows a
set of preferred event categories to be specified by the tourist. Events of
these categories are then weighted higher in the list of results when the
user accesses the search functionality of the system. Further, the system
keeps track of which events a user intends to see and has seen, by record¬
ing the corresponding information using associations IntendsToSee and
HasSeen. Finally, tourists can book tickets through the EdFest system
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which

uses

vation has

the Reservations collection to store their reservations. A
a

reference to

a

certain event and

an

actual

reser¬

performance

of

this event

captured by the associations ForPerformance and ForEvent. In
addition to this information, the type reservation defines an attribute stor¬
ing a reservation number which the visitor can use to buy the tickets at

the box office.
To

access

content data stored in the

application database,

number

a

of components have been defined to retrieve external data from within
XCM. These components
introduced at the

the two types

use

beginning

of this section.

cmxcontent

and

As mentioned

cmxstructure

the

before,

EdFest tourist information system

mainly provides information about
events and venues. Therefore it has only been necessary to create two
XCM components to access external data, one for objects of type event
and one for type venue. However, since objects of both types are delivered
to the client in

quite

a

few different

views,

we

decided to create

component for every view that is required by EdFest. As
to this

approach,

general
with

a

content

view

it would also have been

possible

to

only

an

a

content

alternative

define

one

very

component for each of the two types and associate these

object

that has

would demonstrate another

a

number of variants.

While this solution

for

context-dependent variants, it
also suffers from a conceptual shortcoming. In this solution, the type of
a content component effectively becomes context-dependent through the
application of a view variant. Although context-dependent views are an
use

case

intended feature of the XCM system, it has not yet been defined how
this

functionality can be combined with the type system of XCM. For
the time being, we have thus chosen a solution that represents the type of
the delivered object based on the content component rather than based
on the applied view. Table 6.1 shows a listing of all the components that
were

created to

access

external content and describes their purpose.

In

the upper part of the table components that retrieve information about
events
are

are

shown,

while components

retrieving

content related to

venues

shown in the lower part.
Some information services of the EdFest tourist information system

do not

directly correspond to a single object in the application data¬
base. Also, some functionality requires that the application database is
updated as a result of a client request, which cannot be handled by the
existing XCM concepts. Therefore a mechanism is needed to handle op¬
erations that are more complex than what is possible with the queries
represented by the XCM view concept. As mentioned before, the newly
introduced type cmxoperation allows arbitrary operations in an external
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Description

getEventComment

Retrieves

about

comment

a

that has been recorded

artist

an

getAccessibilityInfo

event based

on

the stored

an

of the

score

of

ratings.

Provides information about the accessi¬

bility

of

a venue

for the disabled.

Returns the

getBarlnfo

that is

opening hours of the bar
colocated at a given venue.

opening hours and the
of the restaurant at a given venue.

Retrieves

getFoodlnfo

menu

the

Delivers information about how to get

getPublicTransport

to

by public transport.

a venue

copious information about a
including a detailed description.

Returns

getVenuelnfo

venue,

Components

database to be executed.

ods and

the current numeric

Computes

getEventRat ing

operations

previously.

including the provenance
and possible disclaimers.

event

can

event

an

Delivers extensive information about

getEventlnfo

Table 6.1:

System

either be

macros can

for external

objects

In the scope of the

object

methods

return values that

or

are

of types

family

database
then

and

event

of OMS

platforms,

Both meth¬

macros.

represented

venue

in XCM

as a

component. Within EdFest, several components have been implemented
based

on

this

new

type. Table 6.2 gives

an

overview of the

names

and

description of each component. Operations that are used to provide
complex information services are shown in the upper part of the table,
and the lower part lists those components that update the application
a

database
Based

as

request side-effect.

a

on

these components, the structure of the EdFest

has been defined.

The structure

follows the traditional

application

for the kiosk and PDA client

designed
approach of building

hierarchy based on direc¬
tories and pages as discussed in the previous chapter. Using directories,
the web site is organised into different areas that provide different access
methods to the festival content. For example, events and venues can
either be browsed based on their name or according to the category they
belong to. Whereas multiple access strategies can coexist in parallel in
a
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Component

Description

getMapPosition

Depending

on

the scale of the map

computes and
tween two

Suggests

getSuggestion

teria such

returns the distance be¬

points

an

on

paper.

event based

as

used,

on

time, date

or

specified cri¬
preferences.

Provides information about ticket avail¬

getTicketsInfo

ability

for

a

performance.

Records the tourist's interest in

setEventBookmark

a

given

event.

Stores

setEventComment

a

comment about

application
Marks

setPreference

an

database.

event

the current

category

Sets

setReservation

Guides the tourist

steps

reminder for the

one

delivery channels,

access

structure at

an
a

through

for

event.
a

series of

event.

an

operations

interactive paper document

time.

preferred

given

to book tickets for

Table 6.2: Anchors for database

these

as

user.

setReminder

a

event in the

an

only support
delivery to pa¬

can

All content intended for

printed at design-time. At run-time, it is thus not
possible to dynamically change the way in which content is accessed, as
such changes would require the printing of a new set of documents. An
interesting feature of the interactive paper channel is the fact that it is
actually split into two delivery channels. Static design-time delivery is
addressed by the paper publisher channel, whereas dynamic run-time in¬
teraction is supported by the paper client. The role of structure elements
in these two delivery channels differs significantly. The content delivery
for the paper publisher heavily relies on structure elements to integrate
almost all data of the application database into one content hierarchy. In
contrast, information delivered to the paper client hardly uses any struc¬
To
ture elements, as individual components are accessed from paper.
bridge the gap between these static and dynamic parts of the interactive
paper channel, a print functionality allowing personalised documents to
be created was implemented for the festival kiosks.
per is structured and
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process is the creation of view ob¬

jects that define which attribute values are retrieved from the database
and whether related objects are delivered to the client. As it is not possi¬
ble to discuss all view objects that were developed for the EdFest appli¬
cation in the scope of this thesis, we limit the discussion to the example
of the getEventlnfo component. The content delivery represented by
this component combines information from an object of type event with
the corresponding object of type artist. To retrieve the artist object de¬
pending on the current event object, a view is required that gathers this
information. In XCM each view object stores a parametrised database
query that is instantiated and evaluated when the

object associated with
the view is rendered by the server component. Below, the view query
that retrieves the performer and returns a tuple containing the event
and the artist is given in algebraic form.
nth 1

(PerformedBy dr({o}))
In the EdFest

application database, the association PerformedBy stores a
collection of tuples relating events to the artists performing them. Before
evaluating the query, XCM replaces all occurrences of the o placeholder
with the event object it is currently rendering. Thus, using the dr opera¬
tion, the domain of the PerformedBy association is restricted to the event
in question. Finally, the nth operation is applied to extract the first tuple
of objects in the resulting set.
The
server

tuple

into

returned

an

by

the view query is then transformed

XML document

tation
event

"Pool of Life".

5.

As

can

the XCM

conforming to the format introduced in
simplified version of the XML represen¬

Figure 6.4 shows a
created by XCM for the request

Chapter

by

be

seen

of information about the festival

from this

generated <webobject>

element has the

type view:getEventlnfo

as

example document,

the

getEventlnfo and the
denoted by the <property> child element
name

and the type

the getEventlnfo informa¬

tion service

it is

a

structure

nents,

a

attribute, respectively. Since
combines two database objects,

component. In the XML format

structure

contains all

component has

subcomponents

a

represented by XCM as
representing XCM compo¬

<components> child element that

of the structural container. In the

the <components> element has two child
The first with attribute value
event

event

<webobject>

example,
elements.

for the type attribute represents the

"Pool of Life" from the EdFest

application

represents the artist performing the event,

as

database. The second

indicated

by

the artist
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value of attribute type. Note that attributes for which the

ing

database

object provides

no

value

are

shown

as

correspond¬

empty <property>

elements.

Defining the layout of the application in terms of presentation tem¬
plates is the final step of the XCM design process. As detailed earlier,
presentation templates in XCM are expressed using XSL transforma¬
Each component is associated with exactly one template that
tions.
governs how the XCM

formed.
will
it.

now

For

representation of the component will be trans¬
Continuing the example of the getEventlnfo component, we
discuss the presentation template that was defined to render

reasons

ant of this

of

conciseness, however,

template

that

we

will

only present

the vari¬

created to represent the component in the

was

Hence, the template
given in the abbreviated listing shown in Figure 6.5 produces output
for the VoiceXML channel in English. The template contains a single
<xsl:template> element that represents a transformation rule that will
be applied to all elements of the source document that fulfil the condition
specified by the match attribute. As shown, the template does not spec¬
ify such a condition. Writing match conditions can often be a challenging
task in a large system since the set of components that are associated
with a template can change over time. Clearly, it would be error-prone to
maintain the match conditions manually whenever the content of a web

CV(S)

context

site evolves.

updates

the

:=

{(format, vxml), (lang, en}}.

XCM therefore generates these conditions at run-time and

corresponding

attribute.

of the match attribute will be
the

during
The

publishing

body

of the

changed

to

given example, the value
webobject [@stamp=,we21']

process.

template

shown in the

document with element <vxml>

<form> element. Similar to
fined that consist of

In the

as

HTML,

series of blocks.

a

that will be read to the

user

back from the user, based

on

and

root

figure generates a VoiceXML
element containing a single

VoiceXML allows forms to be de¬

Each block

can

contain

prompts

optionally be used to gather feed¬
speech recognition. As mentioned before,
can

voice is used in EdFest

purely as an output channel and not for interac¬
tion. Hence the given template simply generates a <prompt> element
for output and no <field> elements that would be required to input
data. Inside the <prompt> element, a series of <xsl:if> elements are
used to determine which information is available and should be read to
the tourist. If

an

artist has been associated with the current event in the

application database,
the generated output.

the

template

will first include this information in

Then it checks whether the event is the

premiere
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oid="o5107"

type="view:getEventInf o">

<property name="sys:name">

<string>getEventInf o</string>
</property>
1

cubcequent property

elements

omitted

<components>
oid="o2451" type="event">

<webobject stamp="we22"
<property

name="name">

<string>Pool

of

Lif

e</string>

</property>
<property

name=

"description">

<text>Following

his

critically

successful

show

of

2003, [...]</text>
</property>
<property name="webaddress"/>
<property name="author"/>

<property

name=

"premiere">

<string>World premiere</string>

</property>
<property

name=

"warnings"/>

<property name="capacity"

>

<integer>72</integer>
</property>
<property

name="twof orone">

<boolean>true</boolean>
</property>
<property

name="cancelled">

<boolean>f alse</boolean>

</property>
</webobject>
<webobject stamp="we23"
<property

oid="ol2429" type="artist">

name="name">

<string>Big Value Comedy</string>
</property>
<property name="webaddress"/>
<property name="type">

<string>Prof essional</string>

</property>
<property bulk="uni" name="origin"/>
<property bulk="uni"

name=

"members">

<string> 1 </string>

</property>
</webobject>
</components>
</webobject>

Figure

System

6.4: XML document of

getEventInfo
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<xsl:template
1

matcfa="">

variable

declarations

omitted

<vxml version="2.0"
<form

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/vxml">
id="xcmprompt">

<block>

<prompt>
<xsl:if

test="string-length($artist) fegt; 0">
<xsl:text>The event : </xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select="$name"/>
<xsl:text>is performed by </xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select= "$artist"/>
<xsl:if test="string-length($origin) fegt; 0">
<xsl:text>from </xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select= "$origin"/>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:text>. </xsl:text>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="string-length($premiere) fegt; 0">
<xsl:text>It is the </xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select= "$premiere"/>
<xsl:text>of this show. </xsl:text>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="string-length($general) fegt; 0">
<xsl:text>The producers wish
about

the

to

inform you

</xsl:text>
"$general"/>
</xsl:text>
following:

<xsl:value-of select=
<xsl:text>.

</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="string-length($explicit) &gt;
<xsl:text>Be

aware

of

the

0">

subsequent warning:

</xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of
<xsl:text>.

select="$explicit"/>
</xsl:text>

</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="string-length($agerange) &gt;
<xsl:text>Suitable for the age range:

</xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select=
<xsl:text>.

"$agerange"/>
</xsl:text>

</xsl:if>
</prompt>
</block>
</form>
</vxml>
</xsl:template>

Figure

6.5: XSL

template

for getEventlnfo

0">
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of the show and generates the

appropriate notification for the

System

tourist.

Finally, any existing remarks of either a general nature or concerning the
language, as well as the suggested age range, are added to the response.
The content delivery that results from applying this template to the XML
representation of the event "Pool of Life" is shown in Figure 6.6.
<?xml version="l .0"

encoding="utf-8"?>
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/vxml"
<form id="xcmprompt">

<vxml

version="2.0">

<block>

<prompt>The
Value

Big

event:

Comedy.

Pool
It

of

is

Life

the

is

World

performed bypremiere

of

show.</prompt>

this

</block>
</form>
</vxml>
6.6: XCM response of

Figure

getEventlnfo

implementation of the EdFest tourist in¬
formation system based on XCM, it is worthwhile to discuss some aspects
of the system in more detail. In order for XCM to adapt its response to
the current context, the required information has to be transmitted from
Having presented

the client to the

server.

context information

ing

from

a

the broad

To do so, the client controller proxy that manages

using the

mobile client.

Before

server, the client controller

augments the request with the

text information.

For

service

in the above

presented
following request

engine intercepts requests originat¬
sending the intercepted request to the

context

instance,

to

access

example,

necessary

con¬

the getEventlnfo information
the paper client would send the

to the client controller proxy.

http://.../xcm?anchor=getEventInfo&event=o2451
After

intercepting and augmenting the request, the extended
below will be issued to the XCM server by the proxy.

URI

given

http://.../xcm?anchor=getEventInfo&event=o2451&format=vxml&
lang=en&user=guest

string of the
request, the client provides information about the format it is capable of
handling, the preferred language, and the user that is currently logged

By inserting

into the

these additional parameters into the query

system.
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Implementation

To conclude this section which discusses the

EdFest

functionality,

demonstrates

we

take

a

of the

implementation

look at the reservation process,

as

it

challenges of mobile multi-channel informa¬
tion systems. In the following, we compare the implementation of the
reservation functionality for the kiosk channel and the interactive paper
channel. So far, existing multi-channel information systems that support
clients, such as web browsers, mobile phones, media phones or PDAs have
addressed the requirement of making all aspects of the content delivery
context-dependent. Although these traditional delivery channels differ
substantially in their capabilities, the way in which users interact with
them is rather similar. All of these devices display information graphi¬
cally, use links for navigation and forms for data acquisition. Interactions
such as a user registration or an ordering process are often composed from
some

of the

several steps. In this case, the responses that
ent clients

delivered to the differ¬

variety of shapes, whereas the steps of the
and hence the business logic on the server side stay the same.
can

take

are

a

The addition of interactive paper to the set of

delivery

process

channels inval¬

idates this property of multi-channel information systems. In the
interactive paper, the communication

of

patterns between client and server,

application logic required to process the interaction on the
server, diverge considerably from traditional delivery channels. To sub¬
stantiate this argument, Figure 6.7 shows a side-to-side comparison of
as

well

case

the

as

user

the

interface of the EdFest reservation process

on

the kiosk client

corresponding extract of the bookmark document. A tourist
accessing this functionality through the stationary kiosk client will be
presented the HTML form shown in Figure 6.7(a). To reserve tickets,
the tourists enter the event, the date and the number of tickets they
require into the corresponding form fields. By clicking the Reserve but¬
and the

ton at the end of the form all

in

is

a

processed there.
prototype implementation

single request

part of the

parameters

and

and does not represent

an

interaction process in the

are

transmitted to the

Note that the reservation form

of the HTML

end-user interface in terms

case

of the

server

paper-based

user

delivery channel
of usability. The

interface shown in

Figure 6.7(b) is quite different. The reservation process is started when
a tourist points with the digital pen to the icon labelled Start reserva¬
tion, triggering a voice response from the server asking them to select
the event. Events can be selected in the booklet document by touching
the icon below the event title with the pen which sends another request
to the

ify

server.

The

the date of the

corresponding response prompts the
performance that they would like to

tourists to spec¬

book tickets for.
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Booking

G8

Ticket Reservation

Start reservation

Reservation Number

Number of tickets
Event

o747
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2005-08-24

Hum tier of Tickets

3

OQaoooooo
(3

Reserve

(a)

reserve

Kiosk client

(b) Paper

client

6.7: User interfaces of the reservation process

Figure

The date is also selected in the brochure

by pointing into the timeline
at the bottom of the corresponding event description. Again, a request
is sent to the server transmitting the new information and resulting in a
response asking the tourists to select the number of tickets on the book¬
mark. After they have done so, a summary of their reservation is read
to them, which they can acknowledge by clicking on the reserve icon on
the bookmark. This last request to the server will trigger the booking to
be processed and a voice confirmation to be sent to the client.
The differences that
also be witnessed

are

visible at the level of the

by examining

of the two clients and the

user

interface

can

the communication pattern between each
The communication patterns

resulting
from the user interaction scenarios discussed above are shown in Fig¬
The sequence of requests and responses that is generated by a
ure 6.8.
tourist interacting with the server through the kiosk client is depicted in
Figure 6.8(a) whereas the communication pattern of the same interaction
through the paper client is given in Figure 6.8(b). As can be seen in the
figure, accessing the reservation process from the kiosk client results in
two

request and response pairs where the first retrieves the empty form

and the second
ture in the

required
in

server.

an

case

uploads

all values to the

of the paper client is

to process the reservation

individual request.

managed

in

In the kiosk

control
screen.

a

session

on

processing. The pic¬
quite different, as each data value
server

request is

Additionally,

for

sent to the

server

encoded

the selected values have to be

the client and retransmitted with every request.

interface, users are able to find out what they can do, and
their actions by looking at what is currently displayed on the
Tourists interacting through the paper interface, however, have
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Kiosk

Content

Paper

Content

Client

Server

Client

Server

*

r*

W

?anchor=setReservation&id=309&event=o74/

K

?anchor=setReservation&id=309&event=o747
&daie=2005-08-24

?anchor=setReservation&id=309&event=o747
&daie=2005-08-24 &iickeis=3

?anchor=setReservation&id=309&event=o747

?anchor=setReservation&id=309&event=o747
*

,

,

&date=2005-08-24&tickets=3&confirmed=true

(a)

Figure

to be

&daie=2005-08-24&iickeis=3&confirmed=irue

Kiosk client

(b) Paper

6.8: Communications

given immediate

vation process

completing each step, to
guide them through the process.

the server-side

across

patterns of the reservation process

responses after

their actions to them and to

Implementing

client

multiple

application logic

channels is

patterns of the different channels

a

confirm

that handles the

reser¬

difficult task if the interaction

heterogeneous as in the exam¬
ple. In the EdFest system, our solution to that problem was inspired
by the method dispatching strategies found in object-oriented program¬
ming languages. Many object-oriented languages allow methods to be
overloaded, i.e. support the definition of multiple versions of the same
method with different sets of arguments. At run-time, they select the
so-called most specific method from the set of applicable methods, based
on the number and type of arguments given by the caller of the method.
In its basic nature, virtual method dispatching is not unlike selecting the
best matching variant of an object. All that has to be done to simu¬
late method dispatching based on the version model for context-aware
data management is to define an object type that represents operations,
and treat the parameters specified by the client as context values. Since
all OMS platforms already provide the notion of operation, and most of
them use an object type as part of their metamodel to describe these op¬
erations, the first prerequisite is already fulfilled. Further, both method
arguments and context values are sent by the client to the server as pa¬
rameters in the request query string. Hence, the second requirement is
simply met by treating all transmitted parameters equally and including
are

as

them in the current context state used to evaluate the request.
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gives
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of the versioned

object

graphical representation

that handles the setReservation process.
state that

occurs

version of the

in the process shown in

object

As

for each context

shown,
Figure 6.8(b),

an

alternative

As the context values that will

has been defined.

be sent

by the client cannot be known beforehand, the context states
describing the variants use the value +* which indicates that a value
for the corresponding context dimension has to be set but the actual
value is not important. The default variant is responsible for starting
the reservation process by generating a reservation number and initiat¬
ing a session on the client. All other variants of the object extract the
provided context data, update the application database accordingly and
send back a response that guides the visitor to the next step, except for
variant o369@5 [5] that informs the tourists that they have completed
the reservation process successfully.
setReservation

o369@0[0]

o369@l[l]

</4

+*>

o369@2[2]

<id,

+*>

<event,

o369@3[3]

04
+*>

+*>

<event,

<dafe,

+*>

+*>

o369@4[4]

<td, +*>
<evenf, +*>
<date,

+*>

<tickets,

Figure

6.9: The setReservation

The kiosk reservation process

+*>

o369@5[5]

<id,

+*>

<event,

<date,

+*>

+*>

<tmkets, +*>
confirmed, true>

object

only needs to access the default variant
and the variant shown on the far right in the figure. In the case of the
paper client, however, the reservation process runs through all variants
of the objects before completing. An interesting aspect of implementing
such processes is the way in which errors made by the user are handled.
While interacting with the paper client, it is impossible to cause an error
by entering incorrect values into the reservation process, as all data is
chosen from the preauthored paper. The tourist can, however, deviate
from the process by prematurely selecting parameters that will only be
gathered in a later step. In this case, the value will nevertheless be stored
in the client's session but the response will be the same as before, asking
the tourist to select the value corresponding to the current step. When
this value is finally selected by the user, all steps that have been executed
out of order are skipped automatically as those values have already been
stored in the session on the client. Preliminary feedback from test users
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at the

Edinburgh Festivals in 2005 has shown that this rather resilient
way of handling the stepping through a process can be a feasible and
comprehensible form of interaction.
While

a

tourist cannot deviate from the defined process in the web

possible to enter arbitrary values or to leave out certain
parameters altogether. Hence, the system has to be able to additionally
cope with these errors. The logic to check whether the form has been
completed correctly by the user could be implemented on the clientside using embedded scripts.
However, this solution is not generally
possible on all required delivery channels, as scripting capabilities, if
present at all, vary substantially. Our approach to implementing process
functionality based on an object with multiple variants is already able
to handle cases where the tourist has failed to specify a required value.
Even if they are not required in situations where the tourist fills in the
form correctly, in the case of an error, the additional variants defined
for the interactive paper process can be used for error handling in the
kiosk interface. A missing parameter will lead to the selection of one
interface,

it is

of these intermediate variants which will be rendered for the client

as

a

form where the parameter is

highlighted. Although context matching can
provide a solution to missing values, it is not capable of addressing the
problem of handling errors caused by incorrect data. To also implement
this functionality, traditional parsing and error handling techniques have
to be applied.

6.4

Discussion

In this

chapter

implement the
content back-end of a mobile multi-channel information system. Apart
from rather traditional delivery channels, such as desktop web browsers
and PDAs, the presented EdFest guide for festival visitors also supports
a novel access channel based on interactive paper. Compared to existing
web channels, interactive paper introduces a set of new requirements that
have to be addressed by the content server. The implementation of the
EdFest

server

we

have

presented

how XCM

was

component has been discussed in

used to

terms of the XCM devel¬

opment process that is defined around the concepts of content, structure,
view and

presentation.

In

doing

so,

we

for context-aware data management

put forward by

new

modes of

have shown how the version model

can

be used to meet the

accessing information.

reservation process available in the EdFest

system

as

challenges

Using the ticket
an example, we
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have

argued

that interactive paper not

only

System

affects the way in which

content is accessed and delivered but also the nature of information in¬

EdFest, this problem was solved by extending XCM with
context-aware operations that have been realised using the versioning
In

teraction.

concepts put forward in this thesis.
XCM

developed initially
browser-based web applications.
was

implement

to

and support traditional

setting of the EdFest
mobile tourist information system, new functionality had to be integrated
into the system. For reasons given above, the festival data of the EdFest
application is managed by a dedicated database and not the XCM data¬
base. This set-up required techniques to bridge the gap between the two
databases in a seamless and transparent way. Furthermore, XCM has
never

To

use

it in the

been extended with features that would allow content to be up¬

dated at run-time

using the web channel. In XCM, the content of a web
site is defined using the XCM SiteManager application presented in the
previous chapter. In order for tourists to submit comments, rate events,
specify preferences and book tickets, the application has to handle up¬
dates

resulting from user interaction. The foundation for the solution
to both problems has been provided by the concept of extensibility that
stands at the core of XCM. Building on this mechanism, three additional
component types
tensions of

were

defined to address these

already existing types.

Two of these

new
new

requirements
types allow

wrapper

objects

to be created in XCM that

content

or

structure

components. Objects of the third type enable XCM

to execute

arbitrary

database

to

the database.

update

represent external

as ex¬

operations

to

as

either

perform complex queries

or

We believe that the realisation of the EdFest

system has demonstrated the need for extensibility
any

content

implementation platform

for web

key feature
engineering applications.
as

a

in

already discussed in this chapter, the inter¬
action processes implemented for the interactive paper client have ad¬
ditional interesting characteristics. Looking back at the communication
pattern between client and server given in Figure 6.8(b), a similarity to
modern web applications that transmit data values to the server as soon
Apart

as

the

from the aspects

user

reloads and

has entered them

can

be observed. In order to prevent page

provide immediate feedback to the user, these web sites use
a technique called Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). As indi¬
cated by its name, AJAX is a combination of existing technologies that
In AJAX, a
are used together to provide more interactive web pages.
web page uses client-side scripting to connect to a server and to transmit
values without reloading the whole page. At the time of opening the
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registered that will be invoked as soon
as the request has been processed.
Using JavaScript, the response han¬
dler can then update the web page asynchronously by accessing the Doc¬
ument Object Model (DOM) of the mark-up used to render the current
page. Web applications based on AJAX communicate with the server
at a finer level of granularity that is not unlike the interaction processes
encountered on the paper client. The solution presented in this chapter
that was implemented within the EdFest application to handle such pro¬
cesses could therefore form the basis to integrate delivery channels that
connection,

a

response handler is

support AJAX with those that do

not.

7
Conclusion

In this thesis

we

agement based
that have

have established the need for context-aware data

on

a

survey of
in

recently emerged

response to this

requirement

context-aware data

approaches
a

we

to context-aware

man¬

computing

number of
have

application domains. In
enunciated our hypothesis that

management should be addressed

in terms of

a ver¬

sion model to be

implemented as part of a database management system.
Supported by a comprehensive analysis of existing versioning systems, we
have presented a version model that offers alternative versions, so-called
variants, to support context-aware data management. Further, we have
shown how these variants can be integrated with revisional versions to
record the development process of a system. The implementation of our
version model has served

that has been
In

cations.

used

as

the basis for

as

a

content

management system

for current web

platform
designed
engineering appli¬
the
content
presented
turn,
management system has been
as

component in

a

a

mobile tourist information system that features

context-awareness in terms of multi-channel and multi-modal content de¬

livery

as

well

as

location-dependent

To conclude this

thesis,

services.

critically evaluate
hypothesis that we

we

our

version model and

formulated. However,
applications based on the
having already provided detailed points of discussion at the end of each
chapter concerning our approach and its implementation, we will refrain
from repeating these arguments. In this chapter we rather provide a
summary of the most important aspects and show how the requirements
its
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have established have been addressed.

we

uncover

areas

of

goal

of this evaluation

provide room for
additional improvement. These shortcomings together with suggestions
on how to address them will be presented in the final section of this
thesis. There we also provide an outlook on possible future research and
applications stimulated by the concepts introduced in this thesis.
is to

the

The

7. Conclusion

our

version model that still

Discussion

7.1

From the

diversity of context-aware applications that have recently been
developed, we have derived universality as an important requirement for
a

context-aware data

management system. Our version model embraces

this

challenge by refraining from imposing a predefined notion of context
Rather than specifying semantics, the context
on a client application.
representation introduced in Chapter 4 establishes a common syntax for
context that is shared between the application and the data management
system. Due to this generic approach, the designer of an application
can

define which information is considered to be context.

The version

model itself extends the scope in which contextual information

can

be

used to

adapt the functionality of an application. Most existing sys¬
tems limit adaptation to triggering information based on context rather
than providing support to also adapt the information itself. This re¬
quirement has been addressed by our approach through the management
of context-dependent variants of data objects that are used to represent
information in different situations. Supported by research in the fields
of computer-aided design, software configuration and web engineering as
well as the requirements of current web content management systems, we
have stipulated the importance of managing the evolution of a develop¬
ment process. This challenge is met by our work through the integration
of revisions that keep track of previous versions of an object. For the
scope of this thesis, however, we have decided to focus on context-aware
variants rather than

tribution of

our

Although

in

use

of

some

as we

con¬

our

previous approaches that we have discussed also
of variants, it is important to point out that the in¬

variants is

completely

Our variants

different from the

use

of variants

exclusively targeted at contextsupporting product engineering of

are

data management, rather than

software

believe that this is the main

of the

existing systems.

aware

revisions

work.

feature the notion
tended

on

configuration management.

As

a

consequence, this difference
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in how variants

gives rise to a notion of context that distin¬
guishes our system from previous solutions. As discussed in Chapter 3,
contextual information in software engineering is regarded as a specifi¬
cation that needs to be followed exactly. In contrast, context is seen by
most context-aware computing applications as optional information that
can be used to augment the operation and functionality of the system.
We have claimed that this character of context has an impact on several
aspects of the proposed version model. The way in which versions are

organised

in

are

our

used

model is

such

one

where these effects

area

are

visible.

Whereas most

existing systems use a directed acyclic graph to structure
the version history of an object, it is sufficient in our approach to use
This decision is supported by the fact that variants expressing
a tree.
different

fore,
a

representations of

it is not necessary to

an

do not need to be combined. There¬

object

support

an

operation

tree that would lead to the creation of

the notion of context
to favour variants

of the internal

supported by

over

our

a

graph

a

structure.

Additionally,

model has motivated the decision

revisions in term of

representation of

to merge two branches of

access

structures at the level

versioned

object. Incidentally, this
organisation proposed by most

approach is very similar to the version
existing solutions. Interestingly, some of these systems also opt for the
inverse solution of structurally favouring revisions over variants. This
fact is evidence that the organisation of versions in existing approaches
is less determined by the notion of context but rather dependent on other
factors.

Another part of

our

design of the matching algorithm used to evalu¬
ate queries. Unlike software configuration systems, for example, that use
an exact match to compute a specific configuration specified by context
values, our algorithm is based on a best match strategy. Whereas an
exact match will fail when the requirements given by the context are not
satisfied, our best match algorithm always returns a result. The situa¬
tion that falling back to a default representation of the object is always
possible in our version model is another impact of the understanding of
context as found in mobile, ubiquitous and pervasive computing as well
As contextual information is seen as optional in
as web engineering.
these systems, falling back to the default variant corresponds to the way
the application would operate in the absence of context. Therefore, our
approach meets another important requirement of recognising the appli¬
cation logic represented by a query and the adaptation based on context
as two orthogonal system dimensions. At the end of Chapter 2 we have
directly apparent

is the

model where the role of contextual information is
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also

postulated that a data management system designed to support
context-aware applications needs to be configurable to allow for differ¬
ent modes of operation. Although the matching algorithm that realises
context-aware behaviour is built into

our

system,

requirement by providing support for influencing
tral step of the

we

have addressed this

its behaviour.

A

cen¬

scoring function that assigns
between the properties of a vari¬
a value
ant and the values of the current context state. If an application should
require to do so, the default scoring function presented in this thesis can
be substituted with a function that reflects the requirements of a specific

matching algorithm is
expressing the correspondence

the

domain.
An additional feature that

distinguishes

our

version model from most

of the

existing systems is the fact that it is defined in the setting of an
object-oriented data model. Whereas the version organisation mentioned
above determines how an individual object is versioned, we have also
presented how a network of objects that are connected through relation¬
ships is versioned. As in previous approaches, the proposed mechanism
is realised based on the well established notion of specific and generic
references that are directly supported by the extended object identifiers
used in our model. An extended object identifier is composed of a field
identifying the whole object as well as two optional fields referencing a
specific revision and variant of the object, respectively. Whereas a spe¬
cific reference to an object is expressed by an identifier where all three
fields are set, generic references to the same object can be specified with
an identifier that omits either or both of the two optional fields. To re¬
solve generic references, the concepts of the latest revision and default
variant have been introduced for any field that is not specified in a par¬
tial object identifier. Although specific and generic references provide
support for version-aware references, they suffer from several limitations.
As such relationships are maintained as an internal part of the versioned
object, they are both uni-directional in nature and cannot be versioned
independently of the object. Fortunately, the OM data model on which
our approach is based features a bi-directional association concept that
is external to the objects. Further, as associations are themselves repre¬
sented as objects they can be versioned using the same concepts as data
objects and are thus free from the limitations of simple references.
In
aware

Chapter 5,

we

data management has been used to

agement system. The
as an

have shown how the version model for context-

content

implementation platform

implement

a

content

management system is intended
for web

to

man¬
serve

engineering applications and has
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therefore taken the

requirements model-based design methodologies into
account. The resulting system is based on the separation of the concepts
All data and metadata
of content, structure, view and presentation.

that is

represented

in terms of these four

presented version model for
context-aware data management. Therefore, the corresponding objects
are capable of both capturing the development process of a web site at
design-time and exhibiting context-dependent behaviour at run-time. As
a consequence, our context management system is capable of adapting
the content of a web site as well as its structure and presentation to con¬
text, as defined by the application at hand. Existing content management
systems have been shown to fall in either of two categories. First of all,
there are systems that publish the content of existing application data¬
content

bases

management system based

concepts is managed by the

on

the web.

on

the

These so-called database-based content management

supporting model-based development,
as user data types can be directly represented.
However, these systems
lack support for data types that are specific to the web. Document-based
are

content

management systems,

very

strong

in terms of

systems

in

contrast, address this requirement by

providing a set of document types such as text, image or link. A major
goal of our content management system was to close the gap between
these two approaches. The solution we have presented is based on the
object-oriented nature of the underlying data model that allows a set of
core document types to be extended with application-specific types using
inheritance. The development and implementation of web sites with our
content management system is supported by a client application and a
server

component.

Another
been

application of the
discussed in Chapter 6.

content

As the

presented in this thesis
enabling technology behind

management system, the version model has served

as

has
our

part of

personal information system supporting tourists that visit the
Edinburgh festivals. The presented tourist information system is capable
of delivering information about the events and venues of the Edinburgh
festivals as well as about the city itself over multiple delivery channels.
Apart from delivery channels based on traditional desktop and PDA
clients, the mobile information system also features an interactive paper
channel as input and speech as output. This novel web channel has given
rise to a series of new requirements that have not been present in previ¬
ous delivery channels. One such requirement is that the interactive paper
client actually comprises two delivery channels that have to be supported
by the content management component. Whereas one of these delivery
a

mobile

version model
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channels is used to generate the interactive paper documents at

time,
on

the other is

responsible

for

delivering

the tourist's interaction at run-time. In

interaction, another new requirement
non-linear, as users have the complete

design-

additional information based

comparison

is that

to browser-based

paper-based

interaction is

disposal and
can thus point with the digital pen to anything they like. This inability of
the paper client to control the user interface in terms of what is displayed
to users and thus guide them through a series of well-defined steps also
has an impact on the content server. When processing a complex trans¬
action such as the presented reservation process, the content server has
to notify the tourists after every step to prevent them from getting lost.
Addressing this requirement results in a communication pattern between
client and server that is fundamentally different from the browser-based
pattern. Our content management system addresses context-dependent
interaction processes by extending the notion of context to also include
the current state of a transaction. As operations such as object meth¬
ods or database macros are also represented as objects in our system,
they too can have context-dependent variants and thus can be matched
against this interaction context. In our opinion, having been able to do
so is further evidence that our version model satisfies the requirement
of supporting an open concept of context that can be tailored to the
demands of an application. Moreover, we believe that the application
of our approach in a content management system and thus as a part
of a mobile tourist information system has validated our hypothesis of
providing context-aware data management based on a version model in
general.

7.2

Outlook

Having explained why

the

proposed

ments of context-aware data

regard

interface at their

user

as

shortcomings

of

management,

our

approach

of research. Two such limitations of
tioned in

Chapter

version model satisfies the
we

and

our

a

discuss

some

vision about

model have

require¬

issues that
new

already

we

directions

been

men¬

4. The first of these

version model has

shortcomings is the fact that our
support to distinguish between generic

currently no
and version-specific attributes. As
to all versions of an object has to
graph. A second drawback stems
process that matches context to

a

consequence, data that is

be

common

replicated over the entire version
from the proposed query evaluation
each participating object individually.
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this could lead to inconsistent results

Potentially
that

context dimensions

as

specified in the current context state could be handled differ¬
ently for different objects. Possible solutions that could help to address
these deficiencies have also been discussed in the corresponding chapter.
not

are

Another point where
from the lack of

a

our

clearly

model needs further

defined

operational

clients interact with the version model.

tailing

the

implementation,

the basic

improvement

emerges

model that governs how

As discussed in the section de¬
to create and retrieve

operations

both revisions and variants have been defined in

approach. What is
missing is a transactional model that builds on top of these primitives to
determine the evolution of the version graph and to provide controlled
concurrent access. Taking the lessons learned from engineering databa¬
ses and software configuration management systems into consideration,
such a transactional model could be based on client workspaces that
support long-running transactions through check-out and check-in oper¬
ations. Coupled to the missing transactional model is the lack of possi¬
bilities to define policies that govern the evolution of the version graph
in terms of which modifications require the creation of a new version.
our

With respect to context-aware data management, the system should also

support the specification of constraints that check whether the variants
defined for

Whereas, at the moment, it is only
possible to check that no two variants of an object define the same set of
properties, it is possible that future context-aware applications will have
more sophisticated requirements.
Finally, it has to be noted that the
matching of a context state to the variants of an object, as currently im¬
plemented, has not been optimised in any way. Clearly, the processing of
context-aware queries would benefit from index structures over the prop¬
erties of the variants that provide efficient access to the desired variant.
Index structures have been proposed for both temporal and engineering
databases as well as software configuration management systems. As of
now, however, their applicability in the setting of context-aware data
management remains open to investigation. In order to address these
open questions, we are planning to integrate the concepts put forward
in this thesis in OMS Avon, the latest member in the family of systems
that provide support for the OM data model.
In

based

an

object

spite of these
on

are

issues that need further

the version model

in future context-aware

domain

consistent.

are

presented
applications.

work,

we

believe that systems

will constitute valuable components
An

example

of such

reactive information environments which

step in the evolution of information systems.

an

application

we see as

Whereas the

a

further

presented
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tourist

for the

guide

Edinburgh

ate future of information
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festivals has demonstrated the immedi¬

setting of mobile computing,
information environments will lead the way towards pervasive informa¬
tion systems. In contrast to mobile and personal information systems
that are mostly based on traditional synchronous user interaction, in¬
formation environments are embedded in the environment and provide
ambient information asynchronously. Therefore, the use of context in in¬
formation environments is different than in mobile personal information
systems. As information environments do not provide a user interface in
the traditional sense, the system has to rely almost entirely on context
information to decide which piece of information should be published in
a given situation.
Similarly to mobile applications, contextual informa¬
at the

tion,
is

displayed

time,

same

can

in mobile information

presented
ment

(SOPHIE) [24]
on

be

seen

as

is

The Social
an

example

determining

Hence the

presented.

systems that

in this thesis.

that builds

is the basis for

and how it is

mation environments

in the

systems

an

use

where information
of context in infor¬

extension of the

use

of context

goes further

beyond what
Philanthropic Information
of such

an

we

have

Environ¬

information environment

extended architecture for web information systems.

an

In this
sis

setting, the content management system presented in this the¬
has been proposed as a component to handle the context-dependent

publishing

of ambient information to various devices.

Another

area

where

our

could unleash its

context-aware content

management system

potential
management. Today, most doc¬
uments are managed as files, which leads to a number of disadvantages.
On the one hand, files represent documents at a relatively coarse level
of granularity, as their internal structure is non-transparent and is main¬
tained by a dedicated application. On the other hand, files often include
data by value, meaning that the same content cannot be part of multiple
files. Whereas the first of these two concerns has been partially addressed
with the advent of application independent file formats that are based
To demonstrate the
on XML, the second point is still an open issue.
benefits of managing application documents with a content management
system based on our version model we will use the example of a slide show
presentation as created by an application such as Microsoft PowerPoint.
Seen through the eyes of content management, a presentation document
is

a

container

component that consists of

each slide is also

graphics.

is document

a

container for other

Attached to the

the final show looks when

a

sequence of slides.

such

In

turn,

texts, tables

as
objects
presentation are templates that
presented or as a handout. At

or

govern how

the level of
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slides, additional presentation templates define the layout of each slide.
Although this separation of content, structure and presentation is easily
mapped to a content management system such as the one presented in
this thesis, current file systems are not capable of supporting such fine
grained structures. Therefore, the functionality offered by content man¬
agement such as presentations that behave and look differently depending
on

the audience of

a

talk remains unrealised.

Furthermore, our experience has shown that people who are regularly
involved in giving talks and lectures build a repository of slides that they
then reuse in different presentations. The limitations of current docu¬
ment management technologies make it necessary that the reuse of a
slide can only be achieved through copying the slide from one file to
another. Instead, our content management system includes components
in a container by reference and thus does not suffer from the problems
and pitfalls that arise when managing redundant data such as keeping
all copies consistent when an error is found and corrected in one pre¬
sentation. Also, the version model underlying our content management
system would help to track the evolution and the provenance of a slide
in case it should be required to adapt the content in the future. The
proposition of using a database instead of a hierarchical file system has
been made numerous times. To mention only one example, Rivera [228]
proposes a database replacement for the file system of the Oberon op¬
erating system that is based on the same object-oriented data model as
used in this thesis. While this relationship to our approach is one rea¬
son why we mention this work, another is the fact that an augmented
slide show system has been implemented on top of it. An interesting
development that coincides with the release of Microsoft Office 2007 is
the introduction of the Office Open XML [227] file format. This new
file format for Microsoft's office applications is based on a file archive
containing a hierarchy of folders that organise a number of XML files.
While this file format does not solve the problems associated with re¬
dundant data, we believe that it is one step towards a more fine grained
structuring of document content. Also, due to the fact that it is based
on open standards is becomes possible to consider this file format as an
additional output channel for

a

content

management system such

as ours

to realise the features discussed above.

At the end of

implementation of the
In order to ad¬
reservation process within the EdFest tourist guides.
dress the situation that the paper client requires a different communi¬
cation pattern than traditional browser-based clients, we have created
Chapter

6

we

discussed the
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Technically, these interaction
processes were realised through different implementation variants of the
database macro implementing the corresponding application logic. In
this setting, context has been used to dispatch the request made by the
client to the desired implementation, similarly to object-oriented pro¬
gramming languages that dispatch a call to an overloaded method based
The use of context in this
on the parameters provided by the caller.
implementation raises an interesting question. Throughout this thesis
we have discussed how object variants are used to realise context aware
data management and querying. Now, we must ask ourselves whether it
is sensible to apply the same mechanisms not only to data but also to
programs. We have conducted preliminary research into this direction
with the implementation of a prototype language that supports multivariant programming [253]. The language is an extension of Prolog that
allows predicate implementations to be defined for a given context state.
The current context state of the system is managed by library predicates
context-dependent

interaction processes.

that allow context values to be set and removed. Before

a

context-aware

Prolog program can be executed, it needs to be loaded by a special parser
that replaces all predicate calls in the program with a call to a dispatching
predicate that takes context into consideration. Experiences gained from
a set of example programs have shown that the approach has its merits
even though writing context-aware programs can be quite challenging,
especially if context-dependent predicates are allowed to modify the con¬
text state. Naturally, our prototype implementation suffers from a few
limitations and problems such as poor performance. Also, it is still un¬
clear how to combine context-dependent predicate invocation with the
backtracking mechanism of Prolog. Nevertheless, we believe that the
potential benefits of this approach outweigh these challenges and will
therefore continue to investigate the application of our version model to
programming languages.
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